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Thelton Henderson, Social Change, Judicial Activism, and the Public Interest Lawyer, 2 Wash. U. J.L. & Pol’y 33
(2003) 1
… What does it mean to be a public interest lawyer? … The prevailing view of the public interest lawyer is relatively
narrow in scope. Given the persistent nexus between wealth and access to legal representation, our multi-layered
society is always in need of lawyers committed to serving poor and under-represented people who would not otherwise
have access to crucial legal advice. Our society is equally in need of lawyers who are committed to upholding rights
and addressing issues that do not generally attract adequate financial backing, such as civil rights, immigrant rights,
child poverty, and today more than ever, those who get caught, perhaps innocently, in the cross-fire of our war on
terrorism. I believe that these lawyers deserve special recognition because they devote their careers to the public
interest and they do so usually at a substantial personal financial sacrifice.
At the same time, the circle of lawyers who serve the public interest can be viewed as much broader than we sometimes
think. In the profession of law, the public interest is always implicated, and we mistake ourselves by assuming
otherwise. This premise is as true for a corporate transactional lawyer with Fortune 500 clients as it is for a public
defender or an impact litigation attorney. The weighty legal and moral obligations that attorneys face leave ample
room to vindicate the public interest if they so choose. Thus, even in the justifiable pride of electing a legal career
explicitly dedicated to the public interest, one must never be so jealous of the term ‘public interest’ as to forget or
deny that all lawyers are almost preternaturally so dedicated-- else how can we invite our fellow lawyers to that higher
purpose?
Indeed, I firmly believe that a prosecutor who wisely and fairly uses his or her power to forego prosecuting someone
when the interest of justice so requires furthers the public interest just as much as a public defender who, from the
trenches, defends the criminally-accused indigent. A partner in a major law firm who works to ensure that his or her
corporate clients treat their employees in a non-discriminatory manner, or that his or her clients take the high road
even as they pursue the bottom line (for example, consider Enron or Worldcom) furthers the public interest just as
much as the plaintiffs’ lawyer who sues the corporation for discrimination or the government lawyer who charges the
corporate executive with fraud and malfeasance.
One of the biggest and most significant civil rights cases I have tried in my 23 years on the bench, a case which
challenged widespread unconstitutional conditions at the foremost maximum security prison in California,1 was
litigated by a small prison law group in partnership with one of the country’s leading law firms in high-tech litigation
and transactional work. The partners and associates at that firm worked in a pro bono capacity and expended
tremendous resources, including advancing costs well in excess of a million dollars, on behalf of this very important
case. The public interest prison law group could not possibly have handled the case by themselves. The large law firm,
in my view, personified the spirit and essence of public interest law.
Whether you can devote your life to being a public interest lawyer as I first defined that term, or whether your career
path takes you in other or more varied directions, I hope that you will always consider how your position affects and
implicates the public interest, and how you can strive to serve and further the public interest in whatever way your
position permits.
…[I]t is no accident that lawyers have shaped our constitutional history as well as the day-to-day events of our society
at large. Lawyers are peculiarly equipped, by training and experience, to be partisans for a cause and to take the lead
in the vigorous and frank discussions of our society’s needs and problems. They have long functioned as architects as
well as artisans of social reform, redesigning, reshaping, and creating not only legal institutions, but social, economic,
and political institutions as well. To give one obvious example, it was largely lawyers who shaped and managed
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal Administration in l932, a program which brought us out of the most
devastating depression in our country’s history and positioned us to become the most powerful and prosperous country
in the world. And in the early 1960s, lawyers of all colors and backgrounds, young and old, joined the civil rights
movement en masse, and made it possible for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to fashion the most successful civil rights
movement in our nation’s history, one based upon a willingness to go to jail for passive resistance to immoral laws.…
…[T]here are new challenges for those practicing in the public interest, and that these challenges come from different
directions. First, as some of our social problems grow more intractable and complex, it becomes much more
challenging for lawyers to tackle them through judicial avenues. It is much easier to bring a lawsuit in response to an
incident of blatant discrimination than it is to prove forms of discrimination which are no less devastating in their
1

Judge, United States District Court, Northern District of California.
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results, but which occur in more subtle or indirect forms. …At the same time, we have seen federal funding for legal
services drastically slashed, and legal aid offices around the country have had to consolidate or close to meet barebones funding limits set by the Legal Services Corporation. Studies show that at least eighty percent of the legal needs
of the poor still go unmet.2
Strict restrictions on the types of cases that legal aid offices can bring have also been imposed. For example, legal aid
offices are no longer allowed to bring class action cases,3 which further impedes their ability to efficiently and
effectively enforce important rights. Before this restriction was in place, a legal aid office in northern California
brought a class action in federal court, Sneede v. Kizer,4 contending that the State of California was improperly
interpreting the Medicaid statute, and in the process depriving thousands of class members of medical benefits to
which they were legally entitled. Legal Aid won that case, and thousands of Californians began to receive critically
important medical benefits. Under today’s restrictions, this class action could not be brought, and the important rights
at stake could never be vindicated, at least not by a legal aid office, except on a one-client-at-a-time basis.
The current restrictions on impact litigation are, for me, particularly ironic. Back in the early days of Lyndon Johnson’s
war on poverty, when I directed the East Bayshore Neighborhood Legal Center, we would dutifully represent our
clients on an individual basis in their grievances against landlords, collection agencies, and the like. I remember clearly
when the lightbulb went off for legal aid offices around the country that the best way to fight the systemic problems
faced by our clients was to conduct so-called impact litigation, which strikes at the heart of the problem that needs to
be addressed. It is a pity this has been stopped.
Not only are resources more scarce, and social issues often more difficult to identify and address, but a more
conservative Supreme Court has also significantly impacted the practice of public interest law. In recent years,
Supreme Court decisions have dramatically changed the landscape for citizens and lawyers seeking to enforce civil
rights or environmental laws.
For example, in three decisions in the 1998-99 Term the Court resoundingly pronounced the inviolability of state
sovereignty in the federal system.5 In the three decisions, all decided by a majority of the same five justices, the Court
dramatically curtailed the power of Congress to provide a judicial forum for redress of state infringement of federal
rights.
We need not debate the soundness or the wisdom of this jurisprudential trend to expand states’ rights in order to
understand the concerns of the civil rights community where, historically speaking, the term “states’ rights” has been
considered synonymous with racial segregation and Jim Crow laws that perpetuated second class citizenship for blacks
in our southern states.
Further compounding this effect is the growing trend to label decisions upholding or expanding civil rights as the
product of judicial activism, with the pejorative implication that such decisions represent an attempt by judges to
improperly disregard legal precedent or to thwart “the will of the legislature” or “the will of the people.” Conversely,
decisions that are consistent with a more politically conservative outlook are typically portrayed as products of judicial
restraint.
It seems to me, however, that the term ‘judicial activism’ ultimately depends upon whose ox is being gored, and not
upon judicial, political, or social persuasion. The truth is that the term ‘judicial activism’ is not a particularly coherent
concept to begin with. All judges are required to act in every case, and every form of judicial action bears some social
consequences, if only for the parties involved. Thus, the claim that a judge who maintains the status quo is quiescent
whereas a judge whose decisions modify the status quo is active seems to me to be a distinction without a difference.
In reality, there are plenty of issues on a conservative agenda that would require active judging to implement, just as
there are a host of liberal issues that will only hold firm if judges are restrained in approaching them. …
The true nature of the judicial activism debate can, in my view, be fairly easily and obviously exposed, as was recently
done by Professor William P. Marshall of the University of North Carolina.6 After comprehensively analyzing the
decisions of the Supreme Court since 1995, Professor Marshall concluded that the current court is actually the most
“activist” in our history.7 Among other things, he found that it has invalidated over twenty-six federal laws in the last
six years.8 In striking contrast, he tells us that during the entire first 200 years following ratification of the constitution,
the Supreme Court only struck down a grand total of 127 federal laws, an average of a little more than one law every
two years.9 …
Of course, no discussion of the challenges facing public interest lawyers would be complete without addressing the
very real obstacles to effectuating social change through civil rights litigation, obstacles that have been revealed all
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too clearly by the last 25 years of civil rights history in this country.
The singular civil rights case of the last century, in my view, was Brown v. Board of Education.15 When Brown was
decided in 1954, the black community rejoiced in a way it had not since Joe Louis defeated Max Schmeling in an
historic heavyweight boxing match. There was great optimism throughout the land that, with the overturning of Plessy
v. Ferguson,16 the days of segregated education in this county were on their way to becoming an unpleasant memory.
However, painful experience has shown that this historic judicial ruling cannot, without legislative and executive
action, and without grass-roots mobilization, achieve the degree of social change that many, infused with the optimism
of the 1950s and 60s, may have hoped for.
Nearly half a century later, we must concede that our public schools are more segregated than ever.17 The New York
Times recently reported on a new study by the Civil Rights Project at Harvard University that shows that white, black
and Latino school children are more isolated within their own racial groups than they *42 were 30 years ago.18 This is
certainly not what Thurgood Marshall and others expected would be the legacy of Brown as they savored their legal
victory in 1954. Indeed, the limits on the ability of courts alone to achieve social change cannot be more clearly
illustrated than with the case of Brown v. Board of Education.
Interestingly, as the Harvard study found, demographics alone do not account for the rapid re-segregation of schools
that has been occurring over the last ten years.19 Another significant factor has been the recent termination of courtordered desegregation remedial plans.20 Since the early 1990s when the Supreme Court began making it easier to
terminate such plans, many school districts have lifted desegregation orders.21 Thus, while Brown can be used to
starkly illustrate the limits of the courts, it also serves to underscore their power. When courts utilized the full extent
of their remedial power to enforce Brown vigorously through desegregation orders, it had a substantial impact.
However, as soon as the courts were required to step back, the force of Brown quickly dissipated, and schools resegregated. As an aside, I might mention that I’ve seen this same pattern in prison reform cases, once the court ceases
to supervise the constitutional remedies it has ordered. …
That these formidable challenges exist, however, is no reason to stand back or give up on the courts as a component
for social change. On the contrary, the courts remain at center stage, and rightly so, as our nation continues to grapple
with the social issues of the day. After all is said and done, we are a nation of laws. As a result, our laws are not only
symbols, but necessary avenues for our own development and evolution as a free society. It is simply the nature of a
society based on the rule of law that change will evolve, at least in part, through our courts. As such, the lawyers and
the public, will always press for social changes through the courts. Neither side of the political spectrum will be
immune from this pressure.
Moreover, the significance of public interest litigation cannot always be measured by just one scale. For instance, the
fact that Brown did not successfully prod our nation to a fully integrated public school system does not undermine the
historical enormity of that decision. For the black school child, living with the knowledge and conviction that some
measure of his or her plight is the result of unjust and legally disapproved conduct is a fundamentally different reality
than having to live with the pain that such conduct is perfectly condoned and legal. Even if very little in day-to-day
life changes and there is just the expectation of some material betterment, the knowledge that one’s experience finds
vindication in the eyes of the law is a good bit of what empowerment means. I think that this is especially true in
democratic societies. I have been told by civil rights leaders from Martin Luther King to the remarkable Robert Moses
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee that the new-found expectation that, unlike past administrations,
John F. Kennedy would respond to Bull Connors’s police dogs and fire hoses in Birmingham, was critically important
fuel for the civil rights movement. While our experience with Brown and other civil rights cases may provide a *44
sobering dose of realism for the public interest litigator, it should not be cause for discouragement. One need not look
far to see that courts remain vitally involved in the critical social issues of the day….
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change rules and then claim that the changes were forced on them by the
court. As Jacobs puts it, "rules and practices can be liberalized and then
blamed on the courts, thereby blunting criticism from rank and file_guards"
(Jacobs 1980, 446). For the administrator who is not opposed to at least some
changes, court orders can be used as a tool.
Conclusion
Justice Brennan, concurring in a 1981 case (Rhodes v. Chapman, 359),
argued that courts can play a vital role in prison reform. The evidence, how
ever, suggests that despite the good intentions of many prison litigators and
judges, courts lack important tools necessary for the successful reform of the
American prison system. Justice Powell, for example, has noted that the
"problems of prisons in America are complex and intractable, and, more to
the point, they are not readily susceptible of resolution by decree" (Procunier
v. Martinez 1974, 404-5). Former Chief Justice Warren Burger agreed, writ
ing in 1985 that "courts are not the primary forum for effective resolution of
disputes over prison conditions" (Burger 1985, 9). Clearly, Justice Brennan
and proponents of the Dynamic Court view have overstated their case.
On the other hand, courts have made a difference on some issues in some
places. If the constraints can be overcome, and one of the conditions is pres
ent, litigation can make a difference. The Constrained Court view, then, is
also not very helpful. This leaves the conditions. And, as the analysis has
shown, they do explain both why change has been uneven and when it has
occurred.
Defenders of the use of litigation to improve prison conditions, even if
they admit that success is uneven, often argue that there is no other choice.
As litigator Turner puts it, "litigation is the clumsiest, most frustrating, cost
liest way of doing anything, but it's the only game in town because of the
default of the other branches of government" (Turner 1984a, 347). 18 Yet there
is little evidence that prison reform litigators have put as much time, energy,
and resources into political and social change as into litigation. Without that
change, litigation will not be effective. Reliance on courts will not bring much
change. 19 The political challenge must be faced directly. 20 Litigation, as the
executive director of the ACLU's National Prison Project has come to under
stand, "is not, of course, the real answer" (Bronstein 1984b, 324).
18. See also Comment (1977, 369).
19. Turner's litigation strategy actually recognizes that the ultimate decision must be po
litical. Believing, along with many prison reformers, that a major problem is the excessive use
of prison terms in the legal system, he "explicitly" uses litigation to lessen the use of prison
terms. Through prison litigation he aims to "improve the conditions of imprisonment and thereby
to make it ruinously expensive for the state to continue to incarcerate as many people as they do"
(Turner 1984b, 331, 331-32). Yet,� the number of citizens incarcerated has grown enormously,
and at an increasing pace, this hardly seems like a sensible strategy.
20. There may be a greater chance of successful implementation when legislatures rather
than courts are involved: "Correctional employees understand the legislative process; the De
partment of Corrections and employee groups are both represented by spokesmen before the
legislature" (Project 1973, 554 n.4:29).
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Chapter Eleven

334

Conclusion: The Revolution That Wasn't
In the decisions that I have examined in.this chapter, reformers attempted
to dramatically change police and courtroom practices and prison conditions.
They did so by litigating, focusing on rights and arguing that prison officials,
the police, and the courts must inform criminal defendants of a wide array of
rights and refrain from certain practices. And they won many cases.
The Court, however, was unable to achieve its stated goals because po
litical support was often lacking and seldom were the conditions necessary
for change present. What was overlooked was that organizations, be they
prison systems, police departments, or lower courts, are often unwilling to
change. Watching over 1,600 criminal court cases a decade and a half after
the "revolution," Feeley found that "constitutional changes notwithstanding,
the lower courts are reluctant to treat formally that which has traditionally
been treated informally, and they refuse to consider solemnly that which has
usually been taken lightly" (Feeley 1979, 8). For many officials, what the
Supreme Court did simply "did not matter much" (Wasby 1976, 221). Of the
more than 1,600 cases that Feeley saw, the "overwhelming majority ... took
just a few seconds" and "the courtroom encounter was a ritual in which the
judge ratified a decision made earlier" (Feeley 1979, 11). While some
change has occurred, it depended more on the interests of non-Court actors,
especially politicians and administrators, than on the courts. The revolution
failed.
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Mary Ziegler, Framing Change: Cause Lawyering, Constitutional Decisions, and Social Change,
94 MARQ. L. REV. 263 (2010)
I. Introduction
[There is a] … crisis of confidence in constitutional litigation as a tool for social change. … Some
have questioned the courts’ institutional capacity to generate change, either because they cannot
ensure that their rulings will be enforced or because they cannot change the beliefs of those whose
views determine the course of policy. Others emphasize the ways in which litigation has de-radicalized social movements, since courts favor moderate, legally grounded arguments that may enforce
the social status quo. Although they focus on the value of litigation as a tool for change, critics of
change-oriented litigation also offer a powerful account of the relationship between social change
and judicial decision-making. In this account, as we will see, law is argued to affect neither the
concrete enforcement of rights nor popular opinion about the justice of a movement’s arguments.
…[T]he basic premises of … [the] model shared by litigation’s critics of how social change occurs
[has three premises]. The first premise … addresses the relationship between law and social
change. Litigation’s critics reason that legal reforms almost inevitably mirror shifts in social mores
and popular opinion. This is the reflectionist hypothesis: law reflects but does not reshape public
attitudes and views. The second premise addresses how social change happens. This is the causeacceptance hypothesis: social change occurs when a majority of the public accepts the legitimacy
of the movement’s complaint. A final premise concerns law’s relevance to social movement campaigns. This is the clean-up hypothesis: court decisions matter only when they strike down already
unusual and unpopular laws or implement remedial measures the public already supports.
… Contrary to what is suggested by the reflectionist hypothesis, decisions and change-oriented
litigation may sometimes produce social change indirectly, by redefining a social practice … and
thereby influencing citizens’ attitudes. This model is one of “constitutional framing,” whereby
movements, countermovements, and officials in constitutional debates compete and collaborate in
changing or reinforcing the meaning of social practices.
The changing definition of a movement’s cause may have effects more complex than the outcomes
and shifts in public attitudes …. When the prevailing meaning of a practice changes, a decision can
alter the argumentative strategies adopted by opposing movements, the alliances each side can pursue,
the policy opportunities available to competing groups, and the ways in which a movement can influence popular opinion. The framing effects of a decision may favor progressive social movements or
conservative countermovements. In either case, constitutional framing demonstrates that social change
occurs not only when members of the public accept the justness of a progressive or conservative movement’s cause, but also when the public redefines that cause in a way that favors change.
Finally, contrary to what is suggested by the clean-up hypothesis, … movements may sometimes
benefit from using litigation rather than ordinary protest tactics …. Because litigation can foster the
expression of alternative arguments, the courts offer movements an opportunity to present a variety
of possibly effective frames. When it does not yet have political influence, a movement may often
have to rely on the media to publicize a frame. In such a case, movements have reason to silence
dissent, for the media are likely to focus on internal divisions once they are discovered rather than
on the movement’s message. Consequently, social movement organizations may press members to
speak with a single voice and to suppress alternative frames. By contrast, in applying rules governing
pleading and the submission of amicus briefs, the courts may foster forms of dissent that would prove
too costly for movements in the political arena. …
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II. Litigation and Its Critics
In recent years, criticisms of change-oriented litigation have been varied and profound. …Part IA
opens with an examination of leading criticisms of change-oriented litigation. While offering significantly different proposals, I argue that these scholars work from a shared model of the relationship between legal and social change. Part IB sketches this model and explores its major premises.
If we examine and challenge the premises on which this model is built, we will be better able to
understand alternative, indirect routes to social change.
A. The Problems With Litigation
Gerald Rosenberg’s landmark studies were among the first to propose that “court decisions are neither
necessary nor sufficient for producing significant social reform.” Rosenberg’s main contribution has
been to cast doubt not only on the courts’ willingness to create social change but also on their ability
to implement their decisions. Because they possess few tools to ensure compliance with their decisions,
it is argued that courts are not able to create social change unless “their decisions are supported by
elected and administrative officials.” Rosenberg further argues that support from the public or political
elites is necessary to gain sufficient popular support to implement broad social change.
Rosenberg also examines an alternative, “extrajudicial” path of influence, by which court decisions
“inspir[e] individuals to act or persuad[e] them to examine and change their opinions.” In his analysis of Roe, for example, Rosenberg states a number of claims that could be made in favor of
extrajudicial influence: an argument that the Roe Court “greatly influenced popular opinion in
favor of abortion” or a claim that the courts “spurred women to form and join women’s rights
organizations and to raise large sums of money.” Based on his analysis, Rosenberg finds no evidence in support of these claims.
Like Rosenberg, Michael Klarman challenges the courts’ institutional capacity to generate social
change. Klarman highlights the backlash the courts may produce in the rare instances in which
their opinions do not track popular opinion. He explains that, “[b]y outpacing public opinion on
issues of social reform, such rulings mobilize opponents, undercut moderates, and retard the cause
they purport to advance.” Moreover, Klarman reasons, there are few positive indirect effects of
change-oriented litigation to offset costly backlashes. He acknowledges that judicial victories can
have important symbolic value to a movement but questions whether decisions have any broader
social impact. By raising the salience of an issue, the courts are argued to be able to “forc[e] many
people to take a position [for the first time].” However, he contends, salience-raising fuels backlash
and may thus harm rather than help the cause the courts endorsed. Moreover, he offers evidence
that judicial decisions do not “influence the position” people take nor make them more “strongly
committed to implementing the ruling.”
Unlike Klarman, Tomiko Brown-Nagin focuses not on the courts’ institutional incapacity, but
instead on the adverse effects of change-oriented litigation on social movement efficacy and strategy. Brown-Nagin claims that social movements risk much by using constitutional law to define
their campaigns. The courts will fail to deliver the change a movement demands because their
decisions are often “moderate, elitist, and utilitarian,” the product of negotiations among members
of the elite and their effort “to find consensus amidst cultural conflict.”
In her view, these outcomes illustrate how social movements are fundamentally in tension with
constitutional law and litigation. Law demands that movements de-radicalize, play by institutional
rules, and make only those demands that law would recognize. If movements define themselves
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by litigation, she argues, they lose their ability to challenge existing policy compromises Only
when public attitudes change noticeably can movements effectively pressure the government to
recognize the legitimacy of their claims.
By comparison to Brown-Nagin, William Eskridge suggests that even definitional litigation campaigns can have both benefits and costs to social movements. He shows that movements and law
have a dialectical relationship: movements propose doctrines and constitutional revolutions that
the courts adopt, albeit often in modified form. In turn, constitutional law “influence[s] the rhetoric, strategies and norms of social movements.” In Eskridge’s view, law helps to define and even
create identity-based social movements, first by enforcing discrimination against them and then
by giving “concrete meaning to the ‘minority group’ itself.” Later, law gives identity-based social
movements a chance to demand social change and permits them to reemerge as mass political
mobilizations.
In Eskridge’s account, however, some litigation campaigns and judicial decisions have a negative
impact both on social movements and on the larger society. As one key example of such a campaign,
Eskridge points to Roe v. Wade. Eskridge asserts that Roe announced abortion rights in a “politically
insensitive way” by acting before political consensus about abortion rights had been reached. For
this reason, Roe “undermine [d]” abortion rights “by stimulating extra opposition to” them.
While often carefully exploring the benefits of some change-oriented campaigns, Eskridge’s work
suggests that those campaigns should be limited. He implies that “constitutional law can change if
a longstanding political equilibrium is destabilized, and it must change if the public culture settles
into a new political equilibrium.” If these conditions are not in place, a favorable judicial decision
may damage the movement whose cause has been embraced and generate “immediate and
longstanding political turmoil.”
In different ways, and for different reasons, litigation’s critics argue that social movements should
not invest limited resources in change-oriented litigation. For example, Rosenberg argues that
change-oriented litigation “may not be the best use of scarce resources in important battles for
significant social reform.” If the courts follow popular opinion and are institutionally incapable of
changing it, as Klarman’s account suggests, social movements should focus on changing popular
opinion by direct-action protest. He speaks for others in stating that litigation alone “cannot fundamentally transform a nation.”
B. Modeling Change
Critics of litigation offer deeply different arguments about the effects of constitutional litigation
on movement strategy and the shortcomings of litigation as a tool for change. However, Their
arguments proceed from a shared account of the relationship between legal and social change. This
model of change rests on a set of hypotheses about how law relates to social change, how social
change occurs, and how law can serve change campaigns. If we understand these hypotheses, we
can begin to develop an alternative model of social change.
1. The Reflectionist Hypothesis
As we have seen, litigation’s critics question whether constitutional decisions can deliver the social
changes a movement seeks. These claims all follow in part from the hypothesis that law reflects
public mores, attitudes, and values. For example, Brown-Nagin writes: “It is only after such [public] attitudinal c[h]anges occur or are under way that lawyers might successfully seek changes in
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law.” Eskridge also reasons “constitutional law can change [only] if a longstanding political equilibrium is destabilized.” This is the reflectionist hypothesis: a claim that law reflects popular values, opinions, and mores.
Constitutional framing challenges the hypothesis that law only reflects popular mores and opinions
about a movement’s cause. It proposes that, under some circumstances, constitutional decisions
and litigation can also redefine a movement’s cause and reshape debate about it. Much will depend,
for example, on whether the public views abortion as an issue of women’s rights or as a genderneutral public health crisis. When a decision helps focus debate on a different set of policy questions in this way, it may change which questions are discussed, alter which arguments are used,
reshape the coalitions addressing a movement’s grievance, and determine which goals these coalitions are likely to achieve. In this way, constitutional framing can make change more possible.
2. The Cause-Acceptance Hypothesis
If law cannot create social change, how do litigation’s critics believe social change occurs? The
model underlying otherwise different criticisms of litigation suggests an answer. First, a group of
people must recognize and articulate a shared grievance. That movement then develops a repertoire
of effective protest tactics, such as marches, media events, advertisements, lobbying, or sit-ins.
This effort is a political one that unfolds outside of court.
Social change ultimately happens when popular opinion recognizes the legitimacy of a movement’s complaint. For example, Brown-Nagin explains that social change is possible only when
“public attitudes . . . changed substantially and noticeably, so much so that the media recognize
and confirm the shift in opinion” and public officials are pressured to act. Rosenberg suggests that
legislative and judicial action on abortion became possible when “opinions on abortion . . . changed
rapidly.”…
However, we can better understand how popular opinion changes by looking at more than mere
disapproval or approval of a practice. Instead, constitutional framing proposes that attitudes toward
a practice will depend on which questions are central to a debate. An issue like … abortion will
involve several, sometimes conflicting, policy considerations. A citizen’s opinion will depend in
part on which of those considerations is given the most weight. …When shifting the meaning of a
movement’s cause and the public debate about it in this way, constitutional litigation and decisions
can help to create a political environment that favors change.
3. The Clean-Up Hypothesis
The final and arguably most important question addressed by litigation’s critics involves the role
that litigation and law can play in creating social change. Leading criticisms suggest that while
litigation alone cannot deliver the social changes movements demand, the courts can strike down
outliers, and produce and elaborate on remedies already supported by popular consensus. Rosenberg acknowledges that “litigation can remove minor but lingering obstacles,” and he suggests that
court-delivered remedies can be part of a “mopping-up operation.” …
Constitutional framing demonstrates that constitutional law and litigation can sometimes play a
broader and more complex role than the clean-up hypothesis suggests. Framing shows that judicial
decisions not only strike down unpopular laws but also produce environments that favor political
change. After a high profile decision, debate will turn in part on whether the Court reached the
right conclusions on the issues it addressed. When the Court brings attention to new issues, its
decision may refocus and reshape popular debate. When addressing a different question about
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abortion …, movements and countermovements may be able to make different claims, win different kinds of members, build new alliances, and pursue different kinds of legislative reform. …
III. A New Model of Change
… Why are litigation’s critics so adamant that law only reflects popular attitudes? The answer may
lie in part in how these scholars measure social change. Litigation’s critics first focus on measurable shifts in popular attitudes. … First, critics like Rosenberg have contended that the public is
unaware of controversial decisions and their content. If people do not know what the court has
said, a judicial decision is unlikely to produce change. Other critics argue that, although the public
is aware of controversial opinions, judicial decisions still have no effect on public attitudes. ….
The second primary measurement used by litigation’s critics involves the courts’ ability to enforce
the rights they announce. That the “[c]ourts . . . have neither the purse nor the sword,” as Martin
Shapiro writes, is well understood. Because courts are also argued to be incapable of altering
popular acceptance of a practice, judicial decisions are thought not to encourage public compliance
with or official enforcement of a decision.
These measurements offer useful insight into some aspects of our legal system. Recent empirical
studies have shown that judicial decisions sometimes have no measurable impact on popular opinion, as was the case when the Court struck down a flag-burning ban in Texas v. Johnson. …
This account is inadequate partly because it considers only whether public approval or disapproval
of a cause shifts, not how or why such shifts occur. In recent years, “sociolegal” scholars have
suggested one way that law influences popular attitudes: by structuring the way citizens understand
the world around them. This explanation draws on cross-disciplinary work about what Erving
Goffman first labeled framing: “frameworks of understanding available in our society for making
sense out of events.” Framing an issue is a way of defining, labeling, and understanding it. …
A growing body of scholarship confirms that the framing of a group’s cause is central to its ability
to win recruits, to sustain protest, and to influence how other groups and bystanders view that event
or cause. … Because so much is at stake in the framing of an issue, social movements often compete in dialogue with one another to frame an issue. …[F]raming campaigns may play a key role
in determining what kinds of social change are possible. By convincing members of the public
that one’s definition of a cause is the right one, movements take an important step in creating
support for that cause. … By publicizing a different definition of a group’s cause, in turn, a judicial
decision may create an environment that favors change.
Litigation’s critics neglect this dimension of social change. If we follow some of litigation’s critics
in looking only at approval or disapproval of a practice, we will miss the beginnings of changes in
public attitudes. As social movement scholar Joseph Gusfield explains, the framing of a cause can
create “the recognition that some accepted pattern of social life is now in contention.”
…[T]here is also reason to think that, in some cases, movements will benefit from using litigation
rather than ordinary protest tactics in advancing a frame. The first and less controversial advantage
of litigation involves the relative costs of dissent in court. If they lack the ability to influence a
legislature, movements using direct action protest tactics to generate official support must often
rely heavily on the media to publicize a frame or “mobiliz [e] popular support.” … A movement
may try to promote a frame directly, through working to attract media coverage of a group’s protest
activities, or indirectly, through obtaining a high-salience judicial decision that publicizes a frame.
Social movement scholarship points to strategic risks associated with using direct media coverage.
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When there are intense struggles within movements regarding cause or identity, a movement may
lose control of its message, as “this internal movement conflict can easily become the media’s
story” and focus. … Consequently, formally structured “social movement organizations” often
suppress a rich variety of competing frames in order to present an image of unity and to exercise
control over the frame that the media will cover. In mounting an effective political or media campaign, movements are pressured to speak with one voice. In the process, other important views
within a movement may not be heard by the public.
By comparison, litigation may sometimes offer movements a better chance to promote diverse
frames. As we have seen, an effective political or media strategy may require a movement to silence dissenting members, at least in public debate. By contrast, the Federal Rules of Civil and
Appellate Procedure, like those in many states, foster a form of dissent. … Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 8(d) invites “hypothetical” and “inconsistent” claims. Liberal pleading rules of this kind
may encourage litigants to present a richer variety of frames. Most state and federal courts also
accept or invite the submission of amicus briefs. Thus, amici without the resources or organization
to mount a test case will still often be able to present a frame to the court.
Second, the courts may lower the costs of broadcasting a frame to the public. … Although the
[Supreme] Court receives substantially less coverage than do the other branches of government,
the media pay significant attention to dramatic decisions on divisive issues. In particular, studies
of press coverage of the Supreme Court show that the media publicize judicial work product, including the frame of an issue that the Court adopts.
Brown v. Board of Education… reshaped political debate about segregation. As Michael Klarman
has documented, it was possible before Brown for racial moderates to support segregation without
endorsing white supremacy. Politicians like Big Jim Folsom and Lyndon Johnson were able to
combine race-equality rhetoric and gradual racial reform with clear support for school segregation.
By equating support for segregation with rejection of racial equality, Brown helped to radicalize
debate and to redefine segregation as a practice inextricably linked to white supremacy . . . .
By redefining an issue, a judicial decision may set back or advance a campaign for change. However, the normative point to be taken from constitutional framing is that litigation can still matter
to a change campaign. In spite of the concerns raised by critics like Rosenberg and Klarman, it
may still be worthwhile for movements to use their resources on litigation, even early in a struggle.
In some cases, litigation may be able to reshape the meaning of a movement’s cause in a way that
ordinary politics cannot. …
IV. Redefining the Culture Wars
Critics of change-oriented litigation suggest that social movements go to court seeking to win acceptance for their cause. However, as we will see, there is more than one reason to go to court.
Part A examines how the definition of the abortion-legalization cause evolved after Roe. We have
come to associate pro-choice politics with debate about a woman’s right to choose abortion. Before
Roe, this frame was often less prominent than those involving physicians’ rights and population
control. Roe helped to marginalize claims about population growth, and the decision helped to
focus new attention on claims about women’s reproductive autonomy and equal citizenship. …
This history shows that judicial decisions like Roe … did not simply fail to educate the public or
trigger backlashes. Instead, these decisions also drew public attention to a different set of questions. As public debate focused on a new subject, the meanings of each struggle changed as well.
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A. The Meaning of Abortion
Today, Roe is arguably best known [among scholars of litigation and social change] for creating
backlash. As we will see, however, the decision played an equally important role in redefining the
abortion-legalization cause.
1. Lowering the Costs of Dissent
In important ways, the terms of the abortion debate before Roe did not resemble those likely to be
familiar to most of us today, as pro-choice activists often avoided the rights- or choice-based
frames that now are taken for granted. Instead, groups like the National Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL) were equally likely to adopt population-control frames of the abortion issue. . .
.After NBC aired an episode of the popular television program Maude involving abortion, Wilma
Scott Heide, then-President of NOW, commented at a NOW press conference: “The pressure of
populations on world food supplies is coming home to America.”
For the purpose of political organization and media strategy, leaders of groups like NOW and
NARAL pressed members to suppress or downplay some claims about women’s rights. For example, in 1969, when NARAL formed to coordinate national efforts to repeal abortion bans, there
were already deep divisions between feminists and other pro-choice leaders about how the abortion-legalization cause should be described to the public. At the first meeting of the organization’s
national Board of Directors, Betty Friedan, a founding member of NARAL and a prominent
women’s rights advocate, moved that NARAL “should support political groups working toward
the basic purpose of the right of a woman to decide when to have or not have children.” The motion
died for lack of a second. At the same meeting, Larry Lader moved that NARAL resolve that, “to
prevent increasing overpopulation, American parents in general . . . should adopt the . . . principle
of the 2-child family.” The motion passed 26-18, as did another resolution intended to make clear
that “men as well as women have the right to birth control.”. . .
The courts offered the pro-choice movement a place to test frames that movement leaders had
sometimes downplayed in the political arena. Of course, several pro-choice briefs in Roe, including the one submitted on behalf of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and
the American Psychiatric Association, still defined the abortion-legalization cause in line with
current debate: as gender-neutral, involving “[t]he rights of physicians to administer health care,
and of patients to seek medical treatment.” However, litigation allowed the feminist wing of the
movement to promote a frame that the movement had not stressed in the political domain. Representing a number of women’s liberation organizations, including NOW, attorney Norma Zarky
entered into the Roe litigation in the hope that the Court would publicize and “reach the fundamental issue of a woman’s rights.” In another amicus brief on behalf of feminist organizations,
Nancy Stearns of the Center for Constitutional Rights explained that Roe offered women the
chance to “raise aspects of the constitutional issues before the Court not raised by the parties,”
especially the equality interests of women involved in abortion legalization. . . .
In drawing on these diverse frames, Roe forged a different definition of the abortion legalization
cause. The decision did address the dominant definitions of the cause offered by physicians’ groups
and public health organizations. In early drafts and in its final version, Roe and its companion case,
Doe v. Bolton, treated abortion legalization as an issue involving the mixed right of the woman
and the physician, the right of “the physician, in consultation with his patient, . . . to determine,
without regulation by the State, that, in his best medical judgment, the patient’s pregnancy should
be terminated.” .”
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However, the frame to emerge from Roe also incorporated the claims of feminist attorneys like
Zarky and Stearns. As Zarky called for recognition of “a woman’s fundamental right to decide for
herself whether or not to have a child,” the Roe Court emphasized that the constitutional “right of
privacy . . . is broad enough to encompass a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her
pregnancy.” In explaining why the abortion decision deserved constitutional protection, the Court
also drew on Stearns’ account of the unique burdens and anxieties facing women before and after
childbirth. Significantly, population control was not made an issue in the Roe decision.
2. Changing Argumentative Strategies
Although a number of race-based and international scandals hurt the population control movement
in the late 1970s, Roe played an important role in deemphasizing population control arguments.
After the decision, NARAL operatives were given the following instruction for participating in
debates about abortion:
Allegation: That abortion should not be used as a means of population control. [Response]:
Agreed. . . . In a democratic, nonsectarian society, women should be free to make their
own decisions regarding childbearing and contraceptive use. The term ‘population control’
implies the use of coercive policies and programs to limit population growth. The United
States has no such policy.
In the aftermath of Roe, pro-choice organizations began stressing rights-based instead of population control arguments. By 1974, NOW operatives were advised to compare “the Supreme
Court[‘s] . . . recogni[tion] of the federal constitutional basis for a woman’s right to limit childbearing” to the “freedom of religion or freedom of speech.” Similarly, following a strategy meeting in
1973, Planned Parenthood activists were told, “an important thematic idea to be stressed is that
abortion in a pluralistic society is to be considered as a matter for determination according to personal choice.”
3. Changing Alliances
As Roe helped to change the arguments made in the abortion debate, the decision also changed the
alliances available to the pro-choice movement. That African-Americans as a group at one point
were more likely to oppose abortion than other groups is relatively well-known. It is less welldocumented that, before Roe, prominent African-Americans suggested that the abortion cause was
unjust primarily because abortion was defined as an issue of population control. For example,
Marvin Davies, the Florida field secretary for the NAACP, stated that population control measures
were not “in the best interests of the black people.”
When Roe helped to redefine abortion as a choice- or rights-based issue, the pro-choice movement
was more easily able to pursue alliances with African-Americans and civil rights leaders. Jesse
Jackson, who had led a war against abortion, had described it as a threat to African-Americans.
But in 1983, when Jackson declared his intention to run for the Democratic presidential nomination, he promised feminist leaders to defend a woman’s right to choose abortion.
4. Changing Policy Possibilities
As Roe helped to reshape the alliances on either side of the abortion debate, it also helped to
redefine the political opportunities available to each side. Between 1974 and 1980, as the fight
over the scope of abortion funding bans became increasingly bitter, the pro-choice movement was
able for the first time to rely on civil rights advocates in the Senate, like Ted Kennedy and Birch
Bayh, to vote down the strict House proposals and to call for funding at the very least in cases of
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rape, incest, or medical necessity. In 1975, for example, pro-choice leaders expected Kennedy to
continue his long-standing, pre-Roe opposition to legalized abortion as a form of population control when the Senate voted on a Medicaid abortion restriction. Because the definitions of abortion
had begun to change, Kennedy led the opposition to the restriction and ultimately helped to defeat
it that year. After Roe, when debate focused on whether abortion was a constitutional or civil
rights issue, leaders like Kennedy helped lead Senate opposition to strict Medicaid bans.
Over time, as the new definition of the pro-choice cause became entrenched, Roe may also have
helped to reshape popular opinion. There is reason to think that before Roe a significant number
of African-Americans viewed the abortion-legalization cause as a population control measure. A
February 1971 poll taken by the Chicago Defender found that while only 26.4% of African-Americans generally opposed abortion reform, 63.7% of those polled professed a belief that government-funded abortions could lead to “mass genocide in the black community.”
When Roe helped to redefine abortion as a choice- or rights-based issue, the pro-choice movement
was more easily able to convince African-Americans and civil rights leaders to support legalized
abortion. A published study on race and views on abortion confirms this view. Controlling for a
variety of factors likely to determine a person’s views on abortion, including family income, years
of education, region of residence, frequency of church attendance, and religious denomination, the
study found that, in the two years before Roe, being African-American was, in its own right, a
statistically significant predictor that a person would be opposed to abortion reform. In the period
three years after Roe, being African-American was no longer a statistically significant predictor of
opposition to legalized abortion.
Roe helped fundamentally to reshape the abortion debate. By helping to redefine the abortionlegalization cause, Roe shifted the argumentative strategies used by either side, the coalitions competing movements could form, and the policy opportunities that each side could pursue. Partly
because of Roe, what had been a debate about population growth and physicians’ rights was becoming a discussion about women’s rights. …
V. Reexamining the Value of Litigation
In studying the history of the … abortion struggles, we might be tempted to assume that the terms
of discussion have remained relatively stable over time. Nonetheless, the case studies considered
here suggest that this would be a mistake. Because litigation’s critics ignore the ways in which
judicial decisions redefine movement causes, their theories discount important advantages of going
to court. As the history studied here suggests, litigation sometimes offers movements framing opportunities that might not be available through ordinary politics.
First, unlike public protest or political lobbying, litigation may sometimes allow movement members to offer a rich range of competing or complementary frames. Before Roe, as we have seen,
pro-choice leaders like Lader and Nellis cited strategic reasons for deemphasizing women’s-rights
claims in the political arena. Through the use of amicus briefs, advocates like Stearns and Zarky
effectively used the litigation of Roe to advance alternative women’s-right frames that were not
sometimes thought to be strategically wise in the political domain. Moreover, Sarah Weddington,
counsel for Jane Roe, took advantage of liberal pleading rules to offer both physicians’-rights and
feminist frames of the abortion issue. …
Second, by comparison to direct action protest, litigation may sometimes be a less strategically
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risky way to publicize a movement’s frame. A movement may pay a high price if it adopts alternative strategies for winning media attention, such as recruiting a charismatic leader or staging
dramatic protests. Because the media cover controversial judicial opinions, especially those on
social issues and civil rights, the courts may offer a less risky way of publicizing a movement’s
frame. By attracting controversy, a judicial decision will focus media attention on a court’s work
product. When the public turns its attention to a different set of issues, the court’s decision may
effectively change the definition of a movement’s cause.
The history considered here also suggests that there is a good deal at stake when the definition of
a grievance shifts. First, this history suggests that a judicial decision may help to shift the balance
of arguments that defines a debate. We have seen that Roe deemphasized population control claims
and helped to privilege contentions about women’s abortion rights. The decision encouraged advocates to argue, as NARAL operatives were instructed, that “women should be free to make their
own decisions regarding childbearing and contraceptive use.” …
Moreover, as the terms of a debate change, different coalition-building opportunities may become
available to each side as well. After Roe, as we have seen, the pro-choice movement was able for
the first time to build an effective partnership with civil rights leaders like Jesse Jackson and Ted
Kennedy. …
Thus, the history of the abortion … struggles suggests that there is much more at stake in the
definition of a movement’s cause than might be supposed by litigation’s critics. First, as the social
meaning of a movement’s grievance changes, the policy opportunities available to that group may
narrow or expand. For example, we have seen how the changing definition of abortion helped the
pro-choice movement win allies in Congress who helped to fight against strict Medicaid abortion
bans. Second, the history considered thus far implies that the evolving definition of a cause may
reshape popular opinion…. [T]here is evidence that, as Roe deemphasized population control arguments, African-Americans became more likely to support legalized abortion.
Litigation’s critics assume a model of the relationship between law and social change fundamentally different from the one described here. This model hypothesizes that law primarily reflects
popular mores. Building on this premise, the model next assumes that social change occurs only
when popular approval of a practice increases. Consequently, litigation’s critics reason that litigation is valuable only when it suppresses outliers or cleans up after any major social change has
already taken place.
However, the history considered here suggests that this model is oversimplified. And if the model
of social change assumed by these scholars is incomplete, there may be reason to question their
normative conclusions. Of course, the history studied here does not suggest that litigation will
always be a wise strategic choice for a movement or countermovement with limited resources. But
constitutional framing does suggest that it may still be worthwhile to seek change through litigation. Although we may be aware of reasons not to rely on judicial decisions, we should be equally
careful not to blind ourselves to the opportunities still available in the courts. . . .
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Douglas NeJaime, Winning Through Losing, 96 IOWA L. REV. 941 (2011)
We live in a culture that prioritizes winning. We declare winners and losers, and we deem it fair
and reasonable to distribute benefits based on that distinction: To the victor go the spoils. Perhaps
nowhere is the continued articulation of the winner-loser distinction more apparent than in law.
Litigation, every day, produces winners and losers--often in very public ways. Some parties prevail, and some do not. To the prevailing parties go a host of remedies, including money, injunctions, and declarations of rights. The losers, of course, submit to the winners, paying damages or
ceasing some action. …
Rosenberg’s pessimistic account of courts would seem to have much to say to an attempt to theorize
litigation loss: Judicial defeats--instances in which courts reject a social movement’s claim--may
highlight some of courts’ key constraints. Moreover, analysis of social movement activity in the
wake of litigation loss might offer a comparative account to supplement Rosenberg’s empirical analysis and bolster his (somewhat veiled) normative commitments. Although framed most often as an
empirical and descriptive account, the constrained-courts view derives from a normative position
that prefers social change that emanates from nonjudicial institutions. When courts fail to grant the
asked-for reform, advocates may turn to other lawmaking channels, such as legislative and administrative arenas, and Rosenberg’s approach would value this tactical and institutional shift. …
…[L]egal mobilization and cause lawyering scholars often assume that a litigation loss has a demobilizing effect. That is, they concede the negative effects of failed litigation. This concession is
generally implicit in work that focuses on whether litigation itself can produce positive social
change. Other times, the concession is explicit, as scholars contrast the subject of their analysis-positive judicial decisions--with demobilizing events--negative judicial decisions. For instance,
McCann notes that “eventual defeat in court can sap movement morale, undercut movement bargaining power, and exhaust movement resources.” In this sense, litigation loss, rather than litigation victory, is the point at which sociolegal scholars find common ground with those more generally convinced of litigation’s harmful effects. …
By failing to address litigation loss on its own terms, legal mobilization and cause lawyering scholarship furnishes a premature concession to those convinced of litigation’s ineffectiveness. Crucially, this concession produces an incomplete picture of law and social change, missing the way
in which litigation loss, in addition to litigation victory and process, contributes productively to
the process of reform.
IV. The Productive Potential of Litigation Loss
In this Part, I specify the productive effects that judicial defeat may yield for social movements. I
show that losing is a relatively routine feature of social movements that advocates have learned to
manage and to cultivate for change. Moreover, I relate advocates’ framing of litigation loss to the
specific limitations of court-centered change.
First, I explore two internal movement effects of litigation loss: (1) Loss may help a specific organization stake out an identity in a competitive social movement by committing itself to a meaningful issue susceptible to judicial rejection; and (2) loss may contribute to mobilization and fundraising by inspiring outrage and signaling the need for continued activism in light of courts’ failure
to act. Next, I illustrate two external effects of litigation loss: (1) Loss may prompt advocates to
shift more attention and resources to other law-making institutions, but it may do so in a way that
allows advocates to carve out a specific need for action by other state actors; and (2) advocates
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may use loss to appeal to the public by encouraging citizens to rein in an “activist,” countermajoritarian judiciary. While many of these indirect effects resonate with those identified by legal
mobilization and cause lawyering scholars, I show how these effects derive meaning from the
unique attributes of litigation loss, rather than merely the act of litigation.
I use examples primarily from the LGBT-rights movement and the Christian Right movement. Taking cues from legal mobilization scholars’ interpretive approach, which relies heavily on content
analysis and case studies, I pay significant attention to the actions and statements of social movement
lawyers themselves. Furthermore, instead of merely viewing social movements in relation to the
state, I devote special attention to the importance of movement-countermovement relationships. My
analysis of opposing-movement interactions shows that social movement advocates, who operate
within a framework of multidimensional advocacy, do not view defeat in one venue as the end of
the story; rather, they engage other venues and alter their messaging based on their loss. …
A. Internal Effects
1. Constructing Organizational Identity
The first aspect of litigation loss that I highlight has an organization-specific component and depends on the social movement organization’s relationship to other organizations and constituents
within the larger movement. Here I contend that litigation loss may be constitutive of organizational identity and may, counterintuitively, contribute to an organization’s stature and longevity
within a movement. … I take as my primary example the Thomas More Law Center (“TMLC”), a
Christian public-interest law firm headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan. I focus on TMLC because it is a relatively new organization intervening in a competitive social movement environment
populated by many established, better-resourced, and more connected firms.
a. Contextualizing Organizational Identity
First, focusing on important characteristics of the Christian Right movement facilitates an understanding of how TMLC in particular is well-suited to capitalize on losing. Many public-interest
law firms in contemporary social movements pride themselves on their winning records, and together these firms provide a comprehensive, unified picture of their respective movement. …
Not all social movements are so carefully orchestrated or harmonious. Indeed, the main countermovement to the LGBT-rights movement--the Christian Right--is more diffuse and competitive.
A concerted Christian Right litigation campaign emerged from the larger political and cultural
movement in the 1990s. At least nine Christian Right legal organizations formed in that decade,
including current movement leaders the American Center for Law & Justice (“ACLJ”) in 1990
and the Alliance Defense Fund (“ADF”) in 1994. As Christian Right legal organizations continue
to proliferate and compete for constituents, a handful of organizations, including ACLJ and ADF,
command the bulk of the financial resources, lead the most high-profile litigation, and pride themselves on their courtroom victories. ACLJ boasts that its chief counsel has successfully argued
“[s]everal landmark cases . . . before the U.S. Supreme Court,” and ADF points to thirty-three
separate Supreme Court decisions in its “History of Success.”
Many smaller legal organizations are still staking out their identities in this broader movement.
TMLC, founded in 1999, is a prime example. TMLC finds itself somewhat of a theological and
geographical outsider in the Christian Right movement. The organization was founded by a Catholic donor, Tom Monaghan, whereas most other prominent Christian Right legal organizations
have been directed by evangelical Protestant groups. And with its base in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
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TMLC finds itself removed geographically from traditional (coastal) centers of power and without
the Washington, D.C., location that more prominent Christian Right legal organizations boast. But,
rather than shy away from its non-mainstream markers, TMLC has attempted to stake out a unique
identity geared to particular issue areas and strategies. TMLC’s willingness to take on hot-button
issues that go to the core of constituents’ worldviews, and to do so despite relatively slim odds of
success, has been key to forming its identity.
b. Loss in Court
TMLC loses at a higher rate than other significant Christian Right legal organizations and demonstrates a willingness to address and embrace litigation loss, rather than to sweep it under the rug
and move on. …TMLC’s overall success rate was 36%. After removing the cases in which TMLC
acted only in an amicus capacity, TMLC had a success rate of 35%. Of the forty-three decisions
in which there was a clear prevailing party, TMLC prevailed in fifteen of the decisions and lost in
twenty-eight. These success rates contrast, in some cases rather dramatically, with the results of
the three comparison organizations. TMLC’s overall success rate was the lowest of the four firms;
Becket Fund’s overall success rate was 59%, compared to 44% for Liberty Counsel and 47% for
ACLJ. TMLC’s success rate in litigation in which it acted as counsel, rather than merely in an
amicus capacity, was also the lowest; Becket Fund prevailed in 52% of decisions for its non-amicus cases, compared to 43% for both Liberty Counsel and ACLJ.
While TMLC certainly hopes and attempts to win, it has a tendency to take on relatively weak
cases that other firms might decline. This has implications for both the substantive areas the firm
engages and the constituents it represents. For instance, TMLC has staked out a specialization in
school-programming litigation, in which the landscape can be summed up rather simply: Courts
routinely reject parental-rights and free-exercise challenges to curriculum (usually secular and/or
progressive programming), but they often accept Establishment Clause challenges to curriculum
(usually science programming). In representing conservative Christian parents in the school-programming domain, TMLC most often challenges school districts that implement progressive programming relating to sex, sexuality, sexual orientation, gender identity, and non-Western religions.
In representing school districts, TMLC often defends implementation of science programming that
challenges the primacy of evolution. Given the relatively settled legal principles governing both
sets of cases, it becomes clear that TMLC represents parties (whether parents or school districts)
in disputes where those parties have a relatively minor chance of success. But with these cases,
TMLC has staked out a specialty among Christian Right legal organizations, and it has done so on
a hot-button issue--school programming--that strikes at the core of movement constituents’ beliefs
and concerns.
c. Litigation Loss and Organizational Identity
TMLC’s dedication to litigation challenging the primacy of evolution and insisting instead on alternative, religiously informed science curriculum facilitates a close examination of TMLC’s management of litigation loss in its preferred issue area of school programming. TMLC represented
Pennsylvania’s Dover County School District in a challenge to the district’s instruction of intelligent design. TMLC deliberately decided to construct and litigate an intelligent-design test case.
To that end, the firm searched for a school district willing to adopt an alternative curriculum,
knowing it would lead to litigation. After the ACLU and Americans United for Separation of
Church and State sued the school district on behalf of parents, TMLC defended the district.
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Rather than work within the broader movement strategy, TMLC’s intelligent-design litigation departed from the mainstream Christian Right’s tactical calculations. Other Christian Right organizations neither joined nor endorsed TMLC’s campaign. In fact, the actions of TMLC and the Dover
School Board upset other groups within the larger movement. ….
Predictably, TMLC lost the case on Establishment Clause grounds. But the litigation gave TMLC
a national platform and established the organization’s identity as a group willing to put religious
principles above legal rules. TMLC’s head, Richard Thompson, touted the intelligent-design case
because of its “national impact,” and the case landed the firm in high-profile press outlets like the
New York Times. Commentators described TMLC being “thrust into the limelight with the nationally watched [Dover] case.” Consistent with other legal mobilization accounts, the litigation
process produced important indirect effects for TMLC. The mere act of litigating brought public
attention to the organization and allowed TMLC to claim the issue area as part of its primary work.
But the loss itself also produced important effects for TMLC. Its court defeat became part of a
broader historical narrative, as TMLC leaders tapped into a tradition akin to what constitutional
law scholar Jules Lobel has labeled “prophetic litigation.” By expressing the community’s call for
change and by documenting the judiciary’s rejection of that call, TMLC lawyers articulated “a
vision of justice unachievable in the present” at the same time that they “record[ed] history by
creating a narrative of oppression and resistance.” But whereas Lobel’s model of “prophetic litigation” situates losing litigation along a (progressive) historical trajectory, TMLC constructed a
historical narrative to serve its immediate organizational needs. That is, TMLC’s Thompson positioned his organization’s litigation loss within a grand narrative of “oppression and resistance” to
appeal directly to constituents for immediate organizational purposes.
Thompson’s account relates TMLC’s litigation failure to a key constraint of courts--their inability
or unwillingness to bring about sweeping cultural reform. In seeking a return to what they see as
the original values of the country, America as a “Christian nation,” Thompson and his organization
asked the court to do too much. TMLC’s cultural vision is not cognizable within the contemporary
language of rights or existing precedent and, moreover, is inconsistent with the liberal, secular
ideology of the American judiciary. But TMLC advocates created a historical record of the courts’
dismissive treatment of their competing vision, and they did so for the purpose of establishing,
legitimizing, and funding their social movement organization.
In soliciting donations for his organization, Thompson situated TMLC’s litigation efforts within
broader cultural struggles. His fundraising pitch at the end of 2008 depicted Christians at war with
“non-believers” (both secularists and Muslims). …
…[H]e paints continued litigation as necessary, even if it does not produce social change in the
near future. Litigation responds to the enemies in the “culture war,” meeting their suspect, secular
tactics head-on. In the wake of defeat, the “Culture War” symbolism allows TMLC advocates to
proclaim, heroically, “We are up against a powerful enemy!” In this sense, TMLC lawyers are
central and necessary players. They give voice to their constituents’ competing vision of the good
even in the face of judicial resistance and rejection. In taking on school-curriculum challenges,
and often losing, TMLC lawyers portray themselves as the lone defenders of religious parents-warriors committed to a long-term battle.
And battling a powerful enemy requires resources. While public-interest law firms often depend
on recovering attorneys’ fees in successful litigation to fund their work, such firms also rely heavily on private donors. In fact, while TMLC founder Monaghan initially funded the group with
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$500,000, the firm claims that it is now funded exclusively by private individuals, including 50,000
individuals who make annual membership donations.
2. Mobilizing Constituents, Building Resolve, and Fundraising
… When a court validates a claim, the group’s claim enjoys the legitimacy that comes with the
state’s approval. When a court rejects the group’s claim, however, the demand that the legal claim
embodies might be made more pressing and the deprivation more acute. That is, denial of the claim
might serve to highlight more intensely the injustice suffered by the group. While victory might
signal that continued or increased activism is no longer necessary, loss might incentivize more
aggressive organization and advocacy.
In this way, loss creates a distinct threat and provides a sense of urgency for a movement.
This is the flip side of Rosenberg’s critique of court-centered strategies as demobilizing. Whereas
legal victory might lull movement members into a false sense of security, legal defeat might encourage new, more vibrant mobilization and direct action by bringing awareness to courts’ ineffectiveness and explicitly demonstrating the failed promise of litigation. Scholars have shown how
in the wake of Roe v. Wade, the abortion-rights movement’s activism declined, while the activity
of opponents increased dramatically. Losing movements might experience a new (or renewed)
motivation, while winning movements might relax, believing judicial victory has secured the desired change. Movement advocates, therefore, have an interest in highlighting legal defeat. Indeed,
they may even frame ambiguous outcomes as defeats in order to create a new threat against which
to rally.
Thus, litigation loss may raise consciousness and mobilize constituents, but it may do so most
effectively by inspiring outrage, strengthening resolve, and building a more fervent feeling of entitlement in ways that mere litigation process (and certainly litigation victory) cannot. …
In sum, movement leaders may use an official, published, and publicized instantiation of unfair
treatment to raise consciousness and mobilize constituents. The loss (even if partial) sends a message that cannot be sent by litigation itself, and certainly not by litigation victory. Defeat announces
that the fight must go on, that more resources are necessary, more citizens are required, and more
time is needed. Advocates tap into a historical narrative of “prophetic litigation,” but they do so
for immediate social movement purposes.
B. External Effects
1. Appealing to Other State Actors
a. Shifts Across Levels of Government
… Loss in the U.S. Supreme Court, or more generally in the federal courts, might prompt a reworked strategy that focuses on state-based venues. In this sense, litigation loss might lead to a
critical rethinking of tactics that may ultimately yield a more robust and effective movement. More
significantly, though, advocates may use the federal litigation loss to encourage players at the state
level to act. The loss itself may specifically aid the appeal to the targets of the new tactics. Furthermore, consistent with theories of state constitutionalism and interactive federalism, state constitutional interpretations that contravene analogous federal interpretations may contribute to eventual shifts in federal jurisprudence. In this sense, a two-way street exists between the federal and
state levels of government. The LGBT-rights movement again provides relevant examples. …
The decades-long fight against Florida’s blanket ban on adoption by lesbians and gay men provides
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a more recent illustration of the shift from federal to state venues and the use of federal litigation
loss to advocate in these new venues. In the early 1990s, LGBT-rights advocates pursued state
litigation aimed at invalidating the Florida law. While they experienced mixed results at the trialcourt level, the Florida Supreme Court ultimately refused to overturn the ban. But after the larger
movement’s success in Lawrence, Florida advocates had new and compelling federal case law on
which to build a federal challenge to the ban. To these advocates’ dismay, the Eleventh Circuit
Court of Appeals, in Lofton v. Secretary of the Department of Children & Family Services, rejected the challenge and held that the ban was rationally related to legitimate governmental interests. The U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari. Advocates then faced the prospect of returning to
state venues in an attempt to overturn the law. …
The loss in Lofton provided a particularly compelling case in the state legislative arena and in the
domain of public opinion. The case portrayed loving, close-knit families and unselfish parents who
provided a stable home life for children with pressing medical and emotional needs. While the
litigation process facilitated this depiction, the litigation loss itself provided a powerful new dimension by threatening the destruction of these loving, stable families. By upholding the general
ban, denying permanency to these families, and leaving them vulnerable to dissolution, the court
helped to create an image of an unforgiving, unfair, and illogical law that, while seeking to help
the state’s most vulnerable children, actually undermined those children’s well-being. The loss,
rather than the mere act of litigation, highlighted the gravity of this injustice. The judicial decision
threatened the physical break-up of the plaintiff families and put the state’s coercive power behind
the statute.
Post-Lofton, advocates were able to frame legislative demands based on emotional pleas for particular children’s best interests. The Lofton court made the law concrete by enforcing it against specific
children--special-needs children with loving, committed caretakers seeking to adopt them. …
While legislative work failed to achieve repeal of the adoption ban, activism in the state courts
continued to work in conjunction with state legislative efforts. …LGBT-rights lawyers in Florida
turned to state-court judges, urging them to use state-law grounds, some of which the Florida
Supreme Court had not considered, to remedy the injustice perpetrated by Lofton.
In 2008, two trial-court judges invalidated the ban, and the Florida Court of Appeal recently affirmed one of those decisions. At the trial-court level, Judge Cindy Lederman relied on novel statelaw grounds, finding that the law violated children’s right to permanency as expressed in Florida’s
statutory regulations on adoption. Then, in accepting the equal-protection claim, Judge Lederman
situated Lofton as out of date, given the volume of intervening studies on the effects of sexual
orientation on parenting. …
In affirming Judge Lederman’s ruling, the Florida District Court of Appeal relied exclusively on
state equal-protection grounds. After explaining that the Florida Supreme Court left open the
equal-protection issue in its 1995 decision, the court found no rational basis for the discriminatory
treatment of lesbians and gay men in the adoption context. Florida Governor Charlie Crist responded to the appellate court ruling by announcing that the state would stop enforcing the discriminatory law, and the Florida Department of Children and Families made clear that it would
not appeal the ruling. In response, Attorney General Bill McCollum, a supporter of the ban, announced that he would not ask the state supreme court to consider the case. While McCollum left
open the possibility of future litigation by insisting that “a more suitable case will give the [Florida]
Supreme Court the opportunity to uphold the constitutionality of this law,” LGBT-rights advocates
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hailed the end of the adoption ban.
b. Shifts Across Branches of Government
… By demonstrating the unwillingness of courts to bring about change, litigation loss highlights
the importance of action by elected officials and thereby brings a new sense of urgency to what
Rosenberg sees as more “political” efforts. But unlike Rosenberg, I do not suggest that strategies
aimed at nonjudicial actors are preferable to litigation tactics. Instead, I argue that such strategies
work in conjunction with litigation and often derive meaning from failed litigation….
The women’s-rights movement, in which legal defeats have spurred legislative reform, provides a
useful starting point. Elizabeth Schneider shows how after women’s-rights advocates failed to
convince the Supreme Court to treat pregnancy discrimination as a sex-equality issue, Congress
passed the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, which adopted the exact legal arguments advocates had
made in court. In her work on demosprudence, Guinier documents the pay-equity issue as a more
recent example from the women’s-rights movement. After Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., in which the Supreme Court rejected an equal-pay claim under Title VII based on a constrained reading of filing deadlines, Congress and the President acted quickly to remedy the issue.
Movement advocates successfully demonstrated that the Court’s failure to recognize the employment-based injustice necessitated legislative and executive action. Justice Ginsburg’s dissent, upon
which advocates seized, articulated the discrimination experienced by women (and legitimized by
the majority) and emphasized the need for a legislative response. While in both of these instances
advocates would have preferred to prevail in court, they were able to positively use the litigation
losses to achieve the movement’s goals by other means. …
2. Appealing to the Public
Just as litigation victory may help a movement sell its cause to the public, litigation loss may
ironically have a similar effect. This may depend on whether movement advocates are able to
frame the judicial defeat as a contravention of majoritarian beliefs. If so, activists might mobilize
popular support by constructing courts as countermajoritarian, elitist, and out of touch with mainstream society. Indeed, when courts fill an important role-- protecting minorities from unfavorable
treatment by the majority-- they might also produce opportunities for mobilization by opposing
movement forces. This effect is consistent with Rosenberg’s analysis of backlash to court decisions. Rosenberg notes that “those judicial opinions that seem most effective in mobilizing citizens
are those that anger and outrage segments of the population who mobilize to prevent their implementation and overturn them.”
Yet rather than situate backlash to court decisions as unique--i.e., as an institutionally specific
response that demonstrates the ineffectiveness of litigation in comparison to legislative advocacy
and direct action--I situate backlash to judicial decisions as just one form of countermobilization
that occurs in the wake of movement advances. Christian Right advocates have used the ballotinitiative process to turn back LGBT gains deriving from all branches of government. Indeed,
LGBT-rights lawyers themselves understand backlash to judicial decisions as part of this broader
movement-countermovement phenomenon. … A prime example emerges from Christian Right
advocates’ successful campaign to amend the California Constitution to prohibit marriage for
same-sex couples. …
In May 2008, the California Supreme Court ruled the statutory prohibition on marriage for same-sex
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couples unconstitutional. Proposition 8, which proposed to amend the California Constitution to prohibit marriage for same-sex couples, appeared on the November 2008 ballot. Yet the campaign to
amend the state constitution actually started in 2003, long before the California Supreme Court decided the issue. Nonetheless, Christian Right advocates, fueled by the court loss, were able to frame
Proposition 8 as a necessary and immediate response to a countermajoritarian judiciary. The litigation defeat raised the salience of the issue and lent the campaign a new sense of urgency and legitimacy, helping advocates raise more than $40 million to fund the Proposition 8 effort. …
First, advocates wasted no time in framing the court’s decision as “judicial activism,” with all of
the negative connotations that term has come to carry. Jay Sekulow, the head of ACLJ, which
participated in the litigation, announced that “the California marriage decision underscores the
growing problem of an activist judiciary.”… By striking down Proposition 22--an initiative approved by voters in 2000 that had provided an additional statutory basis for the state’s marriage
restriction--the justices in the majority became symbols of an elite, secular class ruling without
regard for popular will.
…Furthermore, advocates painted the court and the LGBT-rights movement as undemocratic and
therefore un-American--a move that relies on the idea, articulated by Rosenberg and Klarman, that
countermajoritarian court decisions disrupt the natural and appropriate process of social change.
For example, Bauer proclaimed that same-sex marriage advocates use “the most undemocratic
methods possible”--relying “on political activists cloaked in black who answer to no one”--because
they “cannot achieve [their] goals through the democratic process via the elected legislatures.”
…The litigation loss allowed proponents to make the measure as much about reining in the courts
as about substantive objections to marriage for same-sex couples.
While the Proposition 8 campaign appealed to the “activist judiciary” trope, it focused more heavily on the claim that legalization of same-sex marriage would lead to public schools teaching about
same-sex relationships. To make this claim, Christian Right advocates tied largely unrelated, outof-state litigation defeats to California’s fight over marriage. The litigation over free-exercise and
parental-rights issues in Massachusetts became a centerpiece of the Proposition 8 campaign in a
way that highlights the function of multiple (even low-level) litigation losses. …
Certainly, Christian Right advocates focused on the litigation loss at the California Supreme Court
to shape public opinion in a way that supports Rosenberg’s account of the courts’ countermajoritarian limitation. Yet at the same time, the fact that advocates spent so much time and money on a
school-programming message, which had a much more attenuated connection to the “activist
court” trope, complicates Rosenberg’s empirical claim linking backlash specifically to court decisions. Furthermore, Christian Right advocates have mobilized opposition to LGBT legislative
gains by criticizing legislators as antimajoritarian and elitist. …
Ultimately, the Proposition 8 campaign demonstrates the way in which savvy advocates deploy
and reconfigure litigation loss to speak to the public. A judicial defeat may allow advocates to
paint the judiciary as dangerously countermajoritarian and may inspire voters to restore majoritarian policy. Christian Right lawyers hoped to prevail in court, but when they lost, they did not
simply ignore the litigation. Rather, they reconfigured the judicial decision to aid their political
campaign. In this sense, they extracted positive effects from what they viewed as an otherwise
disappointing result. …
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Melanie Garcia, The Lawyer as Gatekeeper: Ethical Guidelines for Representing a Client with a
Social Change Agenda, 24 GEO J. LEGAL ETHICS 551 (2011)
INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR SOCIAL CHANGE LAWYERING
Jane, a transgender woman, wants to sue East Carolina for discriminatory identification policies.
Jane has little knowledge of the legal system and turns to a lawyer, Pat, for advice and representation. In their initial meeting, Jane states that her goal is to require the state to reform the process
by which gender designations are changed on state identification and recorded in publicly accessible databases. East Carolina’s state identification process currently requires its citizens to provide
a birth certificate to confirm gender. To change the gender notation on the identification, East
Carolina requires a detailed medical history of the person’s gender transition and a letter from a
doctor from within five years of the identification application verifying the applicant’s current
gender. These documents then become available on the Department of Motor Vehicles (“DMV”)
website as part of public record, with the exception of the medical records, although the website
notes that the DMV has such records on file. Jane informs Pat that her ultimate goal would be to
see transgender people afforded the same rights as other citizens and treated as equals by the rest
of society.
While Pat is the only attorney in conservative East Carolina sympathetic to Jane’s goals, she is not
an advocate for transgender rights. However, she knows there is an active national transgender
movement. Because East Carolina is a small state with a small transgender population that prefers
anonymity, the national transgender movement has not been active within East Carolina. Pat takes
on Jane’s case, but must now decide how to proceed.
[D]isputes are not things: they are social constructs. Their shapes reflect whatever definition
the observer gives to the concept .... Of all the agents of dispute transformation lawyers are
probably the most important. This is, in part, the result of the lawyer’s central role as gatekeeper to legal institutions .... There is evidence that lawyers often shape disputes to fit
their own interests rather than those of their clients.
This Note analyzes the role of the lawyer as a gatekeeper of socially transformative courses of
action and the duties imposed on lawyers by the American Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct. Disputes are moldable, influenced both by the claimant and her representative.
There are multiple ways in which a lawyer, as an expert who exerts substantial power on the client,
can and should exercise that authority.
Disputants who seek social change are arguably well represented by lawyers. Lawyers are especially well positioned to play a necessary role in working for the rights of all people because of
their access to and knowledge of established forms of social change, namely the judicial system.
“[T]hose ‘lawyers whose work is directed at altering some aspect of the social, economic and/or
political status quo,”’ are referred to as social change or cause lawyers. There is a need for the
work that social change lawyers do. Social change lawyers “furnish information about choices and
consequences unknown to clients; offer a forum for testing the reality of the client’s perspective;
help clients identify, explore, organize, and negotiate their problems; and give emotional and social
support to clients who are unsure of themselves or their objectives;” they also provide an invaluable service to clients and the population at large.
However, there is very little guidance in the Model Rules for this kind of lawyering because social
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change litigation often focuses on the broader stakes of a social movement rather than on the individual client’s needs. In fact, the Model Rules may even constrain social change lawyers by requiring them to focus on the client rather than the movement, and the traditional conception of
lawyering may be problematic for some social change lawyers. However, the Model Rules should
not and do not prevent social change lawyers from seeking their and their clients’ goals.
The Model Rules exhort lawyers to “exercise independent professional judgment and render candid
advice,” relying not only on “law but [on] other considerations such as moral, economic, social
and political factors that may be relevant to the client’s situation.” But it is unclear what considerations a lawyer must make in advising a client whose situation is directly related to and likely
inextricable from a current social movement. Specifically, it is unclear what role a “traditional”
lawyer must play when representing a client with social change goals. While much has been written about the role of the cause lawyer and the ethical implications of cause lawyering, this Note
will explore what the correct course of action should be for a traditional lawyer representing a
client whose ultimate aim is social change and who may want to do so through the litigation of an
individual claim. One possible solution would be a collaborative client-lawyer relationship, which
could solve the problem social change lawyers face in dividing attention between individual client
needs and broader social change goals. Additionally, while this Note will not specifically address
these options, consensus-building and mediation may be an alternative to adversarial litigation and
would emphasize a collaborative and cooperative approach to effectuating social change.
Moreover, while social change litigation has been recognized as a viable and often successful
means of creating social change, this method is not without its critics. Social change litigation has
been accused of being contrary to democratic ideals because it rests the decision of how to achieve
social change in the hands of one client, rather than in the hands of the affected class. Social
change lawyers face a tension in balancing an individual client’s goals with a movement’s; one
possible solution is a move away from litigation toward building community alliances in furtherance of both the client’s and the movement’s goals.
Lawyers who are not dedicated social change lawyers may represent clients with social change
goals and are therefore faced with similar concerns over the Model Rules, the lawyer-client relationship, and the implication of social change litigation on the community at large. This Note will
address some of the ways the social change literature can inform the decisions of traditional attorneys representing social change clients.
Because lawyers are the gatekeepers to legal knowledge, those not in the practice of creating social
change, traditional lawyers, should be informed and armed with possible strategies to effectively
represent clients with social change goals. A traditional lawyer taking on a social change client
should be ready and open to molding her style and approach to representation in order to best serve
the client. ….
I. TRADITIONAL LAWYER: THE ZEALOUS ADVOCATE
A lawyer should pursue a matter on behalf of a client despite opposition, obstruction or
personal inconvenience to the lawyer, and take whatever lawful and ethical measures are
required to vindicate a client’s cause or endeavor. A lawyer must also act with commitment
and dedication to the interests of the client and with zeal in advocacy upon the client’s
behalf. [ABA Model Rule 1.3 cmt.1]
As the comment to Model Rule 1.3 regarding “diligence” asserts, a lawyer is expected to act as a
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zealous advocate on behalf of her client. This section defines the role of a traditional lawyer and
then analyzes the implications of a traditional lawyer zealously advocating for a client’s individual
legal claim without regard to the client’s social change agenda or the larger social movement’s
goals, concluding that this is detrimental to the client’s ultimate goals and therefore in conflict
with the Model Rules.
A. DEFINING ZEALOUS ADVOCACY
Henry Lord Brougham offered an extreme explanation of the role of a lawyer as an advocate who
“knows but one person in all the world, and that person is his client.” Brougham insisted that “[t]o
save that client by all means and expedients, and at all hazards and costs to other persons, and,
among them, to himself, is his first and only duty.” While this definition has long been criticized,
it illustrates what lawyers are traditionally taught, and what they continue to believe: that their
primary function is that of an advocate, “zealously represent[ing] their clients within the bounds
of the law.”
For a traditional lawyer pursuing the zealous advocacy model of lawyering, there is little chance
of conflict between the lawyer’s and the client’s goals because a lawyer’s goal is to advocate zealously for the client. In the social change context, a traditional lawyer will likely have no independent or personal connection to the change that a client wishes to achieve, and would thus not be
troubled by the Model Rules’ directive to advocate zealously for the client in the way that the client
wishes. However, a client whose goal is social change may not desire that her lawyer advocate for
her zealously in traditional ways, and may not be able to communicate this need or know that any
possibilities exist outside of traditional methods of advocacy. Clients seeking social change are
often the most disenfranchised members of society and may therefore be unaware of all the possibilities that exist in the pursuit of social change. While a social change client might prefer a course
of action that prioritizes her social change agenda over her individual claim, unless a lawyer informs her of this possibility, the client may not be aware that this course of action exists. In that
case, a traditional zealous advocate would need to adapt to these different needs or risk being
inefficient and ineffectual in representing or achieving the client’s social change needs.
Another part of the traditional conception of the lawyer as zealous advocate is that lawyers must
retain “a rational distance from the client, whereby the lawyer is careful not to step outside the sphere
of neutrality that embodies her role as a professional advocate.” According to this principle, a lawyer
must remain detached from the potential consequences of her advocacy on society, instead focusing
on the client’s needs. Because this norm of detachment is part of the traditional conception of a
lawyer and zealous advocate, a traditional lawyer advocating for a client with social change needs
would likely be neutral and detached toward the effects of such a representation on society at large.
This neutrality can be positive in that it does not affect a lawyer’s ability to represent a client whose
agenda is not consistent with her own. However, in the social change context, it can prevent a lawyer
from the zealous advocacy that effective social change work often requires.
B. LITIGATION: NOT THE PROBLEM
A potential pitfall of this zealous advocacy is that lawyers must often represent Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes’ “‘bad man,’ one who cares only for his own good and the consequences that
may be taken by public agencies” against him. Combining Holmes’ characterization of a typical
client with the role of a lawyer as a zealous advocate requires that attorneys not consider the consequences of their actions for the public interest and instead focus on the immediate goals of their
individual clients. While in some sense this kind of partisan lawyering is good, necessary, and
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particularly American, it may pose problems for clients whose ultimate goal is social change. Too
much focus on an individual client’s claim in litigation may lead to adverse consequences for the
social movement as a whole and may impede the social change the client desires.
However, a focus on litigation is not at the root of the problem a zealous advocate may present for
a client seeking social change. Many social change lawyers advocate for their clients through litigation, particularly constitutional litigation, because it is the method with which they are most
comfortable and competent. While litigation does incur large costs, can take a long time, and might
not be successful, it is a “valid form of political advocacy,” and provides both legitimacy to the
cause and “bargaining leverage.” Therefore, because litigation as a method is widely accepted, it
is often an excellent method to pursue, both for social change and traditional lawyers, when a
movement is seeking to be recognized by the legal system. In addition to bringing legitimacy to a
movement, a successful lawsuit can create a precedent to help further the social movement.
Moreover, constitutional litigation can also bring a movement or the problems faced by members of
an oppressed class to the attention of legislators, thereby leading to legislative developments on behalf of the social movement or oppressed class. However, it is not always the case that this kind of
litigation will lead to widespread and immediate change within society. Although constitutional protections may change the legal landscape, to diminish the inequities suffered by many on a daily basis,
it is often necessary to change people’s minds, attitudes, and prejudices through other methods.
Traditional lawyers would likewise be comfortable turning to litigation when representing a client
seeking social change. Litigation is therefore a strong choice when a lawyer believes that there is
a good chance of a positive outcome, although as a method for social change, it can potentially be
problematic.
C. AN INCOMPATIBLE METHOD: ZEALOUS ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL CHANGE
While litigation is not problematic in and of itself, it can create obstacles for a client’s efforts
toward social change. A win in court may be good for an individual client’s claim, but may not
create the desired change within society or the resulting precedent might harm the cause of social
change as a whole. Even if the result of the litigation is not detrimental to the cause per se, because
the litigation affects a distinct community or social class, the community should have a more democratic say in the choice to litigate and the choices that are made within the course of litigation.
Regardless of the kind of precedent established, litigation may “infringe upon the freedom of other
community members to litigate their own individual cases (or to choose not to litigate).” Rather
than creating more opportunities for members of an oppressed social class to exert their power and
autonomy, litigation can usurp this power and place it in the hands of a lawyer or an individual
client. The possibility that litigation impedes the rights of other members of the afflicted class is a
concern that rings particularly true for a client whose goal is in part to better the situation of others.
In reality, traditional and cause lawyers do more than just litigate for their client; they rely on an
arsenal of different tactics whether it be to save money, time, resources, or to be more effective. The
zealous advocate does not have to be a cutthroat litigator. Rather, a lawyer can be a “creative, cooperative lawyer” and pursue negotiation and other tactics to advance all of the parties’ interests. However, when “the interests of the client part from another’s interests, the lawyer invariably” bargains
for her client’s interests above the rest. Zealous advocates, regardless of the course of action they
pursue, strive to further the “interests of their clients, not the interests of justice nor the public interests.” A client seeking social change will require her lawyer to be aware of public interests and do
more than zealously advocate for her individual claim, regardless of what tools her lawyer uses.
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While a lawyer acting as a zealous advocate can be effective on behalf of a client with social
change goals, her narrowly tailored pursuit of a client’s stated dispute and her personal detachment
from the client’s cause may impede her from effectuating the true change that the client desires. A
client with a social change agenda would likely be better served by an attorney operating on a
different paradigm.
D. PAT AS A TRADITIONAL LAWYER
Pat, as a zealous advocate representing Jane, would fervently pursue Jane’s claim against East
Carolina. This would entail filing a complaint in court, attempting negotiations with the state’s
counsel, pursuing the removal of Jane’s personal information from the DMV website, and either
negotiating a large monetary settlement for Jane or trying the case in court in the hopes of winning
a large compensatory damages award for pain and suffering. Conservative East Carolina would
not likely offer a large settlement or concede to Jane’s wishes. Pat would likely have to take Jane’s
claim to court, thereby bringing her into the public sphere. This dispute would also call attention
to other members of the transgender community in East Carolina who might wish to avoid the
exposure litigation would incur. Additionally, East Carolina juries tend to be highly conservative,
so Jane’s chances of recovery are slim, even within the federal court system.
Even if Pat and Jane were to prevail at trial, a jury might only award an injunction, or only award
nominal damages. The possibility that a trial might hot result in an injunction to the practices that
Jane wants to change is high, and in fact might create bad precedent and thereby prevent or make
more difficult a change in the future. A more problematic result from Jane’s perspective, even though
she might not have been able to voice this exactly to Pat, would be a lack of change or worsening of
the public’s view and treatment of transgender people regardless or even because of success in litigation. While Pat might effectively succeed as a zealous advocate in accomplishing one of Jane’s
goals, the chances of accomplishing her ultimate goal of social change would likely not be addressed.
II. CAUSE LAWYERS
A lawyer always has a duty to zealously advocate for her client; however, cause lawyers dedicate
this energy and zeal not only to their individual clients, but also to the causes their clients represent.
This is “[a] more robust vision of client loyalty [that] in this circumstance would ask the litigator
to acknowledge the larger client--the community--and thus to consider the consequences of her
tactics on the community’s interests.” Cause lawyers are not detached from their representation,
but are passionate supporters of the cause they represent. A cause lawyer advocates the social
movement through the individual client and makes choices that take into account the cause’s needs.
Pursuing the goals of a social movement in addition to a client’s individual goals is a logical
choice for lawyers who strongly believe in and are members of the cause that they represent. The
Model Rules offer very little guidance to cause lawyers whose focus is on doctrinal development
on behalf of the cause. This Section divides social change or cause lawyers into two categories:
the litigator and the advocate, and addresses each separately. The cause litigator’s focus is on constitutional litigation in order to effect social change, while the social change advocate is a member
and participant within a social movement and works toward social change using the methods traditionally ascribed to social movements.
A. CAUSE LAWYERING AND LITIGATION
There is no set definition for cause lawyers and what they should do. The definitions and criticisms
of cause lawyers below illustrate the lack of consensus in what a cause lawyer is and should be,
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and highlight the complexities involved in lawyering for social change. However, in a general
sense, cause lawyers may be defined as those whose aim is to bring public advocacy to the forefront through a renewed commitment to morality and bettering society, thereby further legitimizing the legal profession.
Cause lawyers are those who pursue the betterment of society through the promotion of their own
political and moral beliefs, and do so by advocating for a particular social movement, focusing on the
effects of litigation on society rather than on the individual client. Cause lawyers can do so through a
variety of strategies, but because litigation is highly effective, it is one of the main strategies pursued.
Because the Model Rules make no mention of representing causes, only individuals and organizations, the Model Rules may indicate to lawyers that the furtherance of the public good is a personal
endeavor not to be intermingled with their clients’ cases. This argument has merit in light of the
Model Rules’ call to lawyers to advocate zealously on behalf of their clients, and therefore not for
their own benefits. However, support for cause lawyering lies within the Model Rules’ exhortation
to “protect the system that safeguards individual rights in order to preserve societal values.” Additionally, cause lawyers are not solely dedicated to advocating on behalf of the cause without
regard to the client. Cause lawyers generally strive for either “doctrinal development or ... direct
client advocacy.” The lawyer focused on doctrinal development would use an individual client’s
case in furtherance of “the evolution of a particular novel legal principle” in order to benefit the
larger social movement. The direct client advocate would zealously litigate on behalf of an individual client’s social change goals.
More than just being a zealous advocate and litigator, a cause lawyer pursuing litigation imbues
the claim with personal passion toward the cause. This informs the way in which a cause lawyer
advises her client. Model Rule 2.1 offers some guidance on how a cause lawyer should interact
with her client: “In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other
considerations such as moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be relevant to the
client’s situation.” Lawyers can and should rely on personal knowledge in order to advise their
clients. Additionally, “it is entirely legitimate for a lawyer to engage in work for social change in
order to ensure that the rights of all people are protected.” The Model Rules therefore permit lawyers to advise their clients of the effects any action might have on the broader social movement.
Lawyers whose goal in litigation is doctrinal development are often referred to as impact lawyers.
Impact lawyers only accept cases they believe would have the desired precedential effect, but once
selected, they zealously advocate on their clients’ behalf. This is in part because the impact lawyer
selects clients with the same goals as herself, so that advocating for the client is tantamount to
advocating for the desired impact. However, this alignment of goals does not always occur and
can possibly be detrimental to the client if the impact lawyer remains fixated on the outcome she
desires over the welfare of the client. For a cause lawyer with her own agenda, the ethical requirement to zealously represent a client’s interests may constrain the way in which she brings about
that change. A social change lawyer, according to the Model Rules, may not take action to further
her own agenda without the client’s express authorization. However, while a social change lawyer
must “pursue the case in a way that furthers the client’s best interests ... she does have control over
how to conduct that representation and may be able to shape the client’s case in important ways.”
The choice between an approach that would most benefit the individual client and one that would
benefit the cause technically rests in the hands of the client because decisions about “the objectives
of representation” are in the client’s domain. However, because a client often defers to the lawyer to
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make tactical decisions, it is possible that an impact lawyer can pursue a client’s objective--the furtherance of the individual client’s claim--while still pursuing her own broader social change agenda.
B. CRITIQUES OF LITIGATING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
There are two major veins of criticisms of cause lawyering: first, the argument against the “antimajoritarian nature of using the courts to reach goals that could not be attained through ordinary
domestic means,” and second, the idea of the negative impact on the lawyer-client relationship.
The anti-majoritarian critique sees courts as making law that the democratically elected legislature
has declined to enact or consider. Critics have argued that this process is anti-democratic in that it
allows one lawyer and a client, or in a class action, a representative plaintiff, to make the decisions
for an entire community. Allowing one individual lawyer and client to make the choices within a
lawsuit precludes others within the community from doing so as well, either through precedent or,
in the case of class actions, preclusion. Moreover, an individual litigation or class action ignores
or discards the possibility that members within the community do not in fact want to litigate the
issue, would prefer to spend resources on another issue that affects their community, or would
prefer a tactic other than litigation to address this issue.
The second vein of criticism, the negative impact of cause lawyering on the lawyer-client relationship, is closely related to a critique of cause lawyering as unrepresentative of the needs of
community members. Cause lawyering is criticized as manipulative and likely to allow the lawyer
to focus on her own goals rather than those of the individuals. Additionally, one of the most problematic aspects of cause and impact lawyering is that rather than empowering the client, it uses
clients as “tools” to further the lawyer’s own agenda. However, cause lawyers can attempt to avoid
this problem of manipulation through close adherence to the client’s stated goals; the method by
which a cause lawyer would do so, client-centered practice, is discussed further below.
The problems that these critiques identify may be abated if cause lawyers take affirmative steps to
ensure that the lawyer-client relationship meets the requirements of the Model Rules. American
clients often conceive of themselves as “entitled to be the masters of their lawyers.” While this is
the case for some privileged clients, many clients in fact experience the inverse: lawyers exerting
their power over their clients to the extent that they are making decisions for them. The clients of
cause lawyers are particularly susceptible to this power dynamic, as they are often disempowered
people. The “client-centered practice” is one method that may diminish the power lawyers exert
over their clients. In an endeavor to empower her clients by enabling their right to make choices,
a lawyer in a client-centered practice tailors conversations with clients to learn the “relevant facts
[that will] help the client articulate his values” and make the choices throughout litigation. Here
the lawyer acts less as an expert or guide and more as a careful listener in order to divine the
client’s will and ensure a less coercive or manipulative relationship. A cause lawyer could apply
these methods in order to understand more fully her client’s advocacy needs and to be able to
construe and help develop, with the client’s input, the best course of action in furtherance of both
the personal and social change goals of her client.
However, the client-centered practice may be equally flawed because while it is not clearly coercive, this method is still “both psychologically potent and manipulative” of the client. No method
is likely to dissipate entirely the power lawyers exert over their clients. This power relationship is
inherent: the lawyer has expertise that the client does not, regardless of the tactics the lawyer uses
to interact with the client. This difference in expertise, and sometimes level of education, can pressure clients to adopt the lawyer’s recommendations, even when the lawyer’s recommendations
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conflict with the client’s desires. Even when the client feels most at ease with the lawyer, the client
will likely defer to the lawyer’s expertise to make the major legal decisions. Despite the potential
coercive effects, the client-centered approach is appealing because it offers a method by which
lawyers may learn more about what the client desires, particularly with regard to the client’s ultimate goal. With that knowledge, a lawyer will be able to better advise the client, despite of the
possibly coercive nature of this advice, as to the best course of action.
Regardless of the criticisms of cause lawyering, cause lawyers advocate for the betterment of society, whether through the promotion of their own ideals, through their client’s individual litigation, or through litigation that focuses on the needs of the cause more than the client.
C. CAUSE LAWYERING AND SOCIAL MOVEMENT ADVOCACY
Cause lawyers who are not focused on litigation but are social movement advocates are “integrated
members” of the community that they represent, “practicing behavior that moves their cause forward ... using their legal skills on behalf of the cause.” Cause lawyers who work along with social
movements “make problematic the assumption that there are strict dichotomies between professional and grassroots tactics, or between institutional, nondisruptive practices (litigation) and extrainstitutional disruptive practices (protests, sitins).” A lawyer’s duty to zealously advocate for
her client extends to both the client’s actual claim and to the client’s overarching social change
goals. As noted above, a cause lawyer focused on litigation can be effective at pursuing both a
client’s claim and the overarching social change goal, but this often comes at the cost of the client’s
empowerment. Social movement advocates, unlike cause lawyers whose efforts are directed at
litigation, work from within social movements, participating in the traditional methods of social
movement advocacy, in an effort to promote social change.
Creating lasting social change within disenfranchised communities requires individuals who seek
to change their own and others’ social conditions; unfortunately, as subordinated members of the
community, they often do not have the knowledge or the resources to go about creating change. In
order to fulfill the need for client empowerment, there is a growing shift from impact litigation and
direct client advocacy to community building characterized by fostering “an ethic of connections-one of building alliances and creating alternative institutions” directed at social change. This kind
of social movement advocacy empowers the client to begin more immediately working toward
social change with the other members of her community or with members of the relevant social
movement. A social movement advocate can serve this function by translating the client’s grievance into the appropriate legal language in order to help give voice to the claim and so that the
client may be able to communicate the grievance to other community members. Lawyers are often
the most obvious and appropriate choice for these clients because as lawyers they possess extensive knowledge about the legal system necessary to bring about the social change the clients desire.
D. PAT AS A CAUSE LAWYER
Pat, as a cause lawyer representing Jane, would pay particular attention to Jane’s overarching goal of
social change. If Pat were acting as a direct-client advocate, she would identify Jane’s goal to better
the treatment of transgender people in East Carolina and pursue it zealously in addition to Jane’s individual claim against East Carolina. In doing so, Pat would work toward both of Jane’s goals.
However, if Pat were acting as a doctrinal or impact lawyer, she would either have first decided
that her own goal was to better the treatment of transgender people and end East Carolina’s dis-
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criminatory identification process, or have decided that of the potential social change clients available, Jane’s claim would be the most likely to create the desired precedent. Once Pat made this
decision, she would then zealously pursue her goal to end East Carolina’s discriminatory practice.
This goal would supersede Jane’s individual claim. For example, even if East Carolina offered to
settle Jane’s claim and remove her information from the DMV website, Pat would likely recommend that Jane continue to pursue litigation in an effort to receive an injunction and establish
favorable precedent for future litigants.
If Pat were a social change advocate, she would likely work along with an existing social movement.
Pat would introduce Jane to a transgender rights organization and facilitate her work with the
transgender rights organization by informing and instructing Jane of the extralegal ways in which a
social movement could further her goal of improving treatment of transgender people. Pat would
also help Jane put into legal terms the problem with the identifications and the status of transgender
rights in East Carolina so that she and the transgender community could assert their rights.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRADITIONAL LAWYERS REPRESENTING SOCIAL CHANGE CLIENTS
Because clients will likely seek the services of both cause and traditional lawyers in order to pursue
their goals, it is necessary to understand what traditional lawyers, unaccustomed to social change
advocacy, should do in such circumstances. In representing a client with social change needs, a
traditional lawyer should rely on lessons learned from cause lawyers as well as on the Model Rules.
There are some critiques of cause and traditional lawyering that cannot be avoided by this course
of action because they are inherent to litigation. However, the goal for lawyers representing clients
with social change goals should not be to eliminate all problems related to social change lawyering,
but rather to strike a balance between the traditional lawyer’s focus on an individual client’s claim
to the detriment of the greater social change goal and the effects on third parties, and the cause
lawyer’s possible focus on the social change goal over the needs of the individual client.
A. LAWYERING ON BEHALF OF SOCIAL CHANGE CLIENTS
While cause lawyers are often fueled by an intense passion for the cause they represent, lawyers
representing social change clients do not have to adopt a similar passion for their clients’ goals.
Traditional lawyers can instead achieve a similar level of dedication to the client’s goals by a true
commitment to the Model Rules’ exhortation to zealous advocacy and by deferring to the client in
regards to third-person effects.
The Model Rules exhort lawyers to “explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit
the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.” Because lawyers are the gatekeepers to knowledge about the judicial system and the courses of action available to social change
clients, a lawyer should not only inform the client of what her legal remedies might be, but also of
the extralegal opportunities available to accomplish her goal. The Model Rules conceive of lawyers
in part as advisors, which allows lawyers to rely on more than just legal considerations in advising
their clients. Therefore, a lawyer may advise her clients as to all the possibilities within the lawyer’s range of knowledge. Additionally, a lawyer is not required to give unsolicited advice; however, the Rules also require communicating thoroughly with the client about possible means by
which to accomplish the client’s objectives. Because there are multiple methods by which a client
can achieve social change, lawyers are permitted by the Model Rules to advise the client of the
possibility of pursuing a resolution to her claim through community organizing or work with a
social movement, as well as the potential benefits and disadvantages of litigation.
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Advising a client about the potential extralegal solutions available does not constitute denying the
client representation. A client could choose to pursue both legal and extralegal methods of furthering her claim. Should a client decide not to go forward with a traditional method of legal advocacy,
a traditional lawyer can still act as an advisor, in part by informing the client about current social
change movements relevant to the client’s position and by encouraging and facilitating the client’s
participation in that movement as well as within the community the client represents. Traditional
lawyers need not become involved with social movements themselves or participate in extralegal
actions in furtherance of movements, but should consult with their clients to determine whether
the clients’ goals would best be served by extralegal actions in participation with a social movement. The choice not to pursue social change litigation and to focus solely on community organizing and other extralegal remedies is a gamble for both attorneys and clients, and should be made
only when a client is fully informed of the available possibilities.
B. PAT AS A TRADITIONAL LAWYER REPRESENTING A SOCIAL CHANGE CLIENT
Pat, acting as a traditional lawyer representing a social change client, would work to meet Jane’s
goals by informing her of the various methods available to her and by advising her as to the most
likely successful course of action. Pat would likely present Jane with three major options, barring
Jane deciding not to go forward with her claim or deciding not to work with Pat at all. Pat would
advise Jane that her options are to pursue litigation, pursue litigation and extralegal methods to
achieve social change, or only pursue the extralegal methods. To the best of her abilities, Pat would
fully inform Jane about the possibilities of success and costs of each course of action, and Jane
would then be able to choose which to pursue as a thoroughly informed client. After advising Jane
of the possibilities presented by litigation, Pat would advise her about the extralegal possibilities
available, but would make sure to inform Jane that these options would require much more time,
passion, and involvement on Jane’s part than pursuing litigation would. Some of the extralegal
options Pat would present to Jane include working with an existing transgender rights group and
organizing her own meetings with the transgender community in East Carolina in which to discuss
what action should be taken in regards to the discriminatory identification processes, in order to
make a more democratic decision about the correct choice of action to pursue. Should Jane choose
to continue to focus on her larger social change goal, Pat would continue to inform Jane of the
effects her actions might have on the transgender community throughout her representation.
CONCLUSION
While traditional lawyers and cause lawyers take different approaches to litigating and representing social change clients, both approaches are fueled by an underlying dedication to the Model
Rules’ call to zealous advocacy. The choice these two approaches present is whether to advocate
on behalf of the individual client’s claim or for the broader social change goal, but these two options are not mutually exclusive. Because lawyers are the gatekeepers to knowledge about the
judicial system, lawyers representing social change clients should act as advisors and inform clients of the myriad ways in which a social change goal can be met. By doing so, a lawyer would
allow the client to make the choice whether to focus on the broader social change goal, the individual claim, or both.
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Veryl Pow, Rebellious Social Movement Lawyering Against Traffic Court Debt, 64 UCLA L. Rev.
1770 (2017)
The prominence of Black Lives Matter (BLM) in American society today signals the revitalization
of alternative forms of participatory democracy-- from localized community organizing to widespread social movements--as political expression among racial minorities. … In proposing a new
theory, one I term rebellious social movement lawyering, I argue that social movement lawyers
should play an active role in social movements, so long as they are guided by two overarching principles at all times: first, that social movements are necessary to achieve structural social change; and
second, that the participation and leadership of grassroots community members, more than professionals and formal social justice organizations, is necessary to sustain such movements. …
My theoretical insights on the role and strategies of rebellious social movement lawyers stem from
my yearlong localized advocacy against traffic court debt in South Los Angeles. During my second
year of law school, I externed with Theresa Zhen, then in her second year of a Skadden fellowship
at A New Way of Life Reentry Project (ANWOL), to attack the excessive fines and fees generated
from traffic tickets. In response to the structural dimension of traffic court debt, which entraps lowincome minorities in cycles of indebtedness and involvement in the criminal justice system, our
advocacy gradually evolved from purely direct representation to legislative advocacy, strategic litigation, and community organizing. Though our work was guided neither by principles of building
social movements nor by enhancing grassroots democracy, our multifaceted approach to advocacy
informs the dynamic role of lawyers under my theory ….
I. TRAFFIC COURT DEBT IN CALIFORNIA
Since the 2015 publication of the U.S. Department of Justice report on Ferguson, Missouri, national attention has increasingly turned to the explosion of traffic court debt in low-income communities of color as a mechanism of revenue generation for municipalities. Los Angeles County
is not immune to this scheme, with an average of $26.8 million collected each year from 2010 to
2015 from civil assessment fees--$300 fines that are automatically added to the overall amount
owed by individuals who fail to appear for their traffic court hearing or who miss a payment for a
traffic citation--alone. …
The fines and fees tacked onto traffic citations have steadily increased over the last few decades.
Today, an individual is automatically charged a total of $490 for a $100 ticket. … In addition to an
increased financial hardship, individuals with an FTA have their licenses suspended by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and a misdemeanor conviction on their criminal record. …In summary, the true immediate costs of a traffic infraction include hidden fines and fees that are added on
top of the base fine, license suspensions and misdemeanor convictions for FTA and FTP, and the
choice between unemployment and incarceration for driving with a suspended license. Quantitative
data reveals that this form of revenue generation is predicated on the backs of low-income communities of color. …
Traffic court debt expedites formal contact with the criminal justice system by criminalizing one’s
inability to pay or appear and one’s need to drive with a suspended license. The criminalization of
traffic violations by traffic courts must be understood in terms of two complementary dynamics.
First, to generate revenue, traffic courts can seamlessly threaten and impose criminal punishment
when one ignores financial punishment. Second, the power for traffic courts to do so mirrors a
larger structural shift resulting in “the fading line between civil and criminal law,” whereby civil
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adjudicatory systems are increasingly relied upon to punish low-level, nonviolent violations. Traffic court judges preside over both traffic infractions and misdemeanor traffic tickets, thereby liberating criminal courts to adjudicate nontraffic offenses. Nonetheless, because misdemeanor traffic violations are formally classified as criminal, the collateral consequences of a criminal conviction … carry over to the traffic court context.
One effect of criminalizing traffic violations is that it empowers traffic courts to arrest and jail
individuals to collect on unpaid debt. Unsurprisingly, communities of color are disproportionately
targeted for arrest and jailing. … Spending time in jail has profound material, psychological, and
emotional impacts on individuals and their families both in the short and long term. Short term incarceration can lead to job and housing loss. …In the long term, because a misdemeanor conviction
creates a criminal record, one’s eligibility for certain jobs, occupational licenses, and benefits may
be permanently foreclosed. Entire families are affected materially and emotionally. A greater burden
may be placed on a family member without a criminal record to provide for the family. Alternatively,
the social stigma of being unemployed or having a criminal record may impel the individual to pursue illicit activities to provide for their family. …
…[A] police stop for an ordinary traffic violation initiates the cycle of traffic court debt. Interrogating the initial encounter with law enforcement reveals a pattern of policing in low-income communities of color based on racial profiling. In South Los Angeles, the effects of driver’s license
suspensions intersect with a “broken windows” policy of policing that has long aggressively targeted low-income communities of color. [In many cases] … “routine traffic stops” by the LAPD
… are merely a pretext for vehicle searches to further race-based nontraffic criminal investigations,
and citations are issued ex post facto to justify illegal searches when they yield neither contraband
nor weapons….
II. A MULTIFACETED APPROACH TO CHALLENGING TRAFFIC COURT DEBT
A. Direct Representation
I began my externship at A New Way of Life in October 2015 assisting Zhen with the direct representation of indigent clients. We pursued this mode of advocacy both because of the sheer magnitude of need for pro bono representation and because our professional training as public defenders shaped our pragmatic goal of making a meaningful difference in a handful of lives of those
who faced insurmountable traffic court debt and license suspensions. …
Without assistance of counsel, the vast majority of indigent defendants cycle in and out of traffic
court ignorant of their rights, alone to face a byzantine system that deliberately reduces their humanity to inputs of revenue generation. …In contrast, Zhen and I discovered early on that representation by counsel can be determinative in dropping the charge against a defendant or in waiving
the fines and fees at sentencing. Officers were likely to work out a deal with us prior to trial. …
Despite our success with individual cases, Zhen and I became increasingly frustrated by how much
work each case demanded for only an individualized effect. Moreover, we were concerned that
our individualized courtroom victories reified the predatory procedures of the court, decreasing
the likelihood that pro se defendants would receive favorable outcomes. These concerns catalyzed
a pragmatic shift from primarily engaging in direct representation to adopting a more ambitious
vision of systemic reform.
At the same time, we recognized that direct representation opened the door to broader advocacy
in two ways. First, the more time we invested in court, the greater the degree of precise knowledge
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we possessed of the court’s predatory procedures. We appreciated this dialectic, as it informed
other strategies, such as impact litigation, to challenge the rampant due process violations we witnessed. Second, because of my community organizing background, we relished the opportunity
of organizing with individuals who were directly impacted by traffic court debt. Without providing
successful representation in traffic court, it is doubtful that we could have met and recruited community members who would assist us in launching the grassroots organizing off the ground.
This foregoing paragraph anticipates the fluidity in tactics that is the cornerstone in my theory of
rebellious social movement lawyering. Rather than being guided by rebellious social movement lawyering principles, however, our decision to shift strategies was a response to the practical limitations
of direct representation and our desire to effect systemic change along the lines of our preexisting
training and skillsets as traditional legal professionals and, for me, a community organizer.
B. Policy Advocacy
…[D]irect representation was largely ineffective for clients whose licenses had already been suspended, regardless of jurisdiction. From county to county, judges resisted granting indigency hearings to clients whose suspensions resulted from an FTA or FTP absent the payment of “total bail.”
Thus, a consensus [within a group of concerned practitioners with traffic court experience] congealed around a legislative strategy to end license suspensions as a debt collection mechanism.
To generate political traction, the participants formally announced a coalition, known as Back on
the Road California (the BOTR coalition). In April 2015, the BOTR coalition published a report
entitled Not Just a Ferguson Problem--How Traffic Courts Drive Inequality in California.
Through a meticulous breakdown of court fines and fees, interwoven with client narratives illustrating the devastating effect of traffic court debt, the report built a compelling case to end license
suspensions altogether.
The report received wide coverage locally and nationally, prompting Governor Jerry Brown to
sign a “one-time amnesty program for unpaid traffic ... tickets” on June 24, 2015. Becoming effective on October 1, 2015, with an end date of March 31, 2017, this temporary program provided
material relief for some indigent applicants whose licenses were suspended. Theoretically, anyone
“in good standing” with a license suspension from an unpaid traffic ticket qualified for license
reinstatement, while a narrower subset of these individuals were eligible for an additional debt
reduction of up to 80 percent.
On its face, however, the amnesty program was limited in scope and efficacy. First, because the
program applied only retroactively to already-issued tickets, indigent individuals ticketed during
the program and after its termination were provided no relief from the familiar cycles of license
suspensions and criminal justice system involvement without recourse. Second, under the program, applicants who were ticketed after January 1, 2013, were categorically ineligible for debt
reduction. Although these applicants would have benefited from license reinstatement, their financial obligations to the state remained excessive and, for most, impossible to meet. For these individuals, there is a high likelihood of wage garnishment, tax levies, and other debt collection methods due to a missed payment. …
The enactment of the amnesty program spurred a new round of direct representation. …Far from
abandoning legislative advocacy, we appreciated the significant political ground gained by the
initial report through the Governor’s initiation of the amnesty program. On April 11, 2016, the
BOTR coalition published a second report, titled Stopped, Fined, Arrested: Racial Bias in Policing
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and Traffic Courts in California. … By assuming a race-conscious framework, we combined our
grounded observations of the racial dynamics of traffic court with the broader social momentum
against police violence and mass incarceration, by which we hoped to compel urgent legislative
action to end the use of license suspensions.
C. Impact Litigation
Given the underwhelming relief that the amnesty program actually provided and the glacial pace
at which legislative reform typically occurs, the BOTR coalition decided that litigation was also
necessary to disrupt the judicial pathway to driver’s license suspensions through notification to the
DMV to suspend licenses upon an individual’s FTA or FTP. …
On June 15, 2016, a team of coalition members and local advocates in Northern California filed a
lawsuit against the Solano County Superior Court for declaratory and injunctive relief from the
court’s systematic “failure to provide a meaningful opportunity to be heard on the issue of ability
to pay prior to referring a traffic defendant to the DMV for driver’s license suspension” for an FTA
or FTP. This, the complaint stated, violated statutory authority and the state and federal constitutional Due Process and Equal Protection clauses. On the heels of the Northern California litigation,
we convened with a team of advocates in Southern California and filed an analogous lawsuit
against the Los Angeles County Superior Court….
Two components of the Los Angeles County lawsuit are worth mentioning. First, we identified our
plaintiffs from our continual engagement in direct representation. Had we fully transitioned from
legal services to legislative advocacy, we would have been severely limited in our capacity to locate
ideal complainants. Moreover, those of us who represented clients directly influenced the team’s
conception of the ideal plaintiff from a fictionalized caricature of a law-abiding, indigent, one-time
minor traffic offender to an individual more truly representative of the residents of color at large in
Los Angeles County--one with multiple traffic stops, tickets, and arrests pursuant to traffic warrants.
Ultimately, our two plaintiffs, one Latina and one Black woman, honestly reflected the everyday
experiences of low-income drivers of color with the law and the traffic court system ….
Second, our complaint differed from the Solano County lawsuit in one significant sense. Along
with alleging statutory and constitutional violations, we alleged that the practice of license suspensions absent an indigency hearing was a violation of antidiscrimination law. A few of us were
adamant about including a race-conscious remedy in the complaint. … Although the outcome of
our litigation may not ultimately turn on the anti-discrimination claim, our race-conscious framing
constituted a logical progression of the analysis we forged in the second report, and plays an important function in symbolically channeling the racial discontent on the streets to the formally
colorblind culture of the judicial system. Moreover, as a matter of trial strategy, by including a
race-based claim, we opened the door to the possibility of convincing a sympathetic judge concerned about the racial impact of license suspensions to rule in our favor.
D. Community Organizing
… When I pitched the idea of community organizing, Zhen was enthusiastically supportive. She
connected me with one of her clients, E.C., whom she described as particularly vocal about his
inability to escape cycles of traffic tickets and debt. What E.C. lacked in formal organizing experience, he made up for with unbridled excitement and eagerness to jump right in. Together, the
three of us began hosting meetings twice a month, open to the public, in a conference room at
Ascot Library in Watts, South Los Angeles.
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Zhen and I shared an organizing philosophy premised on participatory democracy and collective
decisionmaking. The overall purpose of these meetings was to empower community members affected by traffic court debt into grassroots organizers capable of leading a local campaign for traffic
court reform. Our initial goal was to raise the community’s baseline level of knowledge of the
traffic court system. Instead of us formulating the problem to attendees, we deliberately assumed
the role of facilitators, allowing attendees to create knowledge by sharing stories and listening to
each other’s experiences. Our assumption was that through repeated encounters with police and
traffic court debt, attendees already possessed an acute awareness of the problem.
Far from merely ensuring participation among all attendees, though, we actively facilitated in two
ways. First, we synthesized the commonalities among individual experiences to emphasize the
collective effects of the system preying on low-income Black and Brown communities, and in turn,
foster solidarity. Second, we broke down common experiences into the concrete steps of the larger
traffic court system, much in the same way I characterize the system in Part I. We obtained a
clearer picture of the concrete steps over time; as our semimonthly meetings progressed, the content of the community conversations blossomed from fines and fees to traffic stops, vehicle
searches, and arrests and jail time subsequent to traffic violations. In turn, everyone in the meetings, Zhen and myself included, developed a deeper understanding of the multilayered systemic
nature of traffic court debt. …
Aside from developing the collective consciousness of traffic court debt, our goal was to raise the
capacity of attendees to lead a grassroots organizing campaign. We believed that transformation
into organizers occurred through actual practice. After a few initial meetings, I invited the most
dedicated attendees--E.C. and two Black women--to separate planning meetings, where I trained
these emerging leaders to independently lead subsequent public meetings at Ascot Library. . . .
Notwithstanding Zhen’s and my zealous and multifaceted approach to advocacy, at times in collaboration with dozens of professional advocates statewide, traffic court debt remains a systemic
barrier entrapping tens of thousands of low-income Californians of color in cycles of debt and
criminal justice system involvement. Absent creative new democratic, grassroots strategies, the
structural behemoth of traffic court debt will likely remain a fixture. Indeed, our narrow gaze on
license suspensions ignored the systemic problem of traffic court debt, which generates revenue
for the state through a complex web of mechanisms.
At best, our professionally-driven campaign and strategies have accomplished limited, temporary
gains. Even then, the gains are precarious. At the time of writing, both lawsuits remain pending.
Although a promising legislative bill, SB-881, was proposed by Senator Robert Hertzberg in January
2016 to end the use of license suspensions as a debt collection mechanism, that component was
completely excised from the final version passed in September. The provisional band-aid of the amnesty program finally peeled off on March 31, 2017. …[O]ur pursuit of legal and legislative modes
of advocacy, conducted in a professional vacuum, have left us in a strikingly similar position to
where we began--perhaps worse, given the new political landscape in Washington, D.C.. . .
III. REBELLIOUS LAWYERING: AN ACTIVIST THEORY OF LAWYERING
…Since the 1970s, two main progressive legal traditions have emerged to replace legal liberalism,
the reigning philosophy from the Warren Court era that favored litigation as the primary mechanism for structural social change. Even the most optimistic account of Warren Court activism
failed to withstand a longterm, contemporary analysis against the realities of resegregation, retrenchment of race conscious remedial plans, and the ascent of individual over collective rights
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under a neoliberal regime of law and politics. Thus, the new traditions sought to subordinate law
and the role of lawyers by instead emphasizing grassroots power as the primary mechanism for
social change.
The first of these traditions, movement lawyering, … attempted a reinterpretation of Warren Court
decisions through contextualizing landmark court victories against a backdrop of the massively
disruptive pressures exerted by the Civil Rights Movement. In its contemporary iteration, movement lawyering describes a “model of practice in which lawyers accountable to marginalized constituencies mobilize law to build power to produce enduring social change through deliberate
strategies of linked legal and political advocacy.” Thus, unlike legal liberalism, lawyers are accountable to “mobilized clients” and deploy legal strategies as part of a broader “integrated advocacy” that recognizes the importance of mass mobilization in structural social change. Like legal
liberalism, though, movement lawyering both contemplates the need for legal advocacy and mostly
relegates the role of lawyers along their formal, professional identities in which lawyers litigate,
while organizers organize. …
[The second tradition,] [r]ebellious lawyering, generated its theoretical currency from practitioners
reflecting on their own attempts at creative community lawyering. Rebellious lawyers seek to
achieve social change through direct collaboration with community members at the grassroots
level. In other words, whereas movement lawyering characterizes lawyers as representing preexisting activist organizations, rebellious lawyers build such organizations from among their legal
services clients. …
A. The Rebellious Approach to Advocacy
Rebellious lawyering conceptualizes social change as a dynamic process of collaborative problem
solving between community members and lawyers. According to Gerald López, instead of distancing themselves from actively organizing in the manner of movement lawyers, rebellious lawyering
involves “teaching self-help and lay lawyering”--that is, “helping people to see that they can identify,
understand, and contribute to solving their own and others’ problems.” López’s articulation of teaching, then, is not so much a process of the teacher depositing foreign knowledge into student, but
rather a process where lawyers inspire confidence in community members by validating their existing lay methods of problem solving. López deliberately elevates these lay methods of problem solving--methods he calls lay lawyering--as possessing equal if not greater importance than professionalized lawyering because community intuitions and traditions have ensured survival, resistance, and
progress for generations despite systematic subordination.
Insofar as lawyers specialize in legal knowledge, they should also promote legal literacy among
community members. In this way, community members are equipped with a complete arsenal of
both legal and nonlegal tactics they are empowered to strategically deploy in their advocacy. As
much as rebellious lawyers teach the law, they learn from community members about lay lawyering. Thus, rebellious lawyering is a collaborative, rather than professionalized, approach to problem solving, whereby each member of the community is valuable precisely because they contribute
their own sets of skills and knowledge to the grassroots organization. …
While collaboration has been its centerpiece, rebellious lawyering insists that such an approach be
deployed to challenge “institutional and structural power” in order to “alter[] the material conditions
in which clients live.” In other words, rebellious lawyering is concerned with more than resisting the
inherent domination within an attorney-client relationship or even immediate symptoms of structural
problems. Instead, López calls for rebellious lawyers to “work with others in ... executing strategies
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aimed at responding immediately to particular problems and, [underlying systemic causes of] social
and political subordination.” …
[However,] … while the theory contemplates broad structural change, case studies in rebellious
lawyering fail to illustrate how rebellious lawyers wage collaborative battles for structural social
change where the underlying structures lie at the state, federal, or international level. [C]ase
studies reveal that rebellious lawyering is most effective in achieving structural change at a neighborhood or citywide level. In particular, case studies have failed to demonstrate how rebellious
lawyering compels institutional actors at the statewide level or higher to concede to demands. …
IV. REBELLIOUS SOCIAL MOVEMENT LAWYERING
A. Principles of Rebellious Social Movement Lawyering
Two overarching principles guide rebellious social movement lawyers. First, drawing from the
movement lawyering tradition, rebellious social movement lawyering conceives of broad-based
social movements as the primary mechanism for sustainable structural change beyond the localized
level. Absent a critical mass of individuals directly participating in a broad-based social movement
transcending a finite geography--as opposed to a localized grassroots campaign--social change will
be limited in scale, application, and duration. Embedded in this principle is the fundamental notion
that legal mechanisms alone cannot achieve structural change because the law constitutes unequal
power relations. Instead, structural change occurs when policymakers, as representatives of class
interests hostile to low-income communities of color, are compelled to concede power by the disruptive pressures from the mass mobilization of a social movement.
While a social movement orientation provides an overarching framework of structural social
change, standing alone, this principle fails to conceive of how to first build, and then sustain, a
social movement, or how to interact with an existing social movement in a meaningful way that
will endure beyond formal victories. Here, rebellious lawyering’s emphasis on community empowerment provides a useful point of departure for building and maintaining a vibrant social
movement.
Thus, the second principle underlying rebellious social movement lawyering is grassroots democracy. When community members directly affected by injustice are empowered to take ownership
of their own struggle, they will initiate a campaign that is directly responsive to community needs.
In other words, rebellious social movement lawyers will constantly engage in what Mari Matsuda
terms “looking to the bottom,” for both a material understanding of systemic injustices and a solution through organizing by affected individuals.
In order to take ownership, clients must independently arrive at a conviction in the necessity of
community organizing. Thus, rebellious social movement lawyers consciously assume a dialogical
approach to consciousness raising. Instead of defining a problem and dictating the necessity of
organizing to clients, lawyers facilitate a space where clients come together and collectively discuss their problems. Through the practice of listening to others articulate similar problems to oneself, the individualized nature of legal problems--specifically, the self-blame, shame, and internalized victimization--withers away and in its place, a new baseline understanding of the systemic
nature of their problems begins to develop. By visualizing others in the community who are similarly harmed by the problem, clients begin to imagine the possibilities of attacking the problem
through collaboration and organizing.
Because organizing campaigns are created by clients responsive to their particularized lived reality,
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campaigns will undoubtedly entail a symptomatic character at the local level. So long as they are not
substituted for the end goal of structural reform, localized, symptomatic struggles are not in themselves problematic. Localized, symptomatic campaigns increase confidence among new organizers
through smaller-scale individualized victories, sharpen participatory democracy and collaboration as
ways of life, train strategic thinking and organizing skills, and develop leaders from the grassroots.
Rebellious social movement lawyers, however, have an additional responsibility to educate and encourage clients-turned-organizers to develop social movement consciousness.
Where rebellious social movement lawyering departs from rebellious lawyering, then, is in the
expanded role of lawyers to train grassroots organizers in acquiring (1) a critical analysis of the
distinction between formal and substantive change, and (2) the necessity of a broad-based social
movement to challenge the systemic nature of immediate problems. Concretely, to facilitate this
analytical mindset, lawyers might develop an accessible curriculum of readings on the history of
social movements and movement organizations that highlight the tension between symptomatic
change and structural reform, the importance of intersectionality and class solidarity across identity-based lines, and the need to forge broader coalitions in building an inclusive social movement.
As lawyers and organizers collectively discuss such readings, lessons of the past are digested,
thereby sharpening the group’s analysis, resiliency, and ability to manage seemingly new but historically similar situations.
Once such an analytical mindset is developed, lawyers and organizers, collaborating as equal members of the grassroots organizing group, will make strategic determinations based on how a proposed tactic or campaign enhances grassroots democracy, social movement building, or both.
There is no specific formula for how these strategic determinations will be made. Instead, members
must weigh the merits of either continuing a localized, symptomatic campaign or pursuing a
broader movement for systemic change. Relevant factors might include the current size of the
grassroots organizing group, the readiness and confidence level of existing members to jump into
a more ambitious campaign, the material well-being of members, the vulnerability of a target, and
the existence of an independent vibrant social movement. …
… [I]nstead of collaborating with “mobilized clients,” rebellious social movement lawyers should
directly build power among legal services clients and community members in a grassroots organizing
group, and thus contribute as equal participants in that context, the question of deference, strategies,
and evaluation is directly resolved through democratic decisionmaking at the level of the grassroots
organizing group. In other words, rebellious social movement lawyering contemplates that just as
clients are transformed into organizers, lawyers are similarly transformed into organizers who jointly
participate in the organizing group. Where the organizing group participates as a member organization of a larger coalition or social movement, a strategy will first be democratically decided within
the group, and then proposed for adoption at the coalition level. Similarly, where no movement exists, lawyers should build a grassroots organizing group, which, over the course of waging a localized, symptomatic campaign, transitions into conscious movement building activity.
For rebellious social movement lawyers, then, grassroots democracy is the nonnegotiable linchpin
of a social movement’s viability. Lawyers must play an active role in creating a culture of participatory democracy at the grassroots level before organizing within an existing social movement.
Throughout history, many social movements eventually waned or splintered because of the lack
of democratic mechanisms to disseminate leadership and decisionmaking among movement participants. Movement organizations--“mobilized clients”--of the past generally assumed a topheavy hierarchical structure, which not only disempowered, but in many cases led to, the departure
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of their members. Because my theory of rebellious social movement lawyering begins with localized, symptomatic campaigns that instill the value of grassroots democracy, seasoned grassroots
organizers of these struggles who later join an existing movement or initiate a new movement will
inject and insist on a participatory-democratic culture at the movement level. With greater democratic participation and decisionmaking among movement participants, broad-based social movements will be able to adapt to shifting adversities, attract new leaders from the grassroots, and
survive beyond formal change.
B. Processes of Rebellious Social Movement Lawyering
… First, lawyers must act with deliberation toward enhancing grassroots democracy and building
a social movement. Deliberation entails constant reflection on how their actions advance these
goals. Lawyers must take heed of the overall campaign direction. Because localized, symptomatic
campaigns can be in tension with larger movement building, in that symptomatic demands might
reflect individualized grievances rather than structural change, lawyers must reflect like dialecticians. It is not enough to assess the merits of a chosen strategy based on immediate outcomes; one
must also consider how a strategy might reinforce complacency among organizers or invite reactionary backlash by the state. Thus, in reflecting dialectically, lawyers might identify opportunities
to demystify the structural nature causing the immediate harm sought to be remedied by the localized, symptomatic campaign. This might simply entail reframing symptomatic demands along
structural lines, incorporating additional demands that relate to the underlying structure, or partnering with similarly-situated localized organizing campaigns to forge a broader movement against
the system producing the harm. In order to avoid reproducing a hierarchy where lawyers become
the sole tactical dialectician, however, lawyers must disseminate dialectical thinking skills among
the grassroots organizers. In so doing, the symptomatic-structural and localized-movement assessments over demands and scale will occur collaboratively, rather than unilaterally.
Thus, the second approach lawyers assume is the democratization of skills and knowledge within
the group. The goal is to create a horizontal group where each member contributes their talents,
ideas, and leadership equally. At the outset, because skills and knowledge are unequally distributed, education should be prioritized. This education must go both ways. That is, lawyers must
simultaneously “[l]earn and [t]each.” Lawyers must learn preexisting strategies of “lay lawyering”
and understand the intricacies of an unjust system through the eyes of grassroots organizers. In
turn, lawyers teach their skills and knowledge, including raising movement consciousness. Moreover, lawyers should disseminate legal knowledge insofar as it explicates existing rights under the
law and enables the group to make strategic decisions involving legal advocacy. By knowing the
law, the group might decide to structure a campaign expressly drawing from the notion of legal
rights. Because rights discourse inherently cabins the vision of freedom and tends to reify unequal
power relations, however, the group must think dialectically in making a cost-benefit determination of pursuing such a narrowly defined campaign, such that legal recourse does not in itself
become the end. Ultimately, legal knowledge will allow the group to fully weigh a legal strategy
alongside other tactical options. While the familiar concerns exist with pursuing litigation as the
sole means for change, when understood as just one instrument in the toolkit, litigation can enhance
the goal of movement building.
Naturally then, the third approach is reframing lawyering as one tool in a multipronged strategy
to structural change. If the group decides to litigate, the role litigation is to play in relation to the
symptomatic campaign and the overall strategy of movement building must be deliberated and
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clearly established. Litigation solely to address a symptom should be used sparingly as it is extremely costly, produces dependency on lawyers, and discourages grassroots collective action that
might otherwise achieve similar individualized victories. In contrast to smaller claims, major impact litigation might serve as a bridge between the localized campaign and a broader social movement. Viewed this way, because major litigation tends to receive increased publicity relative to
localized grassroots organizing, it might connect the group with other similarly situated communities beyond their immediate network, thus becoming a rallying cry that leads to greater participation across geographical space. Lawyers, however, should not approach major litigation as the
exclusive movement strategy, and instead encourage complementary pressure tactics and structural
demands that operate outside the law. Far from rejecting the greater access and privilege afforded
to them by their profession, rebellious social movement lawyers should seek to contribute their
legal training synergistically with the tactics and skills of the organizing group.
Fourth, lawyers must be flexible with their strategies by adapting to constantly changing conditions. Every move invites a countermove. Often, the stagnant and predictable strategy proves to be
fatal. If it makes no sense to continue a chosen tactic, the group should abandon it. Changing
strategies deepens the creative and analytical capacity of grassroots organizers, while exerting new
pressures against the system. Constant group reflection is key for assessing the current efficacy
and continued potential of chosen strategies.
Finally, lawyers must defer to group democracy. A lawyer is merely one member of a collaborative
organizing group. Though lawyers should actively contribute their insights, they must ultimately
respect democratic decisions, even if it goes against their wisdom. The value of democracy is
paramount both in breaking the lawyer’s propensity for authority and in developing the leadership
of others. Localized, symptomatic campaigns are training grounds for organizers. To the extent
that strategies result in missteps, lawyers must understand the greater value in organizers developing ownership, mutual trust, and ability to learn through collectively reflecting on their ineffective
strategies and subsequently developing alternatives. …[O]rganizers who experience and believe
in grassroots democracy at a localized level will inject that principle at the movement level, thereby
enhancing the longevity and vibrancy of the social movement on the whole.
V. RECONCEIVING ADVOCACY AGAINST TRAFFIC COURT DEBT IN CALIFORNIA: A REBELLIOUS SOCIAL MOVEMENT LAWYERING APPROACH
A. Building a Grassroots Organizing Group
Understanding a social movement infused with grassroots democracy to be a necessary predicate for
reforming the system of traffic court debt, rebellious social movement lawyers will prioritize the
development of the grassroots organizing group above all other tasks. Rebellious social movement
lawyers will engage in direct legal services insofar as doing so introduces them to a wide base of
potential organizers among their clients. Every courtroom outing should double as an opportunity to
converse with the hundreds of unrepresented defendants awaiting arraignment or trial about their
situation and to invite them to share their stories at community meetings open to the public.
In building a grassroots organizing group, two types of meetings will be necessary. First, regular
public meetings serve as a mechanism to establish community roots and to raise systemic consciousness within the community at large. Lawyers will facilitate community meetings dialogically. Knowledge will be gained from individual participants sharing their stories, listening to others, and reflecting on the shared harms caused by the common underlying system of traffic court
debt. In developing a systemic analysis, lawyers might carefully tie together the common threads
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of individual stories with an explanation of structural causation. … In the end, though, in order to
promote the voices of community members, active moderation of discussion at these public meetings must be approached sparingly.
Second, regular internal organizing meetings allow the most interested and committed clients and
public meeting participants to train as grassroots organizers and leaders. A combination of practical organizing and critical thinking skills will be developed through skills-based trainings, group
discussions of social movement tailored readings, and participation in localized collective action.
As members of these internal meetings grow in skills, confidence, and numbers, the authority of
lawyers will diminish as power becomes equalized. Thereafter, meetings will constitute the basis
of the grassroots organizing group, in which goals and strategies will be decided based on a collective symptomatic-structural, localized-movement assessment.
In building a localized campaign, the goals will shift along a spectrum of smaller-scale, immediately achievable demands that develop confidence and longer-term, structural demands that are
aspirational. On the one hand, specific campaign demands should be reflexive reactions to the
material realities of community members. Reflexive demands should neither be limited to procedural defects nor bound by the narrow confines of a cognizable legal claim.
Responsiveness to immediate needs is merely one consideration in demand formulation. On the
other hand, lawyers should encourage demands that are not limited to immediate needs or harms,
but also express positive visions of transformative and structural change. …Moreover, structural
demands increase the possibility of coalescing a social movement with other organizing groups
identifying with some aspect of the campaign.
Because decisions over strategy will be made and executed collaboratively, professional strategies
might be creatively reconceived such that grassroots organizers can implement these professional
strategies themselves. Consider a localized campaign that reimagines direct representation. The
traffic court system’s smooth functioning is predicated on the rapid mechanization of arraignments
among defendants ignorant of their right to trial. In my observation, unrepresented traffic court
defendants’ arraignments lasted an average of less than a minute. If each defendant were represented, first at arraignment and then at trial, the resulting slowdown would quite literally “crash
the system.” Should a systemic crash occur, the disruption in itself might compel policymakers to
act, or, at the minimum, incite public scrutiny and call for structural change. While a legion of
defense attorneys could accomplish this task, an alternative strategy undertaken by a grassroots
organizing group is to empower unrepresented defendants to assert their own rights pro se. Organizers and lawyers together would mobilize in and around traffic courts in the county to raise awareness of the right to trial among the thousands of defendants lining up for arraignment. If a substantial number of pro se defendants collectively asserted their right to a trial, courtroom efficiency
would be disrupted, causing the system to crash.
Moreover, grassroots organizers might directly participate in authoring policy reports. Lawyers
should welcome this idea, as it upsets the hierarchy reinforced by a separation between professional and unprofessional tasks. Doing so might change the tenor of the reports. For example,
instead of professionals framing traffic court debt as an issue of poverty, a grassroots-driven policy
report might, from the outset, frame it as an issue of race and poverty. …
Driven by the principles of democracy and movement building, lawyers should rarely use professional strategies that take the center stage in a campaign. One such rarity might occur if the group
decides that the benefits of filing a complaint to remedy an immediate harm outweigh the costs of
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material resources and minimal grassroots participation. Given that section 40508 of the California
Vehicle Code already provides a statutory hook to require courts to conduct a willfulness determination hearing before notifying the DMV for a license suspension, the benefits of injunctive
relief might outweigh the costs of minimal legal research and filing. Beyond providing a tangible
material benefit to a narrow class of defendants, such a victory might also allow organizers to
move beyond the symptom of license suspensions and build a movement that directly focuses on
the statewide system of traffic court debt.
Regardless of other strategies deployed in a localized campaign, the central strategy undertaken
by the grassroots organizing group will be collective action. Through collective action, community
members develop a real understanding of camaraderie, confidence in their own power, and conviction in organizing for change. Moreover, during moments of spontaneity or excitement, many
often discover previously suppressed skills and capabilities, such as public speaking, leading
chants, and acts of civil disobedience. The form of action will constantly shift, responding to contextual developments that occur in real-time. Tactics should escalate in disruptiveness when the
target continues its noncompliance.
Where tactics are minimally disruptive, lawyers should actively participate as organizers. This includes
the day-to-day collective outreach activities of canvassing neighborhoods and conversing with defendants around the courthouse pursuant to a “crash the system” strategy. Where tactics are deliberately
disruptive, lawyers might best function as legal observers. In the capacity of a professional, lawyers
should further provide direct representation as necessary when organizers are arrested.
The foregoing discussion on goals and strategies is focused on the role of lawyers in developing
grassroots democracy through localized campaigns. Given the statewide nature of traffic court
debt, a localized campaign will be insufficient to compel legislative reform of the system. Yet, as
emphasized in Part IV, lawyers must not substitute the top-down construction of structural demands for the process of building successful localized, symptomatic campaigns, which impart the
values of democracy and collective action. The key is to supplement the campaign with concrete
education, through a movement-oriented curriculum, which raises the group’s consciousness both
(1) from localized advocacy to social movement building, and (2) from limited, small-scale reforms to durable, structural change.
B. Advancing the Struggle from Local to Movement
Just as strategies and campaign demands are fluid, the leap from localized to movement-level advocacy need not occur in one formalized moment. … Because traffic court debt is a statewide
system of harm, simply refocusing the demands of a localized campaign to address structural dimensions will be insufficient to produce change. Mass mobilization beyond the level of Los Angeles County is necessary.
Where no independent social movement exists, coalition building with organizations of similar
politics, methodologies, and demographic makeup is crucial to increase the scale of advocacy necessary to compel the state to take notice. As such, organizers might reconceive their day-to-day
outreach expansively, viewing community members not just as isolated individuals, but as connected to broader networks including other organizing groups. Where a community member has
existing ties to another organizing group, organizers might contemplate outreach in terms of recruiting that other group to a movement against traffic court debt. Even if other organizations are
structured hierarchically, veteran organizers from the localized, symptomatic campaign will insist
that the coalition be grounded in democracy and meaningful participation among the community
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constituents who comprise the other organizations. Unlike a coalition of professionals convening
together for litigation, a movement-oriented coalition is formed with the express purpose of generating structural change through mass mobilization.
While the grassroots organizing group possesses greater control in timing their transition to movement-level advocacy where no independent movement exists, the prominence of BLM as a vibrant
social movement complicates the movement building role of lawyers in new ways. As a movement, BLM is both a symbolic rallying cry and a physical entity comprised of a coalition of movement organizations. This duality poses a unique opportunity for a localized campaign to, from the
outset, embody structural dimensions and thereby increase the potential of mass mobilization
against traffic court debt beyond immediate geographic locality.
Against a colorblind ideology that has driven American jurisprudence since the 1970s, BLM has
opened a space in mainstream discourse where race has once again become salient. Because of
BLM’s symbolic power as an overarching beacon against racial injustice, a localized campaign
framed in race-conscious terms might be inseparable in the public eye from the larger movement.
Instead of distancing themselves from BLM, organizers should be prepared to articulate these connections on both a personal and conceptual level. On a personal level, Black and Brown organizers
should freely express their feelings of being simultaneously subjected to multiple forms of racialized
violence. Conceptually, symptomatic issues might need to be framed as structural to show how multiple systems interact to produce racial inequality. …[T]raffic court debt, … like other systems identified by BLM, disproportionately enacts its violence on Black and Brown communities. Simply put,
challenging traffic court debt simultaneously with police violence is imperative because in spite of
both systems, “Black lives matter.” By expressly drawing connections to BLM, the demand to end
traffic court debt might very well ignite support and mobilization among movement participants.
…BLM is constituted by the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL), a coalition comprised of over
fifty Black-led organizations. Because collective action has largely been decentralized, the coalition’s primary work instead has been the construction of a platform of movement demands, known
as the “Vision 4 Black Lives.” The grassroots organizing group might propose the incorporation
of a demand to end traffic court debt, which would enhance the current platform demand to end
money bail. The group, however, should approach incorporation into M4BL’s platform as yet another means for outreach, and not in itself a strategy to effect change. That is, due to the decentralized nature of BLM actions, neither incorporation of a demand nor participation as a member organization within the M4BL alone will generate the mass mobilization needed to compel an end
to traffic court debt. …
Unlike the spontaneous BLM actions, which, thus far, have erupted nationwide in reaction to police violence, a successful challenge against traffic court debt will require a much more coordinated, mass mobilization effort in California. While invoking BLM’s symbolic power might expedite the transition to structural demands and increase the possibilities of movement building with
other BLM supporters or M4BL organizations, the task of movement building will still largely
remain in the hands of the grassroots organizing group. Ultimately, the role of rebellious social
movement lawyers remains vital, first in building a capable grassroots democratic organization,
and second, in advancing the struggle from the local to a movement.
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1.3 Factors for Strategic Consideration
Updated 2013 by Jeffrey S. Gutman (http://federalpracticemanual.org/acknowledgements#gutman)
As your office considers the possibility of litigation, it will need to consider who the client is, the client’s goals, the capacities of the organization, available resources
and time considerations, as well as who can provide the relief that the client seeks.

1.3.A. Who Is Your Client?
Part of the lawyer’s job is deciding who will be the client. A person who walks into your office with a grievance will not necessarily become your client in a lawsuit.
In individual matters, questions may arise as to who the client is: The parent or the child? The leaseholder or the family member barred from the property? The
guardian or the ward? These issues and potential conflicts must be addressed at the outset through careful legal, factual, and, occasionally, ethics research.
Lawyers generally, and legal aid lawyers in particular, need to think carefully about not only which issues are suitable for litigation, but also which clients will best
present those issues as parties to litigation. The lawyer has some flexibility in deciding who the client will be. The lawyer may seek clients and not simply wait for
individuals to ask for help. For example, when the lawyer knows that a wrong is about to occur or has been occurring, the lawyer may seek out people who want to
challenge it.1 This may take the form of public education about the issue or may involve more actively contacting potential clients through networking with
organizations and client groups.2
Before accepting someone as a client in potential litigation, issues of standing, ripeness and mootness, discussed in Chapter 3
(http://federalpracticemanual.org/node/18) of this MANUAL, must be considered. Minimizing standing and mootness problems may justify retaining multiple
plaintiffs. Yet, representing more than one person may create conflicts, both ethical and practical. Depending on the nature of these issues, such hurdles may
counsel in favor of a non-litigation approach.
In many situations, the client may be a community organization. Working with a community organization, especially in the context of tackling systemic issues, has
many advantages. The community group may have its own resources to contribute to the advocacy strategy. The group may lend financial and volunteer support,
credibility, networking, and potential plaintiffs in any litigation. Most importantly, the group may understand the importance of the issues at hand and the social
forces that have created the problem and can lead to its solution. The involvement of a community group can also ensure that attorneys advance the litigation in
accordance with community needs.
Working with organizational clients involves special considerations.3 Most important, the attorney and the group must agree on who speaks for the group.
Counsel should also understand whether the group speaks for the community or constituency at large or only for its particular members or leadership. The
attorney must have open communications with the group and its leadership so that there is an understanding and agreement on the respective roles of attorney
and client. The institutional interests of the organization may diverge from the desires of individual members of the group. The retainer agreement must
incorporate all elements of the attorney-client relationship, and should spell out the mechanism by which the decisions of the group will be made and conveyed.
While the retainer may specify the name of an individual member of the group, the retainer should state who speaks for the group in case the named individual
leaves the group. The attorney and group must agree on the advocacy approach and on determining whether the objectives have been achieved, whether through
litigation, settlement, or other means.
The retainer agreement is the blueprint for the relationship with the client. In addition to including any language mandated by the state bar or legal services
program, the retainer should anticipate the potential attorney-client relationship problems that can arise during litigation. The respective responsibilities of the
attorney and client should be discussed. The grounds for termination of the attorney-client relationship and how such termination will be handled, costs and fees,
including attorney’s fees, and settlement offers should be addressed. A retainer should also warn a client that he or she will need to report any monetary awards
received as a result of litigation and any attorneys' fees awards as income for federal tax purposes. Some attorneys include language explaining the typical time
frame for litigation.
In bringing a class action, retainer agreements and conversations with the class spokespersons must make clear that the lawyers’ responsibilities are to all class
members, not just the named plaintiffs. For example, in challenging mass evictions and proposed demolition of housing, be clear about the extent to which counsel
is representing people who want to stay, people who left but will not return, and people who are in need of the housing and do not want the property demolished.
If potential conflicts are foreseen, or if those conflicts already exist, the attorney may choose to represent one of the subgroups and recruit private or other
nonprofit counsel to represent other subgroups. A conflict of interest with the local legal services office is often one of the criteria that the local office uses for
placing a case with pro bono counsel.
The lawyer should not simply use the office’s standard retainer agreement without ensuring it meets the needs in the contemplated case. While such agreements
can serve as a model, they may need modification. These agreements must be explained carefully to the client(s) and a memorandum of that conversation should
be drafted and kept in the case file.

1.3.B. What Are Your Client's Goals?
The answer to this question will shape the course of your advocacy strategy as certain approaches will be better than others in achieving clearly identified
objectives. In many cases, a client will need to define these objectives in terms of solving the immediate or individual problem, or in terms of solving deeper
systemic problems that have manifested themselves in what has happened to the particular client. Effective interviewing and counseling is necessary in order to
define problems and objectives. The lawyer must neither defer reflexively to the client’s definition nor unilaterally impose her own. Failure to accurately and
collaboratively define client needs and objectives can result in misdirected advocacy strategies, ethical headaches and client dissatisfaction. For these reasons,
initial client meetings must be carefully planned and considered.
The advocate and the client need to think initially not in legal terms but, instead, consider in a broader way the range of possible solutions and strategies for the
problem the client has presented and the implications of each approach. This avoids prematurely selecting litigation as the strategy and inappropriately allowing
formulaic ways of requesting relief to limit unnecessarily the goals of the advocacy. Focus first on the desirable outcome and not merely what is believed is
attainable. Litigation may not achieve all that is desirable. Other approaches may achieve much of what is sought more quickly and less expensively, potentially
with less risk to the client or others in similar situations, or with less risk of creating a negative precedent or provoking negative legislative or administrative
responses that could undermine the client’s goals. If such alternatives are not feasible or successful, then more narrowly focus on what is legally attainable after
completing the legal research and fact investigation.
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In some cases a client will have a clear view of what strategy to employ, and in those situations the lawyer’s job is to do the technical, professional analysis and work
necessary to competently pursue the matter in accordance with the client’s wishes. In other situations, the client has limited expectations or understanding of the
possibilities and the lawyer’s job is to counsel the client regarding options, implications and risks. Part of the advocate’s job is to make sure that the client has a full
picture of the kinds and extent of relief available as well as the potential approaches and obstacles in achieving them. Do not begin any legal work on behalf of a
client until you have a clearly defined understanding of the client’s concerns and objectives, a full discussion of the range of potential solutions and their pros and
cons, and a written agreement on how to proceed.
What a client wants must be assessed with a measure of sympathetic skepticism. The advocacy strategy and its potential for achieving the client’s goals will turn on
the client’s situation and whether the client’s desires are, or may reasonably be, supported in existing law or policy or rational and logical extensions of such law
and policy. Thus, as the advocate begins work with a client, it is wise to develop a provisional legal or policy theory (discussed below), which will help define the
bounds of the possible and influence your advocacy strategy. It is also important to consider whether particular approaches may have unintended consequences
for the client. For example, depending on the circumstances, a client who must rely, or anticipates needing to rely, on needs-based public benefits for subsistence,
may ultimately be harmed by a financial recovery. In some cases, program beneficiaries may get along fine if they are ineligible for benefits for a short time, but the
loss of some types of benefits may mean a long-term loss that could jeopardize the client’s well-being or stability. Individuals receiving needs-based public benefits
generally have an obligation to timely report pending litigation and any recovery to the administrator of the benefit program, and, in some cases, may need to
assign some or all of their interests in a financial recovery. In addition, advise your client on the impact of a potential financial or attorneys’ fees award. Because
the Supreme Court has ruled that settlement awards constitute income to the client, attorneys’ fees are also considered income and may be taxable to the client.4
In these cases, the client must be notified that income and any fees generated are taxable income for federal income tax purposes and must be reported. Every
situation has to be individually evaluated and the client made aware of potential consequences and strategies to mitigate loss of needed assistance so that the client
can make a fully informed decision on how to proceed. This may counsel against litigation, or it may inform the remedies sought in the case.
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Rules Regulating the Florida Bar (www.floridabar.org/rules/rrtfb/ )

CHAPTER 4. RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
PREAMBLE: A LAWYER'S RESPONSIBILITIES
A lawyer, as a member of the legal profession, is a representative of clients, an officer of the
legal system, and a public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of justice.
As a representative of clients, a lawyer performs various functions. As an adviser, a lawyer
provides a client with an informed understanding of the client’s legal rights and obligations and
explains their practical implications. As an advocate, a lawyer zealously asserts the client’s
position under the rules of the adversary system. As a negotiator, a lawyer seeks a result
advantageous to the client but consistent with requirements of honest dealing with others. As an
evaluator, a lawyer acts by examining a client’s legal affairs and reporting about them to the
client or to others.
In addition to these representational functions, a lawyer may serve as a third-party neutral, a
nonrepresentational role helping the parties to resolve a dispute or other matter. Some of these
rules apply directly to lawyers who are or have served as third-party neutrals. See, e.g., rules 41.12 and 4-2.4. In addition, there are rules that apply to lawyers who are not active in the
practice of law or to practicing lawyers even when they are acting in a nonprofessional capacity.
For example, a lawyer who commits fraud in the conduct of a business is subject to discipline for
engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation. See rule 4-8.4.
In all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt, and diligent. A lawyer
should maintain communication with a client concerning the representation. A lawyer should
keep in confidence information relating to representation of a client except so far as disclosure is
required or permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or by law.
A lawyer’s conduct should conform to the requirements of the law, both in professional
service to clients and in the lawyer’s business and personal affairs. A lawyer should use the
law’s procedures only for legitimate purposes and not to harass or intimidate others. A lawyer
should demonstrate respect for the legal system and for those who serve it, including judges,
other lawyers, and public officials. While it is a lawyer’s duty, when necessary, to challenge the
rectitude of official action, it is also a lawyer’s duty to uphold legal process.
As a public citizen, a lawyer should seek improvement of the law, access to the legal system,
the administration of justice, and the quality of service rendered by the legal profession. As a
member of a learned profession, a lawyer should cultivate knowledge of the law beyond its use
for clients, employ that knowledge in reform of the law, and work to strengthen legal education.
In addition, a lawyer should further the public’s understanding of and confidence in the rule of
law and the justice system, because legal institutions in a constitutional democracy depend on
popular participation and support to maintain their authority. A lawyer should be mindful of
deficiencies in the administration of justice and of the fact that the poor, and sometimes persons
who are not poor, cannot afford adequate legal assistance. Therefore, all lawyers should devote
professional time and resources and use civic influence to ensure equal access to our system of
justice for all those who because of economic or social barriers cannot afford or secure adequate
legal counsel. A lawyer should aid the legal profession in pursuing these objectives and should
help the bar regulate itself in the public interest.
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Many of the lawyer’s professional responsibilities are prescribed in the Rules of
Professional Conduct and in substantive and procedural law. A lawyer is also guided by
personal conscience and the approbation of professional peers. A lawyer should strive to attain
the highest level of skill, to improve the law and the legal profession, and to exemplify the legal
profession’s ideals of public service.
A lawyer’s responsibilities as a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system, and a
public citizen are usually harmonious. Zealous advocacy is not inconsistent with justice.
Moreover, unless violations of law or injury to another or another’s property is involved,
preserving client confidences ordinarily serves the public interest because people are more likely
to seek legal advice, and heed their legal obligations, when they know their communications will
be private.
In the practice of law, conflicting responsibilities are often encountered. Difficult ethical
problems may arise from a conflict between a lawyer’s responsibility to a client and the lawyer’s
own sense of personal honor, including obligations to society and the legal profession. The
Rules of Professional Conduct often prescribe terms for resolving these conflicts. Within the
framework of these rules, however, many difficult issues of professional discretion can arise.
These issues must be resolved through the exercise of sensitive professional and moral judgment
guided by the basic principles underlying the rules. These principles include the lawyer’s
obligation to protect and pursue a client’s legitimate interests, within the bounds of the law,
while maintaining a professional, courteous, and civil attitude toward all persons involved in the
legal system.
Lawyers are officers of the court and they are responsible to the judiciary for the propriety
of their professional activities. Within that context, the legal profession has been granted powers
of self-government. Self-regulation helps maintain the legal profession’s independence from
undue government domination. An independent legal profession is an important force in
preserving government under law, for abuse of legal authority is more readily challenged by a
profession whose members are not dependent on the executive and legislative branches of
government for the right to practice. Supervision by an independent judiciary, and conformity
with the rules the judiciary adopts for the profession, assures both independence and
responsibility.
Thus, every lawyer is responsible for observance of the Rules of Professional Conduct. A
lawyer should also aid in securing their observance by other lawyers. Neglect of these
responsibilities compromises the independence of the profession and the public interest that it
serves.
Scope:
The Rules of Professional Conduct are rules of reason. They should be interpreted with
reference to the purposes of legal representation and of the law itself. Some of the rules are
imperatives, cast in the terms of “must,” “must not,” or “may not.” These define proper conduct
for purposes of professional discipline. Others, generally cast in the term “may,” are permissive
and define areas under the rules in which the lawyer has discretion to exercise professional
judgment. No disciplinary action should be taken when the lawyer chooses not to act or acts
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within the bounds of that discretion. Other rules define the nature of relationships between the
lawyer and others. The rules are thus partly obligatory and disciplinary and partly constitutive
and descriptive in that they define a lawyer’s professional role.
The comment accompanying each rule explains and illustrates the meaning and purpose of
the rule. The comments are intended only as guides to interpretation, whereas the text of each
rule is authoritative. Thus, comments, even when they use the term “"should,” do not add
obligations to the rules but merely provide guidance for practicing in compliance with the rules.
The rules presuppose a larger legal context shaping the lawyer’s role. That context includes
court rules and statutes relating to matters of licensure, laws defining specific obligations of
lawyers, and substantive and procedural law in general. Compliance with the rules, as with all
law in an open society, depends primarily upon understanding and voluntary compliance,
secondarily upon reinforcement by peer and public opinion, and finally, when necessary, upon
enforcement through disciplinary proceedings. The rules do not, however, exhaust the moral and
ethical considerations that should inform a lawyer, for no worthwhile human activity can be
completely defined by legal rules. The rules simply provide a framework for the ethical practice
of law. The comments are sometimes used to alert lawyers to their responsibilities under other
law.
Furthermore, for purposes of determining the lawyer’s authority and responsibility,
principles of substantive law external to these rules determine whether a client-lawyer
relationship exists. Most of the duties flowing from the client-lawyer relationship attach only
after the client has requested the lawyer to render legal services and the lawyer has agreed to do
so. But there are some duties, for example confidentiality under rule 4-1.6, which attach when
the lawyer agrees to consider whether a client-lawyer relationship will be established. See rule
4-1.18. Whether a client-lawyer relationship exists for any specific purpose can depend on the
circumstances and may be a question of fact.
Failure to comply with an obligation or prohibition imposed by a rule is a basis for invoking
the disciplinary process. The rules presuppose that disciplinary assessment of a lawyer’s conduct
will be made on the basis of the facts and circumstances as they existed at the time of the
conduct in question in recognition of the fact that a lawyer often has to act upon uncertain or
incomplete evidence of the situation. Moreover, the rules presuppose that whether discipline
should be imposed for a violation, and the severity of a sanction, depend on all the
circumstances, such as the willfulness and seriousness of the violation, extenuating factors, and
whether there have been previous violations.
Violation of a rule should not itself give rise to a cause of action against a lawyer nor should
it create any presumption that a legal duty has been breached. In addition, violation of a rule
does not necessarily warrant any other nondisciplinary remedy, such as disqualification of a
lawyer in pending litigation. The rules are designed to provide guidance to lawyers and to
provide a structure for regulating conduct through disciplinary agencies. They are not designed
to be a basis for civil liability. Furthermore, the purpose of the rules can be subverted when they
are invoked by opposing parties as procedural weapons. The fact that a rule is a just basis for a
lawyer’s self-assessment, or for sanctioning a lawyer under the administration of a disciplinary
authority, does not imply that an antagonist in a collateral proceeding or transaction has standing
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to seek enforcement of the rule. Accordingly, nothing in the rules should be deemed to augment
any substantive legal duty of lawyers or the extra-disciplinary consequences of violating a
substantive legal duty. Nevertheless, since the rules do establish standards of conduct by
lawyers, a lawyer’s violation of a rule may be evidence of a breach of the applicable standard of
conduct.
Terminology:
“Belief” or “believes” denotes that the person involved actually supposed the fact in
question to be true. A person’s belief may be inferred from circumstances.
“Consult” or “consultation” denotes communication of information reasonably sufficient to
permit the client to appreciate the significance of the matter in question.
“Confirmed in writing,” when used in reference to the informed consent of a person, denotes
informed consent that is given in writing by the person or a writing that a lawyer promptly
transmits to the person confirming an oral informed consent. See “informed consent” below. If
it is not feasible to obtain or transmit the writing at the time the person gives informed consent,
then the lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a reasonable time.
“Firm” or “law firm” denotes a lawyer or lawyers in a law partnership, professional
corporation, sole proprietorship, or other association authorized to practice law; or lawyers
employed in the legal department of a corporation or other organization.
“Fraud” or “fraudulent” denotes conduct having a purpose to deceive and not merely
negligent misrepresentation or failure to apprise another of relevant information.
“Informed consent” denotes the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after
the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the material risks of
and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct.
“Knowingly,” “known,” or “knows” denotes actual knowledge of the fact in question. A
person’s knowledge may be inferred from circumstances.
“Lawyer” denotes a person who is a member of The Florida Bar or otherwise authorized to
practice in the state of Florida.
“Partner” denotes a member of a partnership and a shareholder in a law firm organized as a
professional corporation, or a member of an association authorized to practice law.
“Reasonable” or “reasonably” when used in relation to conduct by a lawyer denotes the
conduct of a reasonably prudent and competent lawyer.
“Reasonable belief” or “reasonably believes” when used in reference to a lawyer denotes
that the lawyer believes the matter in question and that the circumstances are such that the belief
is reasonable.
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“Reasonably should know” when used in reference to a lawyer denotes that a lawyer of
reasonable prudence and competence would ascertain the matter in question.
“Screened” denotes the isolation of a lawyer from any participation in a matter through the
timely imposition of procedures within a firm that are reasonably adequate under the
circumstances to protect information that the isolated lawyer is obligated to protect under these
rules or other law.
“Substantial” when used in reference to degree or extent denotes a material matter of clear
and weighty importance.
“Tribunal” denotes a court, an arbitrator in a binding arbitration proceeding, or a legislative
body, administrative agency, or other body acting in an adjudicative capacity. A legislative
body, administrative agency, or other body acts in an adjudicative capacity when a neutral
official, after the presentation of evidence or legal argument by a party or parties, will render a
binding legal judgment directly affecting a party’s interests in a particular matter.
“Writing” or “written” denotes a tangible or electronic record of a communication or
representation, including handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photography, audio or
video recording, and electronic communications. A “signed” writing includes an electronic
sound, symbol or process attached to or logically associated with a writing and executed or
adopted by a person with the intent to sign the writing.
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RULE 4-1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION
(a) Lawyer to Abide by Client's Decisions. Subject to subdivisions (c) and (d), a lawyer
shall abide by a client's decisions concerning the objectives of representation, and, as required by
rule 4-1.4, shall reasonably consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be
pursued. A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to
carry out the representation. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision whether to settle a
matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer shall abide by the client's decision, after consultation with
the lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial, and whether the client will
testify.
(b) No Endorsement of Client's Views or Activities. A lawyer's representation of a
client, including representation by appointment, does not constitute an endorsement of the
client's political, economic, social, or moral views or activities.
(c) Limitation of Objectives and Scope of Representation. If not prohibited by law or
rule, a lawyer and client may agree to limit the objectives or scope of the representation if the
limitation is reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed consent in writing.
If the attorney and client agree to limit the scope of the representation, the lawyer shall advise the
client regarding applicability of the rule prohibiting communication with a represented person.
(d) Criminal or Fraudulent Conduct. A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist
a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is criminal or fraudulent.
However, a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any proposed course of conduct with a
client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good faith effort to determine the validity,
scope, meaning, or application of the law.
Comment
Allocation of authority between client and lawyer
Subdivision (a) confers upon the client the ultimate authority to determine the purposes to be
served by legal representation, within the limits imposed by law and the lawyer's professional
obligations. Within those limits, a client also has a right to consult with the lawyer about the
means to be used in pursuing those objectives. At the same time, a lawyer is not required to
pursue objectives or employ means simply because a client may wish that the lawyer do so. A
clear distinction between objectives and means sometimes cannot be drawn, and in many cases
the client-lawyer relationship partakes of a joint undertaking. In questions of means, the lawyer
should assume responsibility for technical and legal tactical issues but should defer to the client
regarding such questions as the expense to be incurred and concern for third persons who might
be adversely affected. Law defining the lawyer's scope of authority in litigation varies among
jurisdictions. The decisions specified in subdivision (a), such as whether to settle a civil matter,
must also be made by the client. See rule 4-1.4(a)(1) for the lawyer's duty to communicate with
the client about such decisions. With respect to the means by which the client's objectives are to
be pursued, the lawyer shall consult with the client as required by rule 4-1.4(a)(2) and may take
such action as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.
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On occasion, however, a lawyer and a client may disagree about the means to be used to
accomplish the client's objectives. The lawyer should consult with the client and seek a mutually
acceptable resolution of the disagreement. If such efforts are unavailing and the lawyer has a
fundamental disagreement with the client, the lawyer may withdraw from the representation.
See rule 4-1.16(b)(4). Conversely, the client may resolve the disagreement by discharging the
lawyer. See rule 4-1.16(a)(3).
At the outset of a representation, the client may authorize the lawyer to take specific action
on the client's behalf without further consultation. Absent a material change in circumstances
and subject to rule 4-1.4, a lawyer may rely on such an advance authorization. The client may,
however, revoke such authority at any time.
In a case in which the client appears to be suffering mental disability, the lawyer's duty to
abide by the client's decisions is to be guided by reference to rule 4-1.14.
Independence from client's views or activities
Legal representation should not be denied to people who are unable to afford legal services
or whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval. By the same token
representing a client does not constitute approval of the client's views or activities. ...
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Ordinance
13907
AN ORDINANCE OF THE MIAMI COMMISSION, WITH ATTACHMENT(S), AMENDING
CHAPTER 25 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF MIAMI, FLORIDA, AS AMENDED, TITLED
“HUMAN RELATIONS;” MORE PARTICULARLY, BY CREATING ARTICLE II, TITLED “LARGE
GROUP FEEDINGS,” AND SECTION 25-25, TITLED “REGULATIONS FOR STREET AND
PUBLIC LARGE GROUP FEEDINGS,” TO CREATE REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF CITY OF
MIAMI STREETS AND PUBLIC SPACES FOR LARGE GROUP FEEDINGS; CONTAINING A
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

Information
Department:

Commissioners and Mayor Sponsors:

Category:

Elected Official Item

Commissioner, District
Four Manolo Reyes,
Commissioner, District
Three Joe Carollo

Attachments
Agenda Summary and Legislation
7440 Exhibit A
7440 Back-Up Documents
7440 Submittal-City Attorney-Video
7440 Submittal-Department of Human
7440 Submittal-Department of Human
7440 Submittal-Department of Human
7440 Submittal-Department of Human

Services-Environmental Health Assessment
Services-22 E Flagler St. Sanitary Nuisance Complaint
Services-Depictions After Street Feedings
Services-Photographs Related to Street Feedings

Financial Impact
N/A

Body/Legislation
WHEREAS, the City of Miami ("City") acknowledges and appreciates those who take part in the
charitable act of providing food to the homeless and others in need; and
WHEREAS, on a daily basis, various groups visit the City to distribute free food to homeless individuals
in areas with no available running water for hand-washing, no restrooms, and with the meals being provided
using disposable containers that are later discarded on the public streets and sidewalks; and
WHEREAS, the food is typically distributed out of illegally parked vehicles parked in the public right-ofway and served under questionable sanitary conditions; and
WHEREAS, large groups of homeless individuals tend to gather, live, and sleep in the areas where
these daily food distributions take place, resulting in an increase in unsanitary conditions and breeding
conditions for outbreaks of communicable diseases, which negatively impact the health, safety, and welfare of
surrounding businesses and residents; and
WHEREAS, on January 9, 2020, the Florida Department of Health (“DOH”) confirmed the existence of a
sanitary nuisance at 22 E. Flagler Street (a common location for daily food distribution to the homeless) and
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determined it to be injurious to health as defined in Chapter 386, Florida Statutes, titled “Particular Conditions
Affecting the Public Health,” as more particularly detailed in Exhibit “A”, attached and incorporated; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission desires to balance the rights of those well-intentioned individuals and
groups who distribute food to the homeless with the property rights of residents and businesses in the City,
such that the areas of the City that are the location of daily food distributions are not permitted to become a
sanitary nuisance; and
WHEREAS, to ensure the sanitary conditions of the City’s public spaces, the City Commission desires
to expand the restrictions of the Code of the City of Miami, Florida, as amended ("City Code"), to include
provisions establishing regulations governing large group feedings on City streets and sidewalks; and
WHEREAS, it is the intent of the City Commission in enacting this Ordinance to improve the public’s
quality of life including the quality of life of the City’s homeless population, to maintain and further expand the
economic vitality of the City, and to ensure the general health, safety, and welfare of the public; and
WHEREAS, on June 25, 2020, the City Commission held a duly-noticed public meeting in order to
consider the adoption of this Ordinance and considered evidence submitted by City staff and on file with the
City Clerk’s Office, including reports of the Florida Department of Health, photographs, and video recordings
showing the need for these regulations; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission takes legislative notice and has considered all pertinent testimony and
materials in the record, including, without limitation, written communications from DOH;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF MIAMI, FLORIDA:
Section 1. The recitals and findings contained in the Preamble to this Ordinance are adopted and
incorporated as if fully set forth in this Section.
Section 2. Chapter 25 of the City Code, titled "Human Relations", is further amended in the following
particulars:[1]
"CHAPTER 25
HUMAN RELATIONS
*

*

*

*

ARTICLE I. DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIPS AND BENEFITS
*

*

*

*

Sec. 25-4 – 24. Reserved.
ARTICLE II. PUBLIC FEEDING
Sec. 25-25. Regulations for Large Group Feedings.
(a)
Definitions. The following words, terms, and phrases, when used in this Section, shall have
the meanings ascribed to them except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:
Director means the Director of the City’s Department of Human Services including his/her designee.
Large Group Feeding means an event intended to attract, attracting, or likely to attract twenty-five (25)
or more people, including distributors and servers for the delivery or service of food in a Public Space.
Excluded from this definition are activities of City permitted, licensed, or contracted concessionaires,
lessees, or licensees.
Public Space means any dedicated or undedicated public Street, highway, sidewalk, park, parkway,
right-of-way, alley, public ways, or any other public places within the City, including City-owned buildings
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or City-property. Public Space shall also include the buildings of any governmental agency within the
City including federal, state, and county owned buildings.
Street or Streets means the surface, the air space above the surface, and the area below the surface of
any public Street, highway, road, boulevard, concourse, driveway, freeway, thoroughfare, parkway,
sidewalk, bridge, tunnel, park, waterway, dock, bulkhead, wharf, pier, court, lane, path, alley, way, drive,
circle, easement, or any other public right-of-way or public place, including public utility easements
dedicated for compatible uses, or any other property in which the City holds any kind of property interest
or over which the City exercises any type of lawful control, and any temporary or permanent fixtures or
improvements located thereon including City-owned buildings or City-property.
(b)
Except for activities of a governmental agency within the scope of its governmental authority
or unless specifically permitted to do so by a permit or approval issued pursuant to this Section by the
City Commission or the City Manager, as applicable, it shall be unlawful to undertake Large Group
Feedings in Public Spaces unless the person(s) serving the food:
(1) Obtains a Large Group Feeding permit issued by the Director. The Director shall issue a
Large Group Feeding permit based upon the following criteria:
(i) The application must be submitted at least two (2) business days prior to the planned
Large Group Feeding event.
(ii) The application must contain the following information:
1. the name of the individual(s) or organization that will be serving or distributing
food;
2. the date(s) when food is anticipated to be served or distributed;
3. the times of day when food service and distribution is anticipated to be served
or distributed on each date listed in the notice;
4. identification of one of the permitted Large Group Feeding locations
designated by the City Manager, as specified herein, at which the applicant
desires to serve or distribute food; and
5. the approximate or expected number of food preparers and servers on the site
where the food is anticipated to be served or distributed and the approximate or
expected number of individuals that will be served.
(iii) Large Group Feeding permits will be limited to one (1) per day for any given
designated feeding location and permits will be issued on a first come, first served basis,
based on the availability of the desired designated feeding location.
(iv) Any individual or organization is permitted a maximum of one (1) Large Group
Feeding permit per week regardless of which designated feeding location is utilized.
Individuals associated with an organization must indicate such association on any
application for a Large Group Feeding permit and this limitation will apply to the
organization even if multiple individuals may desire to apply for a permit on behalf of the
organization.
(v) Organizations who submit applications for a Large Group Feeding permit through
individuals without those individuals disclosing their association with the organization will
be subject to being precluded from receiving Large Group Feeding permits for a period of
up to twelve (12) months.
(2) The permit holder shall remove or cause the removal of substantially all trash or debris from
the feeding site that was generated by the service or distribution of food and deposit the trash or
debris in the provided public trash receptacle(s) or in a private trash receptacle if permission
from the receptacle owner was obtained.
The City will use its best efforts to provide support services at designated feeding locations for
any permitted Large Group Feeding, including, but not limited to containers or receptacles for disposal
of waste; restroom facilities; handwashing stations; and the availability of City staff to assist with
outreach to the homeless.
(c)
Designated Feeding Locations. The City Manager shall identify at least five (5) designated
feeding locations within the City at which Large Group Feedings are permitted to take place that have
the following characteristics:
1. Within easy walking distance to locations where large groups of homeless are known to
congregate;
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2. Paved;
3. Adequate parking for those conducting the Large Group Feedings; and
4. Adequate lighting for the Large Group Feeding activities.
The City Manager is authorized to amend the Designated Feeding Locations from time to time
and as needed, within the City Manager’s sole discretion, to best balance the needs of all parties
involved in Large Group Feedings.
(d)
Penalties. A violation of this Section shall be enforced against the individual or
organization by the issuance of a civil code enforcement fine in the amount of $250.00 for a first
occurrence and a civil fine in the amount of $500.00 for each subsequent occurrence in
accordance with Chapter 2, Article X of the City Code. Repeat violations in any one (1) calendar
year may also subject the repeat violator to being precluded from receiving Large Group Feeding
permits for a period of up to twelve (12) months.”
Section 3. If any section, part of a section, paragraph, clause, phrase, or word of this Ordinance is
declared invalid, the remaining provisions of this Ordinance shall not be affected.
Section 4. This Ordinance shall become effective thirty (30) days after final reading and adoption
thereof.[2]
[1] Words and/or figures stricken through shall be deleted. Underscored words and/or figures shall be added. The
remaining provisions are now in effect and remain unchanged. Asterisks indicate omitted and unchanged material.
[2] This Ordinance shall become effective as specified herein unless vetoed by the Mayor within ten (10) days from the
date it was passed and adopted. If the Mayor vetoes this Ordinance, it shall become effective immediately upon override of
the veto by the City Commission or upon the effective date stated herein, whichever is later.
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Scott A. Rivkees MD
State Surgeon General

Vision: To be the Healthiest State in the Nation

22 E Flagler St. Sanitary Nuisance Complaint
Investigated by Phillip Jean-Baptiste, Environmental Consultant and Abigail DeFabio,
Environmental Specialist II

Complaint:
An investigation was conducted by Phillip Jean-Baptiste and Abigail DeFabio, Environmental
Specialists for a sanitary complaint in the downtown Miami area between 22 E Flagler St and 1
SW Miami Ave, Miami, FL 33130. The complaint was made by Milton Vickers, the Director for
the City of Miami- Department of Human Services and referred to the Department of Health
Division of Environmental Health. The complainant stated “This location is in the heart of
Downtown, Miami and at night, 50-70 of Miami homeless utilize this location as shelter. There
is no sanitation and the odor is unbearable.”
Narrative:
On October 4th, 2019, a complaint investigation was initiated. Phillip and I arrived at the
location at 8:00 AM and proceeded to the site of the complaint address of 22 E Flagler St. In
route to 22 E Flagler St, Phillip and I found human defecation beside public walkways located in
the swale (Image E). Upon arrival, human defecation and urination were spotted both open and
concealed in grocery bags along street sides and walkways (Images F and D). In image D, a man
is observed rummaging through trash, moving cardboard boxes, and surrounded by pools of
human urine. As we scanned the 22 E Flagler St. area and approached 1 SW Miami Ave, human
defecation was spotted containing what appeared to be blood in stools, located both on the
ground and building walls. Flies surrounded the defecation and an offensive odor was observed
at the site (Image A). Approximately 3 blocks surrounding the 22 E Flagler St. location were
observed and noted. The investigation was concluded at 9:00 AM.

Florida Department of Health
Division of Environmental Health and Engineering
Miami-Dade County
1725 NW 167th Street, Miami, FL 33056
PHONE: 305/623-3500 • FAX 305/623-3645
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Conclusion:
Based on the above observations, the alleged sanitary nuisance complaint is valid (i.e conditions
that may breed flies or other arthropods, untreated or improperly treated human waste). The
public health sanitary nuisance injurious to health as defined under Chapter 386 is valid and
applicable to the site. The complaint is referred to the municipal code compliance for further
investigation and abatement. Precautions should be taken by staff when responding to complaints
involving human waste, including but not limited to donning Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), and using disinfectant after clean-up.

Images:

A. Human defecation with blood in stool on and
near corner lot located at 124 S Miami
Avenue (Photo taken by Phillip JeanBaptiste on Oct. 4th, 2019.)
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B. Human defecation in parking lot located on W
Flagler and NW Miami Court (Photo taken by
Phillip Jean-Baptiste on Oct. 4th,

Ron DeSantis
Governor

Mission:
To protect, promote & improve the health
of all people in Florida through integrated
state, county & community efforts.

Scott A. Rivkees MD
State Surgeon General

Vision: To be the Healthiest State in the Nation

C. Homeless bed/resting area located on
Flagler St. (Photo taken by Phillip JeanBaptiste on Oct. 4th, 2019.)

D. Homeless man digging through
garbage/living area surrounded by urine on
Flagler St. (Photo taken by Phillip JeanBaptiste on Oct. 4th, 2019)

Florida Department of Health
Division of Environmental Health and Engineering
Miami-Dade County
1725 NW 167th Street, Miami, FL 33056
PHONE: 305/623-3500 • FAX 305/623-3645
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E. Human defecation beside public sidewalk near
Flagler St. (Photo taken by Phillip Jean-Baptiste on
Oct. 4th, 2019.)

F. Human defecation in grocery bag on side of road
near Flagler St. (Photo taken by Phillip JeanBaptiste on Oct. 4th, 2019.)
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COVID-19 Information
View Vaccine, Reopening and General Information (https://www.miamigov.com/Community-Health)

Pardon our Dust! We are reorganizing.
You can still find all of our content by using the search bar.
Help us improve by giving us your feedback (https://us.openforms.com/Form/a964a797-ab99-4be1-b83b-66a60449dcdc)

Home (https://www.miamigov.com/Home) / Community Health (https://www.miamigov.com/Community-Health) / Apply for a Large Group
Feeding Permit for the Homeless

Apply for a Large Group Feeding Permit for the Homeless
Do you want to organize a large group feeding for the unsheltered homeless at one of the designated locations in
The City of Miami? You will need this permit to do so. This allows The City to manage large group feedings in
designated locations and times with advance notice, ensuring a safe and sanitary environment for our residents,
surrounding businesses, and unsheltered homeless. This also allows an opportunity for other homeless service
providers to provide other services during the street feedings.
Please note, as per the City Ordinance, only one permit per week will be given to any person or organizer.
Please note that during the threat of COVID, we are encouraging individuals and organizations to not participate
in large group feedings. If you choose to participate in large group feedings, please follow CDC guidelines.
NOTE: Permits must be requested at least two business days in advance of the event.

Steps
1 Determine Your Location & Timing
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The City has five locations designated for large group feedings. These locations have different dates
and hours of availability. Please review the list below to determine the location you prefer, then view
our Google Calendar (https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?
src=miamifeeding%40gmail.com&ctz=America%2FNew_York) to see if and when that location is
available.
There are (5) designated Large Group Feeding Locations:
(3) Lot Locations with Extended Hours
a. Miami Parking Authority Lot 14 (Flagler & NW 3 Ave) - Sunday – Saturday 7:00am –
10:00pm
b. Miami Parking Authority Lot 15 (SW 1 St & SW 2 Ave) - Sunday – Saturday 7:00am –
10:00pm
c. Miami Parking Authority Lot 28 (SW 7 St & SW 4 Ave) - Sunday – Saturday 7:00am –
10:00pm
(2) Lot Locations with Limited Days and Hours
d. Miami Parking Authority Lot 33 (SW 1 St and SW 2 Ave) - Monday – Friday 7:00am –
7:00pm
e. Miami Parking Authority Lot 38 (S Miami Ave & SE 2 Ave) - Monday – Friday 7:00am –
7:00pm
Our public Google Calendar (https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?
src=miamifeeding%40gmail.com&ctz=America%2FNew_York) shows availability at each
location. Please check this calendar before you apply for a permit on a particular date.
Please note, Large Group Feeding permits will be limited to one (1) per day for any given
designated feeding location, and one (1) per week for any organizer. Permits will be issued on
a first come, first served basis, based on the availability of the desired designated feeding
location.

Collect Information Before you Apply
You will need to provide specific answers to the questions in our form. Please have the following
details prepared:
An estimate of the number of individuals that will be served.
An estimate of the number of food preparers, servers and staff that will be onsite when the
food is served and distributed.
Time of day when food service and distribution is anticipated to be served or distributed at
each date listed in the notice.
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Organizations who submit applications for a Large Group Feeding permit through individuals
without those individuals disclosing their association with the organization will be subject to
being precluded from receiving Large Group Feeding permits for a period of up to twelve (12)
months.

Prepare a Clean-Up Plan
Post-feeding clean-up is one of the most important parts of this process. Any person or
organization that does not clean up properly after their food distribution can be prohibited from
hosting again. This includes trash that is generated as a result of the food distribution around the
lot location.
Violations may be leveed if trash or debris from the feeding site has not been properly removed, or
if a feeding proceeds without a permit.

Complete Application
You must apply at least two business days before your planned feeding event. Any applications
received less than two business days before an event cannot be approved.
Group Feeding Permit Application (https://us.openforms.com/Form/8d438767-0c5e-40d8-8e2e44c276579aed)

Collect your Permit, Properly Prepare
If approved, you will receive your permit via email. Please print this out and have it on-site
during the event at all times.
We recommend your transfer and store food immediately prior to service or distribution to
persons at a Safe Temperature. View Florida Health's Food Safety and Sanitation guidelines
(http://www.floridahealth.gov/environmental-health/food-safety-and-sanitation/index.html).
Use one of the following methods of sanitizing hands before and during preparation, service,
and/or distribution of food:
Use hand sanitizer containing at least 70 percent alcohol or another substance capable of
killing 99.9 percent of the bacteria on hands within 30 seconds of application.
Use disposable gloves.
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Contact Us
Email
feeding@miamigov.com (mailto:feeding@miamigov.com)

Location
Miami
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APPLY FOR A LARGE GROUP FEEDING PERMIT

Before you Begin
As per the City Ordinance, you will only be allowed to apply for one permit
every week at one of the designated sites listed below.
If there are any questions, please call 305-960-4980, email
feeding@miamigov.com or address a letter to Large Group Feeding at 450
SW 5th Street, Miami, FL 33130.
REMINDER: Please Check our calendar for availability and locations
before you apply. Large group feedings are only allowed once per week
at each of these locations.

Powered by OpenForms
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APPLY FOR A LARGE GROUP FEEDING PERMIT

Tell us About Yourself
Name of individual(s) or organization that will be serving/distributing
food. Required

Organization name, if applicable.

First name of main contact

Required

Last name of main contact.

Required

Main contact phone number.

Required

Main contact email

Select the date where food is anticipated to be served or distributed (use
calendar icon, below right). Please be sure that you checked out Google
Calendar, above. Required

date_range
Select the street address where food is anticipated to be served or
distributed Required
1065

Approximate number of individuals that will be served.

Required

Approximate number of individuals (preparers, servers, and staff) that will
be serving and distributing food. Required

Proposed time of feeding (beginning and end). Please denote AM/PM.
Required

Large Group Feeding Ordinance Overview
Large Group Feeding Ordinance

Please complete the following:
I'm not a robot
reCAPTCHA
Privacy - Terms

Powered by OpenForms
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FORT LAUDERDALE FOOD v. CITY OF FT. LAUDERDALE
Cite as 901 F.3d 1235 (11th Cir. 2018)

father and older brother. As the Supreme
Court has acknowledged, there is ‘‘abundant evidence that [people with intellectual
disabilities] often act on impulse rather
than pursuant to a premeditated plan, and
that in group settings they are followers
rather than leaders.’’ Atkins, 536 U.S. at
318, 122 S.Ct. 2242. In context, such a
diagnosis would have been particularly
powerful mitigation evidence.
By failing to identify and present a welldocumented scientific phenomenon that
had well made its way into the legal landscape of capital defense, and by neglecting
to locate and present that vital evidence,
Postelle’s trial counsel presented a mitigation case that erroneously depicted him as
more capable, more cunning, and more
culpable than he was. Ignorant of the
Flynn Effect and presented with artificially high IQ scores, the jury sentenced Postelle to death. This profound failure by
Postelle’s counsel erroneously deprived
Postelle of his constitutional right to counsel in violation of Strickland.

,
FORT LAUDERDALE FOOD NOT
BOMBS, Nathan Pim, Jillian Pim,
Haylee Becker, William Toole, Plaintiffs-Appellants,
v.
CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE,
Defendant-Appellee.
No. 16-16808
United States Court of Appeals,
Eleventh Circuit.
(August 22, 2018)
Background: Nonprofit organization filed
§ 1983 action against city, claiming ordinance and related park rule violated organization’s First Amendment rights of
free speech and free association and were
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unconstitutionally vague in restricting organization’s weekly events sharing vegetarian or vegan food at no cost with passersby, including homeless persons, who
gathered to join in meal at public park, as
act not of charity but of political solidarity
meant to convey organization’s message
that society could end hunger and poverty
if collective resources were redirected
from military and war and that food was
human right, not privilege, which society
had responsibility to provide for all. The
United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida, D.C. Docket
No. 0:15-cv-60185-WJZ, William J. Zloch,
J., 2016 WL 5942528, granted city summary judgment. Organization appealed.
Holding: The Court of Appeals, Jordan,
Circuit Judge, held that organization’s outdoor food sharing was expressive conduct
protected by First Amendment.
Reversed and remanded.
1. Federal Courts O3604(4)
Court of Appeals reviews the district
court’s grant of summary judgment de
novo.
2. Federal Courts O3573
Court of Appeals applies the plenary
standard of de novo review to questions of
constitutional law.
3. Federal Courts O3675
In reviewing the parties’ cross-motions for summary judgment, Court of Appeals draws all inferences and reviews all
evidence in the light most favorable to the
non-moving party.
4. Federal Courts O3621
There is an additional twist to the de
novo standards of review in the First
Amendment context; because the reaches
of the First Amendment are ultimately
defined by the facts it is held to embrace,
Court of Appeals must thus decide for
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itself whether a given course of conduct
falls on the near or far side of the line of
constitutional protection.
U.S. Const.
Amend. 1.
5. Constitutional Law O1490
Constitutional protection for freedom
of speech does not end at the spoken or
written word. U.S. Const. Amend. 1.
6. Constitutional Law O1490, 1497

10. Constitutional Law O1497
The circumstances surrounding an
event often help set the dividing line between activity that is sufficiently expressive to warrant First Amendment protection, and similar activity that is not. U.S.
Const. Amend. 1.
11. Constitutional Law O1762, 1850

The First Amendment guarantees all
people the right to engage not only in pure
speech, but expressive conduct as well.
U.S. Const. Amend. 1.

Context separates the physical activity of walking from the First Amendment
protected expressive conduct associated
with a picket line or a parade. U.S. Const.
Amend. 1.

7. Constitutional Law O1497, 1655

12. Constitutional Law O2183, 2201

Under the First Amendment, a sharp
line between words and expressive acts
cannot be justified; constitutional protection is afforded to speech, and acts that
qualify as signs with expressive meaning
qualify as ‘‘speech’’ within the meaning of
the Constitution. U.S. Const. Amend. 1.
See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

Context divides simply being in a
state of nudity, which is not an inherently
expressive condition, from the type of nude
dancing that is to some degree constitutionally protected expressive conduct under the First Amendment. U.S. Const.
Amend. 1.
13. Constitutional Law O1761
Municipal Corporations O721(1)

8. Constitutional Law O1497
In determining whether conduct is expressive, such that First Amendment protections apply, Court of Appeals asks
whether the reasonable person would interpret the conduct as some sort of message, not whether an observer would necessarily infer a specific message. U.S.
Const. Amend. 1.
9. Constitutional Law O1497
In answering the question whether a
reasonable person would interpret conduct
as some sort of message, as required to
qualify as expressive conduct protected by
the First Amendment, the context in which
a symbol is used for purposes of expression is important, for the context may give
meaning to the symbol. U.S. Const.
Amend. 1.

Nonprofit organization’s outdoor food
sharing was ‘‘expressive conduct’’ protected by First Amendment, as surrounding
circumstances would lead reasonable observer to view organization’s weekly foodsharing in traditional forum of public park
at no cost with passersby, including homeless persons, not as mere picnic in park,
but as conveying some sort of message,
where organization set up tables and banners and distributed literature at events
open to all to share meal at same time,
treatment of city’s homeless population
was issue of community concern, and organization used events to convey message
that society could end hunger and poverty
if collective resources were redirected
from military and war and that food was
human right, not privilege, which society
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FORT LAUDERDALE FOOD v. CITY OF FT. LAUDERDALE
Cite as 901 F.3d 1235 (11th Cir. 2018)

had obligation to provide for all.
Const. Amend. 1.

U.S.

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

14. Constitutional Law O1497
Although the choice of location alone
is not dispositive of whether conduct is
sufficiently expressive to qualify for First
Amendment protection, location is nevertheless an important factor in the factual
context and environment that must be considered. U.S. Const. Amend. 1.
15. Constitutional Law O1497
The history of a particular symbol or
type of conduct is instructive in determining whether the reasonable observer may
infer some message when viewing it, as
required to constitute expressive conduct
protected by the First Amendment. U.S.
Const. Amend. 1.
16. Constitutional Law O1497
Although the fact that explanatory
speech is necessary is strong evidence that
the challenged conduct is not so inherently
expressive that it warrants protection under the First Amendment, the critical
question is whether the explanatory
speech is necessary for the reasonable observer to perceive a message from the
conduct. U.S. Const. Amend. 1.
Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Southern District of Florida,
D.C. Docket No. 0:15-cv-60185-WJZ
Kirsten Noelle Anderson, Jodi Siegel,
Southern Legal Counsel, Inc., 1229 NW
12th Ave., Gainesville, FL 32601-4113, Andrea Hope Costello, Florida Legal Services, 14260 W Newberry Rd. #412, Newberry, FL 32669, Mara Shlackman, Law
Offices of Mara Shlackman, PL, 757 SE
* Honorable John E. Steele, United States District Judge for the Middle District of Florida,
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17th St. PMB 309, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33316-2960 for Plaintiffs-Appellants.
Alain E. Boileau, Alain E. Boileau, PA
100 N Andrews Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL
33301, for Defendant-Appellee.
Tracy Tatnall Segal, Akerman, LLP, 777
S Flagler Dr. Ste. 1100W, West Palm
Beach, FL 33401-6147, for Amicus Curiae
West Palm Beach Food Not Bombs.
Victoria Mesa-Estrada, Florida Legal
Services, 14260 W Newberry Rd. #412,
Newberry, FL 32669, for Amicus Curiae
Marc-Tizoc Gonzalea, Florida Legal Services, Inc., Latina and Latino Critical Legal Theory, Inc., Society Of American Law
Teachers, Inc.
Before TJOFLAT and JORDAN,
Circuit Judges, and STEELE,* District
Judge.
JORDAN, Circuit Judge:
In understanding what is going on
around us, context matters. Food shared
with company differs greatly from a meal
eaten alone. Unlike a solitary supper, a
feast requires the host to entertain and the
guests to interact. Lady Macbeth knew
this, and chided her husband for ‘‘not
giv[ing] the cheer’’ at the banquet depicted
in Shakespeare’s play. As she explained:
‘‘To feed were best at home; From thence,
the sauce to meat is ceremony. Meeting
bare without it.’’ William Shakespeare, The
Tragedy of Macbeth, Act III, scene 4
(1606).
Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs, a
non-profit organization, hosts weekly
events at a public park in Fort Lauderdale, sharing food at no cost with those
who gather to join in the meal. FLFNB’s
members set up a table and banner with
sitting by designation.
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the organization’s name and emblem in the
park and invite passersby to join them in
sitting down and enjoying vegetarian or
vegan food. When the City of Fort Lauderdale enacted an ordinance in 2014 that
restricted this food sharing, FLFNB and
some of its members (whom we refer to
collectively as FLFNB) filed suit under 42
U.S.C. § 1983. They alleged that the ordinance and a related park rule violated
their First Amendment rights of free
speech and free association and were unconstitutionally vague.
The district court granted summary
judgment in favor of the City. It held that
FLFNB’s outdoor food sharing was not
expressive conduct protected by the First
Amendment and that the ordinance and
park rule were not vague. See Ft. Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City of Ft. Lauderdale, 2016 WL 5942528 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 3,
2016) (final judgment). FLFNB appeals
those rulings.
Resolving the issue left undecided in
First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of
Orlando, Florida, 638 F.3d 756, 760 (11th
Cir. 2011) (en banc), we hold that on this
record FLFNB’s outdoor food sharing is
expressive conduct protected by the First
Amendment. We therefore reverse the district court’s grant of summary judgment in
favor of the City. On remand, the district
court will need to determine whether the
ordinance and park rule violate the First
Amendment and whether they are unconstitutionally vague.
I
FLFNB, which is affiliated with the international organization Food Not Bombs,
engages in peaceful political direct action.
It conducts weekly food sharing events at
Stranahan Park, located in downtown Fort
Lauderdale. Stranahan Park, an undisputed public forum, is known in the community as a location where the homeless tend to
congregate and, according to FLFNB,

‘‘has traditionally been a battleground over
the City’s attempts to reduce the visibility
of homelessness.’’ D.E. 41 at 8.
At these events, FLFNB distributes
vegetarian or vegan food, free of charge, to
anyone who chooses to participate.
FLFNB does not serve food as a charity,
but rather to communicate its message
‘‘that [ ] society can end hunger and poverty if we redirect our collective resources
from the military and war and that food is
a human right, not a privilege, which society has a responsibility to provide for all.’’
D.E. 39 at 1. Providing food in a visible
public space, and partaking in meals that
are shared with others, is an act of political
solidarity meant to convey the organization’s message.
FLFNB sets up a table underneath a
gazebo in the park, distributes food, and
its members (or, as the City describes
them, volunteers) eat together with all of
the participants, many of whom are homeless individuals residing in the downtown
Fort Lauderdale area. See D.E. 40-23.
FLFNB’s set-up includes a banner with
the name ‘‘Food Not Bombs’’ and the organization’s logo—a fist holding a carrot—
and individuals associated with the organization pass out literature during the event.
See id.
On October 22, 2014, the City enacted
Ordinance C-14-42, which amended the
City’s existing Uniform Land Development
Regulations. Under the Ordinance, ‘‘social
services’’ are
[a]ny service[s] provided to the public to
address public welfare and health such
as, but not limited to, the provision of
food; hygiene care; group rehabilitative
or recovery assistance, or any combination thereof; rehabilitative or recovery
programs utilizing counseling, self-help
or other treatment of assistance; and
day shelter or any combination of same.
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D.E. 38-1, § 1.B.6. The Ordinance regulates ‘‘social service facilities,’’ which include an ‘‘outdoor food distribution center.’’ D.E. 38-1, § 1.B.8. An ‘‘outdoor food
distribution center’’ is defined as
[a]ny location or site temporarily used to
furnish meals to members of the public
without cost or at a very low cost as a
social service as defined herein. A food
distribution center shall not be considered a restaurant.
D.E. 38-1, § 1.B.4.
The Ordinance imposes restrictions on
hours of operation and contains requirements regarding food handling and safety.
Depending on the specific zoning district, a
social service facility may be permitted,
not permitted, or require a conditional use
permit. See D.E. 38-1 at 9. Social service
facilities operating in a permitted use zone
are still subject to review by the City’s
development review committee. See id.
Stranahan Park is zoned as a ‘‘Regional
Activity Center—City Center,’’ D.E. 38-34,
and requires a conditional use permit. See
D.E. 38-1 at 9. To receive a conditional use
permit, applicants must demonstrate that
their social service facilities will meet a list
of requirements set out in § 1.E of the
Ordinance.
The City’s ‘‘Parks and Recreation Rules
and Regulations’’ also regulate social services. Under Park Rule 2.2,
[p]arks shall be used for recreation and
relaxation, ornament, light and air for
the general public. Parks shall not be
used for business or social service purposes unless authorized pursuant to a
written agreement with City.
As used herein, social services shall include, but not be limited to, the provision of food, clothing, shelter or medical
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care to persons in order to meet their
physical needs.
D.E. 38-35.
The City has voluntarily not enforced
Ordinance C-14-42 and Park Rule 2.2 since
February of 2015.
II
FLFNB contends that the Ordinance
and Park Rule 2.2 violate its rights to free
speech and free association guaranteed by
the First Amendment, which is made applicable to state and local governments
through the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. See D.E. 1 at 21;
Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 666, 45
S.Ct. 625, 69 L.Ed. 1138 (1925). It also
argues that the ordinance and regulation
are unconstitutionally vague, both facially
and as applied. See D.E. 1 at 27.
The City defends the district court’s
summary judgment ruling. It asserts that
the food sharing events at Stranahan Park
are not expressive conduct because the act
of feeding is not inherently communicative
of FLFNB’s ‘‘intended, unique, and particularized message.’’ See City’s Br. at 35.
Understanding the events, according to
the City, depends on explanatory speech,
such as the signs and banners, indicating
that FLFNB’s conduct is not inherently
expressive.
[1–3] We review the district court’s
grant of summary judgment de novo. See
Rodriguez v. City of Doral, 863 F.3d 1343,
1349 (11th Cir. 2017). The same plenary
standard applies to questions of constitutional law. See Graham v. R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., 857 F.3d 1169, 1181 (11th Cir.
2017) (en banc). In reviewing the parties’
cross-motions for summary judgment, we
‘‘draw all inferences and review all evidence in the light most favorable to the
non-moving party.’’ Hamilton v. Southland Christian Sch., Inc., 680 F.3d 1316,
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1318 (11th Cir. 2012) (quotation marks
omitted and alteration adopted).
[4] There is an additional twist to
these standards of review in the First
Amendment context. Because ‘‘the reaches
of the First Amendment are ultimately
defined by the facts it is held to embrace
TTT we must thus decide for ourselves
whether a given course of conduct falls on
the near or far side of the line of constitutional protection.’’ Hurley v. Irish-Am.
Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Grp., 515 U.S.
557, 567, 115 S.Ct. 2338, 132 L.Ed.2d 487
(1995). See also Flanigan’s Enters., Inc. v.
Fulton Cnty., Ga., 596 F.3d 1265, 1276
(11th Cir. 2010) (applying First Amendment independent review standard in a
summary judgment posture).
III
[5–7] Constitutional protection for
freedom of speech ‘‘does not end at the
spoken or written word.’’ Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 404, 109 S.Ct. 2533, 105
L.Ed.2d 342 (1989). The First Amendment
guarantees ‘‘all people [ ] the right to engage not only in ‘pure speech,’ but ‘expressive conduct’ as well.’’ Holloman ex rel.
Holloman v. Harland, 370 F.3d 1252, 1270
(11th Cir. 2004) (citing United States v.
O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 376–77, 88 S.Ct.
1673, 20 L.Ed.2d 672 (1968) ). As one First
Amendment scholar has explained, ‘‘[a]
sharp line between ‘words’ and ‘expressive
acts’ cannot TTT be justified in Madisonian
terms. The constitutional protection is afforded to ‘speech,’ and acts that qualify as
signs with expressive meaning qualify as
speech within the meaning of the Constitution.’’ Cass R. Sunstein, Democracy and
the Problem of Free Speech 181 (1993).
[8] Several decades ago, the Supreme
Court formulated a two-part inquiry to
determine whether conduct is sufficiently
expressive under the First Amendment:
(1) whether ‘‘[a]n intent to convey a particularized message was present;’’ and (2)

whether ‘‘in the surrounding circumstances
the likelihood was great that the message
would be understood by those who viewed
it.’’ Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405,
410–411, 94 S.Ct. 2727, 41 L.Ed.2d 842
(1974). Since then, however, the Court has
clarified that a ‘‘narrow, succinctly articulable message is not a condition of constitutional protection’’ because ‘‘if confined to
expressions conveying a ‘particularized
message’ [the First Amendment] would
never reach the unquestionably shielded
painting of Jackson Pollack, music of Arnold Schoenberg, or Jabberwocky verse of
Lewis Carroll.’’ Hurley, 515 U.S. at 569,
115 S.Ct. 2338 (citing Spence, 418 U.S. at
411, 94 S.Ct. 2727). So, ‘‘in determining
whether conduct is expressive, we ask
whether the reasonable person would interpret it as some sort of message, not
whether an observer would necessarily infer a specific message.’’ Holloman, 370
F.3d at 1270 (emphasis in original) (citing
Hurley, 515 U.S. at 569, 115 S.Ct. 2338).
See also Rumsfeld v. Forum for Acad. &
Inst’l Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 66, 126
S.Ct. 1297, 164 L.Ed.2d 156 (2006)
(‘‘FAIR’’) (explaining that, to merit First
Amendment protection, conduct must be
‘‘inherently expressive’’).
A
On this record, we have no doubt that
FLFNB intended to convey a certain message. See Spence, 418 U.S. at 410, 94 S.Ct.
2727. Neither the district court nor the
City suggest otherwise. See D.E. 49 at 1, 2;
D.E. 78 at 24. As noted, the message is
‘‘that [ ] society can end hunger and poverty if we redirect our collective resources
from the military and war and that food is
a human right, not a privilege, which society has a responsibility to provide for all.’’
D.E. 39 at 1. Food sharing in a visible
public space, according to FLFNB, is
‘‘meant to convey that all persons are
equal, regardless of socio-economic status,
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and that everyone should have access to
food as a human right.’’ Id. at 2.
[9] ‘‘Whether food distribution [or
sharing] can be expressive activity protected by the First Amendment under particular circumstances is a question to be decided in an as-applied challenge[.]’’ Santa
Monica Food Not Bombs v. City of Santa
Monica, 450 F.3d 1022, 1032 (9th Cir.
2006). The critical question, then, is
‘‘whether the reasonable person would interpret [FLFNB’s conduct] as some sort
of message.’’ Holloman, 370 F.3d at 1270.
In answering this question, ‘‘the context in
which a symbol is used for purposes of
expression is important, for the context
may give meaning to the symbol.’’ Spence,
418 U.S. at 410, 94 S.Ct. 2727 (citing Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist.,
393 U.S. 503, 89 S.Ct. 733, 21 L.Ed.2d 731
(1969) ). History may have been quite different had the Boston Tea Party been
viewed as mere dislike for a certain brew
and not a political protest against the taxation of the American colonies without representation. See James E. Leahy, Flamboyant Protest, the First Amendment, and
the Boston Tea Party, 36 Brook. L. Rev.
185, 210 (1970). Cf. Rodney A. Smolla,
Free Speech in an Open Society 26 (1992)
(maintaining that mass demonstrations
‘‘are perhaps the single most vital forms of
expression in human experience’’); Thomas
I. Emerson, The System of Freedom of
Expression 293 (1970) (‘‘The presence of
people in the street or other open public
place for the purpose of expression, even
in large numbers, would also be deemed
part of the ‘expression.’ ’’).
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text separates the physical activity of
walking from the expressive conduct associated with a picket line or a parade. See
United States v. Grace, 461 U.S. 171, 176,
103 S.Ct. 1702, 75 L.Ed.2d 736 (1983)
(‘‘There is no doubt that as a general
matter peaceful picketing and leafletting
are expressive activities involving ‘speech’
protected by the First Amendment.’’);
Hurley, 515 U.S. at 568, 115 S.Ct. 2338
(‘‘[W]e use the word ‘parade’ to indicate
marchers who are making some sort of
collective point, not just to each other but
to bystanders along the way.’’). Context
also differentiates the act of sitting down—
ordinarily not expressive—from the sit-in
by African Americans at a Louisiana library which was understood as a protest
against segregation. See Brown v. Louisiana, 383 U.S. 131, 141–42, 86 S.Ct. 719, 15
L.Ed.2d 637 (1966). And context divides
simply ‘‘[b]eing in a state of nudity,’’ which
is ‘‘not an inherently expressive condition,’’
from the type of nude dancing that is to
some degree constitutionally protected.
See City of Erie v. Pap’s A.M., 529 U.S.
277, 289, 120 S.Ct. 1382, 146 L.Ed.2d 265
(2000) (quotation omitted). Compare also
Barnes v. Glen Theatre, Inc., 501 U.S. 560,
565–566, 111 S.Ct. 2456, 115 L.Ed.2d 504
(1991) (nude dancing is expressive conduct,
although ‘‘only marginally so’’), with City
of Dallas v. Stanglin, 490 U.S. 19, 25, 109
S.Ct. 1591, 104 L.Ed.2d 18 (1989) (noting
that ‘‘recreational dancing’’ by clothed
dance hall patrons is not sufficiently expressive).1

[10–12] It should be no surprise, then,
that the circumstances surrounding an
event often help set the dividing line between activity that is sufficiently expressive and similar activity that is not. Con-

The district court concluded that ‘‘outdoor food sharing does not convey
[FLFNB’s] particularized message unless
it is combined with other speech, such as
that involved in [FLFNB’s] demonstrations.’’ D.E. 78 at 24. This focus on

See also Stewart v. Baldwin Cnty. Bd. of
Educ., 908 F.2d 1499, 1501, 1505 (11th Cir.
1990) (holding that a school employee’s

‘‘quiet and non-disruptive’’ early departure
from a mandatory meeting communicated an
objection to the superintendent’s position).

1.
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FLFNB’s particularized message was mistaken. As Holloman teaches, the inquiry is
whether the reasonable person would interpret FLFNB’s food sharing events as
‘‘some sort of message.’’ 370 F.3d at 1270.
B
[13] The district court also failed to
consider the context of FLFNB’s food
sharing events and instead relied on the
notion that the conduct must be ‘‘combined
with other speech’’ to provide meaning. See
D.E. 78 at 24. As we explain, the surrounding circumstances would lead the reasonable observer to view the conduct as conveying some sort of message. That puts
FLFNB’s food sharing events on the expressive side of the ledger.
First, FLFNB sets up tables and banners (including one with its logo) and distributes literature at its events. This distinguishes its sharing of food with the
public from relatives or friends simply eating together in the park. Cf. Hurley, 515
U.S. at 570, 115 S.Ct. 2338 (holding that
participation in a parade was expressive in
part because group members ‘‘distributed
a fact sheet describing the members’ intentions’’ and held banners while they
marched).
Second, the food sharing events are
open to everyone, and the organization’s
members or volunteers invite all who are
present to participate and to share in their
meal at the same time. That, in and of
itself, has social implications. See Mary
Douglas, ‘‘Deciphering a Meal,’’ in Implicit
Meanings: Selected Essays in Anthropology 231 (1975) (‘‘Like sex, the taking of food
has a social component, as well as a biological one.’’).
[14] Third, FLFNB holds its food
sharing in Stranahan Park, a public park
near city government buildings. See
Spence, 418 U.S. at 410, 94 S.Ct. 2727. The
parties agree that Stranahan Park is a
traditional public forum. See D.E. 39 at

¶ 9; D.E. 49 at ¶ 9. That agreement is not
surprising, for, public parks have, ‘‘time
out of mind, [ ] been used for purposes of
assembly, communicating thoughts between citizens, and discussing public questions.’’ Perry Educ. Ass’n v. Perry Local
Educators’ Ass’n, 460 U.S. 37, 45, 103
S.Ct. 948, 74 L.Ed.2d 794 (1983) (quoting
Hague v. CIO, 307 U.S. 496, 515, 59 S.Ct.
954, 83 L.Ed. 1423 (1939) ). They are
places ‘‘historically associated with the exercise of First Amendment rights.’’ Carey
v. Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 460, 100 S.Ct.
2286, 65 L.Ed.2d 263 (1980). And they are
places that ‘‘commonly play an important
role in defining the identity that a city
projects to its own residents and to the
outside world.’’ Pleasant Grove City v.
Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 472, 129 S.Ct.
1125, 172 L.Ed.2d 853 (2009). Although the
choice of location alone is not dispositive, it
is nevertheless an important factor in the
‘‘factual context and environment’’ that we
must consider. See Spence, 418 U.S. at
409–10, 94 S.Ct. 2727. Cf. Johnson, 491
U.S. at 406, 109 S.Ct. 2533 (concluding that
a flag burning demonstration at Dallas
City Hall conveyed an anti-government/lack of patriotism message).
Fourth, the record demonstrates without dispute that the treatment of the City’s
homeless population is an issue of concern
in the community. The City itself admits
that its elected officials held a public workshop ‘‘on the Homeless Issue’’ in January
of 2014, and placed the agenda and minutes of that meeting in the summary judgment record. See City’s Br. at 12; D.E. 38
at ¶ 16; D.E. 38-19. That workshop included several ‘‘homeless issues, including public feedings in the C[ity’s] parks and public
areas.’’ D.E. 38 at ¶ 16. It is also undisputed that the status of the City’s homeless
population attracted local news coverage
beginning years before that 2014 workshop. We think that the local discussion
regarding the City’s treatment of the
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homeless is significant because it provides
background for FLFNB’s events, particularly in light of the undisputed fact that
many of the participants are homeless.
This background adds to the likelihood
that the reasonable observer would understand that FLFNB’s food sharing sought
to convey some message. See Johnson, 491
U.S. at 406, 109 S.Ct. 2533 (noting that
flag burning ‘‘coincided with the convening
of the Republican Party and its renomination of Ronald Reagan for President’’);
Spence, 418 U.S. at 410, 94 S.Ct. 2727
(noting that the exhibition of a peace symbol taped on a flag ‘‘was roughly simultaneous with and concededly triggered by
the Cambodian incursion and the Kent
State tragedy’’); Tinker, 393 U.S. at 505,
89 S.Ct. 733 (noting that a black armband
was worn during the Vietnam War).
[15] Fifth, it matters that FLFNB
uses the sharing of food as the means for
conveying its message, for the history of a
particular symbol or type of conduct is
instructive in determining whether the
reasonable observer may infer some message when viewing it. See Monroe v. State
Court of Fulton Cnty., 739 F.2d 568, 571
n.3 (11th Cir. 1984) (explaining that, to be
sufficiently expressive, ‘‘the actor must
have reason to expect that his audience
will recognize his conduct as communication’’) (citation omitted). In Johnson, for
example, the Supreme Court explained the
historical importance of our national flag,
noting that it is ‘‘the one visible manifestation of two hundred years of nationhood’’
and that ‘‘[c]auses and nations, political
parties, lodges and ecclesiastical groups
seek to knit the loyalty of their followings
to a flag or banner.’’ 491 U.S. at 405, 109
S.Ct. 2533 (quotations and citations omitted). Given this history, the American flag
was recognized as a symbol for the United
States, and its burning constituted expressive conduct. See id. at 405–06, 109 S.Ct.
2533. See also Buehrle v. City of Key West,
813 F.3d 973, 978 (11th Cir. 2015) (affirm-
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ing the district court’s determination on
summary judgment that tattooing is protected activity, and relying in part on a
historical analysis).
Like the flag, the significance of sharing
meals with others dates back millennia.
The Bible recounts that Jesus shared
meals with tax collectors and sinners to
demonstrate that they were not outcasts in
his eyes. See Mark 2:13–17; Luke 5:29–32.
In 1621, Pilgrims and Native Americans
celebrated the harvest by sharing the
First Thanksgiving in Plymouth. President
Abraham Lincoln established Thanksgiving as a national holiday in 1863, proclaiming it as a day of ‘‘Thanksgiving and Praise
to our beneficent Father’’ in recognition of
blessings such as ‘‘fruitful fields and
healthful skies.’’ John G. Nicolay & John
Hay, 2 Abraham Lincoln: Complete Works
417–418 (1894). Americans have celebrated
this holiday ever since, commonly joining
with family and friends for traditional fare
like turkey and pumpkin pie.
On this record, FLFNB’s food sharing
events are more than a picnic in the park.
FLFNB has established an intent to ‘‘express[ ] an idea through activity,’’ Spence,
418 U.S. at 411, 94 S.Ct. 2727, and the
reasonable observer would interpret its
food sharing events as conveying some
sort of message. See Holloman, 370 F.3d
at 1270.
C
[16] The City, echoing the district
court’s analysis, relies on FAIR, in which
the Supreme Court explained that ‘‘[t]he
fact that [ ] explanatory speech is necessary is strong evidence that the conduct at
issue here is not so inherently expressive
that it warrants protection under O’Brien.’’
547 U.S. at 66, 126 S.Ct. 1297. This language from FAIR, however, does not
mean that conduct loses its expressive nature just because it is also accompanied by
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other speech. If it did, the fact that the
paraders in Hurley were ‘‘carrying flags
and banners with all sorts of messages’’
would have placed their conduct outside
the realm of First Amendment protection.
See Hurley, 515 U.S. at 569, 115 S.Ct.
2338. See also Nat’l Socialist Party of Am.
v. Village of Skokie, 432 U.S. 43, 43–44, 97
S.Ct. 2205, 53 L.Ed.2d 96 (1977) (per curiam) (considering the denial of a stay of
an injunction in a case where members of
the National Socialist Party of America
sought to parade in uniforms displaying a
swastika). The critical question is whether
the explanatory speech is necessary for the
reasonable observer to perceive a message
from the conduct.
In FAIR, a number of law schools
claimed that the Solomon Amendment—
which denies federal funding to an institution that prohibits the military from gaining access to its campus and students ‘‘ ‘for
purposes of military recruiting in a manner that is at least equal in quality and
scope to access to campuses and to students that is provided to any other employer’ ’’—violated their rights under the
First Amendment. See 547 U.S. at 55, 126
S.Ct. 1297 (quoting 10 U.S.C. § 938(b) ).
Among other things, the schools asserted
that their restriction of military recruiters’
access to law students due to a disagreement with the government’s then-existing
policy excluding homosexuals from the military (such as, for example, requiring them
to interview students on the undergraduate campus) was protected expressive conduct. See id. at 51, 126 S.Ct. 1297.
The Supreme Court held that it was not.
See id. at 66, 126 S.Ct. 1297. It noted that
‘‘law schools ‘expressed’ their disagreement with the military by treating military
recruiters differently from other recruiters. But these actions were expressive only
because the law schools accompanied their
conduct with speech explaining it.’’ Id. at
66, 126 S.Ct. 1297. Such speech was neces-

sary to provide explanation because ‘‘the
point of requiring military interviews to be
conducted on the undergraduate campus is
not ‘overwhelmingly apparent.’ An observer who sees military recruiters interviewing away from the law school has no way
of knowing whether the law school is expressing its disapproval of the military, all
the law school’s interview rooms are full,
or the military recruiters decided for reasons of their own that they would rather
interview someplace else.’’ Id. (citation
omitted). Thus, the ‘‘explanatory speech’’
in FAIR was speech that was necessary to
explain the law school’s conduct. Without
it, the conduct alone (requiring military
recruiters to see students off-site) was not
sufficiently expressive and the reasonable
observer would not be likely to infer some
message.
Explanatory speech is not necessary in
this case. Although such speech cannot
create expressive conduct, see id. at 66,
126 S.Ct. 1297, context still matters. Here,
the presence of banners, a table, and a
gathering of people sharing food with all
those present in a public park is sufficiently expressive. The reasonable observer at
FLFNB’s events would infer some sort of
message, e.g., one of community and care
for all citizens. Any ‘‘explanatory
speech’’—the text and logo contained on
the banners—is not needed to convey that
message. Whether those banners said
‘‘Food Not Bombs’’ or ‘‘We Eat With the
Homeless’’ adds nothing of legal significance to the First Amendment analysis.
The words ‘‘Food Not Bombs’’ on those
banners might be required for onlookers to
infer FLFNB’s specific message that public money should be spent on providing
food for the poor rather than funding the
military, but it is enough if the reasonable
observer would interpret the food sharing
events as conveying ‘‘some sort of message.’’ See Holloman, 370 F.3d at 1270
(holding that a ‘‘generalized message of
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disagreement or protest directed toward [a
teacher], the school, or the country in general’’ is sufficient under the Spence test, as
modified by Hurley) (citing Hurley, 515
U.S. at 569, 115 S.Ct. 2338).
We decline the City’s invitation, see
City’s Br. at 21, to resurrect the Spence
requirement that it be likely that the reasonable observer would infer a particularized message. The Supreme Court rejected
this requirement in Hurley, 515 U.S. at
569, 115 S.Ct. 2338 (a ‘‘narrow, succinctly
articulable message is not a condition of
constitutional protection’’), and it is not
appropriate for us to bring it back to life.
The district court expressed some concern that FAIR does not align with the
understanding in ‘‘Holloman[ ] and perhaps also Hurley[ ] TTT of a particularized
message.’’ D.E. 78 at 21. We do not believe
that FAIR undermines Hurley or that it
abrogates Holloman. FAIR does not discuss the need for a particularized message
at all. Nor does it cite to how Spence
phrased that requirement. FAIR did, however, discuss Hurley. The Supreme Court
explained that ‘‘the law schools’ effort to
cast themselves as just like TTT the parade
organizers in Hurley TTT plainly overstates the expressive nature of their activity,’’ and was therefore unavailing. FAIR,
547 U.S. at 70, 126 S.Ct. 1297. In our view,
FLFNB’s conduct here is more like that of
the paraders in Hurley than that of the
law schools in FAIR. The reasonable observer of the law schools’ conduct in FAIR
was not likely to infer any message beyond that the interview rooms were full or
that the military preferred to interview
elsewhere. See id. at 66, 126 S.Ct. 1297.
FLFNB’s food sharing events are markedly different. Due to the context surround2.

The district court stated that its rejection of
FLFNB’s vagueness challenges was affected,
although ‘‘to a lesser extent,’’ by its ruling
that FLFNB’s conduct was not protected by
the First Amendment. See D.E. 78 at 27. Giv-

ing them, the reasonable observer would
infer some sort of message.
IV
‘‘[T]he nature of [FLFNB’s] activity,
combined with the factual context and environment in which it was undertaken, lead
to the conclusion that [FLFNB] engaged
in a form of protected expression.’’ Spence,
418 U.S. at 409–10, 94 S.Ct. 2727. We
therefore reverse the district court’s grant
of summary judgment in favor of the City.
We decline to address whether Ordinance C-14-42 and Park Rule 2.2 violate
the First Amendment and whether they
are unconstitutionally vague. These issues
are best left for the district court to take
up on remand.2
REVERSED AND REMANDED.
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Court, 2019 WL 10060265, granted summary judgment to
city. Organization appealed.

Michael Thomas Burke, Johnson Anselmo Murdoch
Burke Piper & Hochman, PA, Alain E. Boileau, Alain E.
Boileau,
PA,
Fort
Lauderdale,
FL,
for
Defendant-Appellee.
Before LAGOA, HULL, and MARCUS, Circuit Judges.
Opinion
MARCUS, Circuit Judge:
This case presents the second appellate skirmish in Fort
Lauderdale Food Not Bombs’s (“FLFNB”) challenge to
Fort Lauderdale’s efforts to shut down the practice of
sharing food with the homeless in downtown Stranahan
Park. FLFNB hosts food-sharing events in order to
communicate the group’s message that scarce social
resources are unjustly skewed towards military projects
and away from feeding the hungry. In Round One, a panel
of this Court held FLFNB’s food sharing to be expressive
conduct protected by the First Amendment and remanded
the case to the district court to address whether the City’s
regulations actually violated the First Amendment. Now,
in Round Two, we must decide whether Fort Lauderdale
Park Rule 2.2, which requires City permission for social
service food-sharing events *1272 in all Fort Lauderdale
parks, can withstand First Amendment scrutiny as applied
to FLFNB’s demonstrations.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Marcus, Circuit Judge,
held that:
individual members sustained injury in fact sufficient to
confer Article III standing;
organization sustained injury in fact sufficient to confer
Article III standing;
intermediate, rather than strict, scrutiny applied to park
rule; and
park rule was not narrowly tailored and thus was
unconstitutional restriction on expressive conduct as
applied.
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It cannot. The Park Rule commits the regulation of
FLFNB’s protected expression to the standardless
discretion of the City’s permitting officials. The Park
Rule bans social service food sharing in Stranahan Park
unless authorized pursuant to a written agreement with
Fort Lauderdale (the “City”). That’s all the rule says. It
provides no guidance and in no way explains when, how,
or why the City will agree in writing. As applied to
FLFNB’s protected expression, it violates the First
Amendment. It is neither narrowly drawn to further a
substantial government interest that is unrelated to the
suppression of free expression, nor, as applied, does it
amount to a reasonable time, place, and manner regulation
on expression in a public forum. Accordingly, we reverse
the district court’s order granting summary judgment in
favor of the City and remand for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.

Id.
“FLFNB sets up a table underneath a gazebo in the park,
distributes food, and its members ... eat together with all
of the participants, many of whom are homeless
individuals residing in the downtown Fort Lauderdale
area. FLFNB’s set-up includes a banner with the name
‘Food Not Bombs’ and the organization’s logo -- a fist
holding a carrot -- and individuals associated with the
organization pass out literature during the event.” Id. This
includes flyers to convey FLFNB’s social-justice message
that all who are hungry deserve food.

B.
Sometime before 2000, the City of Fort Lauderdale
promulgated Park Rule 2.2:

I.
Parks shall be used for recreation
and relaxation, ornament, light and
air for the general public. Parks
shall not be used for business or
social service purposes unless
authorized pursuant to a written
agreement with City. As used
herein, social services shall include,
but not be limited to, the provision
of food, clothing, shelter or medical
care to persons in order to meet
their physical needs.

A.
Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs is a nonprofit
unincorporated
association
affiliated
with
the
international advocacy organization Food Not Bombs.
FLFNB advocates the message “that food is a human
right, not a privilege, which society has a responsibility to
provide for all.” Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City
of Fort Lauderdale, 901 F.3d 1235, 1238 (11th Cir. 2018)
(“FLFNB I”).
At the center of FLFNB’s efforts are its weekly food
sharing events in Fort Lauderdale’s downtown Stranahan
Park. Stranahan Park “is known in the community as a
location where the homeless tend to congregate and,
according to FLFNB, ‘has traditionally been a
battleground over the City’s attempts to reduce the
visibility of homelessness.’ ” Id. “At these events, FLFNB
distributes vegetarian or vegan food, free of charge, to
anyone who chooses to participate. FLFNB does not serve
food as a charity, but rather to communicate its message
‘that [ ] society can end hunger and poverty if we redirect
our collective resources from the military and war ....’
Providing food in a visible public space, and partaking in
meals that are shared with others, is an act of political
solidarity meant to convey the organization’s message.”

Some years ago, Arnold Abbott, who led a program to
feed the homeless on a public Fort Lauderdale beach,
obtained a state-court injunction against the Park Rule on
*1273 the ground that it violated Florida’s Religious
Freedom Restoration Act, Fla. Stat. § 761.03. (Abbott is
not affiliated with FLFNB.) The injunction required the
City to either stop enforcing the Park Rule, designate an
area in which Abbott could lawfully distribute food, or
specify objective criteria for permitted food-sharing
locations. See Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdale, 783 So.
2d 1213, 1215 (Fla. 4th DCA 2001).
The City stopped enforcing the Park Rule until October
22, 2014, when it enacted Ordinance C-14-42 to amend
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the Fort Lauderdale Uniform Land Development
Regulations (“ULDR”). The City enacted this ordinance
at least in part as an effort to bring itself into compliance
with the state-court injunction so that it could resume
enforcement of the Park Rule. In the years leading up to
the enactment of Ordinance C-14-42, some citizens had
complained about a series of problems they believed to be
associated with feeding the homeless in public spaces,
including safety risks, a lack of proper water and restroom
facilities, and the negative impact this conduct may have
on surrounding communities. In January 2014, the City
Commission held a workshop on the “the homeless
population in the City of Fort Lauderdale,” where
stakeholders debated public food distribution and related
issues.

provisions of Ordinance C-14-42 is not before this
Court.

To obtain a conditional use permit, an individual or group
must wind through a lengthy process for receiving a
zoning variance. This involves an initial application to the
Development Review Committee (which meets twice a
month); upon approval, a subsequent submission and
presentation to the Planning and Zoning Board (which
meets once a month); and then a subsequent review by the
City Commission. The City Commission has 30 days to
decide whether to conduct its own review of the
application; if the City Commission does not, the
application is considered approved and returns to the
Development Review Committee for a check to make
sure the final permit is the same as the plan the Zoning
Board approved. There is no deadline for a permit to
issue, and the *1274 City’s zoning administrator could
not provide an average time for resolving applications.
Applicants must pay a fee for City staff time spent
reviewing an application; the fee can rise as high as
$6,000, which the City may reduce in its unguided
discretion.

Ordinance C-14-42, as relevant here, (1) defines an
Outdoor Food Distribution Center as “[a]ny location or
site temporarily used to furnish meals to members of the
public without cost or at a very low cost as a social
service”; (2) defines “social service[ ]” as “[a]ny service
provided to the public to address public welfare and
health such as, but not limited to, the provision of food;
hygiene care; group rehabilitative or recovery assistance,
or any combination thereof; rehabilitative or recovery
programs utilizing counseling, self-help or other treatment
or assistance; and day shelter or any combination of
same”; and (3) requires a conditional use zoning permit
for the operation of an Outdoor Food Distribution Center
in Stranahan Park.1 The other city parks in Fort
Lauderdale (of which there are more than 90, City of Fort
Lauderdale,
City
Parks,
https://www.fortlauderdale.gov/departments/parks-recreat
ion/city-parks (last visited June 29, 2021)) are zoned so
that public food-sharing events are not allowed at all,
even by permit. Thus, the Ordinance prohibits social
service food distribution in most parks and does not
provide for food sharing as of right in any park.
1

Permitting requirements for outdoor food distribution
include that the proposed activities must not impose a
nuisance or cause a change to the character of the area,
that the use be 500 feet away from similar uses and
residential property, that food be timely served and stored
at safe temperatures, that a certified food service manager
attend the event, and that the site provide handwashing,
wastewater disposal, and restroom facilities.
Soon after the Ordinance passed, the City began enforcing
it along with the Park Rule. Police officers interrupted and
stopped an FLFNB demonstration in Stranahan Park on
November 7, 2014. On that day, the city arrested and
cited FLFNB members and other demonstrators for
violating both the Ordinance and the Park Rule. The City
also issued citations to participants in FLFNB
demonstrations on November 14 and November 21.
FLFNB members Nathan Pim, Jillian Pim, Haylee
Becker, and William Toole were not personally arrested
or cited, but were present at each of these events and
witnessed their co-demonstrators being arrested and cited
on November 7 and November 14. They did not directly
witness any arrests or citations at the November 21 event;
police later delivered a citation to the home of a
participant in that demonstration.

Ordinance
C-14-42
implemented
these
regulations of outdoor food distribution by adding
new provisions -- ULDR §§ 47-1B.31(B)(4),
(C)(2)(c) -- and by making additions to ULDR §§
47-6.12; 47-6.13; 47-7.10; 47-8.10; 47-8.11;
47-8.12; 47-8.13; and 47-13.10. We refer to these
specific components of Ordinance C-14-42 -those that regulate outdoor food distribution -- as
the “Ordinance.” Other provisions of Ordinance
C-14-42 regulate other social services not relevant
to this case, such as providing addiction treatment
centers. The constitutionality of the other
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Court. On November 7, 2017, while the appeal was
pending, the City repealed the Ordinance insofar as it
regulated outdoor food distribution. However, Fort
Lauderdale did not repeal the Park Rule, which remains
on the books.

The City also enforced the Ordinance and the Park Rule
against Abbott, who moved the state court for an order to
enforce its 2000 injunction and halt enforcement. See
Mot. to Enforce Inj., Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdale,
No. 99-03583 (05), Dkt. No. 37 (Fla. Cir. Ct. Nov. 12,
2014). The Seventeenth Judicial Circuit Court in Broward
County issued a temporary stay on December 2, 2014,
and the City stopped enforcing the Ordinance along with
the Park Rule. Even though the state-court stay expired on
January 1, 2015, the City voluntarily continued its
non-enforcement, and has not enforced the Ordinance or
the Park Rule since. FLFNB continues to hold weekly
food-sharing demonstrations in Stranahan Park.

In Round One, a panel of this Court reversed the district
court’s summary judgment order. FLFNB I, 901 F.3d at
1245. We applied the two-part inquiry drawn from
Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405, 410–411, 94 S.Ct.
2727, 41 L.Ed.2d 842 (1974), and held that FLFNB’s
demonstrations were expressive conduct protected by the
First Amendment. FLFNB I, 901 F.3d at 1240–43. First,
the panel had little difficulty concluding that FLFNB
“inten[ded] to convey a particularized message” with its
food sharing events. Id. at 1240 (quoting Spence, 418
U.S. at 410–411, 94 S.Ct. 2727). FLFNB shared food in
order “to convey that all persons are equal, regardless of
socio-economic status, and that everyone should have
access to food as a human right.” Id. at 1240–41.

C.
Soon after the state-court stay expired, on January 29,
2015, FLFNB and members Nathan Pim, Jillian Pim,
Haylee Becker, and William Toole (the “Individual
Plaintiffs,” and, together with FLFNB, the “Plaintiffs”)
sued the City in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
They alleged that the Ordinance and the Park Rule
violated their First Amendment rights to free expression
and expressive association, and that these regulations
were unconstitutionally vague, both facially and as
applied. The Plaintiffs sought declaratory and injunctive
relief as well as compensatory damages.
After discovery, the parties cross-moved for summary
judgment. The district court granted the City’s motion on
all claims, holding that FLFNB’s food-sharing was not
expressive conduct entitled to First Amendment
protection. Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City of
Fort Lauderdale, No. 15-60185-CIV, 2016 WL 11700270,
at *9 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 30, 2016). In an analysis heavily
influenced by its initial holding that FLFNB was not
engaged in expressive conduct, the district court
concluded that the Ordinance and the Park Rule did not
infringe on the Plaintiffs’ rights to expressive association.
Id. Finally, the district court held that the Ordinance and
the Park Rule were not *1275 unconstitutionally vague.
The court acknowledged that this holding was also
influenced by its conclusion that FLFNB was not engaged
in expressive conduct. Id. at *10.

Next, the panel closely examined the circumstances
surrounding FLFNB’s food sharing in order to apply the
second part of the Spence inquiry -- whether a
“reasonable person would interpret FLFNB’s food sharing
events ‘as some sort of message.’ ” Id. at 1242 (quoting
Holloman ex rel. Holloman v. Harland, 370 F.3d 1252,
1270 (11th Cir. 2004)). We held that five circumstances
surrounding FLFNB’s events would lead a reasonable
observer to discern a message. First, FLFNB wasn’t just a
group of acquaintances eating together in a park -- it
adorned its events with tables and banners and distributed
literature explaining its political message. Second, the
events had “social implications” because they were open
to all comers. Id. Third, FLFNB held its food sharings “in
Stranahan Park, a public park near city government
buildings.” Id. Public parks, the panel noted, are
“historically associated with the exercise of First
Amendment rights.” Id. (citation omitted). Fourth,
treatment of the homeless was an issue of substantial
public concern and discussion in the Fort Lauderdale
community. Indeed, the City had held a public workshop
on the issue, and local media had covered “the status of
the City’s homeless population” for years. Id. Fifth, the
sharing of food with others in order to communicate a
message was a tradition that “date[d] back millennia.” Id.
at 1243. All of these circumstances combined to “put[ ]
FLFNB’s food sharing events on the expressive side of
the ledger.” Id. at 1242.

The Plaintiffs appealed the trial court’s judgment to this

Since each of the district court’s merits holdings had
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turned in substantial part on its erroneous conclusion
about expressive conduct, the panel remanded the case for
the district court to reconsider these issues as well as to
address in the first instance whether the Ordinance and
the Park Rule violated the First Amendment. Id. at 1245
& n.2.

II.
Before we can consider the merits of the Plaintiffs’
claims, we are required to address three threshold matters.
As for the first one, we conclude that FLFNB is a
“person” and therefore a proper plaintiff under § 1983 of
Title 42. Second, as for the City’s Ordinance, the
Plaintiffs’ claims for injunctive and declaratory relief are
moot; however, their monetary damages claims arising
out of the enforcement of the Ordinance are not. Finally,
all of the Plaintiffs have standing to bring their remaining
claims. Our review on each of these issues is de novo. See
Hoever v. Marks, 993 F.3d 1353, 1357 (11th Cir. 2021);
Taylor v. Polhill, 964 F.3d 975, 980 (11th Cir. 2020);
Coral Springs St. Sys., Inc. v. City of Sunrise, 371 F.3d
1320, 1328 (11th Cir. 2004).

On remand, the district court took supplemental briefing,
including on the effect of the repeal of the Ordinance. For
a second time, the district court entered summary
judgment in favor of the City. The court held that the
Plaintiffs had standing based on the City’s disruption of
their events, and that FLFNB was a “person” with a cause
of action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The court noted that
while the repeal of the Ordinance mooted the Plaintiffs’
claims for declaratory and injunctive relief against the
Ordinance, the court still had to rule on its
constitutionality because the Plaintiffs also sought
compensatory *1276 damages. Next, the district court
held that even accepting FLFNB I’s binding holding that
the Ordinance and the Park Rule interfered with the
Plaintiffs’ expressive conduct, both regulations passed
First Amendment muster as lawful, content-neutral time,
place, and manner regulations.

A.
First, the City argues that FLFNB, as an unincorporated
association, is not a “person” that may bring suit under §
1983, which provides in relevant part:

As for the Plaintiffs’ claims that the Ordinance and the
Park Rule’s permitting requirements acted as a prior
restraint by giving City officials unguided discretion to
block their expression, the district court observed that the
regime was “somewhat suspect.” After all, Fort
Lauderdale’s officials could charge as much as $6,000 for
the permitting process but could reduce that amount in
any way if they “fe[lt]” it appropriate. Meanwhile, the
Park Rule did not provide any standards to guide the
exercise of discretion in determining whether to provide
City permission to share food in the park. Even so, the
district court concluded that the permitting schemes were
not subject to either as-applied or facial challenges,
because the Plaintiffs never applied for a permit and
because the regulations were “laws ... of general
application” that did not directly regulate protected
expression. The district court also rejected the Plaintiffs’
expressive association arguments, reasoning that the
regulations “impose a content-neutral restriction on a kind
of expressive conduct that is only incidentally
associative.” Finally, the trial court held that the terms
found in the Ordinance and in the Park Rule, such as
“social service,” were not unconstitutionally vague.

Every person who, under color of
any statute, ordinance, regulation,
custom, or usage, of any State or
Territory or the District of
Columbia, subjects, or causes to be
subjected, any citizen of the United
States or other person within the
jurisdiction
thereof
to
the
deprivation
of
any
rights,
privileges, or immunities secured
by the Constitution and laws, shall
be liable to the party injured in an
action at law, suit in equity, or
other proper proceeding for redress,
except that in any action brought
against a judicial officer for an act
or omission taken in such officer’s
judicial capacity, injunctive relief
shall not be granted unless a
declaratory decree was violated or
declaratory relief was unavailable.

Again, the Plaintiffs timely appealed to this Court.
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42 U.S.C. § 1983 (emphasis added). There is some
historical support for the City’s reading, but this view
stands in tension with the text’s ordinary meaning,
Supreme Court precedent, successive amendments to §
1983, and longstanding, settled practice. Absent clear
direction from the Supreme Court, we decline the City’s
invitation *1277 to bar all unincorporated associations
(other than unions) from being able to sue under § 1983.

American Tribes seeking to vindicate sovereign rights,
States, State officers acting in their official capacities,
Territories, and Territory officers acting in their official
capacities are not “persons.” Inyo Cnty. v.
Paiute-Shoshone Indians of the Bishop Cmty. of the
Bishop Colony, 538 U.S. 701, 712, 123 S.Ct. 1887, 155
L.Ed.2d 933 (2003) (reasoning that § 1983 “was designed
to secure private rights against government
encroachment” to reach this conclusion in the case of a
Tribe suing to vindicate its right to sovereign immunity
from state process); Ngiraingas, 495 U.S. at 187–92, 110
S.Ct. 1737 (examining historical sources and the context
surrounding amendments to § 1983 to reach this
conclusion with respect to Territories and their officers);
Will v. Mich. Dep’t of State Police, 491 U.S. 58, 64–67,
109 S.Ct. 2304, 105 L.Ed.2d 45 (1989) (relying on
federalism concerns, the Eleventh Amendment, and the
“often-expressed understanding that ‘in common usage,
the term “person” does not include the sovereign, and
statutes employing the word are ordinarily construed to
exclude it’ ” to reach this conclusion regarding States and
their officials) (alterations accepted and citation omitted).
Monell, Ngiraingas, and Will each interpreted the first use
of the word “person” in § 1983, which relates to which
entities may be proper § 1983 defendants -- “[e]very
person” who under color of law causes a deprivation of
federal rights shall be liable to the party *1278 injured.
By contrast, today we interpret § 1983’s second use of the
word “person” -- “any citizen or other person” -- a phrase
that delineates which entities may be proper § 1983
plaintiffs. But these cases are nonetheless instructive,
because we “generally presume that ‘identical words used
in different parts of the same act are intended to have the
same meaning.’ ” United States v. Cleveland Indians
Baseball Co., 532 U.S. 200, 213, 121 S.Ct. 1433, 149
L.Ed.2d 401 (2001) (citation omitted).

“As with any statutory interpretation question, our
analysis ‘must begin, and usually ends, with the text of
the statute.’ ” United States v. Stevens, 997 F.3d 1307,
1314 (11th Cir. 2021) (citation omitted). When examining
the phrase “any citizen of the United States or other
person,” “person” must refer to something beyond
individuals who are United States citizens; otherwise, the
term would be redundant. See, e.g., Corley v. United
States, 556 U.S. 303, 314, 129 S.Ct. 1558, 173 L.Ed.2d
443 (2009) (noting that “one of the most basic interpretive
canons” is “that ‘[a] statute should be construed so that
effect is given to all its provisions, so that no part will be
inoperative or superfluous, void or insignificant’ ”)
(citation omitted and alteration accepted). At the very
least, the phrase extends a § 1983 cause of action to
non-citizen individuals. Congress enacted Section 1 of the
Civil Rights Act of 1871 (also known as the Ku Klux
Klan Act), the original version of what is now § 1983, in
order to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. See, e.g.,
Ngiraingas v. Sanchez, 495 U.S. 182, 187, 110 S.Ct.
1737, 109 L.Ed.2d 163 (1990). The word “person” in the
Fourteenth Amendment includes not only citizens but also
non-citizens within the United States. E.g., Graham v.
Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 371, 91 S.Ct. 1848, 29 L.Ed.2d
534 (1971); see also Hague v. Comm. for Indus. Org., 307
U.S. 496, 526, 59 S.Ct. 954, 83 L.Ed. 1423 (1939)
(opinion of Stone, J.) (“It will be observed that the cause
of action, given by [Section 1 of the 1871 Civil Rights
Act], extends broadly to ... those rights secured to
persons, whether citizens of the United States or not, to
whom the [Fourteenth] Amendment in terms extends the
benefit of the due process and equal protection clauses.”).
We also know that the word “person” in § 1983 extends
to corporations, both municipal and otherwise. See
Monell v. Dep’t of Soc. Servs., 436 U.S. 658, 687, 690,
98 S.Ct. 2018, 56 L.Ed.2d 611 (1978). Indeed, in Monell,
the Supreme Court observed that “by 1871, it was well
understood that corporations should be treated as natural
persons for virtually all purposes of constitutional and
statutory analysis.” Id. at 687, 98 S.Ct. 2018.

In order to decide whether FLFNB has a cause of action
in this case, we must determine whether “other persons,”
in addition to including non-citizen individuals and
corporate entities, extends to unincorporated associations.
The words “other person,” by themselves, do not
definitively answer the question. Cf. Ngiraingas, 495 U.S.
at 187, 110 S.Ct. 1737 (“[Section 1983] itself obviously
affords no clue as to whether its word ‘person’ includes a
Territory.”). Unlike sovereign entities, there is no
presumption that unincorporated associations are not
persons. To the contrary, the ordinary meaning of
“person” in legal contexts includes unincorporated
associations. See Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner,
Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts 273

However, the Supreme Court has also ruled that Native
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(2012) (“Traditionally the word person ... denotes not
only natural persons (human beings) but also artificial
persons such as corporations, partnerships, associations,
and both public and private organizations.”) (second
emphasis added). Thus, the most natural reading of §
1983 extends a cause of action to unincorporated
associations.

*1279 What’s more, the legislative history surrounding
the adoption of the 1871 Civil Rights Act does not
suggest any departure from the established legal meaning
of “person” as it related to the capacity to sue in 1871.
See Monell, 436 U.S. at 690, 98 S.Ct. 2018 (analyzing the
legislative history of Section 1 to interpret § 1983). The
drafters of Section 1 of the 1871 Civil Rights Act likely
did not contemplate that unincorporated associations were
“persons” under the Act. The Republican sponsors of the
Civil Rights Act were aghast at reports of widespread
vigilante violence against federal officials, northern
transplants, Blacks, and Republicans in the post-war
South. These attacks, they believed, were the work of
recalcitrant Confederates, including individuals organized
as the Ku Klux Klan, who faced only weak opposition
from ineffectual state officials. See, e.g., Cong. Globe,
42d Cong., 1st Sess., 320 (1871) (hereinafter “Globe”)
(Rep. Stoughton) (“There exists at this time in the
southern States a treasonable conspiracy against the lives,
persons, and property of Union citizens, less formidable it
may be, but not less dangerous, to American liberty than
that which inaugurated the horrors of the rebellion.”); id.
at 820 (Sen. Sherman) (observing that the bill was based
on the fact that “an organized conspiracy, spreading terror
and violence, murdering and scourging both white and
black, both women and men, and pervading large
communities of this country, now exists unchecked by
punishment, independent of law, uncontrolled by
magistrates” and that “of all the multitude of injuries not
in a single case has redress ever been meted out to one of
the multitude who has been injured”).

On the other hand, we “normally interpret[ ] a statute in
accord with the ordinary public meaning of its terms at
the time of its enactment.” Bostock v. Clayton Cnty., –––
U.S. ––––, 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1738, 207 L.Ed.2d 218
(2020). And in 1871, unincorporated associations were
not legal persons with the capacity to sue or be sued
absent some express authorization. United Mine Workers
of Am. v. Coronado Coal Co., 259 U.S. 344, 385, 42 S.Ct.
570, 66 L.Ed. 975 (1922) (“Undoubtedly at common law
an unincorporated association of persons was not
recognized as having any other character than a
partnership in whatever was done, and it could only sue or
be sued in the names of its members, and their liability
had to be enforced against each member.”); Wesley A.
Sturges, Unincorporated Associations as Parties to
Actions, 33 Yale L.J. 383, 383 (1924) (citing authorities
dating as far back as 1884 to observe that “[t]he cases are
remarkably in accord that, in the absence of enabling
statute, an unincorporated association cannot sue or be
sued in the common or association name”).
Moreover, reading the word “person” to exclude
unincorporated associations is fully consonant with the
1871 version of the Dictionary Act, which expressly
limited “person” to “bodies politic and corporate.” See,
e.g., Will, 491 U.S. at 69 n.8, 109 S.Ct. 2304. The
Dictionary Act -- a statute that provides general
definitions for common terms used across the United
States Code, see 1 U.S.C. § 1 -- did not expand to include
“associations” until 1948. See Act of June 25, 1948, Pub.
L. No. 80-772, § 6, 62 Stat. 683, 859 (1948); Lippoldt v.
Cole, 468 F.3d 1204, 1214 (10th Cir. 2006). The 1871
Dictionary Act definition matches the definition of
“person” found in the first edition of Black’s Law
Dictionary, published in 1891, which confirms that an
entity needed some express authorization in positive law
to achieve legal personhood. Person, Black’s Law
Dictionary (1891) (“Persons are divided by law into
natural and artificial. Natural persons are such as the God
of nature formed us; artificial are such as are created and
devised by human laws, for the purposes of society and
government, which are called ‘corporations’ or ‘bodies
politic.’ ”).

Section 1 itself “was the subject of only limited debate
and was passed without amendment.” Monell, 436 U.S. at
665, 98 S.Ct. 2018. At most, read together with
statements about the 1871 Act generally, floor discussions
of Section 1 suggest that both proponents and opponents
of the 1871 Act believed that the typical plaintiff would
be an individual who suffered a violation of constitutional
rights, especially the denial of the equal protection of the
laws at the hands of state officials. Thus, for example,
proponent Senator Dawes spoke of “citizen[s]” who
suffered violations of their rights -- phrasing that implies
a concern for the individual plaintiff. Globe at 477 (“I
conclude ... [that] Congress has power to legislate for the
protection of every American citizen in the full, free, and
undisturbed enjoyment of every right, privilege, or
immunity secured to him by the Constitution; and that this
may be done ... [b]y giving him a civil remedy in the
United States courts for any damage sustained in that
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regard.”). For their part, Democrats who opposed the
passage of Section 1 generally claimed that it was too
broad, but notably did not argue that the word “person”
did anything to expand the range of entities that could
traditionally sue. They, too, seemed to envision individual
plaintiffs. E.g., id. at 337 (Rep. Whithorne) (complaining
that “any person within the limits of the United States
who conceives that he has been deprived of any right,
privilege, or immunity secured him by the Constitution”
would be able to sue and conjuring the hypothetical
example of a drunk suing a police officer who had
confiscated his pistol).

important as what it chose to change.”).
Similarly, Congress enacted both of these amendments
after the 1937 promulgation of Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 17(b), which provided “that a partnership or
other unincorporated association, which has no such
capacity by the law of such state, may sue or be sued in its
common name for the purpose of enforcing for or against
it a substantive right existing under the Constitution or
law of the United States.” Parties, 1937 Rep. Advisory
Comm. on Civ. Rules 47 (1937); see also Fed. R. Civ. P.
17(b)(3) (the Rule’s current text remains nearly identical
to that of the original version); Centro De La Comunidad
Hispana De Locust Valley v. Town of Oyster Bay, 954 F.
Supp. 2d 127, 137 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) (relying on Rule
17(b)(3) to conclude that “an unincorporated association[
] ha[d] legal capacity to bring [a § 1983] suit because all
of its claims allege[d] violations of the United States
Constitution”), aff’d, 868 F.3d 104 (2d Cir. 2017), and
aff’d, 705 F. App’x 10 (2d Cir. 2017); Playboy Enters.,
Inc. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of P.R., 698 F. Supp. 401,
413–14 (D.P.R. 1988) (similar analysis regarding the
unincorporated Puerto Rico Cable Television association),
aff’d as modified on other grounds, 906 F.2d 25 (1st Cir.
1990).

All told, historical context suggests that the word
“person” as used in Section 1 of the 1871 Civil Rights Act
did not extend to unincorporated associations. But this
does not end the analysis, because we are not interpreting
Section 1 of the 1871 Civil Rights Act. Instead, we must
apply § 1983 of Title 42 of the United States Code as it
exists today, that is, as thrice amended since its initial
enactment in 1871. We must therefore account for any
changes in the legal meaning of “person” that may have
informed Congress’s decision to perpetuate *1280 that
term across amended versions of § 1983. Indeed, the
Supreme Court in Ngiraingas looked not only to the
history of the 1871 Civil Rights Act but also to “the
successive enactments of [§ 1983], in context” -- and to
changes to the definition of “person” in the Dictionary
Act -- in order to interpret the word “person.” 495 U.S. at
189, 191 n.10, 110 S.Ct. 1737.

And perhaps most significantly, the Supreme Court held
in 1974 that an unincorporated union could “sue under 42
U.S.C. § 1983 as [a] person[ ] deprived of [its] rights
secured by the Constitution and laws.” Allee v. Medrano,
416 U.S. 802, 819 n.13, 94 S.Ct. 2191, 40 L.Ed.2d 566
(1974). Thus, by the time of the 1979 and 1996
amendments to § 1983, federal law made it quite clear
that unincorporated associations were “persons” that
could sue to enforce constitutional rights under § 1983. It
is telling that against this backdrop, Congress did not
choose to restrict the scope of the term “person” when it
re-enacted amended versions of § 1983. See Pollitzer v.
Gebhardt, 860 F.3d 1334, 1340 (11th Cir. 2017)
(“Congress is presumed to be aware of an administrative
or judicial interpretation of a statute and to adopt that
interpretation when it re-enacts a statute without
change.”) (emphasis added) (quoting Lorillard v. Pons,
434 U.S. 575, 580, 98 S.Ct. 866, 55 L.Ed.2d 40 (1978));
Fajardo v. U.S. Att’y Gen., 659 F.3d 1303, 1310 (11th
Cir. 2011) (“Where words are employed in a statute
which had at the *1281 time a well-known meaning at
common law or in the law of this country they are
presumed to have been used in that sense unless the
context compels to the contrary.”) (emphasis added)
(quoting Lorillard, 434 U.S. at 583, 98 S.Ct. 866); Scalia

Congress amended the text of § 1983 twice after the 1948
amendment to the Dictionary Act -- which made clear that
“person” in “any Act of Congress” includes
“associations” and “societies” in addition to
“corporations,” “companies,” “firms,” “partnerships,”
“joint stock companies,” and “individuals.” See 62 Stat. at
859; 1 U.S.C. § 1. A congressional amendment in 1979
extended § 1983’s coverage to injuries inflicted by those
acting under the color of District of Columbia law; a 1996
amendment limited the availability of injunctive relief
against judicial defendants. See Act of December 29,
1979, Pub. L. No. 96-170, 93 Stat. 1284 (1979); Federal
Courts Improvement Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-317,
110 Stat. 3847 (1996). In neither re-enacted version of §
1983 did Congress narrow the definition of “person” in
light of the intervening clarification in the Dictionary Act
that associations are “persons” as that term is used in
federal statutes. Cf. United States v. Bryant, 996 F.3d
1243, 1258 (11th Cir. 2021) (“[W]hen interpreting
statutes, what Congress chose not to change can be as
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& Garner, supra, at 322 (“The clearest application of the
prior-construction canon occurs with reenactments: If a
word or phrase has been authoritatively interpreted by the
highest court in a jurisdiction ... a later version of that act
perpetuating the wording is presumed to carry forward
that interpretation.”). Whatever “person” meant in 1871,
its meaning included unincorporated associations by the
time Congress “perpetuated” the word “person” in new
versions of § 1983 in 1979 and 1996. See Scalia &
Garner, supra, at 322.

Supreme Court reached in Allee. A union was neither an
individual nor a corporation, yet the Supreme Court held
that it still fell within the ambit of the term “other
person.”
In keeping with a broad reading of Allee, most federal
courts to have confronted the question of whether a
non-union unincorporated association is a “person” under
§ 1983 have answered in the affirmative. In Barrett v.
United States, the Second Circuit reasoned that an estate
administratrix could bring a § 1983 suit on behalf of the
estate beneficiaries because they were a group of
individuals “associated for a special purpose.” 689 F.2d
324, 333 (2d Cir. 1982) (“Unions and unincorporated
associations have also been found to possess standing to
assert a § 1983 claim.”). The Second Circuit weighed in
again in Jund v. Town of Hempstead, this time to hold
that unincorporated local Republican committees were
proper § 1983 defendants. *1282 941 F.2d 1271, 1279–80
(2d Cir. 1991). And at least two district courts have
adopted this reading. In Gay-Straight All. of Okeechobee
High Sch. v. Sch. Bd. of Okeechobee Cnty., a court in the
Southern District of Florida held that an “unincorporated,
voluntary association of students” at a Florida high school
was a § 1983 “person.” 477 F. Supp. 2d 1246, 1248,
1249–51 (S.D. Fla. 2007). A court in the Northern District
of Illinois similarly held that an unincorporated
organization representing the interests of a public housing
development could bring a § 1983 suit and noted that
“[u]nincorporated organizations have been found to be
‘persons’ entitled to bring suit under § 1983.”
Cabrini-Green Loc. Advisory Council v. Chi. Hous.
Auth., No. 04 C 3792, 2005 WL 61467, at *3 (N.D. Ill.
Jan. 10, 2005).

Even setting these textual and historical considerations
aside, Allee suggests that an unincorporated entity like
FLFNB, just like the unincorporated union in that case, is
a “person” for § 1983 purposes. In Allee, individual
organizers and a union brought a § 1983 action against
Texas officials on behalf of a class of union members,
alleging that law enforcement had threatened and
harassed them for engaging in union organizing activities,
including by bringing criminal charges in bad faith. 416
U.S. at 804–09, 94 S.Ct. 2191. A question arose as to
whether there were pending state prosecutions against any
of the plaintiffs -- if not, the plaintiffs’ request for
injunctive relief would be partially moot. Id. at 818, 94
S.Ct. 2191. The Supreme Court instructed that on remand,
if there were indeed pending prosecutions against the
unnamed class members, the district court “must find that
the class was properly represented” by the named
plaintiffs in part because the named-plaintiff union was a
“person[ ]” that could sue under § 1983 and that had
standing to complain of the unlawful intimidation of its
members. Id. at 819, 94 S.Ct. 2191 n.13; see also id. at
831, 94 S.Ct. 2191 (Burger, C.J., concurring in the result
in part and dissenting in part) (acknowledging that the
union plaintiff was unincorporated).

Moreover, there is a longstanding and robust practice of
treating unincorporated associations as proper § 1983
plaintiffs as a matter of course. The Eleventh Circuit and
an array of other courts have evaluated § 1983 claims
brought by all manner of unincorporated associations
seeking to vindicate a diverse array of constitutional
interests -- including the Orlando and Santa Monica local
Food Not Bombs chapters -- without even hinting that
they lacked a § 1983 cause of action. See, e.g., First
Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando, 638 F.3d
756, 758 (11th Cir. 2011) (en banc) (Orlando Food Not
Bombs); Santa Monica Food Not Bombs v. City of Santa
Monica, 450 F.3d 1022, 1031 (9th Cir. 2006) (Santa
Monica Food Not Bombs); Rounds v. Or. State Bd. of
Higher Educ., 166 F.3d 1032, 1034 (9th Cir. 1999)
(Students for Legal government, an unincorporated

In holding that “[u]nions may sue under 42 U.S.C. § 1983
as persons,” the Court in Allee did not rest on any
distinctive features of unions or suggest that unions
should be treated differently than any other kinds of
unincorporated associations. Id. at 819, 94 S.Ct. 2191
n.13. The Court might have relied on, but did not so much
as mention, characteristics surrounding unions that other
types of unincorporated associations may not share, such
as their affirmative recognition and privileges in federal
and state law. See Coronado Coal Co., 259 U.S. at
385–90, 42 S.Ct. 570. Instead, the Court concluded,
without limiting its reasoning, that unincorporated unions
were § 1983 “persons.” The understanding of the meaning
of the term “person” at the time the Civil Rights Act was
passed in 1871 presented no obstacle to the result the
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association of University of Oregon students); Citizens
Against Tax Waste v. Westerville City Sch., 985 F.2d
255, 256–57 (6th Cir. 1993) (Citizens Against Tax Waste,
an “unincorporated association of property owners in the
Westerville City School District”); Marcavage v. City of
New York, 918 F. Supp. 2d 266, 267 (S.D.N.Y. 2013)
(Repent America, an unincorporated association dedicated
to Christian evangelism); Occupy Fresno v. Cnty. of
Fresno, 835 F. Supp. 2d 849, 853 (E.D. Cal. 2011)
(Occupy Fresno, an unincorporated association of
individuals who wished to assemble in a park); Good
News Emp. Ass’n v. Hicks, No. C-03-3542 VRW, 2005
WL 351743, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 14, 2005), aff’d, 223 F.
App’x 734 (9th Cir. 2007) (unincorporated association
organized to promote a faith-based concept of “Natural
Family and Marriage”); Nat’l Ass’n of Alzheimer’s
Victims & Friends v. Pa. Dep’t of Pub. Welfare, No.
CIV.A. 88-2426, 1988 WL 29338, at *1 (E.D. Pa. Mar.
23, 1988) (National Association of Alzheimer’s Victims
& Friends, an “unincorporated association founded for the
purpose of providing a mutual care and support group for
persons suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and their
families and concerned friends”); Republican Coll.
Council of Pa. v. Winner, 357 F. Supp. 739, 740 (E.D. Pa.
1973) (Republican College Council of Pennsylvania). The
same is true of a historically significant set of § 1983
plaintiffs, the unincorporated local chapters of the
NAACP. See N.A.A.C.P. v. Brackett, 130 F. App’x 648
(4th Cir. 2005).

merely by repetition,” “general acceptance of a practice
must be considered in any reasoned [statutory
interpretation] analysis.”).
The Tenth Circuit, which holds that unincorporated
associations cannot sue under § 1983, stands alone against
the trend of treating unincorporated associations as
“persons.” See Lippoldt, 468 F.3d at 1216 (holding that
Operation Save America, an unincorporated association
devoted to anti-abortion advocacy, was not a “person”
within the meaning of § 1983); see also Tate v. Univ.
Med. Ctr. of So. Nev., No. 2:09-CV-01748-LDG (NJK),
2013 WL 1249590, at *11 (D. Nev. Mar. 26, 2013)
(stating, in a single sentence devoid of analysis, that an
unincorporated association was not a “person” subject to
suit under § 1983), rev’d on other grounds, 617 F. App’x
724 (9th Cir. 2015). The Tenth Circuit’s otherwise
thorough discussion of the legislative history of the 1871
Civil Rights Act, the background law in 1871, and the
1871 Dictionary Act did not account for the fact that
Congress re-enacted the word “person” in § 1983 twice
after intervening developments in federal law clarified
that unincorporated associations were “persons.”
At bottom, in enacting § 1983, Congress “intended to give
a broad remedy for violations of federally protected civil
rights.” Monell, 436 U.S. at 685, 98 S.Ct. 2018. And the
Supreme Court has instructed us that “Congress intended
§ [1983] to be broadly construed.” Id. at 686, 98 S.Ct.
2018. “[A]ny plan to restrict the scope of § 1983 comes
with a heavy burden of justification -- a burden that is
both constitutional and historical.” Harry A. Blackmun,
Section 1983 and Federal Protection of Individual Rights
— Will the Statute Remain Alive or Fade Away?, 60
N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1, 28 (1985). Absent some indication
from the Supreme Court that unincorporated associations
are not “persons,” we decline the City’s invitation to upset
longstanding practice recognizing that unincorporated
associations are “persons” that may sue under § 1983. See
id. at 3 (warning “that any restriction of what has become
a major symbol of federal protection of basic rights
[should] not be made in irresponsible haste” and that
absent strong historical evidence, the scope and
“underlying principles of § 1983 liability should be
secure”). We hold that FLFNB is a person that may bring
suit under § 1983.

This body of practice is not a body of holdings and, of
course, cannot alter the meaning of the word “person” as
used in the statute. But when combined with the ordinary
meaning of the text, Allee, persuasive interpretations from
other courts, and the body of law informing Congress’s
amendments to § 1983 -- all of which indicate that
unincorporated associations are “persons” -- it at least
underscores the need for compelling evidence before we
adopt the City’s contrary interpretation. See Nasrallah v.
Barr, ––– U.S. ––––, 140 S. Ct. 1683, 1697–98, 207
L.Ed.2d 111, (2020) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (protesting
*1283 that when “presented with two competing statutory
interpretations[,] one of which ma[de] sense of” the
statute “without upending settled practice, and one of
which significantly undermine[d the statute] by removing
a vast swath of claims from its reach,” the Supreme Court
majority should have “justif[ied]” its choice of the latter
interpretation
and
“candidly
confront[ed]
its
implications”); Fowler v. U.S. Parole Comm’n, 94 F.3d
835, 840 (3d Cir. 1996) (While “a practice bottomed upon
an erroneous interpretation of the law is not legitimized

B.
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“[T]hree broad factors” guide our inquiry: (1) “whether
the change in conduct resulted from substantial
deliberation or is merely an attempt to manipulate our
jurisdiction”; (2) “whether the government’s decision to
terminate the challenged conduct was unambiguous,”
including “whether the actions that have been taken to
allegedly moot the case reflect a rejection of the
challenged conduct that is both permanent and complete”;
and (3) “whether the government has consistently
maintained its commitment to the new policy or
legislative scheme.” Flanigan’s Enters., 868 F.3d at 1257.
These factors are neither exclusive nor dispositive; rather,
the question is whether “the totality of [the] circumstances
persuades the court that there is no reasonable expectation
that the government entity will reenact the challenged
legislation.” Id.

The second threshold question, also prefatory to an
analysis of the merits, concerns the principle of mootness.
The Plaintiffs seek declaratory, injunctive, and damages
relief as to both the Ordinance and the Park Rule. But
well after the commencement of this litigation, the City
repealed the challenged Ordinance. The Park Rule
remains in effect, so the Ordinance’s repeal does not
affect the Plaintiffs’ claims for declaratory, injunctive,
and damages relief concerning the Park Rule. Likewise,
the Plaintiffs’ claims for monetary damages arising out of
the application of the Ordinance while it was still on the
books remain viable notwithstanding its subsequent
repeal. See, e.g., Checker Cab Operators, Inc. v.
Miami-Dade Cnty., 899 F.3d 908, 916 (11th Cir. 2018)
(“Although a *1284 case will normally become moot
when a subsequent [law] brings the existing controversy
to an end, when the plaintiff has requested damages, those
claims are not moot.”) (alteration in original) (citation
omitted). However, the repeal mooted the Plaintiffs’
claims for declaratory and injunctive relief against the
Ordinance.

The first factor does not help the Plaintiffs. The City
repealed the ordinance through its normal legislative
process, rather than in “secrecy” or “behind closed
doors.” Id. at 1260. The Commission considered the
repeal at a public meeting, and the Plaintiffs do not
provide any reason to believe that “the procedures used
by the City to repeal the Ordinance [do not] reflect the
same level of deliberation we would expect for any other
change in policy.” Id. Moreover, the timing of the repeal
does not provide reason to “doubt the City’s sincerity.”
Coral Springs, 371 F.3d at 1320. Notably, the City
repealed the Ordinance after the district court had granted
final judgment in its favor in this case and before this
Court had reversed that judgment in FLFNB I. This factor
weighs heavily against a conclusion that the City will
re-enact the Ordinance.

“Plainly, if a suit is moot, it cannot present an Article III
case or controversy and the federal courts lack subject
matter jurisdiction to entertain it.” Coral Springs, 371
F.3d at 1328. “Generally, a challenge to the
constitutionality of a statute is mooted by repeal of the
statute,” but an exception “applies if there is a substantial
likelihood that the challenged statutory language will be
reenacted.” Id. at 1329. The Plaintiffs have failed to meet
their burden of proving that this exception applies. See
Flanigan’s Enters., Inc. of Ga. v. City of Sandy Springs,
868 F.3d 1248, 1256 (11th Cir. 2017) (en banc) (“[O]nce
the repeal of an ordinance has caused our jurisdiction to
be questioned, [the plaintiff] bears the burden of
presenting affirmative evidence that its challenge is no
longer moot.”) (alteration in original) (citation omitted).

So does the second factor. The City enforced the
Ordinance only for a brief period (about one month) after
its October 22, 2014 enactment; the City did not enforce
the Ordinance between December 2, 2014 and its repeal
on November 7, 2017. *1285 To be sure, this cessation of
enforcement was not the result of an independent change
of heart; rather, on December 2, a state court stayed
enforcement in connection with a separate lawsuit
challenging the Ordinance under Florida’s Religious
Freedom Restoration Act. And the City has not
unequivocally assured that it will not re-enact the
Ordinance. See Flanigan’s, 868 F.3d at 1262 (city council
had passed a resolution disavowing any intent to re-enact
the challenged ordinance or anything similar). Still, all the
Plaintiffs can offer on the second factor are inferences
drawn from the timing of the City’s enforcement
decisions in relation to litigation developments. And these

“The key inquiry... is whether the evidence leads us to a
reasonable expectation that the City will reverse course
and reenact the allegedly offensive portion of its Code
should this Court” conclude the case is moot. Id.; Coral
Springs, 371 F.3d at 1331 (“Whether the repeal of a law
will lead to a finding that the challenge to the law is moot
depends most significantly on whether the court is
sufficiently convinced that the repealed law will not be
brought back.”). The Plaintiffs must present “concrete
evidence,” rather than “mere speculation,” that the City
will return to its old ways. Nat’l Advert. Co. v. City of
Miami, 402 F.3d 1329, 1334 (11th Cir. 2005).
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inferences are hardly ironclad: the City voluntarily
continued its policy of non-enforcement even after the
expiration of the state-court stay on January 1, 2015.

The third, and last, of the threshold issues concerns
Article III standing. The City argues that all of the
Plaintiffs lack standing to assert damages claims based on
the Ordinance and the Park Rule because these
regulations, by the City’s account, were not enforced
against any of the Plaintiffs. According to the City, the
Plaintiffs cannot prove a concrete injury connected to the
Ordinance or the Park Rule. Like the district court before
us, we remain unpersuaded. Both the Individual Plaintiffs
and FLFNB have standing to bring damages claims
against the City based on its enforcement of the
Ordinance and the Park Rule. They also have standing to
bring claims for declaratory and injunctive relief against
the Park Rule.

At first blush, the Plaintiffs do better on the third factor,
for the Park Rule still remains in effect and implicates the
gravamen of Plaintiffs’ complaint by preventing them
from carrying out their expressive food sharing in a public
park. When “a superseding statute leaves objectionable
features of the prior law substantially undisturbed, the
case is not moot.” Naturist Soc’y, Inc. v. Fillyaw, 958
F.2d 1515, 1520 (11th Cir. 1992); cf. Ne. Fla. Chapter of
Associated Gen. Contractors of Am. v. City of
Jacksonville, 508 U.S. 656, 662, 113 S.Ct. 2297, 124
L.Ed.2d 586 (1993) (The enactment of a new statute
similar to the one repealed saves a case from mootness so
long as the new statute implicates “the gravamen of [the
original] complaint,” even if the new statute “differs in
certain respects from the old one” or “disadvantage[s] [the
plaintiffs] to a lesser degree than the old one.”). Even so,
the City stopped enforcing the Park Rule against
FLFNB’s demonstrations at the same time it stopped
enforcing the Ordinance (on December 2, 2014). In
practice, the City’s commitment to its repeal of the
Ordinance and retreat from the policies behind it has not
wavered.

*1286 It is by now almost axiomatic that in order to
establish constitutional standing, a party plaintiff must
show three things:

First, the plaintiff must have
suffered an injury in fact -- an
invasion of a legally protected
interest which is (a) concrete and
particularized and (b) actual or
imminent, not conjectural or
hypothetical. Second, there must be
a causal connection between the
injury and the conduct complained
of -- the injury has to be fairly
traceable to the challenged action
of the defendant, and not the result
of the independent action of some
third party not before the court.
Third, it must be likely, as opposed
to merely speculative, that the
injury will be redressed by a
favorable decision.

To sum it all up, notwithstanding the City’s failure to
repeal the Park Rule or to unequivocally “disavow[ ] any
intent to reenact” the Ordinance, Flanigan’s, 868 F.3d at
1263, the Ordinance’s regulation of outdoor food
distribution is a thing of the past. The Plaintiffs have not
offered “concrete evidence” that the City might re-enact
the Ordinance. Nat’l Advert. Co., 402 F.3d at 1334. Their
case depends almost entirely on conjecture based on the
timing of the City’s actions and its commitment to a
related rule. But the timing at best provides a weak reed to
establish an intent to re-enact and at worst undermines the
Plaintiffs’ case: the City repealed the Ordinance after the
district court initially upheld it. This sequence does not
betray a strategic repeal to avoid adverse litigation
developments. We lack jurisdiction to address the difficult
constitutional questions that attend the Plaintiffs’ requests
for declaratory and injunctive relief against the
Ordinance. These claims are moot.

Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61, 112
S.Ct. 2130, 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992) (internal citations and
quotation marks omitted and alterations accepted); see
also Bischoff v. Osceola Cnty., 222 F.3d 874, 883 (11th
Cir. 2000). Standing for injunctive relief requires proof of
a threat of future injury. Houston v. Marod Supermarkets,
Inc., 733 F.3d 1323, 1329 (11th Cir. 2013). If there is a
genuine issue of material fact as to whether the Plaintiffs
have standing, summary judgment against them on

C.
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standing grounds is inappropriate. See Bischoff, 222 F.3d
at 884.

participate in FLFNB’s protected food-sharing
demonstrations in Stranahan Park, and there is no dispute
that this conduct is arguably proscribed by the Park Rule
(and was proscribed by the Ordinance when it was in
effect). Of course, the threat of prosecution must be
“genuine,” not “imaginary” or “speculative,” Leverett v.
City of Pinellas Park, 775 F.2d 1536, 1538 (11th Cir.
1985), but the Individual Plaintiffs easily meet this
requirement. Each directly witnessed the police arrest
and/or cite their co-demonstrators or others under the
Ordinance and the Park Rule. Citations issued to the
Individual Plaintiffs’ fellow demonstrators referenced
both the Ordinance and the Park Rule. These arrests and
citations of the Individual Plaintiffs’ “companion[s]”
render the threat of enforcement “non-chimerical.” Susan
B. Anthony List, 573 U.S. at 159, 134 S.Ct. 2334
(describing Steffel v. Thompson, 415 U.S. 452, 459, 94
S.Ct. 1209, 39 L.Ed.2d 505 (1974)); cf. Bischoff, 222
F.3d at 884–85 (plaintiffs who were threatened with arrest
and whose co-demonstrators were actually arrested
suffered injury in fact).

1. Individual Plaintiffs. The City applied the Ordinance
and the Park Rule to the Individual Plaintiffs insofar as
they each participated in a November 7, 2014 FLFNB
food-sharing event in Stranahan Park that the police broke
up under their authority drawn from the Ordinance and
the Park Rule. Plaintiff Nathan Pim, testifying on behalf
of FLFNB, explained that the police “stopped” the event
“short.” [DE 49-1 at 41] We have already concluded that
the Individual Plaintiffs were engaging in constitutionally
protected expression, and the City forced them to stop and
disperse. Undeniably, the Ordinance and the Park Rule
injured them by directly interfering with and barring their
protected expression. “[E]very violation [of a right]
imports damage.” Uzuegbunam v. Preczewski, ––– U.S.
––––, 141 S. Ct. 792, 796–97, 799, 209 L.Ed.2d 94 (2021)
(citation omitted) (considering it beyond dispute that a
college student suffered an injury in fact when he
complied with a college official’s order to stop speaking
and handing out religious literature on campus); cf.
Roman Cath. Diocese of Brooklyn v. Cuomo, 592 U.S.
––––, 141 S. Ct. 63, 67–68, 208 L.Ed.2d 206 (2020) (per
curiam order granting application for injunctive relief)
(those who wished to attend religious services, an
exercise of their First Amendment freedoms, would suffer
irreparable injury if barred from attending by state
executive order); Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373, 96
S.Ct. 2673, 49 L.Ed.2d 547 (1976) (“The loss of First
Amendment freedoms, for even minimal periods of time,
unquestionably constitutes irreparable injury.”).

2. FLFNB. FLFNB does not claim that it has associational
standing to sue on behalf of its members; rather it claims
“standing in its own right.” Havens Realty Corp. v.
Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 378, 102 S.Ct. 1114, 71 L.Ed.2d
214 (1982). An advocacy organization like FLFNB
suffers injury in fact when the defendant’s conduct
“perceptibly impair[s] [the organization’s] ability” to
carry out its mission, including by causing “drain on the
organization’s resources.” Id. at 379, 102 S.Ct. 1114; see
also Fla. State Conf. of N.A.A.C.P. v. Browning, 522
F.3d 1153, 1165 (11th Cir. 2008) (“[A] n organization has
standing to sue on its own behalf if the defendant’s illegal
acts impair its ability to engage in its projects by forcing
the organization to divert resources to counteract those
illegal acts.”).

In this way, the Individual Plaintiffs sustained an injury in
fact sufficient to confer standing that does not depend on
the arrests of their FLFNB colleagues at the same
demonstrations. What’s more, those arrests provide an
additional basis for standing, even though the Individual
Plaintiffs were not personally arrested or cited.
“[S]tanding exists at the summary judgment stage when
the plaintiff has submitted evidence indicating ‘an
intention to engage in a course of conduct arguably
affected with a constitutional interest, but proscribed by a
statute, and there exists a credible threat of prosecution.’ ”
Bischoff, 222 F.3d at 884 (quoting Wilson v. State Bar of
Ga., 132 F.3d 1422, 1428 (11th Cir. 1998)); see also
Susan B. Anthony List v. Driehaus, 573 U.S. 149,
158–59, 134 S.Ct. 2334, 189 L.Ed.2d 246 (2014).

It is undeniable, as the district court found, that the City’s
enforcement of the Ordinance and the Park Rule
“impair[ed]” FLFNB’s “ability to engage in its projects”
-- food-sharing demonstrations to criticize society’s
allocation of resources between food and war -- in a
number of ways. Most directly, the police shut down an
FLFNB food-sharing demonstration on November 7,
2014. This blocked FLFNB from holding its traditional
post-meal organizational meeting in Stranahan Park and
cut short an exercise of its chief means of advocacy. See
Havens, 455 U.S. at 379, 102 S.Ct. 1114 (plaintiff
organization suffered injury where challenged practices
impaired its ability “to provide counseling and referral

*1287 Each Individual Plaintiff has declared under
penalty of perjury that he or she will continue to
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services for low-and-moderate-income homeseekers”).
Moreover, the challenged regulations caused FLFNB to
expend resources in the form of volunteer time, including
efforts to collect bail money and organize legal
representation for its members who were arrested under
the Ordinance and the Park Rule. The threat of arrest also
has practically hindered would-be volunteers from
participating in FLFNB demonstrations. Thus, for
example, FLFNB had to stop accepting high school
volunteers because it did not want to risk subjecting them
to criminal liability. These injuries will continue, because
FLFNB continues to hold demonstrations under the threat
of Park Rule enforcement.

standing.

III.

A.
To take stock so far, the Plaintiffs have standing to bring
the following justiciable claims: for declaratory and
injunctive relief against the Park Rule, and for
compensatory damages with respect to both the
Ordinance and the Park Rule. Our next step would
normally be to examine the merits of the Plaintiffs’
arguments that the Ordinance and the Park Rule are
unconstitutional. But there is a twist here. As we see it,
we need not, and therefore do not, pass upon the validity
of the Ordinance. The Ordinance was repealed on
November 7, 2017. And the validity, vel non, of the
Ordinance has no bearing on the Plaintiffs’ claims for past
damages. This is because the Plaintiffs’ damages claims
with respect to the Ordinance -- the only Ordinance
claims left -- are coextensive with their damages claims
arising out of the enforcement of the Park Rule. The City
enforced the Ordinance and the Park Rule as one, so
reviewing the constitutionality of the Park Rule is all we
must do in order to determine whether the Plaintiffs may
be entitled to damages based on the City’s enforcement
actions. Because, as we will explain, the Park Rule
violates the First Amendment as applied to the Plaintiffs,
a ruling on the Ordinance provides no further benefit to
the Plaintiffs. Deciding the constitutionality of the
repealed Ordinance would therefore be an unnecessary
exercise of our authority to interpret the Constitution.
“Generally, we don’t answer constitutional questions that
don’t need to be answered.” Burns v. Town of Palm
Beach, 999 F.3d 1317, 1348 (11th Cir. 2021); see Lyng v.
Nw. Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n, 485 U.S. 439,
445, 108 S.Ct. 1319, 99 L.Ed.2d 534 (1988) (“A
fundamental and longstanding principle of judicial
restraint requires that courts avoid reaching constitutional
questions in advance of the necessity of deciding them.”).

FLFNB volunteers who would have normally worked on
preparing for food-sharing demonstrations had to divert
their energies to advocacy activities such as attending
City meetings and organizing protests against the
Ordinance, as well as arranging for transportation and
supplies for these events. FLFNB’s Rule 30(b)(6)
representative unambiguously testified *1288 that this
“drew away time and resources from free time we would
be spending on preparing for ... feedings.” See Fla. State
Conf. of N.A.A.C.P., 522 F.3d at 1165–66 (organization
suffered injury in fact from anticipated diversion of
“personnel and time to educating volunteers and voters on
compliance with” a challenged law). In the face of these
injuries, the fact that FLFNB has continued to hold food
sharings in Stranahan Park since the enactment of the
Ordinance does not deprive it of standing.
Nor, as the City suggests, does the fact that FLFNB is an
informal organization with no formative documents,
formal leadership offices, or written proof of membership.
The City has not offered any authority to suggest that an
unincorporated association’s informal structure somehow
renders it incapable of sustaining actual and concrete
injury. To the contrary, unincorporated associations by
their nature lack a charter and often lack formal
organizational structures. See S. Cal. Darts Ass’n v.
Zaffina, 762 F.3d 921, 931 (9th Cir. 2014) (“[A]n
‘unincorporated association’ is a ‘voluntary group of
persons, without a charter, formed by mutual consent for
the purpose of promoting a common objective.’ ”)
(citation omitted). This does not block them from seeking
redress for injuries they may sustain. See Thompson v.
Metro. Multi-List, Inc., 934 F.2d 1566, 1571 (11th Cir.
1991) (“Empire is an unincorporated association. As such,
it has standing to allege ... injuries suffered directly by the
organization.”). On this record as a whole, FLFNB’s
relaxed organizational style does not denude it of

To explain, the core of the Plaintiffs’ theory of damages is
that they were forced to exercise their First Amendment
rights under the fear of City sanction. The Ordinance and
the Park Rule operated together *1289 to inflict this fear,
so reserving judgment on the Ordinance will not affect the
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Plaintiffs’ pursuit of compensatory damages. The
Plaintiffs explain that they “fear future harassment, arrest
and prosecution for continuing to engage in their weekly
demonstrations at Stranahan Park.” They also complain of
associated “impairment of reputation, emotional distress,
and loss of protected constitutional freedoms.” Thus, for
example, plaintiff William Toole declared that “[i]f the
City resumes enforcement of the Ordinance and Park
Rule, as I anticipate it will, I and other members of
[FLFNB] will continue to face the possibility of receiving
criminal citations for engaging in political expression,
citations carrying a potential penalty of a $500.00 fine, 60
days in jail, or a combination of the two.” As an
organization, plaintiff FLFNB suffered similar damages
because “people who want to associate with [FLFNB] for
purposes of engaging in [its] weekly political
demonstrations do so by assuming a risk of citation or
arrest.”

into compliance with the 2000 state-court injunction
against the Park Rule, “thereby permitting the resumption
of enforcement of the Park Rule.”
To support their fears of enforcement, the Plaintiffs
identify five instances when the City arrested or cited
fellow demonstrators in the Plaintiffs’ presence. The
arrest documents for four of these demonstrators cite both
the Ordinance and the Park Rule. Thus, the Park Rule was
an important element in most of the arrests that give rise
to the Plaintiffs’ claimed damages, namely their fear of
arrest and prosecution for engaging in protected
expression. Indeed, on November 7, 2014, the same day
as the initial arrests, the City’s Public Information Officer
announced that the City would not allow food sharing in
Stranahan Park even pursuant to the conditions of the
Ordinance “because social services activities are not
allowed to be conducted in our parks per Rule 2.2 of the
Parks and Recreation Rules and Regulations.” The City’s
policy of policing food sharing in Stranahan Park -- the
source of the Plaintiffs’ fear-based damages -- did not
depend on the Ordinance. *1290 In the City’s own words,
it arose alternatively, and independently, from the Park
Rule.

A violation of the Ordinance and a violation of the Park
Rule each carry the same penalty. The City could impose
the specific penalties Toole and the other plaintiffs fear -a $500.00 fine and 60 days in jail -- either for a violation
of the Ordinance (when it was in effect) or for a violation
of the Park Rule. Those convicted of violating the
Ordinance “shall ... be punished as provided in Section
1-6 ... of the Code.” § 47-34.2(C). Section 1-6 of the Code
provides for a $500 fine or 60-day imprisonment
punishment. City Code § 1-6(c).

It is true that the record does not indicate that the City
ever brought any formal prosecutions under the Park
Rule. But the City ultimately dropped all but one of the
prosecutions it brought under the Ordinance (one
individual pleaded no contest and served ten hours of
community service), so the absence of filed Park Rule
prosecutions does not drive a meaningful wedge between
any damages the Plaintiffs sustained from the
enforcement of the Park Rule and any monetary damages
arising from the enforcement of the Ordinance.

Meanwhile, Park Rule 2.2 prohibits social services in City
parks without the City’s permission. Section 11.0 of the
Park Rules deals with enforcement. Specifically, § 11.3,
entitled “Trespass,” says that “[a]ny person or group
found in violation of [any Park Rule] shall be ordered to
leave all [City parks] for a minimum 24-hour period. Any
person who fails to leave all City [parks] at the time
requested may be arrested and prosecuted for trespassing
or prosecuted under other existing ordinances.” This
directs us to the “Trespassing” section of the City Code,
which incorporates the punishment found in City Code §
1-6, the same penalty section incorporated into the
Ordinance: “[v]iolators of this section shall be deemed
trespassers and subject to punishment as provided in
section 1-6 of this Code.” City Code § 16-26
(Trespassing). Just as it does for violations of the outdoor
food distribution Ordinance, Section 1-6 provides for a
fine up to $500 or up to 60 days in jail for Park Rule
violations. City Code § 1-6(c). This identity in the
available sanction makes sense, because the City enacted
the Ordinance at least in part in an effort to bring itself

The Ordinance and the Park Rule operated in tandem and
were enforced together against FLFNB’s demonstrations.
The Plaintiffs acknowledge as much in their complaint:
“[v]iolation of the Park Rule is a violation of the
[O]rdinance because both require written permission from
the City to share food in a City park.” The Plaintiffs’
alleged damages all stem from a single root: the City’s
enforcement of the Park Rule.2 Succeeding in their
constitutional claim against the Park Rule would allow the
Plaintiffs to proceed in their quest for damages based on
this enforcement. Succeeding in their constitutional claim
against the Ordinance would not entitle them to anything
more because their Ordinance-based damages theories
invoke the same set of harms. Cf. Patterson v. Balsamico,
440 F.3d 104, 113–14 (2d Cir. 2006) (nominal damages
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award was “contingent on the injuries suffered by [the
plaintiff] rather than the number of statutes under which
[the defendant was] liable”).
2

all. See Doe v. Valencia Coll., 903 F.3d 1220,
1232 (11th Cir. 2018). Therefore, we follow
FLFNB I and treat the Plaintiffs’ challenge only
as an as-applied one. See 901 F.3d at 1241
(“Whether food distribution or sharing can be
expressive activity protected by the First
Amendment under particular circumstances is a
question to be decided in an as-applied
challenge.”) (citation omitted and alterations
accepted).

Some of the Plaintiffs’ filings also might be read
to claim damages that do not relate to fears of
arrest, but rather to costs incurred in protesting the
enactment of the Ordinance. Even these alleged
damages stem from the enforcement of the Park
Rule. The materials for one of the City meetings
FLFNB attended in protest explained that the City
wished to pass the Ordinance so that it could
resume enforcement of the Park Rule. So FLFNB
allegedly expended resources to fight the Park
Rule just as much as it did to fight the Ordinance.
Of course, nothing in this opinion should be taken
to suggest that the Plaintiffs will ultimately be
able to prove compensatory damages or even the
required causation. We observe only that the
damages, as alleged, stem as much from the Park
Rule as they do from the Ordinance.

The resolution of these issues does not matter here. The
Ordinance has been repealed, and its validity does not
bear on the Plaintiffs’ quest for damages. Since the repeal
of the Ordinance renders its validity a wholly academic
question, in keeping with the judicial restraint principals
of constitutional avoidance, we do not answer it.4 See
Lyng, 485 U.S. at 446, 108 S.Ct. 1319 (lower courts
should have answered a constitutional question only if “a
decision on that question could have entitled [the
plaintiffs] to relief beyond that to which they were
entitled on their statutory claims”); Ashwander v. Tenn.
Valley Auth., 297 U.S. 288, 347, 56 S.Ct. 466, 80 L.Ed.
688 (1936) (courts “will not pass upon a constitutional
question although properly presented by the record, if
there is also present some other ground upon which the
case may be disposed of”); Boss Cap., Inc. v. City of
Casselberry, 187 F.3d 1251, 1254 (11th Cir. 1999) (“[I]t
is our custom not to decide difficult constitutional
questions unless we must.”), abrogated on other grounds
by City of Littleton v. Z.J. Gifts D-4, L.L.C., 541 U.S.
774, 124 S.Ct. 2219, 159 L.Ed.2d 84 (2004).

And as we shall see, it is not especially difficult to
conclude that the Park Rule cannot pass First Amendment
muster as applied to these Plaintiffs.3 The Ordinance,
however, presents a closer and more difficult question. On
the one hand, it presents serious constitutional issues
arising out of its arduous permitting process and a fee that
can rise as high as $6,000 subject to City officials’
unfettered discretion. And, at least arguably, the
Ordinance effectively bans the Plaintiffs’ expression in all
City parks; the City did not take advantage of narrower
potential alternatives such as allowing demonstrations in
particular parks or permitting organizations to hold a
limited number of annual food-sharing events as of right.
See First Vagabonds Church of God, 638 F.3d at 758
(upholding similar *1291 Orlando ordinance with these
features). On the other hand, the City has a substantial
interest in managing its park property, see id. at 761, and
the Ordinance (unlike the Park Rule) provides clear and
objective standards to guide the City’s permitting
decisions, such as the requirement that each food sharing
use must be at least 500 feet away from any other.
3

4

The Plaintiffs also purport to bring a facial
challenge to the Park Rule. But they have not
shown that the Park Rule prohibits a substantial
amount of protected conduct, especially since
most of the social service park uses the Park Rule
regulates will have no expressive component at

For similar reasons, we do not reach the
Plaintiffs’ alternative theories for why the Park
Rule is unconstitutional, namely their expressive
association, vagueness, and prior restraint
theories.

B.
Finally, we come to the merits of the Plaintiffs’ as-applied
challenge to the Park Rule. Our review of the district
court’s summary judgment holding that the Park Rule was
constitutional is de novo. FLFNB I, 901 F.3d at 1239. We
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draw all reasonable inferences in the light most favorable
to the Plaintiffs, the non-moving parties. Id.

save a regulation that “ ‘on its face’ draws distinctions
based on the message a speaker conveys.” Reed v. Town
of Gilbert, 576 U.S. 155, 163–64, 135 S.Ct. 2218, 192
L.Ed.2d 236 (2015).

But first, we pause to clarify what is not up for debate in
this appeal. In FLFNB I, a panel of this Court held that
FLFNB’s food-sharing demonstrations in Stranahan Park
are expressive conduct protected by the First Amendment.
Id. at 1245. This holding binds us under both the law of
the case doctrine, see Rath v. Marcoski, 898 F.3d 1306,
1312 (11th Cir. 2018), and our Court’s prior precedent
rule, Andrews v. Biggers, 996 F.3d 1235, 1236 (11th Cir.
2021). The sole remaining question for us, then, is
whether the Park Rule’s regulation of this protected
conduct passes First Amendment scrutiny.

The Park Rule does not draw content-based distinctions
on its face:

Parks shall be used for recreation
and relaxation, ornament, light and
air for the general public. Parks
shall not be used for business or
social service purposes unless
authorized pursuant to a written
agreement with City. As used
herein, social services shall include,
but not be limited to, the provision
of food, clothing, shelter or medical
care to persons in order to meet
their physical needs.

To answer this question, we must first decide whether the
Park Rule is content neutral or content based, for a
content-neutral regulation of expressive conduct is subject
to intermediate scrutiny, while a regulation based on the
content of the expression must withstand the additional
rigors of strict scrutiny. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S.
397, 403–04, 109 S.Ct. 2533, 105 L.Ed.2d 342 (1989);
Burk v. Augusta-Richmond Cnty., 365 F.3d 1247, 1255
(11th Cir. 2004). As we explain, the Park Rule is content
neutral. So, we only apply intermediate scrutiny.
Specifically, we apply the United States v. O’Brien, 391
U.S. 367, 88 S.Ct. 1673, 20 L.Ed.2d 672 (1968), test for
content-neutral regulations of expressive conduct and ask
whether the Park Rule “is narrowly drawn to further a
substantial governmental interest ... unrelated to the
suppression of free speech.” *1292 Clark v. Cmty. for
Creative Non-Violence, 468 U.S. 288, 294, 104 S.Ct.
3065, 82 L.Ed.2d 221 (1984) (citing O’Brien, 391 U.S. at
377, 88 S.Ct. 1673).

The Rule applies not just to food sharing events but also
to a host of other social services, including the provision
of clothing, shelter, and medical care. These services
usually do not involve expressive conduct. Even most
social-service food sharing events will not be expressive.
See FLFNB I, 901 F.3d at 1242 (holding that FLFNB’s
food sharing was protected expressive conduct only after
a close examination of the specific context surrounding
the events). That the Park Rule regulates a range of
activity, most of which has no expressive content at all,
suggests its application does not vary based on any
message conveyed. The Rule does not single out
messages which relate to food or the importance of
sharing food with the homeless.

Alternatively, we evaluate the Park Rule as a time, place,
and manner restriction on expressive conduct. This sort of
law also must be “narrowly tailored to serve a significant
governmental interest” and “leave open ample alternative
channels for communication of the information.” Clark,
468 U.S. at 293, 104 S.Ct. 3065. These standards
substantially overlap and yield the same result in this
case. Either way, the Park Rule violates the First
Amendment as applied to the Plaintiffs’ food-sharing
events.

Instead, the Park Rule’s application to food sharing (and
other services) turns on whether the services are provided
“in order to meet [the recipients’] physical needs.” This
distinction does not depend on the content of the message
associated with any food sharing that happens to be
expressive. The Park Rule (at least in the City’s view)
applies to FLFNB’s sharing of low-cost food with the
homeless in order to communicate a message about the
societal allocation of resources between food and the
military, but it would also apply to an organization that
shared low-cost food with the homeless in order to

1. Content Neutrality. Johnson instructs us that a
regulation of expressive conduct is content neutral if the
justification for the regulation is unrelated to the
suppression of free expression. 491 U.S. at 403, 109 S.Ct.
2533. Even a content-neutral purpose, however, cannot
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communicate that the City’s homeless shelters serve food
that lacks vital nutrients. It would likewise apply to an
organization that shared low-cost food with struggling
veterans in order to emphasize the debt our society owes
for their sacrifice, and so on. Indeed, it would apply to
organizations that share food with those in need to
communicate any number of messages. Simply put, the
Rule does not “draw[ ] distinctions based on [any]
message” food-sharers convey. Reed, 576 U.S. at 163,
135 S.Ct. 2218.

crowds, trash build-up, noise, and food safety issues, as
well as to ensure that similar uses of public property did
not concentrate in one area. Citizens had complained
about some of these problems in connection with
food-sharing events. In January 2014, the City
Commission held a workshop on homelessness in the
community where stakeholders debated public food
distribution and related topics. More generally, the
Ordinance states that its purpose is “to regulate social
service facilities in order to promote the health, safety,
morals and general welfare of the residents of the City of
Fort Lauderdale.” (This statement illuminates the Park
Rule’s purpose as well, since the City enacted the
Ordinance so that it could resume enforcement of the Park
Rule.)

The Plaintiffs rely on Reed’s allusion to the possibility
that some facial distinctions might be content based
because they define “regulated speech by its function or
purpose”
to
argue
that
the
Park
Rule’s
social-service-purpose distinction is content based. Id. at
163–64, 135 S.Ct. 2218. But we have characterized this
language in Reed as “dicta.” *1293 Harbourside Place,
LLC v. Town of Jupiter, 958 F.3d 1308, 1319 (11th Cir.
2020). In any event, as just described, the purpose on
which the regulatory definition turns -- sharing food to
provide for physical welfare -- is not one that draws a
distinction based on the content of any expression. See
Recycle for Change v. City of Oakland, 856 F.3d 666,
671 (9th Cir. 2017) (holding, after Reed, that a regulation
that applied to unattended donation boxes that collected
personal items “for the purpose of distributing, reusing, or
recycling those items” did not turn on “communicative
content”); Josephine Havlak Photographer, Inc. v. Vill. of
Twin Oaks, 864 F.3d 905, 915 (8th Cir. 2017) (regulation
that applied to photography for commercial purposes, but
not non-commercial purposes, was not content based
under Reed). To be sure, it seems likely that most
expressive food sharings subject to the Park Rule’s
regulation will involve some sort of message related to
the importance of sharing food with those in need. “But a
facially neutral law does not become content based simply
because it may disproportionately affect speech on certain
topics.” McCullen v. Coakley, 573 U.S. 464, 480, 134
S.Ct. 2518, 189 L.Ed.2d 502 (2014).

These concerns, which boil down to an interest in
maintaining public parks and other property in a pleasant,
accessible condition, are not related to the suppression of
the Plaintiffs’ (or any other party’s) expression, so they
are content neutral. See First Vagabonds Church of God,
638 F.3d at 762 (“[T]he interest of the City in managing
parks and spreading large group feedings to a larger
number of [locations] is unrelated to the suppression of
speech.”); see also McCullen, 573 U.S. at 480–81, 134
S.Ct. 2518 (public safety, the need to protect security, and
regulation of congestion are content-neutral concerns);
Ward, 491 U.S. at 797, 109 S.Ct. 2746 (“The city enjoys a
substantial interest in ensuring the ability of its citizens to
enjoy whatever benefits the city parks have to offer, from
amplified music to silent meditation.”).
One could phrase the City’s motives in terms that are
perhaps less flattering. The district court said the City was
concerned “that food sharing as a social service attracts
people who act in ways inimical to” keeping parks safe,
clean and enjoyable; the Plaintiffs put a finer point on it
and accuse the city of “deter[ring] homeless and hungry
people from parks because of how they might act.” Fort
Lauderdale’s *1294 elected officials seem to have
decided that sharing food with large groups of homeless
people in public parks causes problems that make those
parks less useful to the broader public. But even accepting
these descriptions does not alter the First Amendment
analysis, which at this stage asks only whether the City’s
desire to prevent groups of homeless people from
gathering in public parks is a goal related to the content of
the Plaintiffs’ or any other party’s expression. The First
Amendment does not permit us to go further and
comment upon whether this objective is virtuous public
policy. We hold simply that the Park Rule is not related to

Likewise, the City’s justifications for the Park Rule do not
relate to content. “A regulation that serves purposes
unrelated to the content of expression is deemed [content]
neutral, even if it has an incidental effect on some
speakers or messages but not others.” Ward v. Rock
Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791, 109 S.Ct. 2746, 105
L.Ed.2d 661 (1989). The City enacted the Park Rule, and
the Ordinance designed to facilitate its enforcement, in
order to address a series of problems associated with large
group food events in public parks, including loitering and
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expressive conduct; it has nothing to do with the
Plaintiffs’ critique of society’s allocation of scarce
resources between welfare and defense spending.

ability of [its] citizens to enjoy whatever benefits the city
parks have to offer.” Ward, 491 U.S. at 797, 109 S.Ct.
2746. More specifically, the Park Rule seeks to further the
City’s “substantial interest in managing park property and
spreading the burden of large group feedings throughout a
greater area.” First Vagabonds Church of God, 638 F.3d
at 762. As we have explained, the regulations are
concerned with avoiding concentration of similar park
uses and with sanitation and other logistical problems that
crowded food distribution events cause -- substantial
*1295 government interests that are unrelated to the
suppression of free speech.

The Plaintiffs are wrong to say that the City’s concern
with the behavior of the crowds that gather at FLFNB
expressive food-sharing events is a justification related to
“[l]isteners’ reaction to speech,” which they correctly
point out would not be “a content-neutral basis for
regulation.” Forsyth Cnty. v. Nationalist Movement, 505
U.S. 123, 134, 112 S.Ct. 2395, 120 L.Ed.2d 101 (1992).
Forsyth and related cases stand for the principle that a city
may not regulate speech because it “cause[s] offense or
ma[kes] listeners uncomfortable,” McCullen, 573 U.S. at
481, 134 S.Ct. 2518, or because it might elicit a violent
reaction or difficult-to-manage counterprotests, Forsyth
Cnty., 505 U.S. at 134, 112 S.Ct. 2395. The City is
concerned not that FLFNB’s expression will offend or
cause violence, but that it will cause the gathering of
crowds -- participants in the meals, rather than a
bystander audience -- and associated logistical problems
such as the accumulation of trash. Addressing the
practical problems crowds pose is a content-neutral
concern. See McCullen, 573 U.S. at 481, 134 S.Ct. 2518
(“Whether or not a single person reacts to abortion
protestors’ chants or petitioners’ counseling, large crowds
outside abortion clinics can still compromise public
safety, impede access, and obstruct sidewalks.”); cf. Coal.
for the Abolition of Marijuana Prohibition v. City of
Atlanta, 219 F.3d 1301, 1317–18 (11th Cir. 2000) (a
regulation that distinguished between events based on
whether they would require municipal services to
“accommodate ... large public gatherings” was “justified
without reference to the content of the regulated speech”)
(emphasis omitted).

However, the Park Rule is not narrowly tailored to the
City’s interest in park maintenance. Under intermediate
scrutiny, the regulation “ ‘need not be the least restrictive
or least inclusive means’ of serving the government’s
interests.” McCullen, 573 U.S. at 486, 134 S.Ct. 2518
(citation omitted). Rather, “the requirement of narrow
tailoring is satisfied ‘so long as the regulation promotes a
substantial governmental interest that would be achieved
less effectively absent the regulation,’ ” and “the means
chosen are not substantially broader than necessary to
achieve the government’s interest.” Ward, 491 U.S. at
799–800, 109 S.Ct. 2746 (citation omitted and alterations
accepted).
Fatally, the Park Rule imposes a permitting requirement
without implementing any standards to guide City
officials’ discretion over whether to grant a permit. The
Rule bans social-service food sharings in City Parks
“unless authorized pursuant to a written agreement with
City.” That’s it. Under the terms of the Rule, a City
official may deny a request for permission to hold an
expressive food sharing event in the Park because he
disagrees with the demonstration’s message, because he
doesn’t feel like completing the necessary paperwork,
because he has a practice of rejecting all applications
submitted on Tuesdays, or for no reason at all. In a word,
the complete lack of any standards allows for arbitrary
enforcement and even for discrimination based on
viewpoint.

2. Intermediate Scrutiny. Since the Park Rule is a
content-neutral regulation of expressive conduct, it is
subject only to intermediate scrutiny, not the more
demanding requirements of strict scrutiny. Specifically,
under United States v. O’Brien, the Park Rule may
regulate the Plaintiffs’ expressive food sharing only so
long as food sharing “itself may constitutionally be
regulated” (no one has suggested it may not) and the Park
Rule “is narrowly drawn to further a substantial
governmental interest” that is “is unrelated to the
suppression of free speech.” Clark, 468 U.S. at 294, 104
S.Ct. 3065 (1984) (citing O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 377, 88
S.Ct. 1673, 20 L.Ed.2d 672 (1968)).

Generally, subjecting protected expression to an official’s
“unbridled discretion” presents “too great” a “danger of
censorship and of abridgment of our precious First
Amendment freedoms.” Se. Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad,
420 U.S. 546, 553, 95 S.Ct. 1239, 43 L.Ed.2d 448 (1975).
“[D]istaste for [such] censorship -- reflecting the natural
distaste of a free people -- is deep-written in our law.” Id.
It comes as no surprise, then, that “a long line” of

The City does have a “substantial interest in ensuring the

© 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Supreme Court decisions makes it abundantly clear that a
regulation which “makes the peaceful enjoyment of
freedoms which the Constitution guarantees contingent
upon the uncontrolled will of an official -- as by requiring
a permit or license which may be granted or withheld in
the discretion of such official -- is an unconstitutional
censorship or prior restraint upon the enjoyment of those
freedoms.” Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, 394
U.S. 147, 151, 89 S.Ct. 935, 22 L.Ed.2d 162 (1969)
(quoting Staub v. City of Baxley, 355 U.S. 313, 322, 78
S.Ct. 277, 2 L.Ed.2d 302 (1958)).

broader than necessary. See McCullen, 573 U.S. at
490–94, 134 S.Ct. 2518 (relying in part on available
alternatives to conclude that a regulation of speech near
abortion clinics burdened more speech than necessary).
The Park Rule amounts to an outright ban on public food
sharing in all of Fort Lauderdale’s parks; any exception is
subject only to the standardless whims of City permitting
officials. For a model of a narrower regulation targeting
more or less the same interests, the City need only have
looked 218 miles to the northwest. In First Vagabonds
Church of God, we upheld an Orlando regulation that
permitted public food distribution without a license in
sixty-six parks. 638 F.3d at 761. For the group of
forty-two parks in the central downtown district near City
Hall, each organization was entitled to two licenses per
year. Id. And the Orlando ordinance applied only to
events likely to attract twenty-five or more people. Id. at
759.

The facts of Shuttlesworth illustrate the point. A
Birmingham, Alabama ordinance empowered the city
commission to deny parade permits whenever they
thought it necessary for “public welfare,” “decency,”
“morals,” or “convenience.” Id. at 148–50, 89 S.Ct. 935.
In 1963, city officials used this ordinance to arrest and
prosecute participants in a peaceful civil rights march held
without a license, including Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth. Id.
But the Supreme Court invalidated Shuttlesworth’s
conviction. Id. at 159, 89 S.Ct. 935. The risk that the
ambiguity in the licensing regime would permit officials
to target individuals, like Shuttlesworth, on the basis of
their disfavored expression was too great for the First
Amendment to bear.

Fort Lauderdale offers no reason it could not have
similarly narrowed the Park Rule’s permission
requirement or tailored it in some other way. Thus, for
example, in addition to adding “narrowly drawn,
reasonable and definite standards” to guide officials’
permitting discretion, Forsyth Cnty., 505 U.S. at 133, 112
S.Ct. 2395 (citation omitted), the City could have required
permission only for events likely to attract groups
exceeding a certain size. Or it could have required City
permission only for certain parks. Central to the City’s
conclusion that public food distribution causes problems
in parks is a collection of seven citizen and organizational
complaints about food-sharing events. Six of these are
specific to the downtown Fort Lauderdale area. The City
could have required permission only in downtown parks
or designated limited areas within parks for sharing food.
See McCullen, 573 U.S. at 493, 134 S.Ct. 2518 (evidence
of disruptive demonstrations at a single Boston clinic did
not justify a statewide regulation of demonstrations at
abortion clinics); see Clark, 468 U.S. at 295, 104 S.Ct.
3065 (rejecting challenge to a limited ban on camping in
Washington, D.C.’s Lafayette Park as applied to an
anti-homelessness demonstration; the Park Service
allowed camping in designated areas in other parks);
Smith v. City of Fort Lauderdale, 177 F.3d 954, 956–57
(11th Cir. 1999) (upholding ban on begging that applied
only to a five-mile “designated, limited beach area” and
did not ban begging in “many other public fora”). The
City also might have allowed groups like FLFNB a
limited annual number of food distribution events in
Stranahan Park as of right. Again, we do not presume to

The reasoning of these prior restraint cases controls the
as-applied narrow tailoring inquiry we conduct in this
case: “[e]xcessive discretion over permitting decisions is
constitutionally suspect because it creates the opportunity
for undetectable censorship and signals a lack of narrow
tailoring.” Burk, 365 F.3d at 1256. The Park rule does not
even supply malleable standards like those found in
Shuttlesworth; it doesn’t provide any standards at all. As
applied to the Plaintiffs’ protected *1296 expression, the
Park Rule fails First Amendment scrutiny.
Moreover, the Park Rule’s sweeping grant of discretion to
City permitting officials is not necessary to further the
City’s interests in crowd control and park conservation.
The government “may not regulate expression in such a
manner that a substantial portion of the burden on speech
does not serve to advance its goals.” McCullen, 573 U.S.
at 486, 134 S.Ct. 2518 (citations omitted). Of course, the
mere availability of less restrictive alternatives will not
cause a regulation to fail narrow tailoring scrutiny, and we
may not “replace the City as the manager of its parks.”
First Vagabonds Church of God, 638 F.3d at 762 (citation
omitted and alterations accepted). But an abundance of
targeted alternatives may indicate that a regulation is

© 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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City’s permitting officials causes it to fail time, place, and
manner scrutiny: “[a] government regulation that allows
arbitrary application is ‘inherently inconsistent with a
valid time, place, and manner regulation because such
discretion has the potential for becoming a means of
suppressing a particular point of view.’ ” Forsyth Cnty.,
505 U.S. at 130–31, 112 S.Ct. 2395 (quoting Heffron v.
Int’l Soc’y for Krishna Consciousness, Inc., 452 U.S. 640,
649, 101 S.Ct. 2559, 69 L.Ed.2d 298 (1981)); Burk, 365
F.3d at 1256 (“[T]ime, place, and manner regulations
must contain narrowly drawn, reasonable and definite
standards, to guide the official’s decision and render it
subject to effective judicial review.”) (internal quotation
marks and citations omitted). Since the Park Rule fails
because it is not narrowly tailored, we need not address
whether it leaves open ample alternative channels for the
communication of the Plaintiffs’ message.

tell the City exactly how it should manage its parks; all
this is only to say that the Park Rule’s utterly standardless
permission requirement is “substantially broader than
necessary to achieve” the City’s interest in maintaining its
parks. Ward, 491 U.S. at 782–83, 109 S.Ct. 2746. The
Park Rule therefore cannot qualify as a valid regulation of
the Plaintiffs’ expressive conduct.
*1297 Alternatively, we evaluate the Park Rule under
Clark’s standard for time place, and manner restrictions.
A content-neutral law regulating the time, place, and
manner of expression in a public forum must be
“narrowly tailored to serve a significant governmental
interest” and “leave open ample alternative channels for
communication of the information.” Clark, 468 U.S. at
293, 104 S.Ct. 3065. Stranahan Park is “an undisputed
public forum.” FLFNB I, 901 F.3d at 1238. We
underscore that parks “occupy a special position in terms
of First Amendment protection because of their historic
role as sites for discussion and debate.” McCullen, 573
U.S. at 476, 134 S.Ct. 2518 (quotation omitted); United
States v. Grace, 461 U.S. 171, 177, 103 S.Ct. 1702, 75
L.Ed.2d 736 (1983) (Public parks are “historically
associated with the free exercise of expressive
activities.”); Hague, 307 U.S. at 515, 59 S.Ct. 954
(opinion of Roberts, J.) (“Wherever the title of streets and
parks may rest, they have immemorially been held in trust
for the use of the public and, time out of mind, have been
used for purposes of assembly, communicating thoughts
between citizens, and discussing public questions. Such
use of the streets and public places has, from ancient
times, been a part of the privileges, immunities, rights,
and liberties of citizens.”). “[T]he government’s ability to
permissibly restrict expressive conduct” in Stranahan Park
is therefore “very limited.” Grace, 461 U.S. at 177, 103
S.Ct. 1702. But the government nevertheless “may
enforce reasonable time, place, and manner regulations”
on expression in the park. See id.

The long and short of it is that the Park Rule as applied to
the Plaintiffs’ expressive food sharing activities violates
the First Amendment. Accordingly, we REVERSE the
district court’s summary judgment order and REMAND
for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
REVERSED AND REMANDED.

HULL, Circuit Judge, with whom LAGOA, Circuit
Judge, joins, concurring:
I concur in full in the panel opinion. I write separately to
emphasize that this is *1298 the second appeal in this case
and that our panel is bound by this Court’s holding as to
whether the plaintiff FLFNB’s food-sharing conduct is
sufficiently expressive to warrant First Amendment
protection. See Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City
of Fort Lauderdale, 901 F.3d 1235 (11th Cir. 2018).

As a practical matter, there is little difference between this
standard and the O’Brien test we have just discussed, and,
in any event, they yield the same result in this case. Clark,
468 U.S. at 298, 104 S.Ct. 3065 (observing that the
O’Brien standard “is little, if any, different from the
standard applied to time, place, or manner restrictions”);
see First Vagabonds Church of God, 638 F.3d at 761–62
(analyzing a similar ordinance under both standards).
Both require that the regulation be narrowly tailored to
serve a significant government interest. Clark, 468 U.S. at
293, 298, 104 S.Ct. 3065. Just as it does under O’Brien,
the Park Rule’s grant of standardless discretion to the

In that prior appeal, this Court held that, “on this record,”
the nature of the plaintiff FLFNB’s weekly food-sharing
activity in a public park, “combined with the factual
context and environment in which it was undertaken,” led
to the conclusion that FLFNB’s food sharing conduct
“express[es] an idea through [that] activity,” conveys
“some sort of message” to a reasonable observer, and
constitutes “a form of protected expression” under the
First Amendment. Id. at 1240–45 (quotation marks
omitted). This holding relied on a well-developed factual
record about the plaintiff FLFNB’s many years of
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food-sharing events (1) that are held in the City’s
Stranahan Park, a public forum where the homeless
congregate, and (2) that are accompanied by FLFNB’s
banners and distribution of literature. Id. As the panel
opinion points out, “most social-service food sharing
events will not be expressive.” Maj. Op. at 1292. Here,
however, we are bound by the holding in the prior appeal
that was based on a particular and extensive list of factual

circumstances.
All Citations
11 F.4th 1266, 29 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. C 286

End of Document
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NOTES
Food-Sharing Restrictions: A New Method of
Criminalizing Homelessness in American Cities
Jordan Bailey*
INTRODUCTION

Chico and Debbie Jimenez, founders of Spreading the Word Without Saying
a Word Ministry, have fed homeless residents of Daytona Beach once a week for
more than year.' Joan Cheever, operator of a non-profit food truck, has been
serving homeless residents of San Antonio for ten years. 2 Arnold Abbot, a
ninety-year-old veteran, has been feeding the homeless people of Ft. Lauderdale
for decades.3 In addition to feeding the homeless population, these individuals
have something else in common: each has faced penalties, including jail time, in
the past year for their charitable work. 4 These penalties are a result of ordinances
prohibiting food-sharing which cities have adopted at an increasing rate in recent
years. Part of a larger trend towards criminalizing activities of individuals
experiencing homelessness, at least sixteen cities have adopted these ordinances
since 2013 alone.
The adoption of these ordinances has been widely controversial. Cities often
claim that these restrictions are implemented to ensure that the food that the
homeless population receives is healthy and properly distributed.5 Others believe
the food-sharing restrictions will encourage homeless people to seek food in

* J.D. Candidate, Georgetown University Law Center, 2016; B.A. University of Alabama at
Birmingham, 2012; Executive Editor, Vol. 23, Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law & Policy. The author
thanks his parents, David and Carolyn, his family, and his friends for their constant love and support. The
author also thanks Professor Peter Edelman, Kristina Scott, and Dr. Robert Corley for their inspiration
and mentorship. C 2016, Jordan Bailey.
1. Bill Briggs, FloridaCouple Fined, Threatenedwith JailforFeedingHomeless, NBC NEWS (May
12, 2014, 4:35 PM), http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-couple-fined-threatened-jail-feedinghomeless-n103786.
2. Gilbert Garcia, Chef ticketed, facing $2, 000 fine for feeding homeless in San Antonio, SAN
ANTONIO EXPRESS-NEWS (Apr. 14, 2015, 4:35 PM), http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/local/article/
Chef-ticketed-facing-2 -000 -fine -for-feeding-61 98766.php.
3. Eliza Barclay, FloridaActivistArrestedforServing Food to Homeless, NPR (Nov. 6, 2014, 4:35
PM), http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2014/11/06/362019133/florida-activists-arrested-for-serving-foodto-homeless.
4. See supra notes 1 3.
5. See infra Part IVA.
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locations where they can be provided with comprehensive services. 6 Homeless
advocates and charities, however, argue that these ordinances are an attempt to
hide or remove the homeless 7population from downtown and tourist areas that
cities are wishing to revitalize.
Part I of this Note will provide a brief overview of homelessness and hunger
in the United States. Part II will discuss the history of ordinances criminalizing
homeless activity, including their origin in vague vagrancy and loitering laws, the
adoption of contemporary homeless ordinances, and the recent explosion of their
use in cities across the country. Part III will introduce the various forms of foodsharing prohibitions that cities have adopted. Part IV will consider the stated
public policy goals behind these prohibitions, consider their effectiveness at
attaining these goals, and propose possible alternatives to criminalization.
Finally, having concluded that these ordinances should be repealed, this Note
will propose in Part V a possible campaign to void current prohibitions and
prevent future implementation through the adoption of city or state homeless bills
of rights.
I. AN OVERVIEW OF HOMELESSNESS AND HUNGER
In 2014, it was estimated that almost 580,000 people experienced
homelessness in the United States on a given night.8 Sixty-nine percent of these
individuals suffering homelessness were living in emergency shelters or
transitional housing, while 31% were living in various unsheltered locations. 9
99,434 people were considered chronically homeless, 10 defined as being
homeless for a year or more or experiencing at least four episodes of
homelessness in the last three years. " Nearly 85% of those considered
chronically homeless were experiencing homelessness as individuals rather than
families. 12 There were almost 50,000 veterans experiencing homelessness in
2014, and an estimated 45,205 children and youth experiencing homelessness,
50% of whom were unsheltered. 13 Half of the U.S. homeless population is
located in just five states-California, New York, Florida, Texas, and
Massachusetts-with 20% located in California alone. 14

6. See infra notes 101 04.
7. See Arthur Delaney, How A Traveling ConsultantHelps America Hide The Homeless, HUFFINGTON
POST (Mar. 9, 2015, 9:12 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/09/robert-marbut-n_673894
8.html.
8. U.S. DEP'T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., THE 2015 ANNUAL HOMELESS ASSESSMENT REPORT
(AHAR) TO CONGRESS 1 (2014), https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2014-AHARPartl.pdf.
9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id. at2.
12. Id. at 1.
13. Id.
14. Id. at 8.
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Homeless families and individuals experience high levels of food insecurity
due to their low income and housing instability, 5 requiring them to rely heavily
on emergency food assistance. 16 In a 2014 survey of hunger and homelessness in
twenty-five U.S. cities, 75% of cities had an increased need of emergency food
assistance. 17 Across these twenty-five cities, it is estimated that 27% of the
emergency food assistance need went unmet.18 At the same time that need
increased, 82% of cities had to reduce the quantity of food persons could receive
during each pantry visit, or food offered per meal at emergency kitchens.19
Others were forced to reduce the number of times that a person or family could
visit a food pantry each month.20
II. A HISTORY OF CRIMINALIZATION
American cities have a long and troubling history of using the criminal
justice system as a policy tool to punish and remove individuals experiencing
homelessness. Such practices have become widely referred to in the housing
advocacy community as "criminalizing homelessness. ' '2i While criminalization
has been used for decades, the marked growth in its contemporary use and the
range of activity to which criminal violations now apply makes this issue more
concerning than ever. 22 This Part will present various methods used to
criminalize the behavior of individuals experiencing homelessness, including
both vague vagrancy and loitering laws and new contemporary ordinances. It will
then discuss the recent explosion of criminalization efforts around the country.
A. Vagrancy andLoitering Laws
The history of criminalizing homelessness likely began with now-defunct
vague vagrancy and loitering laws. 23 These laws punished status rather than
conduct. 24 Being homeless and unemployed was all that was needed to constitute

15. INST. FOR CHILDREN, POVERTY, AND HOMELESSNESS, THE AMERICAN ALMANAC OF FAMILY

HOMELESSNESS 44 (2013), http://www.icphusa.org/pdf/americanalmanac/almanac-issue-foodinsecurity
.pdf.
16. Id.
17. U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS, HUNGER AND HOMELESSNESS SURVEY: A STATUS REPORT ON
HUNGER AND HOMELESSNESS IN AMERICA'S CITIES 1 2 (2014), http://www.usmayors.org/press

releases/uploads/2014/1211-report-hh.pdf.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Jonathan Sheffield, A Homeless Bill ofRights: Step by Step From State to State, 19 PUB. INT. L.
REP. 8, 9 (2013); see also NAT'L LAW CTR. FOR HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY, CRIMINALIZING CRISIS:
THE CRIMINALIZATION OF HOMELESSNESS IN U.S. CITIES 14 16 (2011), http://www.nlchp.org/
Criminalizing_Crisis (describing the recent rise in penalizing homeless activities).
22. See infra text accompanying notes 58-64.
23. See Harry Simon, Towns Without Pity: A Constitutional and Historical Analysis of Official
Efforts to Drive Homeless Personsfrom American Cities, 66 TUL. L. REV. 631, 635-645 (1992).
24. See Handlerv. Denver, 77 P.2d 132, 135 (Colo. 1938).
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arrest; illegal activity was not required.25 While the use of vagrancy and loitering
laws-a practice started in Great Britain in the fourteenth century-has been an
American tradition since colonial times, a wave of vagrancy legislation began in
1881 in response to the increasingly static population of individuals experiencing
homelessness.26 These laws also played a critical role in the Jim Crow South. As
part of the "Black Codes"-laws passed by Southern state legislatures to limit the
freedom of former slaves-vagrancy and loitering statutes allowed white
Southerners to intimidate African Americans, arrest them, and often force them
back into labor.27
State and Federal courts largely upheld vagrancy laws until the 1960s and
1970s. 28 During that time, courts invalidated these statutes on various grounds,
including: that they invidiously discriminated against the poor, that they
amounted to cruel and unusual punishment, that they restricted the right to travel,
and that they were too vague and indefinite to provide adequate notice of
prohibited conduct.29
As vagrancy laws were invalidated, police began relying heavily on loitering
laws to achieve comparable results.3 ° This practice was largely upheld until the
United States Supreme Court's 1983 decision in Kolender v. Lawson,3 which
invalidated a California loitering statute requiring street wanderers to present
valid identification when stopped by the police, on the grounds that the statute
was too vague to satisfy due process.32 This decision was followed by Chicago v.
Morales,33 which invalidated a Chicago ordinance preventing loitering by gang
34
members on due process grounds.
B. The Introduction of Contemporary CriminalizationOrdinances
With many vague vagrancy and loitering laws no longer enforceable,
municipalities in the last three decades instituted new ordinances aimed at
punishing individuals experiencing homelessness. These ordinances targeted a
broad range of homeless activity in public, including panhandling, camping,
sleeping in vehicles, sanitation practices, and the storage and transportation of
belongings.

25. See Simon, supra note 23, at 640.
26. JAMES ADAM WASSERMAN & JEFFREY MICHAEL CHAIR, AT HOME ON THE STREET 9 (2010).
27. See generally DOUGLAS A. BLACKMON, SLAVERY BY ANOTHER NAME (2008).

28. Simon, supra note 23, at 642.
29. Id.
30. Id. at 644 (stating that after the decision of Papachristouv. Jacksonville, 405 U.S. 156 (1972),

police officers continued to arrest "suspicious" individuals under the guise of loitering laws).
31.
32.
33.
34.

Kolenderv. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352 (1983).
Id.
Chicago v. Morales, 527 U.S. 41 (1999).
Id.
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1. Panhandling

Many cities have enacted ordinances against begging and panhandling. The
District of Columbia's ordinance, enacted in 1993, prohibits a person from
asking, begging, or soliciting alms, including money and other things of value, in
a public transportation vehicle; at a bus, train, or subway stop; and within ten feet

of an ATM.35 It also prohibits "aggressive" begging or solicitation in any place
open to the general public.36 This and similar ordinances substantially limiting
the time, method, and location of panhandling have been widely upheld by
courts.3 7 Only outright prohibitions on all panhandling in public have been
invalidated as unconstitutional. 38

2. Sleeping In Vehicles
For many people who can no longer afford traditional housing, living in a
motor vehicle is often their last resort short of sleeping in the streets.39 In the
absence of adequate services and alternatives, "[c]ars are the new homeless
shelters," according to People Assisting the Homeless CEO Joel John Roberts.40
While one would think that cities would prefer this housing arrangement over
living in the street, many cities and states have passed laws prohibiting the
human habitation of vehicles parked on public streets or in public parking
facilities. 4' In Minneapolis,41one of the most progressive cities in the country, 42 an
ordinance was adopted stating that
No camp car, house trailer, automobile, tent or other temporary
structure may be parked or placed upon any public street or on
any public or private premises or street in the city and used as a

35. D.C. CODE § 22-2302 (2015).

36. Id.
37. See Gresham v. Peterson, 225 F.3d 899, 901 (7th Cir. 2000) (upholding a panhandling ordinance
that prohibited solicitation of cash at night near a public transportation vehicle or facility, parked or
stopped vehicle, sidewalk cafe, or bank); Smith v. City of Ft. Lauderdale, 177 F.3d 954, 955 (1 lth Cir.
1999) (upholding an ordinance that prohibits panhandling on a five-mile stretch of beach); McFarlin v.
District of Columbia, 681 A.2d 440, 447 50 (D.C. 1996) (upholding an ordinance that prohibited
begging at subway stations and stops). See generally Tracy A. Bateman, Annotation, Laws regulating
begging,panhandling,or similar activity by poor homeless persons, 7 A.L.R. 5th 455 (1992).
38. See Speet v. Schuette, 889, F. Supp. 2d 969, 972 (W.D. Mich. 2012) (invalidating a statue that
criminalized begging in a public place); C.C.B v. State, 458 So.2d 47, 48 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984)
(invalidating an ordinance that prohibited all forms of begging or soliciting of alms).
39. Kevin O'Leary, Last Refuge of the Homeless: Living in the Car, TIME (Feb. 12, 2010), http://
content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1963454,00.html.
40. Id.
41. See, e.g., AUSTIN, TEX., CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 9-4-11 (2016); MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., CODE
OF ORDINANCES, ch. 244.60 (2015).

42. See K.N.C & L.P., Urban Ideologies, ECONOMIST (Aug. 4, 2014, 2:53 PM), http://www.econ
omist.comlblogs/graphicdetail/2014/08/daily-chart-0.
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shelter or enclosure of persons and their effects for the purpose
of living therein.43
These ordinances severely impact the 10,000 people estimated to live in their
automobiles throughout the country.44
3. Camping in Public
Unfortunately for those individuals experiencing homelessness who do not
have a vehicle, camping or sleeping in public is often a basic tool of survival.45
Yet many localities have passed ordinances making it a crime to engage in these
or similar acts.46 Tucson, for example, passed an ordinance in 1996 prohibiting
camping and sleeping on city property at night. 47 It is also illegal to lie or sit on
public sidewalks in the downtown commercial area during the day. 48 These
ordinances-similar to those found in cities across the country49 substantially
limit the space in which individuals experiencing homelessness may legally live
and sleep. As a result, a nationwide survey of individuals experiencing
homelessness revealed that more than 70% are unaware of a single place that is
safe and legal for them to sleep outside.50
4. Sanitation Practices
Many U.S. cities have also prohibited basic sanitation practices that result
from not having access to housing. Cities like Manteca, California, have passed
ordinances criminalizing urination and defecation in public. 5' At the same time,
many cities have restricted the ability of homeless individuals to access the
already-limited supply of public restrooms by closing them at night or removing
them all together.5 2 This makes legally performing life-sustaining functions
244.60 (2015).
44. Dina Demetrius, Mobile homes: Many 'hidden homeless' Americans living in vehicles, AL
JAZEERA (Oct. 10, 2014), http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/america-toilght/articles/2014/10/10/
mobile -homes-manyhiddenhomele ssamericanslivinginvehicle s.html.
45. See Scott Keyes, City Makes It Illegal To Sleep In Public In Effort To Crack Down On the
Homeless, THINK PROGRESS (Sept. 22, 2014, 8:40 AM), http://tinkprogress.org/economy/2014/09/
22/3570021/florida-city-criminalizes-homelessness/.
46. See NAT'L LAW CTR. FOR HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY, NO SAFE PLACE 18 20 (2014)
[hereinafter NO SAFE PLACE].
47. TUCSON, ARIZ. CODE, ch. 21 § 3(4) (2015).
48. TUCSON, ARIZ. CODE, ch. 11 § 36 (2015).
49. See NO SAFE PLACE, supra note 46.
43. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., CODE OF ORDINANCES, ch.

50. WESTERN REG'L ADVOCACY PROJECT, NATIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS OUTREACH FACT SHEET 2

(2014), http://wraphome.org/images/stories/hbr/NationalCivilRightsFactSheetDecember2Ol4.pdf.
51. MANTECA, CAL. MUNICIPAL CODE, tit. 9, ch. 13.020 (2015).
52. See Bryce Covert, California City Bans Homeless From Sleeping Outside: If They Leave, 'Then
That's Their Choice', THINK PROGRESS (Nov. 10, 2014, 8:47 AM), http://thinkprogress.org/economy/
2014/11/10/3590672/manteca-homeless/; Mike Brassfield, Clearwater neighborhood longs for park
toilets, closed to discourage homeless, TAMPA BAY TIMES (Nov. 28, 2012), http://www.tampabay.com!
news/localgovernment/clearwater-neighborhood-longs-for-park-toilets-closed-to-discourage/ 1263706.
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difficult. A number of cities also ban bathing in public fountains, presenting yet
another sanitation hurdle for people experiencing homelessness, as their access to
showers is usually inadequate.53
5. Storage and Transportation of Belongings
Other cities have taken aim at the ability of individuals experiencing
homelessness to transport and store their belongings. For example, Honolulu
enacted an ordinance in 2010 that bans the use or storage of shopping cartsoften used by individuals experiencing homelessness to store their property-in
the city's public parks. 54 Similarly, Ft. Lauderdale has prohibited storage of any
item of personal property on public property. With few cities providing
individuals experiencing homelessness with access to storage, 56 these ordinances
place a serious burden on homeless people's ability to secure their valuable
possessions, medications, and important documents like birth certificates and
Social Security cards.57
C. The Recent Explosion of CriminalizationEfforts
The number of cities passing ordinances that criminalize homelessness has
increased rapidly since 2009. 58 A report by the National Law Center for
Homelessness and Poverty (NLCHP) entitled "No Safe Place" demonstrates this
increase in its survey of laws from 187 U.S. cities.59 According to the NLCHP
report, while city-wide bans on sleeping in public have not changed between0
2011 and 2014, city-wide bans on camping in public have increased by 630%.6
Similarly, city-wide bans on sitting or lying down in particular public places have
increased by 4 3 %. 61 Ordinances prohibiting sleeping in automobiles saw the most
dramatic increase- 119%-between 2011 and 2014.62 In fact, more than 40% of
63
cities now institute some form of ban on living or sleeping in automobiles.
Ordinances prohibiting panhandling have also increased. More than 140 cities
53. See, e.g., SANTA MONICA, CAL. MUNICIPAL CODE, art. 5, ch. 08.600; see also Allison Arieff,
Showers on Wheels, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 15, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/17/opinion/showerson-wheels.html? r0.
54. HONOLULU, HAW. REVISED ORDINANCES, § 10-1.2(a)(15) (2015).
55. FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 16-83(b) (2014).

56. See Eleanor Goldberg, Providing Free Storage Could Be Key To Ending Homelessness,
HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 29, 2014, 6:14 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/08/27/storageending-homelessness n 5724610.html.
57. See Renee Lewis, Homeless dragged down by belongings, as cities view keepsakes 'trash', AL
JAZEERA (Nov. 7, 2014, 6:44 PM), http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/11/7/homelessamericans
draggeddownbyneedtocarrybelongings.html.
58. Lauren Spurr, Criminalizationofhomelessness on the rise in U.S. cities, MSNBC (Jul. 18, 2014,
1:39 PM), http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/criminalization-homelessness-the-rise-us-cities.
59. NO SAFE PLACE, supra note 46, at 7 11.
60. Id. at 18.
61. Id. at 22.
62. Id. at 9.
63. Id.
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have instituted an ordinance preventing the practice in particular places, a 20%
increase since 2011.64

Unfortunately, this increase in the prevalence of ordinances that criminalize
homeless activity is occurring at the same time as a dramatic decrease in
affordable housing stock in cities across the country. In fact, the share of
apartment stock in New York City labeled affordable declined from 58% to 44%

between 2008 and 2011.65 Similarly, only thirty-seven affordable units per 100
needed are available in the Los Angeles rental market. 66 Low-income housing
programs-providing funds for struggling Americans to secure homes-are also
drying up.67
III. FOOD-SHARING ORDINANCES
Over the past year, much attention has been given to a new, rapidlyexpanding trend of criminalization: the adoption of strict regulations that
essentially prohibit groups and individuals from feeding people experiencing
homelessness. These ordinances are unique because, unlike the camping,
sanitation, and panhandling ordinances directed at individuals experiencing
homelessness, these ordinances are directed at service providers, groups, and
individuals attempting to help those in need.
Much of the attention surrounding these ordinances resulted from the
November 2014 arrest of Arnold Abbot by Ft. Lauderdale police after he fed
individuals on a public beach.68 Abbot, a ninety-year-old homeless advocate and
founder of Love Thy Neighbor, 69 has been providing meals to over 1,400
individuals in Ft. Lauderdale who are experiencing homelessness every week
since 1991.70 His arrest was the result of the city's new ordinance strictly
regulating the provision of food services in outdoor areas. 71 Although its
64. Id. at 21.
65. N.Y. OFFICE OF THE STATE COMPTROLLER, THE CONTINUED DECLINE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

IN NEW YORK CITY 2 (2013), https://www.osc.state.ny.us/osdc/affordable-housing_3-2014.pdf.
66. Raphael Bostic & Tony Salazar, L.A. 's real housing problem, L.A. TIMES (Feb. 4, 2013),
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/feb/04/opinion/la-oe-bostic-rental-housing-crisis-20130204.
67. See DOUGLAS RICE, CTR. FOR BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, SEQUESTRATION COULD DENY

RENTAL ASSISTANCE TO 140,000 LOW-INCOME FAMILIES (2013), http://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/

file s/atoms/file s/4-2 -13 hous.pdf.
68. Geetika Rudra, Crackdown on Feeding Homeless Gets More People Arrested, ABC NEWS
(Nov. 9, 2014 6:03 PM), http://abcnews.go.com!US/crackdown-feeding-homeless-people-arrested/story?
id=26793092. Although Abbot was not actually taken into custody, he was served with notices to appear
in court and charged with a criminal offense. See Amy Sherman, Jack Seiler says Arnold Abbott, 90year-old, wasn't taken into custody for feeding homeless, POLITIFACT FLA. (Nov. 17, 2014, 2:58 PM),
http://www.politifact.com/florida/statements/2014/nov/1 7/jack-seiler/jack-seiler-says-anold-abbott-90year-old-wasnt-t/.
69. Love Thy Neighbor is an all-volunteer, interfaith organization committed to helping the homeless.
See About Us, LOVE THY NEIGHBOR, http://lovethyneighbor.org/about-us/ (last visited Feb. 7, 2016).
70. Id.
71. FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. ORDINANCE NO. C-14-42 (2014), https://fortlauderdale.legistar.com!

LegislationDetail.aspxID = 1944463&GUID=27834143 -2A86-4467-9261-225B846FF 1BB&Option
s=&Search (amending FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 47-18.31 (2014)).
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ordinance has become well recognized due to strict enforcement, Ft. Lauderdale
is just one of many cities that have instituted or proposed food-sharing
prohibitions since 2007.72
According to a report from the National Coalition for the Homeless, at least
twenty-one cities adopted food-sharing restrictions in 2013-2014. 7 ' Ten other
cities introduced similar legislation during that same time period,74 a 47%
increase in such activity from 2010. 71 While there are various methods that cities
employ to restrict or prohibit food-sharing, they can generally be divided into
three categories: (a) restricting the use of public property, (b)
instituting strict
76
events.
food-sharing
relocating
(c)
and
regulations,
food-safety
A. Restricting the Use ofPublic Property
The most popular form of restrictions on food-sharing are those instituted
through limitations on use of public property. 7 One such restriction is requiring
that groups or individuals receive a permit before distributing food in parks and
other public areas. For example, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, requires that an
individual or group performing a "large group feeding" in a park or public
facility apply for a permit. 78 Although the permit process likely does not present
an insurmountable hurdle, the ordinance places an annual permit limit of one per
individual or four per legally-recognized entity. 79 This greatly limits the
opportunities of individuals or organizations looking to develop regularlyscheduled or widespread food-sharing programs.
Some cities impose substantial fees on those seeking food-sharing permits.
Only 150 miles from Myrtle Beach, the city of Columbia, South Carolina,
requires individuals and organizations to pay a weekly fee of up to $120 per hour
when feeding twenty-five or more people in a public park.80 Sacramento has
proposed a similar ordinance that would require individuals or groups to pay

72. See generally THE NAT'L COAL. FOR THE HOMELESS, FOOD-SHARING REPORT: THE
CRIMINALIZATION OF EFFORTS TO FEED PEOPLE IN NEED (2014) [hereinafter FOOD-SHARING REPORT],
http://nationalhomeless.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Food-Sharing2Ol4.pdf; THE NAT'L COAL. FOR
THE HOMELESS & THE NAT'L LAW CTR. ON HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY, A PLACE AT THE TABLE:
PROHIBITIONS ON SHARING FOOD WITH PEOPLE EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS (2010) [hereinafter A
PLACE AT THE TABLE], http://nationalhomeless.org/publications/foodsharing/FoodSharing_2010.pdf
73. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 4.
74. Id.

75. Eliza Barclay, More Cities A3lake It Illegal To Hand Out Food To the Homeless, NPR (Oct. 22,
2014, 2:05 PM), http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2014//1022/357846415/more-cities-are-making-it-ille
gal-to -hand-out-food-to -the -homele ssutm medium=RSS&utm campaign=news.
76. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 8 19.

77. Id. at 4 (stating that twelve out of twenty-one cities had employed this method).
78. MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 14-316(f) (2015).
79. § 14-316(f)(3).
80. COLUMBIA, S.C. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 15-2-5 (2015); see also Scott Keyes, 'Exile The
Homeless' City Now Require Permits and Large Fees To Feed The Homeless, THINK PROGRESS (Feb.
13, 2014, 11:21 AM), http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2014/02/13/3288211 /columbia-feeding-homelessban!.
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between $100 and $1,250 depending on the number of people served.8 ' These
fees can be cost-prohibitive to many individuals or organizations that have
limited budgets and simply distribute donated food. 82
B. Strict Food Safety Regulations
Another common way of targeting those that feed individuals experiencing
homelessness is to subject them to strict food safety regulations that typically
apply to restaurants, food trucks, and other vendors selling food. This can be
accomplished-as San Antonio has done-by simply not offering charities that
feed individuals experiencing homelessness an exclusion from the health code.83
By limiting health code and food permit requirements to those selling food rather
than distributing it for free, cities can ensure food safety without
creating
84
hardships for those feeding individuals experiencing homelessness.
For those attempting to share food, being subjected to food safety regulations
is often an impossible obstacle. First, annual health permits can cost hundreds, if
not thousands, of dollars.8 5 Additionally, unlike restaurants, charity or home
kitchens used to prepare meals often do not meet the necessary regulations in
order to prepare hot food. 86 These regulations can often include physical
requirements, like powered exhaust vents and mop sinks, 8 7 and personnel
requirements, like having at least one person who is a certified food safety
manager.88 Once food is prepared, regulations greatly burden its transportation
and distribution to homeless populations. Some regulations require that food
distribution areas have access to hot and cold water, hand-washing stations, and
portable bathrooms.89
Another method cities can use to subject charities to strict food regulations, is
to institute outright bans on donated food on the grounds that the nutrition of the
contents cannot be accurately verified. For example, the Bloomberg
administration in New York City partially banned food donations from charities
to shelters in 2012 because the city claimed that it was unable to monitor the salt,
fat, and fiber in meals served to individuals experiencing homelessness. 90

81. See FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 8.
82. See Frequently Asked Questions, FOOD NOT BOMBS, http://www.foodnotbombs.net/faq.html
(last visited Feb. 7, 2016) (describing Food Not Bombs' method for collecting and distributing food).
83. Compare SAN ANTONIO, TEX. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 13.3 (2015) (defining food establishment);

with NEV. REV. STAT. § 446.020 (2015) (defining food establishment).
84. See NEV. REV. STAT. § 446.020 (2015) (emphasis added).
85. See SAN ANTONIO, TEX. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 13-27(a) (2015).
86. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 14.
87. SAN ANTONIO, TEX. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 13-41 (2015).

88. DALLAS, TEX. CODE OF ORDINANCES, § 17-2.2(c)(1) (2015).
89. See, e.g., FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. ORDINANCE, C-14-42 (2014).

90. Bloomberg Strikes Again: NYC Bans Food Donations To The Homeless, CBS NEW YORK (Mar.
19, 2012, 8:33 PM), http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2012/03/19/bloomberg-strikes-again-nyc-bans-fooddonations-to-the-homeless/.
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C. Relocate Food-sharingEvents
Finally, cities are attempting to limit food-sharing by relocating food-sharing
events and sites. 9' Unfortunately, other cities outright prohibit, or have attempted
to prohibit, food-sharing in some public locations, often those most convenient
for engaging with the city's homeless population. In 2012, the City of
Philadelphia issued regulations prohibiting all outdoor feeding in the city's parks
and requiring that all programs move to indoor locations. 92 Advocates argued that
the indoor feeding resources were insufficient to meet the needs of the city's
homeless population and that individuals experiencing homelessness were
reluctant to leave their belongings and spots in the park to travel to an indoor
facility. 93 Similarly, Wilmington, North Carolina prohibits the distribution of
food on city streets and sidewalks; 94 the Parks Department in Manchester, New
Hampshire has attempted to prohibit food-sharing in a downtown park; 95 and
Cincinnati park officials have attempted to prohibit food-sharing in a park across
from the city's largest homeless shelter. 96
IV. PUBLIC POLICY
Despite the arrests, fines, and effects of restricting food sharing, punishing
individuals experiencing homelessness or those that attempt to help them is not
the stated reason for instituting and enforcing these laws. This Part will attempt
to (a) identify the stated public policy rationale behind the enactment of these
restrictions, (b) analyze whether the goals of this policy can be accomplished
through these various restrictions, and (c) propose alternatives to food-sharing
criminalization.
A. StatedRationale Behind Food-SharingRestrictions
Advocacy groups have argued that these food-sharing prohibitions are
97
merely efforts to hide a city's homeless population from residents and tourists.
These groups believe that business interests and sentiments of "NIMBYism"
(Not in My Back Yard) are the real forces driving officials to adopt these

91. See, e.g., infra notes 92 96 and accompanying text.
92. Chosen 300 Ministries v. Philadelphia, No. 12-3159, 2012 WL 3235317, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 9,
2012) (in findings of fact).
93. Id.
94. WILMINGTON, N.C. CODE OF ORDINANCES ch. 11, art. III, § 11-47 (2005).
95. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 10; see also Homeless advocates, city dispute
weekend meals, WMUR (May 17, 2013, 11:46 PM), http://www.wmur.comlnews/nh-news/homelessadvocates-city -dispute -weekend-meals/20200016.
96. A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 72, at 10.
97. Arthur Delaney, How A Traveling ConsultantHelpsAmerica Hide The Homeless, HUFFINGTON
POST (Mar. 9, 2015, 9:12 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/09/robert-marbut-n_673894
8.html.
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measures.98 Mayors and city officials have repeatedly cited public safety, health,
and dignity as the rationales behind food-sharing restrictions, despite the
oppressive appearance of the ordinances. During the adoption of Philadelphia's
prohibition on food-sharing in 2012, Mayor Michael Nutter stated that
"[p]roviding to those who are hungry must not be about opening the car trunk,
handing out a bunch of sandwiches, and then driving off into the dark and rainy
night." 99 Similarly, Ft. Lauderdale Mayor Jack Seiler stated that food-sharing
restriction "allow[] the homeless to be fed in a more safer [sic], secure, sanitary
setting."' 10 0
In addition to claims that these ordinances promote health, safety, and
dignity, many cities argue that prohibiting food-sharing is part of a larger
comprehensive strategy to tackle homelessness. This is premised on the belief
that giving food to homeless people is actually counterproductive. According to
Dr. Robert Marbut,' 00 '2 a homelessness consultant who has assisted cities like
Fresno and Sarasota:1
External activities such as "street feeding" must be redirected to
support the transformation process. In most cases, these activities
are well-intended efforts by good folks, however these activities
are very enabling and often do little to engage homeless
individuals. Street feeding programs without comprehensive
services actually increase and promote homelessness. Street
feeding groups should be encouraged to co-locate with existing
comprehensive service programs.10'
These efforts to restrict food-sharing are merely an outgrowth of Marbut's
principles. If individuals cannot get food on the street, the argument goes, they
will be incentivized to seek out food from locations established by the city, such
as shelters, where they can get both a warm meal and wrap-around services. 104
B. Efficacy ofRestrictions
Improving public safety and furthering the health and dignity of individuals
experiencing homelessness-as well as getting people out of homelessness
98. See FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 15.
99. City To Ban Street-Corner Feedings of Homeless, CBS PHILLY (Mar. 14, 2012, 11:30 PM),
http://ppWladelpbia.cbslocal.com/2 2/03/1 4/nutter-announces-ban-on-outdoor-feeding-of-homeless/.
100. Interview with John Seiler, Afayor of FortLauderdale, FL, CNN NEW DAY (Nov. 11, 2014),
https://vimeo.com/111549126.
101. See Dr.RobertAlfarbut Jr., MARBUT CONSULTING (2015), http://www.marbutconsulting.com/
Dr.html.
102. See Projects, MARBUT CONSULTING (2015), http://www.marbutconsulting.comlProjects.html.
103. Seven Guiding Principles, MARBUT CONSULTING (2015), http://www.marbutconsulting.com/
Seven GuidingPrinciples FQ.html (quoting from "External Activities Must be Redirected or
Stopped").
104. See Projects, supra note 102.
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altogether-are admirable goals for any city. But are the varied policies of
criminalizing food-sharing an effective means for securing these goals? Probably
not. 105
Concerning a city's desire to increase safety, there appears to be little
evidence that individuals experiencing homelessness are a threat to the public.° 6
According to a study of Baltimore's homeless population, although homeless
individuals are more likely to engage in non-violent and non-destructive crimes
than non-homeless individuals, non-homeless persons are more
07 likely than
homeless persons to engage in crimes against persons or property. 1
In fact, there is a growing trend of violence by non-homeless individuals
againstthe homeless population. 108 In 2013 alone, it was reported that there were
109 violent attacks against individuals experiencing homelessness, eighteen of
which resulted in death. 109 That number of violent attacks represents an
astounding 24% increase in attacks from 2012.110

Similar to public safety, health and food safety are legitimate concerns for a
city, and the regulation of the storage, preparation, and delivery of food is a
critical consumer protection function. Again, however, the application of health
permits and food safety regulations to charitable organizations and others
attempting to feed the homeless appears to be a solution in search of a problem.
Some cities enforcing these food safety regulations have never actually received
any reports of homeless individuals getting sick from shared food. "'
Additionally, these regulations do not extend to personal, family, or potluck
meals prepared in a private home or church, 112 likely because these groups lack
any incentive to cut corners regarding the safety of their friends or family. Food
prepared for a community or family event is analogous to individuals feeding the
homeless, since they are only doing so to benefit those receiving the food; no
incentive exists for them to cut corners on food safety. While isolated incidents
of cruelty through unsanitary feeding have occurred," 3 food safety regulationsalthough likely to diminish charitable activity 114-are unlikely to stop these bad
actors from targeting individuals experiencing homelessness for mistreatment.
105. See infra Part IV.B.
106. See Meredith Bolster, Myths about the homeless, Part Two, BANGOR DAILY NEWS (Apr. 9,
2011, 5:04 PM), http://bangordailynews.com/2011/04/08/health/myths-about-the-homeless-part-2/.
107. Id.
108. NAT'L COAL. FOR THE HOMELESS, VULNERABLE TO HATE: A SURVEY OF HATE CRIMES AND

http://nationalhomeless.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/Hate-Crimes-2013-1.pdf.
109. Id. at 6.
110. Id.
111. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 15.
112. See, e.g., NEV. REV. STAT. § 446.020 (2015) (stating that the definition of a "food establishment"
excludes private home and religious organizations).
113. Mark Horvath, Why You Should Support Regulating the Public Feeding of Homeless People,
HUFFNGTON POST (Aug. 8, 2012, 9:08 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mark-horvath/publicfeeding-homeless-regulatingb_1804687.html (describing college students putting feces on sandwiches
and giving them to the homeless).
114. See supra Part IlI.B.
VIOLENCE COMMITTED AGAINST THE HOMELESS IN 2013 at 6 (2014),
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A number of cities have also cited dignity as a reason for food-sharing
ordinances. According to these cities, getting fed indoors with access to shelter
and other services is more dignified than getting fed in a park or other public
place."'D While this might be true in theory, the practice can be quite different.
For example, after St. Petersburg criminalized some homeless activities, the city
opened a wrap-around service shelter as part of Robert Marbut's consulting
model. 116 Unfortunately, that shelter, located twenty miles from downtown, is an
old prison facility next to the current county jail. 117 The shelter is operated by the
county sheriff's department with the help of private security guards, and rule
breakers are required to sleep outside in an exposed courtyard, even when it
rains. "" According to a former resident, those running the shelter see the
residents as inmates rather than homeless. 119 This hardly sounds more dignified
than any alternative arrangement.
It is also questionable whether using these food-sharing prohibitions will
incentivize individuals to participate in programs with comprehensive services
that can get them on a pathway out of homelessness. Outdoor food-sharing
programs in public places may be the only way some individuals experiencing
homelessness are able to access food. 120 There are a number of reasons that
individuals experiencing homelessness might not be able to make it to an indoor
food-sharing program with services, including work conflicts, illness, disability,
and a lack of transportation. 12 Additionally, some cities pass ordinances to
incentivize individuals experiencing homelessness to use resources that have not
yet been established because they lack the indoor feeding capacity to adequately
meet the hunger needs of the homeless population. 122 When cities deprive
individuals experiencing homelessness of food, they are forced to expend all of
their energy on obtaining food rather than improving other aspects of their
1
lives. 23
Although it is questionable whether food-sharing prohibitions will
accomplish the cities' stated goals, it is likely that these ordinances-combined
with criminalization measures that target camping, panhandling, and other
activity-will accomplish the cynical goal suspected by the homeless advocacy
community: making the homeless population less visible in downtown and tourist

115. See, e.g., Matt Pearce, Homelessfeeding bans: Well-meaning policy or war on the poor?, L.A.
TIMES (Jun. 11, 2012), http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jun/ll/nation/la-na-nn-homeless-feeding-bans20120611 (highlighting the statement of Mark McDonald, spokesman for Philadelphia Mayor Michael
Nutter).
116. Delaney, supra note 97; See generally Robert G. Marbut, Presentation of Findings and Action
Plan Recommendations to the City of St. Petersburg (2014), http://www.stpete.org/socialservices/docs/
FollowupReviewOfHomelessnessReportlnStPeteFINAL June 8 2014.pdf.
117. Delaney, supra note 97.
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 72, at 9.
121. Id.
122. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 6 7.
123. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 7.
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areas.1 24 When individuals experiencing homelessness cannot engage in any lifesustaining activities across entire sections of a city, they are naturally pressured
to go elsewhere. Unfortunately, hiding individuals experiencing homelessness,
however convenient for businesses, tourists and other city residents, neither helps
those in need nor tackles the root causes of homelessness.
C. Alternative Policies
If the food-sharing policies being implemented by cities are not going to be
successful at achieving their stated goals, what alternative policies should be
introduced? First, cities should collaborate with food-sharing programs on issues
of hunger and homelessness 125 rather than forcing them to adapt or abandon their
work under the weight of these food-sharing prohibitions. 126 One example of
successful collaboration is Dining with Dignity, 127 a St. Augustine food-sharing
program led by various churches, restaurants, and charities that provides meals to
the city's homeless population every day of the year. 128 While the program
initially provided food in an area that caused concern among businesses and city
leaders, the city manager and program leaders collaborated to find a new
downtown food-sharing site that was convenient and helpful to all parties:
individuals experiencing homelessness, the program, and downtown
businesses. 129 Although this recommendation is seemingly simple and somewhat
obvious, soliciting the input of those who work with individuals experiencing
homelessness every day would secure much-needed expertise and save cities
money, time, and public scorn. 30
Another alternative to criminalizing food-sharing would be to improve the
access of individuals experiencing homelessness to the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP), the national food help program for low-income

124. Teresa Wiltz, Do New Laws Help or Hurt the Homeless?, PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS (Nov. 17,
2014), http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2014/11/7/do-new-laws-helpor-hurt-the-homeless.
125. A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 72, at 4.
126. See supra Part III.
127. See Dining with Dignity, ST. FRANCIS EPISCOPAL CHURCH, http://www.saintfrancisepiscopal
church.org/ministries-outreachlocal-and-domestic-outreach/dining-with-dignity/ (last visited Feb 7, 2016).
128. Dining with Dignity serves homeless, ST. AUGUSTINE RECORD (Sept. 16, 2011, 12:06 AM),
http://staugustine.com/living/religion/2011-09-16/dining-dignity-serves-homeless#.VUjoOCFVikp.
129. FOOD-SHARING REPORT, supra note 72, at 21.
130. Many of these cities have faced lawsuits regarding these food-sharing ordinances. See, e.g.,
Bod Norman, Lawsuit filed against city of Fort Lauderdale over homeless feeding ordinance, WPLG
MIAMI (Nov. 20, 2014), http://www.locall0.com/news/lawsuit-filed-against-city-of-fort-lauderdale-overhomeless-feeding-ordinance/29842890; Kate Shellnut, Homeless ministry says Dallas food ordinance
restricts their religiousfreedom, HOUSTON CHRONICLE (Nov. 10, 2011), http://blog.chron.com/believeitor
notI2011/1 /homeless-ministry-says-dallas-food-ordinance-restricts-their-reigious-freedm/.
Additionally,
many cities, like Ft. Lauderdale, have faced heavy criticism from the media, faith communities, and
poverty advocates. See, e.g., Interview with John Seiler, Allayor of Fort Lauderdale,FL, CNN NEW DAY
(Nov. 11, 2014), https://vimeo.com111549126.
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individuals and families. 131 Although most individuals experiencing
homelessness are likely eligible for SNAP, an estimated 63% are not receiving
benefits. 13 2 This low enrollment rate is likely due to the numerous information
and eligibility barriers that individuals experiencing homelessness face. These
individuals have often been misinformed about SNAP benefit requirements,
believing, for example, that they must have a permanent address to qualify.' 33
Similarly, they often face traditional barriers-such as lack of access to
transportation-that can impact their ability to apply and use SNAP benefits.
If their states participate in the program, cities should also implement the
SNAP Restaurant Meals Program (SNAP RMP). 134 Even if an individual
experiencing homelessness secures SNAP benefits, the program's restrictions can
greatly limit their effectiveness. For example, benefits cannot be used to buy hot
food at a grocery store or market. 135 Since individuals experiencing homelessness
often do not have access to means of food preparation, storage, or refrigeration,
purchasing many perishable foods is often not an option.136 SNAP RMP allows
individuals experiencing homelessness to pay for fresh, hot meals at participating
USDA-approved restaurants with their SNAP benefits. 137 SNAP RMP could be
very helpful in reducing both food insecurity among the homeless population and
the need for food-sharing programs, since a new alternative for hot meals will be
available. California, one of three states currently participating in the program,
already has more than 477 restaurants participating in Los Angeles County
alone. 138
If, as argued by many cities, the goal of food-sharing restrictions is about
solving the condition of being homeless altogether, then those cities should
consider implementing a "housing first" approach rather than criminalizing
efforts to feed people. Housing first is among the best ways to help those who are
chronically homeless get off the streets and onto a sustainable path to permanent
housing. 139 As the name suggests, this approach provides permanent, affordable
14
housing to individuals experiencing homelessness as quickly as possible, 0
without regard to income, sobriety, or participation in treatment programs.141
131. Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE, USDA

(Nov. 20, 2014), http://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/supplemental-nutrition-assistance-program-snap.
132.

UNITED STATES GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, HOMELESSNESS: BARRIERS TO USING MAINSTREAM

PROGRAMS 20 (2000) [hereinafter BARRIERS], http://www.gao.gov/new.items/rc00184.pdf.
133. Id.
134. A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 72, at 4.

135. Supplemental NutritionAssistance Program (SNAP): Eligible Food Items, FOOD AND NUTRITION
SERVICE, USDA (Jul. 18, 2014), http://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/eligible-food-items.
136. BARRIERS, supra note 132, at 20.
137. See CHC's Position on the SNAP RestaurantMeals Program, CONGRESSIONAL HUNGER CTR.
(Sept. 16, 2011), http://www.hungercenter.org/news/chc%/E2 /80 /99s-position-on-the-snap-restaurantmeals-program!; see also 7 C.F.R. § 271.2 (2015) (defining eligible foods).
138. A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 72, at 4.

139. Gary A. Benjamin, Homelessness: A Moral Dilemma and an Economic Drain, 13 J. L. SOC'Y
391, 402 (2012).
140. Housing First, U.S. INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ON HOMELESSNESS (2013), https://www.usich.
gov/solutions/housing/housing-first.
141. Id. (discussing past requirements for getting housing assistance).
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Once housed, individuals are provided with the social services and support
needed to achieve stability and pursue personal goals. 142 Salt Lake City has seen
extraordinary success from providing housing first. 143 Since Utah adopted the
program in 2005 as part of its ten-year plan to end chronic homelessness, the
state has seen a 72% decrease in the number of chronically homeless
individuals. 144
Although this list is not exhaustive, implementing one or more of these
alternatives to food-sharing criminalization could have a positive impact on how
homelessness and hunger are being addressed.
V.

REPEALING CURRENT FOOD-SHARING RESTRICTIONS AND

PREVENTING FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION

This Note has identified the various forms of food-sharing restrictions,
questioned the public policy behind those restrictions, and proposed a number of
alternatives to accomplishing cities' stated goals. With the understanding that
these restrictions place a burden on charitable organizations and individuals, and
that they do not result in better outcomes for those experiencing homelessness,
only one question remains: how do individuals challenge current restrictions and
prevent future ones from being implemented by cities under pressure from
businesses, tourists, and the like? This Part will (a) describe the varied results of
litigation and (b) argue that implementing a "homeless bill of rights" in states and
cities would be an effective way to counter and prevent these restrictions.
A. Varied Results ofLitigation
Challenging city ordinances that require food-sharing restrictions in state and
federal court has proved successful in some cases. In 2007, the U.S. District
Court for Nevada invalidated a Las Vegas ordinance that prohibited the feeding
of the indigent in city parks as unconstitutionally void for vagueness.145
Similarly, in 2012, the U.S. District Court for Eastern Pennsylvania held that a
Philadelphia ordinance prohibiting the feeding of individuals experiencing
homelessness in Fairmount Park-a collection of sixty-three parks that is the

142. Id.
143. Kara Dansky, This City Came Up With a Simple Solution to Homelessness: Housing, NATION
(Oct. 23, 2014), http://www.thenation.com/article/184017/city-came-simple-solution-homelessness-housing.
144. Scott Carrier, Room for Improvement, MOTHER JONES (Mar. 2015), http://www.motherjones.
cor!!politics/2015/02/housing-first-solution-to-homelessness-utah. Utah's housing first approach includes
access to food and other services. See Candi Helseth, Compassionate Collaboration Reduces
Homelessness in Utah, RURAL MONITOR (Nov. 18, 2014), https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/ruralmonitor/housing-first-utah! ("In addition to case management, housing and outreach services partners
offer transportation, child care, employment training and support, substance abuse treatment, counseling,
and medical, legal, food and essential services.").
145. Sacco v. Las Vegas, Nos. 2:06-CV-0714-RCJ-LRL, 2:06-CV-0941-RCJ-LRL, 2007 WL 2429151,
at 3 (D. Nev. 2007).
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largest municipally-operated park system in the United States 146 -was an
unconstitutional violation of religious charities' right of free exercise. 147
The results of litigation challenging regulatory restrictions-rather than
across-the-board prohibitions-have been less promising. In 2011, Orlando's
food-sharing permit ordinance, which required organizations engaged in group
feedings in public parks to obtain a permit, and limited an organization to two
park-specific permits per year, was upheld by the Eleventh Circuit. 148 Petitioners
challenged the ordinance on the grounds that it violated the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech and free exercise. 149 The Court found that the ordinance
violated neither the Free Exercise Clause, since the ordinance was rational and of
neutral applicability, 50 nor the Free Speech Clause, since the ordinance was a
reasonable time, place, and manner restriction.'' In 2006, the Ninth Circuit
rejected a facial challenge to a Santa Monica ordinance requiring food
distribution in the city's parks or city hall lawn to comply with state health and
safety standards, holding that
the conduct was not integral to, or commonly
52
associated with, expression. 1
These cases demonstrate the limited success of litigation to defeat foodsharing ordinances. The litigation approach is further complicated by the variety
of methods cities employ to restrict food sharing. A city determined to keep
charities from feeding individuals experiencing homelessness will always be able
to find permitted alternatives if a preferred method is defeated in litigation.
B. Homeless Bills ofRights
One alternative to costly, unpredictable litigation as a strategy to defeat these
restrictions and prevent their future implementation is for cities and states to
adopt "homeless bill of rights" legislation. In 2012, Rhode Island became the first
state to pass such legislation. "' The bill protected individuals experiencing
homelessness from being discriminated against with respect to freedom of
movement, access to municipal services, employment, emergency medical care,
voting, confidentiality of personal records, and privacy rights in personal
property. 5 4 In 2013, similar laws were adopted in Connecticut and Illinois in an
effort to protect those states' homeless populations. 55
146. Chosen 300 Ministries v. Philadelphia, No. 12-3159, 2012 WL 3235317, at *1 (E.D. Penn.
Aug. 9, 2012).
147. Id. at 27.
148. See First Vagabonds Church of God v. Orlando, 638 F.3d 756 (1 lth Cir. 2011).
149. Id. at 759.
150. Id. at 763, affg in part First Vagabonds Church of God v. Orlando, 610 F.3d 1274 (1lth Cir.
2010).
151. Id. at762.
152. Santa Monica Food Not Bombs v. Santa Monica,450 F.3d 1022, 1032 (1lth Cir. 2006).
153. Michael F. Drywa, Jr.,
Rhode Island's Homeless Bill of Rights: How Can the New Law
Provide Shelterfrom Employment Discrimination?,19 ROGER WILLIAMS U. L.REV. 716, 717 (2014).
154. Id.
155. Jonathan Sheffield, A Homeless Bill of Rights: Step by Step From State to State, 19 PUB. INT.
L.REP. 8,10 (2013).
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If correctly written, these homeless bills of rights could be very effective at
rendering void current food-sharing laws and preventing their future
implementation in cities around the country. Although charities and advocates
have not yet challenged food-sharing restrictions in the states where these
homeless bills of rights exist, advocates have expressed concern that, absent
specific language protecting the right to receive food, these laws may not be
adequate to defeat
ordinances targeting those that feed individuals experiencing
56
homelessness. 1
Homeless bill of rights legislation introduced in California in 2015 attempts
57
to remedy this issue by providing additional language to protect food-sharing. 1
This draft legislation states that every person in the state has the basic human and
civil right to "eat, share, accept, or give food in any public space in which having
food is not otherwise generally prohibited." 158 Advocates should use this
language as a model when campaigning for states and cities to implement similar
legislation so that food-sharing restrictions can be defeated and prevented.
The passage of homeless bill of rights legislation, however, is unlikely to be
a panacea for the issues facing those without shelter. While the legislation would
be effective at voiding municipal ordinances criminalizing homeless activity or
activity meant to assist the homeless population, accomplishing the actual goals
of a homeless bill of rights might be more challenging because of the practical
constraints of judicial enforcement and administrative implementation. 159 For
example, an individual experiencing homelessness denied a right guaranteed
under this proposed legislation would have to seek recourse in the court.160 This
would require people who are homeless to not only be aware of their rights, but
also to have the resources to seek appropriate relief for an alleged violation.
Fortunately, this scenario is less applicable to food-sharing restrictions since
ordinances often prohibit activity by institutional bodies, such as non-profit and
religious organizations, which are likely better-versed in the law. Additionally,
the primary barriers to sharing food-criminal penalties, land-use restrictions,
and permitting processes161 will be easily addressed by the passage of a
homeless bill of rights.

156.

Jake Grovum, Activist Aim to Bolster Rhode Island's Homeless Bill of Rights, PEW

CHARITABLE TRUSTS (Nov. 12, 2012), http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/state

line/2012/11/12/activists-aim-to-bolster-rhode-islands-homeless-bill-of-rights.
157. S.B. 608, 2015 Leg., 2015 2016 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2015), http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/1516/bill/senlsb 0601-0650/sb 608 bill 20150227 introduced.html.
158. Id. at 53.81.b(3).
159. Sara K. Rankin, A Homeless Bill ofRights (Revolution), 45 SETON HALL L. REV. 383, 421 23
(2015) (discussing the practical challenges associated with the implementation of a homeless bill of
rights).
160. Rhode Island's Homeless Bill of Rights provides that a civil action may be brought alleging
violation of the Homeless Bill of Rights. 34 R.I. GEN. LAWS § 34-37.1 4 (2015). The court may award
appropriate injunctive or declaratory relief, actual damages, and reasonable attorneys' fees and costs to a
prevailing plaintiff. Id.
161. See supra Parts II and III.
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CONCLUSION

Cities across the country will likely continue to consider ordinances that
criminalize laudable charitable efforts to feed individuals experiencing
homelessness. This particularly virulent form of homelessness criminalization,
which fails to achieve its oft-stated goal of improving the health and dignity of
the homeless population, is only beneficial to those wishing to hide or remove
that population from business districts or tourism sites.

These ordinances-which may be doing real harm to the nutritional needs of
those without a home-should be repealed and prevented, and the numerous
alternatives to accomplishing cities' stated goals should be implemented. One
option is for cities and states to adopt of homeless bills of rights that are foodsharing-inclusive. Though a homeless bill of rights will likely not get people off
the street and into affordable housing, it will at a minimum ensure that
individuals experiencing homelessness can receive a hot meal from a person
willing to provide it.
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The law, in its majestic equalit, forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under
bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal bread.
-

Anatole France (April 16, 1844, to October 12, 1924)1

On the morning of Saturday, August, 24 [2013], Love Wins [Ministries]
showed up at Moore Square [in Raleigh, North Carolina] at 9:00 a.m., just
like we have done virtually every Saturday and Sunday for the last six years.
We provide, without cost or obligation, hot coffee and a breakfast
sandwich to anyone who wants one. We keep this promise to our
commnumty in cooperation with five different, large suburban churches
that help us with manpower and funding.
On that morning three officers from Raleigh Police Department prevented
us from doing our work, for the first time ever. An officer said, quite
bluntly, that if we attempted to distribute food, we would be arrested....
When I asked the officer why, he said that he was not going to debate me.
"I am just telling you what is. Now you pass out that food, you will go to
jail."

1.

2

Justice Frankfurter preferred this English translation. See Griffin v. Ill., 351 U.S. 12, 23 (1956)

(Frankfurter, J., concurring) (citation omitted); see also ANATOLE FRANCE, LE LYS ROUGE 117 (4th
ed. 1894) [hereinafter FRANCE, LE LYS ROUGE], https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/LeLysrouge/VII
[https://perma.cc/29ST-ZTAW] (In the original French: "lls y doivent travailler devant la
majestueuse 6galite des lois, qui interdit au riche comme au pauvre de coucher sous les ponts, de
mendier dans les rues et de voler du pain."); ANATOLE FRANCE, THE RED LILY 95 (Frederic Chapman
ed., Winifred Stephens trans., 6th ed. 1921) [hereinafter FRANCE, THE RED LILY], https://

books.google.com/books?id=2-YLAAAAIAAJ

[https://perma.cc/R2CT-3NZK]

("At this task

they must labour in the face of the majestic equality of the laws, which forbid rich and poor alike
to sleep under the bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal their bread."); FRANCE, THE RED LILY,

supra, at ch. VII (Project Gutenberg trans.), http://www.gutenberg.org/files/3922/3922-h/3922h.htm#1ink2HCH0007 [https://perma.cc/WL8L-RY77] ("The poor must work for this, in presence
of the majestic equality of the law which prohibits the wealthy as well as the poor from sleeping under
the bridges, from begging in the streets, and from stealing bread."). 1 thank activist, artist, and attorney
Osha Neumann for introducing me to this quote in 2007 while mentoring me in the legal defense of an
elderly Black man whom police arrested for begging in Oakland, California, under former CAL. PENAL
CODE section 647(b)(6), which prohibited "[w]illfully disturbing others on or in any system facility or
vehicle by engaging in boisterous or unruly behavior."

2. Hugh Hollowell, Feeding Homeless Apparently Illegal in Raleigh, NC, LOVE WINS
MINISTRIES (Aug. 24, 2013), http://lovewins.info/2013/08/feeding-homeless-apparently-illegal-inraleigh-nc/ [https://perma.cc/LSP3-GA4L].
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INTRODUCTION
3
Food is necessary for human survival and fundamental to human flourishing.
In the United States, however, over forty-eight million people (more than fifteen
percent of the populace) suffered "food insecurity" in 2014.4 Despite these human
realities and socio-legal conditions, over the past decade the National Coalition for
the Homeless and the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty have
documented fifty-seven U.S. cities across twenty-five states that have proscribed or
5
otherwise regulated the unauthorized provision of food to hungry people in public.

To criminalize people for publicly sharing food with those who hunger may
seem absurd, cruel, or unusual,6 and indeed, numerous people have challenged these

3. Accord Dylan Clark, The Raw and the Rotten: Punk Cuisine, 43 ETHNOLOGY 19, 19 (2004)
("Levi-Strauss (1964) saw the process of cooking food as the quintessential means through which
humans differentiate themselves from animals, through which we manufacture culture and
'civilization."); Michael Gurven & Adrian V. Jaeggi, Food Sharing, in EMERGING TRENDS IN THE
SOC. AND BEHAV. Sci. 1, 4 (Robert Scott & Stephen Kosslyn eds., 2015) ("Among humans, the
necessity for sharing [food] in order to provision infants, juveniles, and adolescents-and abundant
inter-household sharing among adults-has led to a relatively high intrinsic propensity to share with
others, and a high degree of sensitivity to cues of recipient need.") (citation omitted).
4. ALISHA COLEMAN-JENSEN, MATTHEW P. RABBITr, CHRISTIAN A. GREGORY & ANITA
SINGH, ECON. RES. SERv., U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., ERR-194, HOUSEHOLD FOOD SECURITY IN
THE UNITED STATES IN 2014, at 6, 10 (2015) [hereinafter HOUSEHOLD FOOD SECURITY IN THE
UNITED STATES].
5.
NAT'L COAL. FOR THE HOMELESS, SHARE NO MORE: THE CRIMINALIZATION OF
EFFORTS TO FEED PEOPLE IN NEED 4-5, 25 (2014) [hereinafter SHARE NO MORE], http://

nationalhomeless.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Food-Sharing2O14.pdf [https://perma.cc/
WCJ7-V496] (reporting that twenty-one cities established restrictions on sharing food publicly from
January 2013 to October 2014 and that ten other cities were considering such legislation, and
also depicting a map of fifty-seven cities, across twenty-five states, that have attempted to ban,
relocate, or otherwise restrict such activity); see also NAT'L COAL. FOR THE HOMELESS & NAT'L
LAW CTR. ON HOMELESSNESS & POVERTY, A PLACE AT THE TABLE: PROHIBITIONS ON SHARING
FOOD WITH PEOPLE EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS 10-14 (2010) [hereinafter A PLACE AT THE
TABLE], http://www.nationalhomeless.org/publications/foodsharing/FoodSharing_2010.pdf
[https://perma.cc/QPH5-VAZ3] (discussing municipal laws in twelve U.S. cities that "at some point
limited the use of public parks for sharing food with homeless people"); NAT'L LAW CTR. ON
HOMELESSNESS & POVERTY, No SAFE PLACE: THE CRIMINALIZATION OF HOMELESSNESS IN

U.S. CrriES 8, 24-25 (2014)

[hereinafter No SAFE PLACE], http://nichp.org/documents/

NoSafePlace [https://perma.cc/P5V-Z2MQ] (discussing restrictions on food sharing in seventeen
cities); NAT'L LAW CTR. ON HOMELESSNESS & POVERTY & NAT'L COAL. FOR THE HOMELESS,
FEEDING INTOLERANCE: PROHIBITIONS ON SHARING FOOD WITH PEOPLE EXPERIENCING
HOMELESSNESS vi, 2-3, 7-8, 10-18, 20 (2007) [hereinafter FEEDING INTOLERANCE], http://
[https://perma.cc/
www.nationalhomeless.org/publications/foodsharing/Food-Sharing.pdf
B47S-XQ8A] (listing and summarizing food-sharing restrictions in twenty-two U.S. cities). See general
infra App. 2 U.S. Cities with Anti-Food-Sharing Laws (grouping the cities by state).
Cf Statement of Interest of the United States at 3-4, Bell v. City of Boise, No. 1:096.

cv-540-REB (D. Idaho Aug. 6, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/761211/download
[https://perma.cc/GWS5-28KF] (arguing that if insufficient shelter space makes it impossible for
some homeless individuals to comply with city ordinances that prohibit camping, lodging, or sleeping
in public, then enforcement of such ordinances would amount to the criminalization of homelessness
in violation of the Eighth Amendment).
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laws. 7 Adapting the usage preferred by some of the people who publicly share food
with those who hunger, I use the phrase, "the food-sharing cases" to describe when
people challenge their criminalization under "anti-food-sharing laws," 8 and I use the
phrase "those who hunger" to evoke the Biblical Beatitudes of the Sermon on the
Mount: (viz., "Blessed are they who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they
will be satisfied").9 Since 1993, legal challenges to these laws have predominantly
sounded in federal courts, which have produced over a dozen published and
unpublished judicial opinions, including several from the U.S. Courts of Appeals
for the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits.' 0 Only a few challenges have sounded in state
courts,' and several recent food-sharing cases have resolved entirely in the court of
public opinion.12

7. See NAT'L LAW CTR. ON HOMELESSNESS & POVERTY, CRIMINALIZING CRISIS: ADVOCACY
MANUAL 132-41 (2011), [hereinafter CRIMINALIZING CRISIS], https://www.nichp.org/documents/
CriminalizingCrisis_- AdvocacyManual
[https://perma.cc/P37C-PSW4]
(summarizing
twelve
published federal judicial opinions regarding such laws); see also infra App. 1. The Litigated Food-Sharing
Cases (listing the cases chronologically).
8. Accord KEITH MCHENRY, HUNGRY FOR PEACE: How You CAN HELP END POVERTY
AND WAR WITH FOOD NOT BOMBS 11, 14, 19-20, 153 (2015), https://www.foodnotbombs.net/
hungry-for peace.book.pdf [https://perma.cc/AF6C-ENKY] (discussing how one of the eight cofounders of the international Food Not Bombs movement understands the ethics of sharing food);
SHARE NO MORE, supra note 5, at 2, 4 (discussing restrictions on food sharing); Nathan Pim, Food
Sharings Shut Down 11.2.2014, Hunger Strike Declared, RESIST FT. LAUDERDALE HOMELESS HATE
LAWS (Nov. 2, 2014), http://homelesshatelaws.blogspot.com/2014/11/food-sharings-shut-down-

1122014-hunger.html [https://perma.cc/QN8K-5YWH] (discussing the initial enforcement of a 2014
City of Fort Lauderdale law against people who publicly share food on the sidewalk by a city park); see
Gonzalez, supra note *, at 233.
9. Matthew 5:6.
10.
See CRIMINALIZING CRISIS, supra note 7, at 132-42 (summarizing twelve published federal

judicial opinions regarding food-sharing laws from 1993 until 2011); see also infra App. 1. The Litigated
Food-Sharing Cases (listing the cases chronologically).

11.

See, e.g., Armory Park Neighborhood Ass'n v. Episcopal Cmty. Servs., 712 P.2d 914, 921

(Ariz. 1985) (affirming the trial court's preliminary injunction against a church program that provided
one free meal a day to indigent persons and holding that conduct which unreasonably and significantly
interferes with the public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience constitutes a public nuisance,
notwithstanding no violation of criminal or zoning laws); Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdale (Abbottl),

783 So. 2d 1213, 1214 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2001) (affirming the trial court's final judgment that Fort
Lauderdale's anti-food-sharing law violated the plaintiffs' rights under the Florida Religious Freedom
Restoration Act of 1998, FLA. STAT. ANN. § 761.03 et seq. (West 2016)); Wilkinson v. Lafranz, 574

So. 2d 400 (La. Ct. App. 1991) (dismissing plaintiffs' appeal of the denial of its motion for a preliminary
injunction against a church's soup kitchen as untimely filed, but finding that plaintiffs' claim for a
permanent injunction remained pending).
12.
See, eg., Colin Campbell, Emails: Legal Advice Sought to "Clean Up" Moore Square, NEWS
& OBSERVER (Sept. 13, 2013), http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/community/midtown-

raleigh-news/article10279163.html [h ttps://perma.cc/MQB6-VBUX] (reporting that the City Council
of Raleigh, North Carolina, ordered police to temporarily stop enforcing rules prohibiting food sharing
after social media and traditional media uncovered city employees' emails regarding "how to push out
charities and suspected criminals to 'clean up' Moore Square").
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While the human practice of sharing food is literally prehistoric, 13 and myriad
relevant historical antecedents exist,1 4 the first wave of modern anti-food-sharing
laws in the United States emerged in the 1980s and spread throughout the 1990s.
In this period, some cities used their police power to proscribe food sharing on
publicly and privately owned properties as a regulation of health, parks, nuisance, or
zoning.15 Since the 2000s, however, the second wave of modern anti-food-sharing
laws has featured a surge of laws that typically threaten a misdemeanor crime against
people who share food with those who hunger while on public (city-owned)
properties-such as parks, sidewalks, and streets-without first obtaining the

13.
Gurven & Jaeggi, supra note 3, at 1 ("Among hunter-gatherers, whose lifeways most closely
resemble those of ancestral humans, the direct transfer of food items among individuals (hereafter
'food sharing) is an important and ubiquitous form of cooperative behavior.").

14.

See, e.g., Shamhart v. Morrison Cafeteria Co., 32 So. 2d 727, 728 (Fla. 1947) (enjoining the

appellee cafeteria owner from creating a public nuisance when his customers' queue on the sidewalk
routinely blocked the entrance to appellant's drug store, where the appellee used the entire space of
his premises for cooking food and seating customers); HARRY KALVEN, JR., THE NEGRO AND THE
FIRST AMENDMENT 123-72 (1965) (discussing First Amendment jurisprudence that the Court
created as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Legal Defense and
Educational Fund (NAACP LDF) defended students and others who protested racial segregation
through protest marches and lunch counter sit-ins); EDUARDO MOISES PEF4ALVER & SONIA
K. KATYAL, PROPERTY OUTLAWS: How SQUATTERS, PIRATES, AND PROTESTERS IMPROVE THE
LAW OF OWNERSHIP 1-3, 64-70 (2010) (interpreting the civil rights lunch counter sit-in protests of
the 1960s under the theory of property outlaws and altlaws); THE DR. HUEY P. NEWTON FOUND.,
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY: SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE PROGRAMS 30-39 (David Hilliard ed., 2008)
(discussing the Free Breakfast for Schoolchildren Program and Free Food Program); William
N. Eskridge, Some Effects of Identity-Based Social Movements on Constitutional Law in the Twentieth

Century, 100 MICH. L. REV. 2062, 2334-40 (2002) (discussing how civil rights litigation spurred the
Court to evolve First Amendment jurisprudence to protect expressive association and expressive
conduct); Gonzalez, supra note *, at 235 n.4 (referencing gendered and racialized socio-legal conflicts
concerning the preparing and providing of food to striking California cotton pickers in 1933) (I thank
John Kang for encouraging me to read Kalven's classic book and Thomas Kleven for encouraging me
to consider relevant public nuisance cases, which led me to Shambart.).

15.

See, e.g., McHenry v. Agnos (McHenry I), 983 F.2d 1076 (9th Cir. 1993) (unpublished table

decision) (affirming the district court's summary judgment in favor of municipal defendants, where the
plaintiff sued under 42 U.S.C. 5 1983 (2012), alleging that a San Francisco superior court injunction
against his distribution of food violated his civil rights); W. Presbyterian Church v. Bd. of Zoning

Adjustment of D.C. (W. PreslyterianChurch II), 862 F. Supp. 538, 547 (D.D.C. 1994) (granting summary
constitutes
judgment for plaintiff church, which argued that its "program to feed the homeless . .
religious activity protected by the First Amendment of the constitution and the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act of 1993 and that application of the District of Columbia's zoning regulations to the
feeding program impermissibly infringes upon plaintiffs' right to free exercise of their religion" and
enjoining the District of Columbia from interfering with the plaintiffs' program, "so long as the feeding
program is conducted in an orderly manner and does not constitute a nuisance."); Armory Park
NeighborhoodAss'n, 712 P.2d at 921 (affirming the trial court's preliminary injunction against a church
program that provided one free meal a day to indigent persons and holding that conduct which
unreasonably and significantly interferes with the public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience
constitutes a public nuisance, notwithstanding no violation of criminal or zoning laws); Wilkinson, 574
So. 2d 403 (dismissing plaintiffs' appeal of the denial of its motion for a preliminary injunction against
a church's soup kitchen as untimely filed but finding that plaintiffs' claim for a permanent injunction
remained pending).
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proper permit.' 6 Some municipal legislatures promulgated these criminalization
efforts in the years preceding the Great Recession of December 2007 toJune 2009;17
others enacted such laws during the Great Recession,' 8 and despite the uneven
economic recovery,' 9 this trend has yet to stop.20
The food-sharing cases implicate a number of constitutional doctrines and
statutory rights and thus merit scholarly attention on the basis of their legal
complexity alone. For example, in 2011, the Eleventh Circuit of the U.S. Court of
Appeals created an inter-circuit split in authority when it upheld the City of
Orlando's anti-food-sharing law. 21 Where the Eleventh Circuit affirmed Orlando's
law "as a reasonable time, place, or manner restriction and as a reasonable regulation
of expressive conduct," 22 in 2006 the Ninth Circuit found that a community events
ordinance that regulated diverse uses of public property, including food sharing,

16. Accord SHARE No MORE, supra note 5, at 20-21; A PLACE AT THE TABLE, supra note 5;
CRIMINALIZING CRISIS, supra note 7, at 132-41; No SAFE PLACE, supra note 5, at 26; FEEDING
INTOLERANCE, supra note 5, at 7; see, e.g., First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando (First

Vagabonds Church of God IV), 610 F.3d 1274, 1280 n.4 (11th Cit. 2010), vacated & rev'd en banc, 616
F.3d 1229, 1230 (11th Cit. 2010) ("Violations of the Ordinance are punishable by a fine of up to $500
or 60 days of imprisonment."); Santa Monica Food Not Bombs v. City of Santa Monica, 450 F.3d 1022,

1029 (9th Cir. 2006) (quoting SANTA MONICA, CA., MUNICIPAL CODE

§

5.06.020 (2017), adopted

October 22, 2002, which provides, "Any person violating this Section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
which shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding One Thousand Dollars per violation, or by
imprisonment in the County Jail for a period not exceeding six months, or by both such fine and
imprisonment.").
17. See CARMEN DENAvAS-WALT & BERNADETTE D. PROCTOR, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
INCOME AND POVERTY IN THE UNITED STATES: 2014, CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS P60-252,
at 21 (2015) (discussing the recession concept and showing that the eighteen-month Great Recession
was the longest of the eleven recessions on record since 1948); FEEDING INTOLERANCE, supranote 5,
at 2 ("In the past few years, many cities have adopted a new tactic-one that targets not only homeless
persons but also individual citizens and groups who attempt to share food with them.").
18. See A PLACE ATTHE TABLE, supra note 5, at 2-3, 10-17 (discussing anti-food sharing laws
in twenty-one cities).
19. See Emmanuel Saez, U.S. Top One Percent of Income Earners Hit New High in 2015 Amid
Strong Economic Growth, WASH. CTR. FOR EQUITABLE GROWTH (July 1, 2016), http://
equitablegrowth.org/research-analysis/u-s-top-one-percent-of-income-earners-hit-new-high-in-2015amid-strong-economic-growth/ [https://perma.cc/N39E-DRFS] (reporting that U.S. families in the
bottom ninety-nine percent of income earners have recovered only about sixty percent of their income
losses due to the Great Recession).
20. See SHARE NO MORE, supranote 5, at 4-5 (stating that seven cities were still in the process
of trying to pass anti-food-sharing laws at the time of the report).
21. Gonzalez, supra note *, at 233-34, 260-77 (discussing the split in authority between the
Ninth and Eleventh Circuits of the U.S. Courts of Appeals regarding the food-sharing cases).

22. First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando (First Vagabonds Church of God V),
638 F.3d 756, 758-59 (11th Cit. 2011) (en banc), revg 578 F. Supp. 2d 1353 (M.D. Fla. 2008) (upholding
an anti-food-sharing law "as a reasonable time, place, or manner restriction and as a reasonable
regulation of expressive conduct," which required a permit to conduct a "large group feeding," within
public parks located in a two-mile radius of city hall, with no more than two permits available per year
to a permittee for any particular park, and where "large group feeding" was defined as, "an event
intended to attract, attracting, or likely to attract twenty-five (25) or more people . . . for the delivery or

service of food.") (citation omitted).
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was unconstitutional for not being narrowly tailored under the First Amendment. 23
In district courts, other food-sharing cases have featured diverse arguments over
the free exercise of religion, peaceable assembly, expressive association, and equal
protection. 24 Also, some food-sharing cases have implicated federal or state
Religious Freedom Restoration Acts, 25 and one has featured the Religious Land Use
and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000.26 Finally, several of the earliest foodsharing cases featured nuisance law. 27
Beyond legal doctrines, the food-sharing cases merit scholarly attention
because socio-legal conflicts over sharing food in public implicate numerous
important jurisprudential principles and socio-legal theories. For example, antifood-sharing laws might be cognized as one of the new set of laws, regulations,
policies, and practices that cities have recently deployed to effect the banishment,
exclusion, or exile of socially marginal classes of people (e.g., people who
"aggressively beg" or "the homeless"). 28 Alternatively, the food-sharing cases might
23.

Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1040, 1043 ("[A] narrowly tailored permit

requirement must maintain a close relationship between the size of the event and its likelihood of
implicating government interests," and finding that a city department's instruction undermined an
ordinance's narrow tailoring where it mandated, "that 'any activity or event which the applicant intends
to advertise in advance via radio, television, and/or widely-distributed print media shall be deemed to
be an activity or event of 150 or more persons.") (citation omitted).
24.
See Gonzilez, supra note *, at 233-34, 260-77.

25. See, e.g., Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc. v. City of Phila., No. 12-3159, 2012 WL 3235317, at
*26-27 (E.D. Penn. Aug. 9, 2012) (applying the Pennsylvania Religious Freedom Protection Act
(PRFPA), 71 PA. STAT. AND CONS. STAT. ANN.

55

2401 etseq. (West 2012), and issuing a preliminary

injunction against the defendant city); Big Hart Ministries Ass'n, Inc. v. City of Dall., No. 3:07-CV0216-P, 2011 WL 5346109, at *5 (N.D. Tex. Nov. 4, 2011) (deciding that the plaintiffs had presented
enough evidence to withstand summary judgment on their claim under the Texas Religious Freedom
Restoration Act (TRFRA), TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. 5 110.003 (West 2017)); First

Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando (First Vagabonds Church of God II), 2008 WL 2646603
(M.D. Fla. June 26, 2008) (finding no violation of the Florida Religious Freedom Restoration
Act (FRFRA), FLA. STAT. ANN. 5 761.01 et seq. (West 2016)), rev'd on other grounds 638 F.3d
756, 758-59 (11th Cir. 2011) (en banc); Stuart Circle Par. v. Bd. of Zoning Appeals of Richmond,
946 F. Supp. 1225 (E.D. Va. 1996) (applying the least restrictive means test of the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act (RFRA), 42 U.S.C. 5 2000bb et seq. (2012), and issuing a temporary restraining
order against the defendant); Daytona Rescue Mission v. City of Daytona Beach, 885 F. Supp. 1554
(M.D. Fla. 1995) (finding no violation of RFRA); W. Presbyterian Church II, 862 F. Supp. at 547
(granting summary judgment for plaintiff church, which claimed that defendants' enforcement of
zoning laws violated the RFRA); Abbott II, 783 So. 2d 1213 (enjoining the defendant from enforcing
its park rule because it violated FRFRA).
26. Pac. Beach United Methodist Church v. City of San Diego, No. 07-CV-2305-LAB-PCL,
2008 WL 7257244 (S.D. Cal. Apr. 18, 2008) (Order of Dismissal).
27. See, e.g., W. Presbyterian Church II, 862 F. Supp. at 547;Armory Park NeighborhoodAss'n,
712 P.2d at 921; Wilkinson, 574 So. 2d 403; Greentree at Murray Hill Condo. v. Good Shepherd
Episcopal Church, 550 N.Y.S.2d 981 (N.Y. 1989).
See, e.g., KATHERINE BECKETr & STEVE HERBERT, BANISHED: THE NEW SOCIAL
28.
CONTROL IN URBAN AMERICA 10 (2010) ("[T]he new legal tools we analyze here entail banishment:

the legal compulsion to leave specified geographic areas for extended periods of time."); Randall
Amster, Patterns of Exclusion: Sanitizng Space, Criminaligng Homelessness, 30 SOC. JUST. 195, 195
(2003) ("[P]atterns of spatial exclusion and marginalization of the impoverished that have existed
throughout modern history have reemerged."); Robert C. Ellickson, Controlling Chronic Misconduct
in City Spaces: Of Panhandlers, Skid Rows, and Public-Space Zoning, 105 YALE L.J. 1165 (1996);
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be understood to resurface old yet ongoing debates, and socio-legal struggles, over
homelessness and liberty. 29 Similarly, evaluating the food-sharing cases might help
to nuance new theories of "pedestrianism," "property outlaws," the "right to the
city," and the "urban commons." 30 Alternatively, they might recapitulate past and
present contests over the definitions and limits of police power, private and public
property, and public space.31 Further, some anti-food-sharing laws seem to have
responded to recent mass urban protests and social movements like Occupy Wall

Stephen R. Munzer, Ellickson on "Chronic Misconduct" in Urban Spaces: Of Panhandlers, Bench
Squatters, and Day Laborers, 32 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1 (1997); Sara K. Rankin, The Influence of
Exile, 76 MD. L. REV. 4 (2016); Harry Simon, Towns Without Pity: A Constitutional and Historical
Analysis of Official Efforts to Drive Homeless Personsfrom American Cities, 66 TULANE L. REV. 631

(1994).
29.
See, e.g., Maria Foscarinis, Downward Spiral: Homelessness and Its Criminaliation, 14
YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 1, 5-6 (1996); Maria Foscarinis, Kelly Cunningham-Bowers & Kristen
E. Brown, Out of Sight-Out of Mind?: The Continuing Trend Toward the Criminaligation of
Homelessness, 6 GEO.J. POVERTY L. & POL'Y 145 (1999); Nate Vogel, The Fundraisers,the Beggars, and
the Hungry: The FirstAmendment Rights to Solicit Donations, to Beg for Money, and to Share Food, 15
U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 537 (2012); Jeremy Waldron, Homelessness and the Issue of Freedom, 39

UCLA L. REV. 295 (1991); David M. Smith, Note, A Theoretical and Legal Challenge to Homeless
Criminali.ationas Public Policy, 12 YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 487 (1994).

&

30.
See, e.g., NICHOLAS BLOMLEY, RIGHTS OF PASSAGE: SIDEWALKS AND THE REGULATION
OF PUBLIC FLOW (2011); DAVID HARVEY, REBEL CITIES: FROM THE RIGHT TO THE CITY TO THE
URBAN REVOLUTION (2012); ANASTASIA LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS & RENIA EHRENFEUCHT,
SIDEWALKS: CONFLICT AND NEGOTIATION OVER PUBLIC SPACE (2009); DON MITCHELL, THE
RIGHT TO THE CITY: SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE FIGHT FOR PUBLIC SPACE (2003); PEf4ALVER
KATYAL, supra note 14, at 12-18 (theorizing acquisitive and expressive disobedience to property laws
under a theory of "property outlaws and altlaws," social actors who play an important role in the
evolution and transfer of property entitlements between owners and nonowners); Sheila R. Foster,
CollectiveAction and the Urban Commons, 87 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 57 (2011); David Harvey, The Right

to the City, 53 NEW LEFT REV. 23 (2008); Ngai Pindell, Finding a Right to the City: Exploring Property
and Community in Bra il and in the United States, 39 VAND.J. TRANSNAT'L L. 435 (2006).
31.
See, e.g., STEPHEN CARR, MARK FRANCIS, LEANNE G. RIVLIN & ANDREW M. STONE,
PUBLIC SPACE (1992); MIKE DAVIS, CITY OF QUARTZ: EXCAVATING THE FUTURE OF LOS ANGELES
(1990); MARGARET KOHN, BRAVE NEW NEIGHBORHOODS: THE PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC SPACE
3 (2004) ("[T]he privatization of public space undermines the opportunities for free speech... the
dependence of free speech upon spatial practices is not always clear."); MITCHELL, supra note 30; THE
POLITICS OF PUBLIC SPACE (Setha Low & Neil Smith eds., 2006); Ellickson, supra note 28; Ernesto
Hernindez-L6pez, LA's Taco Truck War: How Law Cooks Food Culture Contests, 43 U. MIAMI INTER-

AM. L. REV. 233, 237-39 (2011) (arguing that debates over the legality and illegality of food truck
vendors in Los Angeles "reflect larger cultural contests about local and neighborhood identity, local
economics, and public space .... These arguments focus on how neighborhoods view themselves and
the image they project, whether it's in perceived property values, excluding businesses or outside
customers, or prejudices concerning the working class and immigrants.") (citations omitted); see also
Hernindez-L6pez, supra, at pt. II.c, 262-66 ("Food Trucks Raise Old Questions about Public Space");
Audrey G. McFarlane, Preserving Community in the City: Special Improvement Districts and the
Privatiation of Urban Racialired Space, 4 STAN. AGORA 1 (2003); Carol Rose, The Comedy of the
Commons: Custom, Commerce, and Inherently Public Property, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 711 (1986); Lawrence

J. Vale, Securing Public Space, 17 PLACES 38, 38 (2005), http://escholarship.org/uc/item/7203x7dk
[https://perma.cc/DR99-7WCK] (theorizing "the securescape-the uneasy confluence of security,
landscape, and escape from public contact".
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Street, 32 and they bear resemblance to the "ugly laws" of an earlier era. 33 Finally, the
food-sharing cases implicate the international human right to food and related
notions of food justice, food oppression, and food sovereignty. 34 Engaging with
such theories promises great enjoyment and illumination. 35 This Article, however,
focuses on existing First Amendment jurisprudence, in particular the Free Exercise
Clause and related statutes, to explore what limits might (and should) exist on the
power of local government to prohibit, permit, or otherwise regulate people's
diverse uses of publicly and privately owned properties that are generally accessible
to the public.
The Article proceeds in two major Parts. Guided by anthropological concepts
of the "emic" and the "etic," 36 Part I describes how two different classes of people
describe their practices of sharing food in public as well as how cities cognize such
activities when they set out to criminalize, or otherwise regulate, them. I distinguish
between people who publicly share food for religious, versus political (in the social,

32.
See, e.g., Trina Jones, Occupying America: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the American Dream,
and the Challenge of Socio-Economic Inequality, 57 VILL. L. REV. 339 (2012); Sarah Kunstler, The Rght
to Occupy: Occupy Wall Street and the First Amendment, 39 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 989 (2012); Udi
Ofer, Occupy the Parks: Restoring the Right to Overnight Protest in Public Parks, 39 FORDHAM
URB. L.J. 1155 (2012); see also About the Black Lives Matter Network, BLACK LIVES MATTER,

http://blacklivesmatter.com/about/ [https://perma.cc/573C-CJJ4] (last updated 2017).
33.

See SUSAN SCHWEIK, THE UGLY LAWS: DISABILITY IN PUBLIC (2009); Susan Schweik,

Kicked to the Curb: Ugly Law Then and Now, 46 HARV. C.R.-C.-L. L. REV. AMICUS *1 (2011).
34. See, e.g., CULTIVATING FOOD JUSTICE (Alison Hope Alkon & Julian Agyeman eds., 2011);
ROBERT GorLIEB & ANUPAMAJOSI, FOOD JUSTICE (2010); ERIC HOLT-GIMIENEZ & RAJ PATEL,
FOOD REBELLIONS!: CRISIS AND THE HUNGER FORJUSTICE (2009); KIM KESSLER & EMILY CHEN,
FOOD EQUITY, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND THE ROLE OF LAW SCHOOLS: A CALL TO ACTION (2015),
https://law.ucla.edu/centers/social-poicy/resnick-program-for-food-law-and-policy/publicaions/
[https://perma.cc/4EXL-PTLT]; Ahmed
food-equity-social-justice-and-the-role-of-law-schools/
Aoued, The Rght to Food: The Significance of the United Nations Special Rapporteur,in INTERNATIONAL
POVERTY LAW: AN EMERGING DISCOURSE, at 87 (Lucy A. Williams ed., 2006); ChristopherJ. Curran
& Marc-Tizoc Gonzilez, Food Justice as Interracialjustice: Urban Farmers, Community OrganiZations
and the Role of Government in Oakland, Cakfornia, 43 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L. REV. 207 (2011); Andrea
Freeman, Fast Food: Oppression through Poor Nutrition, 95 CAL. L. REV. 2221 (2007); Carmen
G. Gonzalez, The GlobalPolitics of Food: Introductionto the Theoretical Perspectives Cluster, 43 U. MIAMI

INTER-AM. L. REV. 75 (2011).
35.
Constrained in numerous ways (e.g., time, ongoing analysis, the law review format), this
Article does not delve deeply into how socio-legal theories illuminate the food-sharing cases. Rather,
this Article focuses on applying First Amendment Free Exercise of Religion jurisprudence to the foodsharing cases. I plan to elaborate the historical, jurisprudential, and theoretical importance of the foodsharing cases in a book on the subject, tentatively titled: The Food Sharing Cases: Criminalizing Charity
and Deterring OrganicSolidarity in the United States.
36.
My understanding of these terms derives from graduate study under visual anthropologist
Peter Biella, in particular his lecture of May 10, 2000 at San Francisco State University. In the discipline
of anthropology, the "emic" concept may be understood to regard people's "native" usage of language
and other cultural practices. In contrast, the "etic" concept regards the outsider specialist's
interpretation of such practices. The concepts derive from the linguistic conceptualization of the
phonemic and phonetic aspects of language. See, e.g., Alan Dundes, From Etic to Emic Units in the
Structural Study ofFolktales, 75 J. AMER. FOLKLORE 95, 96,101-03 (1962) (adapting the emic and etic
concepts, innovated by KENNETH L. PIKE, LANGUAGE IN RELATION TO A UNIFIED THEORY OF THE
STRUCTURE OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR (1954), to the study of folklore).
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not electoral, sense) reasons, and elucidate the distinctive meanings that they impute
to the public sharing of food. Drawing on published judicial opinions, as well as
popular media reportage of select food-sharing cases, Part I also presents a partial
history of food sharing in the United States from the late 1980s, after which the
Ninth Circuit issued an unpublished opinion regarding a food-sharing case in San
Francisco, California, through the most recent food-sharing controversy to be
litigated in federal court, which emerged at the end of 2014 in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida.37 I detail salient features of food-sharing practices and anti-food-sharing
laws to provide readers with a strong foundation to understand the contemporary
practice of sharing food with hungry people in public and how different U.S. cities
have proscribed this activity over the past several decades. In turn, this basis should
enable readers to better evaluate how courts should apply First Amendment
jurisprudence to the food-sharing cases.
Part II then explores how various courts have adjudicated the food-sharing
cases under the Free Exercise Clause and related statutes. In other work,38 I have
discussed the split in authority between the Ninth Circuit and Eleventh Circuit of
the U.S. Courts of Appeals regarding how to apply several free speech doctrines,
including the regulation of expressive conduct and putatively content neutral time,
place, and manner restrictions, to the food-sharing cases.39 Differences regarding
how courts have applied free speech doctrines are critically important for pending
and future food-sharing cases, but many courts have resolved food-sharing cases
under the Free Exercise Clause and related statutes like the federal Religious
Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA) and the Religious Land Use and
Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA).4 Also, state Religious Freedom
Restoration Acts (state RFRAs) have provided the most consistent way by which
courts have disposed of anti-food-sharing laws. 41 Therefore, Part II discusses how
courts have adjudicated various food-sharing cases under the Free Exercise Clause,
RFRA, state RFRAs, and RLUIPA. I then conclude the Article by arguing for
U.S. cities to stop criminalizing the charitable sharing of food in public.

37. See McHenry 1, 983 F.2d 1076 (unpublished table decision); Complaint for Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief and Damages: Preliminary Statement, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City
of Fort Lauderdale (FortLauderdale Food Not Bombs 1), No. 0:15-CV-60185 (S.D. Fla. Jan. 29, 2015)
[hereinafter Complaint: Preliminary Statement, Fort LauderdaleFood Not Bombs 1]. On the concept of
"partial history," see ROBERT F. BERKHOFER, BEYOND THE GREAT STORY: HISTORY AS TEXT AND

DiscouRsE 38-39 (1995) (theorizing how the paradigm of normal history understands partial histories
as contextualized within a "Great Story" about the past).
38. See Gonzzilez, supra note *, at 233-34, 260-77 (discussing the inter-circuit split).
39. Compare First Vagabonds Church of God V, 638 F.3d at 758-59 (en banc), revg 578
F. Supp. 2d 1353 (M.D. Fla. 2008), with Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d 1022.
40. Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA), Pub. L. No. 106274, 114 Stat. 803 (Sept. 22, 2000), codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc et seq.; Religious Freedom Restoration
Act of 1993 (RFRA), Pub. L. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488 (Nov. 16,1993), codafedat42 U.S.C. § 2000bb
et seq.
41. See, e.g., W. PresbyterianChurch 11, 862 F. Supp. 538; Stuart Circle Par., 946 F. Supp. 1225.
But see Daytona Rescue Mission, 885 F. Supp. 1554 (applying RFRA but finding that the city code did
not substantially burden the petitioners' free exercise of religion).
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I. CONTESTED (EMIC AND ETIC) MEANINGS OF SHARING FOOD IN PUBLIC

Before discussing how courts have applied First Amendment jurisprudence to
food-sharing cases, it is important to establish a baseline understanding of the
practice of publicly sharing food with hungry people. Therefore, here I discuss how
people who share food publicly explain what they do. For example, religious foodsharing activists (i.e., people who publicly share food with those who hunger
because of their religious beliefs) often discuss their conduct in terms of "charity"
and "ministry." 42 In contrast, political food-sharing activists (i.e., people who share
food because of their political beliefs) often expressly disavow the label of charity
43
and instead describe their conduct in terms of "solidarity" and "mutual aid."
Theories and practices of charity, mutual aid, and solidarity have long and distinctive
histories that are beyond the scope of this Article. Nevertheless, the emic meanings
ascribed by people who publicly share food with those who hunger merit serious
consideration, especially by municipal legislators who consider promulgating an
anti-food-sharing law and judges who consider the validity of such a law. Indeed, as
discussed below in Part II, the food-sharing cases almost always feature a conflict
not only about the conduct of publicly sharing food with those who hunger, but
also about the meaning of that conduct. Therefore, in addition to discussing how
religious and political food-sharing activists explain themselves, this Part also details
how various cities cognize food sharing in terms of "food distribution," "homeless
feeding," "large group feeding," "outdoor public serving of food," and/or as a
"social service, social service facility, or outdoor food distribution center."44
Understanding the emic meanings of food sharing is important in at least three
ways. First, from a legal perspective, the self-understandings of people who publicly
share food may clarify how courts that consider food-sharing cases should apply
First Amendment jurisprudence. Understanding the reasons proffered by religious
and political food-sharing activists for what they do is essential to a meaningful
adjudication of the constitutionality of any particular anti-food-sharing law,
especially under First Amendment free speech doctrines like content discrimination,
expressive conduct, and viewpoint discrimination, but also including the free
exercise of religion and whether a law constitutes a "substantial burden" on the
exercise of religion. Second, from a practical perspective, not understanding the
emic meanings ascribed by people who practice religious charity or political
solidarity around the public sharing of food makes it more likely than not that antifood-sharing laws will fail to deter public food sharing because food-sharing

42. See infra Section I.A.
43. See infra Section I.B.
44. See, e.g., First Vagabonds Church of God V, 638 F.3d at 759 (large group feeding); Santa
Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1030 (food distribution); Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL
3235317, at *1 (outdoor public serving of food); Complaint: Preliminary Statement, Fort Lauderdale
-FoodNot Bombs I, supra note 37 (social service, social service facility, and outdoor food distribution
center); Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law at 32, Big Hart MinistriesAss'n, No. 3:07-CV-0216P (N.D. Tex. Mar. 25, 2013) [hereinafter Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big Hart Ministries
Ass'n] (homeless feeding).
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activists' underlying motivations will remain. Thus, understanding the terms under
which different food-sharing activists understand their actions would benefit
legislators considering the amendment, enactment, or repeal of an anti-food-sharing
law. Finally, from a theoretical perspective, critically apprehending food-sharing
activists' emic understandings provides insights into their "legal consciousness" and
practices of "popular constitutionalism." 45
A. Religious Charily or Ministry
Selecting from several of the food-sharing cases that featured religiously
motivated activists, this Section represents how they typically discussed their activity
under terms of charity and ministry. 46 In one of the first food-sharing cases litigated
in federal court, Western Presbyterian Church v. Board of Zoning Adjustment of the
District of Columbia, the plaintiffs argued that their program of providing food on
church premises for people who were homeless was "an integral part of their
religious beliefs." 47 Collaborating with the then-new nonprofit corporation,
Miriam's Kitchen, Inc., the church began its program to feed homeless people in
1984, "in response to the dramatic upsurge in homelessness experienced by [the
people of Washington, D.C.] in the early 1980s." 48 Originally, the program provided
bag lunches; later it served breakfast in the church basement. 49 Five years later, the
church decided to relocate from 1906 H Street, N.W. to 2401 Virginia Avenue,
N.W. in the Foggy Bottom neighborhood, and in December 1990 the church
applied for city permission to build its new building.50
The District of Columbia Zoning Administrator issued the building permit,
but the permit application "made no specific reference to the operation of a feeding
program at the site."51 Construction on the new church began in June 1992, but in

45. See, e.g., Austin Sarat, ". . . The Law Is All Over": Power, Resistance and the Legal
Consciousness of the Welfare Poor, 2 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 343, 343-44 (1990) ("I suggest that the
legal consciousness of the welfare poor is a consciousness of power and domination, in which
the keynote is enclosure and dependency, and a consciousness of resistance, in which welfare
recipients assert themselves and demand recognition of their personal identities and their human
needs."); Kendall Thomas, Rouge et Noir Reread: A Popular Constitutional History of the Angelo
Herndon Case, 65 S. CAL. L. REv. 2599, 2609 (1992) ("The perspective of popular historical method
permits us to see the extent to which the history of constitutionalism in America, viewed from its
underside, can be plotted as a story of a body of law born of sustained struggle, the outcome of painful,
passionate political and ideological contests between subordinate groups and dominant institutions.")
(citation omitted).
46. E.g., Big Hart Ministries Assn, 2011 WL 5346109, at *3-4; Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012
WL 3235317, at *19; First Vagabonds Church ofGod V, 638 F.3d at 758, rev'den banc, rev'g 578 F. Supp. 2d
1353 (M.D. Fla. 2008); Daytona Rescue Mission, 885 F. Supp. at 1556; W. Preslyterian Church II, 862
F. Supp. at 540; Stuart Circle Par., 946 F. Supp. at 1228.
47. W. Presbyterian Church v. Bd. of Zoning Adjustment of D.C. (W. PresbyterianChurchl), 849
F. Supp. 77, 79 (D.D.C. 1994) (granting the plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction).
48.
W. Presbyterian Church II, 862 F. Supp. at 540 (granting the plaintiffs' motion for summary
judgment).
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
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August 1993 the zoning administrator received complaints from a local
neighborhood commission and association regarding the church's "plans to provide
food for the needy," 52 and in September 1993, the zoning administrator notified
the church in writing "that its feeding program was not a use permitted as a matter
of right in a residential zone and was a prohibited use in the special purpose zone." 53
The following month, the plaintiffs appealed to the Board of Zoning Adjustment,
but after holding two public hearings, the board voted in March 1994 to uphold the
zoning administrator's decision. 54 The plaintiffs thus litigated the matter, filing suit
55
in April 1994 and obtaining a preliminary injunction later that month.
Five months later, in analyzing the plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment,
District Judge Stanley Sporkin noted, "The plaintiffs maintain that ministering to
the needy is a religious function rooted in the Bible, the constitution of the
Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Church's bylaws." 5 6 Judge Sporkin's opinion
also quoted several Biblical passages, which supported "the view that the Church's
ministry is not merely a matter of personal choice but is a requirement for spiritual
redemption."57 For example, "For I was an hungred [sic], and ye gave me meat; I
was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me in."58 Similarly,
"If a person is righteous and does what is lawful and right ... and gives his bread
to the hungry and covers the naked with a garment ... he is righteous, he shall surely
live, says the Lord God."59 Finally:
What does it profit, my brethren, if a man says he has faith, but has not
works? Can his faith save him? If a brother or sister is ill-clad and in lack
of daily food, and one of you says to them, "Go in peace, be warmed and
filled," without giving them the things needed for the body, what does it
profit? So faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead. 60
Judge Sporkin's opinion also referenced Islam, Hinduism, and Judaism as
similarly promoting "the concept of acts of charity as an essential part of religious
worship." 61 Reserving discussion of the legal issues at play in the case for Part II.B.1,
infra, here it should suffice to say that Judge Sporkin concluded that:
The plaintiffs here seek protection for a form of worship their religion
mandates. It is a form of worship akin to prayer.... The Church may use
its building for prayer and other religious services as a matter of right and

52.
53.

Id.
Id. (citation omitted).

54.

Id at 541-42.

55.
Id. at 540; see also W. Presbyterian Church I, 849 F. Supp. at 79 (granting the plaintiffs' motion
for preliminary injunction).

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

W.
Id
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

PresbyterianChurch I, 862 F. Supp. at 544.
at 544 n.3.
at 544 n.3 (quoting Matthew 25:35).
(quoting E.ekiell8:5-9).
(quotingJames 2:14-17).
at 544.
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should be able, as a matter of right, to use the building to minister to the
62
needy.
Using terms of religious charity, ministry, spiritual redemption, works of faith,
and worship, one of the first modern food-sharing cases, Western Presbyterian
Church, thus represented the emic meanings ascribed by the plaintiffs to their
provision of food to hungry people. As we shall see, religious food-sharing activists
have often used such terms to describe what they believe they are doing when they
publicly share food.
A hundred miles away, another of the early food-sharing cases featuring
religious activists raised similar socio-legal issues and surfaced similar emic
meanings. In Stuart Circle Parish v. Board of Zoning Appeals of the City of Richmond,
Virginia, the plaintiffs were "a partnership comprised of six churches of different
denominations located within about five blocks of each other in the Stuart Circle
area of the City of Richmond." 63 Some fifteen years prior to the litigation, the Stuart
Circle Parish started "a Meal Ministry, which offers worship, hospitality, pastoral
care, and a healthful meal to the urban poor of Richmond on Sunday afternoons."64
First located in the Pace Memorial Methodist Church, the Meal Ministry eventually
outgrew that location and came to attract about "one hundred people, some
homeless, some not, but nonetheless needy." 65 Therefore, the plaintiffs shifted the
Meal Ministry about half a mile west to the First English Evangelical Lutheran
Church. 66 Shortly thereafter, the City of Richmond Zoning Administrator received
complaints "about unruly behavior, public urination and noise in the area" and, in
a pattern that is typical of the first wave of modern food-sharing cases, the
administrator quickly determined that the Meal Ministry violated the city zoning
ordinance. 67 In early November 1996, the Board of Zoning Appeals upheld the
68
administrator's determination, and the plaintiffs quickly sued for injunctive relief.
Later that month, when analyzing the plaintiffs' motion for a temporary
restraining order, District Judge Robert E. Payne noted, "Plaintiffs view the Meal
Ministry as the physical embodiment of a central tenet of the Christian faith,
69
ministering to the poor, the hungry and the homeless in the community."
Referencing witness testimony, Judge Payne noted "that the feeding of the urban
poor in Richmond is an extension of their morning worship .... Indeed, caring for
the poor has been central to the Methodist faith, and was a formal teaching ofJohn

62. Id. at 547.
63. Stuart Circle Par.,946 F. Supp. at 1228.
64. Id
65. Id.
66. Id. According to Google Maps, the Pace Memorial Methodist Church is located at 700 West
Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia 23320, and the First English Evangelical Lutheran Church is at
1603 Monument Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23220. The distance between them is 0.6 miles.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id. at 1228-29.
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Wesley, the founder of Methodism." 70 He referenced another witness who
"testified that one of the most important facets of her [Catholic] religion is sharing
in the Eucharist, which is the equivalent of sharing in a meal with God and the
congregation."71 He continued, "Sharing a meal with the homeless is a natural
extension of this practice." 72 Finally, Judge Payne referenced an expert witness in
Christian theology, who "pointed to passages in the Bible in both the Old and New
Testament, including the Sermon on the Mount and the sharing of the loaves and
fishes." 73 Judge Payne thus concluded "that, for the plaintiffs, the feeding of those
less fortunate constitutes methods of obtaining a blessing and the means to
redemption." 74 He explicated:
[T]he plaintiffs showed that it was central to their faith to invite the
homeless into the church in order to establish a climate of worship....
Moreover ... it is the gathering together as a community to share in the
75
meal that constitutes the essence of their faith.
In the context of the food-sharing cases, therefore, Stuart Circle Parishadds to
and extends the emic meanings expressed by the plaintiffs in Western Presbyterian
Church. For the Stuart Circle Parishplaintiffs, ministry to "the poor, the hungry, and
the homeless in the community" within the largest of the Stuart Circle Parish
churches was not merely about fulfilling the alimentary needs of people who were
hungry but was also a religious way to "obtaining a blessing and the means to
redemption." 76 Indeed, it was "the gathering together as a community to share in
the meal that constitute[d] the essence of their faith." 77 Stuart Circle Parish thus
surfaces an important, yet often underappreciated, insight that I herein elaborate:
too often commentators reduce the people who benefit from public food sharing
to "the homeless." 78 As noted in Stuart Circle Parish and Western PresbyterianChurch,
however, the religious food-sharing activists believed that they benefited greatly
from sharing food with hungry people. Obtaining a blessing or redemption may not
amount to pecuniary consideration, but it is a profound benefit to those who
profess their religion as they share food in commumon.

70. Id. at 1236.
71. Id.
72. Id
73. Id.
74. Id. Judge Payne then quoted Matthew 25:35, 40-43, 46, which begins, "I was hungered and
ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger and ye took me in."
75. Id at 1239.
76. Cf id. at 1228-29; id. at 1236.
77. Id. at 1239.
78. See, e.g., Adam Nagourney, As Homeless Line Up for Food, Los Angeles Weighs Restrictions,
N.Y. TTIES (Nov. 25, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/26/us/as-homeless-line-upfor-food-los-angeles-weighs-restrictions.html [https: //web.archive.org/web/201 70323135126/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/26/us/as-homeless-line-up-for-food-los-angeles-weighsrestrictions.html] (focusing on homeless people while reporting on an emerging controversy around
food sharing in Los Angeles, California).
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Additionally, as Judge Payne noted, the Stuart Circle Parish plaintiffs shared
food with approximately "one hundred people, some homeless, some not, but
nonetheless needy."79 Naming the multiple classes of people who benefited from
the Meals Ministry is important because the people who ate a weekly Sunday
afternoon meal in the First English Evangelical Lutheran Church were not
exclusively homeless. As I have elsewhere argued, the number of people who are
homeless in the United States is a very small proportion of the massive numbers of
people who are poor and/or hungry.80 Depending on the estimate, homeless people
number from "3.5% to 7.5% of the population of poor people in the United
States." 8' I highlight this fact not to argue that homeless people are less important
because of smaller numbers but rather to underscore that food sharing implicates a
substantially larger number of people-namely the approximately fifteen percent
of the U.S. population that is food insecure. 82
83
Religious food-sharing activists feature in several other food-sharing cases,
but brevity militates against representing here all of the religious food-sharing cases.
Instead, I discuss other religious food-sharing cases infra at Part II, detailing how
courts have applied First Amendment free exercise of religion, and related statutory,
jurisprudence. In the next section, I discuss the food-sharing cases that feature
politically motivated activists. The case law often features a particular group, Food
84
Not Bombs, but other politically motivated food-sharing activist groups exist.
79. Stuart Circle Par., 946 F. Supp. at 1228.
80. Gonzalez, supra note *, at 239 (arguing that poverty should not be conflated with
homelessness and noting that the U.S. Census counted almost 46.5 million poor people in 2012 in
comparison to the 649,917 people whom the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness estimated in
2012 as "without a place to call home on any given night and more than 1.59 million [people who] spent
at least one night in emergency shelter or transitional housing over the past year' (citation omitted).
As noted earlier, in 2014 over forty-eight million people in the United States were food insecure. See
COLEMAN-J ENSEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 6, 10, and accompanying text.
81. Gonzalez, supra note *, at 239-40 (citations omitted). In 2014, the population of poor
people was 14.8%. DENAVAS-WALT & PROCTOR, supra note 17, at 12. Multiplying that percentage by
the 3.5% and 7.5% estimates shows that homeless people constitute from one-half a percent to a little

over one percent of the U.S. population, which was 319,849,022 on Dec. 31, 2014. U.S. and World
PopulationClock, U.S. CENSUS, http://www.census.gov/popclock/ [https://perma.cc/JU98-6JYS]
(last updated Oct. 28, 2017).
82. See COLEMAN-JENSEN ET AL., supra note 4, at 6, 10 (regarding food insecurity in the United
States); see also MCHENRY, supra note 8, at 15 ("People that had been living average middle class
suburban lives were showing up to eat, having moved in with their families or friends after foreclosing
on their homes. Some people reported that they were camping at the state park or told us they ate at
Food Not Bombs so they would have enough money to pay their mortgage.'.
83. E.g., Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317, at 1-2; First Vagabonds Church of
God V, 638 F.3d at 758; Layman Lessons, Inc. v. City of Millersville, 636 F. Supp. 2d 620, 626
(M.D. Tenn. 2008); Abbott 11, 783 So. 2d 1213; Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big Hart
MinistriesAss'n, supra note 44, at 2.
84. See, e.g., Nagourney, supra note 78 (reporting on the introduction of a Los Angeles city
council resolution to move "food lines" indoors, in response to complaints organized by the Melrose
Action Neighborhood Watch, against the West Hollywood Food Coalition, which was established
twenty-seven years earlier and provides free nightly meals to up to 200 people from a large truck). For
commentary on the legal and cultural contests over earlier restrictions on commercial food trucks (i.e.,
trucks which people use to sell meals) in Los Angeles, see Hernindez-L6pez, supra note 31, passim,
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It bears highlighting that the categories of "religious" and "political" foodsharing activists are themselves etic (i.e., those of an outsider specialist): they find
purchase in the configuration of the First Amendment, which U.S. courts have
interpreted to provide substantially different protection for claims cognized under
the free exercise of religion versus the freedom of speech or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble. While I believe the distinction between religious and political
food-sharing activists is useful, I understand people who publicly share food as
momentarily occupying changing positions in society (e.g., shaped by, inter alia,
ability, age, education, gender, health, income, poverty, profession, race, wealth,
etc.), and I believe that they likely have mixed motives that change during the time
in which they share food in public.

B. PoliticalSolidarity or MutualAid
The 1993 unpublished Ninth Circuit memorandum opinion, McHengy

v. Agnos, is an example of how politically motivated activists challenged the first
modern wave of anti-food-sharing laws.8 5 The plaintiff-appellant, Keith McHenry,
was a "co-founder and member of Food Not Bombs (FNB), an organization whichdistributes free food to San Francisco citizens and advocates increased public
assistance for the homeless and hungry of that city." 86 In the 1996 unpublished
Ninth Circuit memorandum opinion, McHenry v. Jordan, the court noted, in
understated tones, "Since he organized FNB in San Francisco in 1987, McHenry
87
has had a rather acrimonious relationship with San Francisco City authorities."
For people familiar with the international Food Not Bombs movement, or with the
history of San Francisco, California, in the 1980s and 1990s, these case citations
speak volumes. Since its 1980 origin, the Food Not Bombs movement has grown
thizomatically, across and beyond the United States, so that its banner, showing a
fist holding a carrot, has become a familiar sight near the foldout tables where Food
Not Bombs volunteers serve vegan or vegetarian meals at public protests and public
food sharings, which take place in over a thousand cities worldwide.88 In the same
and Ingrid V. Eagly, Criminal Clinics in the Pursuit of Immigrant Rights: Lessons from the Loncheros, 2
U.C. IRVINE L. REv. 91 passim (2012).

85.

McHenryI, 983 F.2d 1076 (unpublished table decision). The panel consisted of CircuitJudges

Proctor Hug, Jr., Harry Pregerson, and Charles E. Wiggins. Id.

86.

Id. at *1; see also MCHENRY, supra note 8, at 14, 17, 20-21, 28, 33, 99-114, 150-51, 153,

155-60 (describing the history of the Food Not Bombs organization from its 1980 origin in organizing
legal defense for an activist arrested following a direct action protest against the construction of the
Seabrook Nuclear Power Generating Station, to its 1981 first meals in and around Boston,
Massachusetts, to the 1988 founding of the San Francisco chapter, and through the ensuing decades as
the Food Not Bombs movement grew across and beyond the United States).

87.

McHenry v. Jordan (McHenr I), 81 F.3d 169 (9th Cir. 1996) (unpublished table decision).

The panel consisted of CircuitJudges Herber Y. C. Choy (senior), Robert R. Beezer, and Michael Daly

Hawkins. Id.
See McHENRY, supranote 8, at 116 ("Food Not Bombs is active in over 1,000 cities around
88.
the world and often the most visible project accessible to the mainstream."); see also id. at 99-114, 15560 (describing the history and growth of Food Not Bombs). On the notion of rhizomatic growth, see
Kristin Lindgren, Amanda Cachia, & Kelly C. George, Growing Rhi.omatically: Disabilities, the Art
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period, San Francisco featured events ranging from the development of its high-rise
financial district and the growth of homelessness under the mayoralty of Dianne
Feinstein (1978 to 1988), to the catastrophic Loma Prieto earthquake of 1989 during
the mayoralty of Art Agnos (1988 to 1992), to the expressly antihomeless "Matrix
Quality of Life Program" of the mayoralty of Frank Jordan (1992 to 1996), to the
dot-com boom during the mayoralty of former Speaker of the California Assembly,
Willie Brown, the first African American mayor of San Francisco (1996 to 2004).89
The Food Not Bombs movement grew in the same decades when the "City by the
Bay" concentrated the wealth generated by myriad technology companies.
For readers who are unfamiliar with Food Not Bombs, Hungry for Peace,
written by Keith McHenry, is one of the best textual sources to express the emic
meanings that some politically motivated people ascribe to food sharing.90 Other
useful textual sources for these meanings are the pleadings and judicial opinions
regarding the food-sharing cases in which Food Not Bombs volunteers were
plaintiffs."1 As shown below, the terms under which Food Not Bombs volunteers
typically express their emic understandings of publicly sharing food include
solidarity and mutual aid. To elaborate the social history of Food Not Bombs and
the intellectual history of solidarity and mutual aid is beyond the scope of this
Article, but quoting McHenry at length is merited to represent the emic terms under
which Food Not Bombs groups publicly share food.
Under a section titled, "Solidarity, Not Charity," McHenry names the three
principles of Food Not Bombs:
1. The food is always vegan or vegetarian and free to everyone, without
restriction, rich or poor, stoned or sober.

Gallery, and the Consortium, 34 DISABILITY STUD. Q. (2014), http://dsq-sds.org/article/view/4250/
3590 [https://perma.cc/CCR7-3KHU] ("What does it mean to develop rhizomatically? Botanically
speaking, a rhizome is an underground plant stem that grows horizontally, producing roots and shoots
from its nodes. Ginger, bamboo, and irises are thizomes. Deleuze and Guattari contrast rhizomatic
growth with arborescent growth: a model based on roots, trees, branches, linear and vertical
development. Their philosophical concept of the rhizome, both distinct from and linked to the
biological one, has itself traveled in non-linear ways, finding alliance with varied disciplines, modes of
thought, and artistic practices."). See generally GILLES DELEUZE & FELIx GUATrARI, A THOUSAND
PLATEAUS: CAPITALISM AND SCHIZOPHRENIA passim (Brian Massumi trans., 1987) (theorizing the
rhizome).

89.

See MCHENRY, supranote 8, at 14, 19-22, 33, 41, 53-54, 58-59, 63, 65, 88, 91-95, 103-09,

115, 153, 155-60 (discussing the history of Food Not Bombs in San Francisco, including the Matrix
program); Foscarinis, supra note 29, at 37-38, 55-56, 60 (discussing the Matrix program and its

litigation, Joyce v. City of San Francisco, 846 F. Supp. 843 (N.D. Cal. 1994)).
90.
See MCHENRY, supra note 8, at 153 ("The eight founders of Food Not Bombs are Mira
Brown, C. T. Lawrence Butlerjessie Constable, Susan Eaton, Brian Feigenbaum, Keith McHenry, Amy
Rothstien, and Jo Swanson.").

91. E.g., First Vagabonds Church of God V, 638 F.3d at 758-59; Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450
F.3d at 1030;]ordan,81 F.3d 169 (unpublished table decision); Agnos, 983 F.2d 1076 (unpublished table
decision); Sacco v. City of Las Vegas, Nos. 2:06-CV-0714-RCJ-LRL, 2:06-CV-0941-RCJ-LRL, 2007 WL
2429151, at 3 (D. Nev. Aug. 20, 2007) (enjoining permanently the defendants from enforcing a law
that barred the feeding of the indigent in city parks); Complaint: Preliminary Statement, FortLauderdale
Food Not Bombs I, supra note 37.
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2. Food Not Bombs has no formal leaders or headquarters, and every
group is autonomous and makes decisions using the consensus process.
3. Food Not Bombs is dedicated to nonviolent direct action and works
92
for nonviolent social change.
According to McHenry, these principles "were first formally suggested and
93
adopted at the 1992 Food Not Bombs International Gathering in San Francisco."
For McHenry, "It cannot be stressed enough that Food Not Bombs is not a charity
and is working to inspire a dramatic change in society. Sharing food for free without
94
restriction is a revolutionary act in a culture devoted to profit." As he explains:
[W]e invite people who receive the food to become involved in
participating in the collection, cooking or sharing of the food. Food Not
Bombs volunteers work in solidarity with many members of their
community and encourage everyone's participation in all aspects of our
local chapters, including help with decision making. People eating with
Food Not Bombs should never feel that they are in any way inferior to
those who are sharing the food. We are all equal. This isn't charity. This
provides an opportunity for people to regain their power and recognize
their ability to contribute and make a change. This could be one of the
95
most important ways Food Not Bombs contributes to social change.
He continues:
We build solidarity by sharing food and literature at events and actions
organized by other groups. We also distribute literature at our meals that is
provided by the organizations we support, promoting solidarity and the
building of coalitions. Offering food and logistical support is a great way
to create lasting relationships with activists working on issues related to the
goals of Food Not Bombs. We are working against the perception of
96
scarcity, which causes many people to fear cooperation among groups.
McHenry also discusses Food Not Bombs in terms of mutual aid. For
example, he notes:
The founders of Food Not Bombs thought that there might be a way to
encourage the public to seek an end to war and poverty, with a living
theater and mutual aid on the streets. No lengthy theories and long winded
speeches to bore the public. We also made sure there would never be any
charismatic leaders for the authorities to discredit or leadership for them
to replace. Food Not Bombs is about action, reliability, respect, trust and
relationships in the community. We are about making sure everyone is free
to express their best self and has the food, clothing, healthcare and housing
they deserve. In short, we were searching for a way to reach a public

92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

MCHENRY, supra note 8, at 19.
Id. at 21.
Id at 20.
Id.
Id at 32.
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unfamiliar with alternative ways of organizing society and of relating to our
fellow animal and human beings.97
McHenry's representations of solidarity and mutual aid resonate throughout
four twenty-first century food-sharing cases in which Food Not Bombs volunteers
were plaintiffs.9 8 Courts, however, do not often adopt these emic meanings but
instead impose their etic understandings. Consider, for example, Santa Monica Food
Not Bombs v. City ofSanta Monica, in which the plaintiffs' opening brief to the Ninth
Circuit, appealing the lower court's grant of the defendants' motion for summary
judgment, explained:
Plaintiff Santa Monica Food Not Bombs ...
is an unincorporated
association devoted to drawing attention to the connection between the
lack of food for the poor and the war preparation activities of the federal
government.. . . Some of its members are homeless residents of the City
[of Santa Monica], who not only help provide meals but also join their
fellow homeless in eating the meals.99
In the panel's opinion, Ninth Circuit Judge Marsha S. Berzon recognized this
plaintiff's self-identification (viz., "Plaintiff Santa Monica Food Not Bombs is an
unincorporated association that seeks to highlight a 'connection between the lack
of food for the poor and war-preparation activities of the United States
government"').100

In contrast, consider the difference between the plaintiffs' amended complaint
in First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando, and how various courts
represented these plaintiffs. The complaint explained that:
Plaintiff Orlando Food Not Bombs is an unincorporated association
affiliated with the grassroots international Food Not Bombs movement,
which is organized according to principles of egalitarianism, consensus,
cooperation, autonomy, and decentralization. The group shares food with
homeless and hungry people in Orlando to call attention to society's failure
to provide food and housing to each of its members and to reclaim public
space. The name Food Not Bombs states the group's most fundamental
principle: society needs to promote life, not death.101
Reviewing the various judicial opinions in First Vagabonds Church of God
suggests the existence of a struggle over emic versus etic meanings. For example,

97. Id. at 15.
98. First Vagabonds Church of God V, 638 F.3d at 758-59 (en banc); Santa Monica FoodNot Bombs,
450 F.3d at 1030; Sacco, 2007 WL 2429151 (permanently enjoining the defendants from enforcing a law
that barred the feeding of the indigent in Las Vegas parks); Complaint: Preliminary Statement, Fort
Lauderdale Food Not Bombs I, supra note 37.
99. Plaintiff's Opening Brief on Appeal from the Order Granting Defendants' Motion for
Summary judgment at 15, Santa Monica FoodNotBombs, 450 F.3d 1022 (9th Cit. 2006) (No. 03-56623),
2004 WL 443395, at *15.
100. Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1030.
101. Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and Damages at 4,
First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando (First Vagabonds Church of God III), 578
F. Supp. 2d 1353 (M.D. Fla. 2008), 2006 WL 3916070 (M.D. Fla. Dec. 29, 2006).
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District Court judge Gregory A. Presnell initially accepted Orlando Food Not
Bombs' self-description. 102 After a bench trial and post-trial submissions, however,
Judge Presnell characterized Orlando Food Not Bombs (OFNB) as:
[A] loosely structured organization of political activists, including
anarchists, communists, vegans, and those generally opposed to war and
violence. Notwithstanding their diffuse views, all OFNB members share
in OFNB's core belief: that food is a right which society has a responsibility
03
to provide to all of its members.1
By the time the case reached the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals, however,
Circuit Judge James Larry Edmondson significantly truncated the plaintiffs selfdescription (viz., "Plaintiff Orlando Food Not Bombs is a loosely structured
organization of political activists who share the view that society has a responsibility
to provide food to all of its members"). 104 In contrast, dissenting Circuit Judge
Rosemary Barkett cognized OFNB in the terms preferred by its members. 05 Finally,
in the en banc opinion, Circuit Judge William H. Pryor, reduced the plaintiff's selfidentification into, "a group of political activists dedicated to the idea that food is a
06
fundamental human right."
While some readers may find the different descriptions of the various Food
Not Bombs plaintiffs unimportant, I find the changing descriptors of the OFNB
plaintiffs in First Vagabonds Church of God significant and perhaps even predictive:
they suggest a critical contest over the terms by which a court comes to understand
public food sharing. The results of such contests seem to be that when a court
adopts the emic terms of a plaintiff, as in the first two religious food-sharing cases
discussed above in Part I.A., then the plaintiff prevails. In contrast, when courts
disregard the emic terms of a plaintiff, as the majority opinions of the Eleventh
Circuit Court of Appeals arguably did in First Vagabonds Church of God, then the
court rules against the plaintiff. This hypothesis is certainly not novel. Socio-legal
scholars have critiqued deconstruction, binary metaphors, and framing for

102. First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando (First Vagabonds Church of God I),
No. 6:06-CV-1583-Orl-31KRS, 2008 WL 899029, at *1 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 31, 2008) (granting in part and
denying in part the defendants' motion for summary judgment) ("Plaintiff Orlando Food Not Bombs
('OFNB) is an unincorporated association with the international Food Not Bombs movement. This
group shares food with homeless and hungry people at Lake Eola Park to draw attention to 'society's
failure to provide food and housing to each of its members and to reclaim public space.") (citation
omitted).

103.

First Vagabonds Church of God IfH, 578 F. Supp. 2d at 1356 (permanently enjoining

defendants from enforcing their Large Group Feeding Ordinance), rev'd, 638 F.3d at 758-59 (en banc).

104.

First Vagabonds Church ofGodlV, 610 F.3d at 1280 (affirming in part, reversing in part, and

vacating the district court's permanent injunction), rvg, 578 F. Supp. 2d 1353 (M.D. Fla. 2008), vacated

by 616 F.3d 1230 (11th Cit. 2010), reinstatedin part en banc, 638 F.3d 756 (11th Cir. 2011).
105.
Id. at 1293 n.1 ("Orlando Food Not Bombs is an association of political activists affiliated
with the international Food Not Bombs movement. It is undisputed that its members are opposed to
war and violence and share the core belief that food is a right which society has a responsibility to
provide to all.").

106.

First Vagabonds Church ofGod V, 638 F.3d at 758.
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decades. 107 Because the food-sharing cases often sound in the First Amendment,
however, how courts cognize public food sharing and whether they extend
constitutional protection to its practitioners seem to depend on whether judges
accept, or at least not reject as incomprehensible, the plaintiffs' emic explanations
for sharing food in public. Perhaps the judges even come to identify with the
plaintiffs' reasons for seeking protection under the First Amendment?
Possibly accounting for this phenomenon, in the latest food-sharing case to
be litigated in federal court, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City of Fort
Lauderdale,108 it appears that the plaintiffs seek to make themselves cognizable to
the court by mixing emic terms of solidarity with etic terms of First Amendment
jurisprudence:
Plaintiffs share food during their Friday demonstrations at Stranahan Park
as symbolic expression of the group's political beliefs that food is a human
right and to communicate a message of social unity and solidarity with
people who are hungry, which is a human condition shared by all. 109
Time will tell how Southern District of Florida District Judge William J. Zloch
comes to understand the plaintiffs, as well as the municipal defendant, which has its
own distinctive view on sharing food in public.110

107.

See, e.g., J. M. Balkin, Deconstructive Practiceand Legal Theory, 96 YALE L.J. 743, 753 (1987)

("But we can read Derrida's work as challenging this commonsense conception. When we hold an idea

in our minds, we hold both the idea and its opposite; we think not of speech but of 'speech as opposed
to writing,' or speech with the traces of the idea of writing, from which speech differs and upon which
it depends. The history of ideas, then, is not the history of individual conceptions, but of favored
conceptions held in opposition to disfavored conceptions .... Our understanding of legal ideas may
indeed involve, as Derrida says of speech and writing, the simultaneous privileging of ideas over their
opposites.') (citations omitted); Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42
STAN. L. REv. 581, 607 n.123 (1990) (comparing Balkin's interpretation of Derrida, with George Lakoff
and Mark Johnson's theorization of the concepts that underlie binary spatial metaphors, and Audre
Lorde's critique of simplistic binary oppositions as applied to human differences); Mark L. Johnson,
Mind, Metaphor, Law, 58 MERCER L. REv. 845, 867 (2007) ("As humans we understand things by
framing them via what George Lakoff calls 'idealized cognitive models.' Much of ethical and legal
reasoning is a matter of framing situations and problems relative to various cognitive models, and image
schemas, radial categories, and metaphors play a central role in defining our models.") (citation
omitted); see also Martha F. Davis, Law, Issue Frames and Social Movements: Three Case Studies, 14

U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 363, 364-65 (2011) ("While there are many definitions of framing and
specific types of frames, there is general agreement that frames are 'schema of interpretation' that 'give
meaning to key features of some topic or problem.") (citation omitted).
108.
Complaint: Preliminary Statement, Fort LauderdaleFood Not Bombs 1, supra note 37.
109.
Id. at 10; see also id. at 4 ("Plaintiff Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs is an unincorporated
association affiliated with the grassroots international Food Not Bombs movement that engages in
peaceful political direct action to communicate its message that our society can end hunger and poverty
if we redirect our collective resources from the military and war and that food is a human right, not a
privilege, which society has a responsibility to provide to all. Food Not Bombs shares food with anyone,
without restriction, to communicate this message and organize for positive social change. The group
does not serve food as a charity, but instead as an expression of and to further their political message.
Food Not Bombs serves vegan or vegetarian food to reflect its political dedication to nonviolence
against all, including animals.").
110.
During the editing of this Article, judge Zloch issued an order granting the City of Fort
Lauderdale motion for summary judgment and denying the Plaintiffs' similar motion. Order, Fort
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C Municipal Terms
Cities that promulgate anti-food-sharing laws claim markedly different
concerns than those expressed by religious and political food-sharing activists. In
Part II infra, I discuss a few of the governmental interests that cities claim as
compelling, important, or substantial justifications for their anti-food-sharing laws
(e.g., competing uses, park aesthetics, public health, public safety, or zoning). Here,
I overview four cities' labeling of public food sharing in terms of "food distribution"
(Santa Monica, California) "homeless feeding" (Dallas, Texas), "large group
feeding" (Orlando, Florida), and "social service facility" (Fort Lauderdale,
Florida).'I' To provide readers with a sense of how these laws have recently evolved,
I discuss these cities' different anti-food-sharing laws in the chronological order in
which the cities promulgated them. I end the Part by briefly contrasting these labels
with the emic meanings expressed by religious and political food-sharing activists.

1. Food Distribution
On October 22, 2002, the city council of Santa Monica, California, enacted aA
ordinance with two provisions to regulate the distribution of food in public parks,
streets, and sidewalks. 112 In a new chapter of the Santa Monica Municipal Code
(SMMC), entitled "Food Distribution on Public Property," Section 5.06.010
regulated food distribution in city parks and on the city hall lawn, and SMMC
113
Section 5.06.020 regulated food distribution on public streets and sidewalks.
Section 5.06.010 required any person who would serve or distribute "food to the
public" to comply with state health and safety standards, display a valid permit from
the county Department of Health, obtain city approval as to location, and otherwise
comply with Santa Monica's community events law, which the city had enacted the
prior year. 114 Section 5.06.020 banned food distribution without city authorization

Lauderdale Food Not Bombs I, No. 15-60185-C1V (S.D. Fla. Sept. 30, 2016), 2016 WL 5942528.
Critiquing Judge Zloch's reasoning is not feasible here, but the Plaintiffs have appealed to the Eleventh

Circuit. See Appellants' Initial Brief, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs v. City of Fort Lauderdale (Fort
Lauderdale Food Not Bombs II), No. 16-16808, (11th Cit. Jan. 18, 2017), 2017 WL 1076817; see
also Oral Argument, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs II, No. 16-16806 (11th Cir. Aug. 24, 2017),
http://www.call .uscourts.gov/system/filesforce/oral_argumentrecordings/16-16808.mp3?
download=1 [https://perma.cc/BKR7-2ULT] (linking to the digital recording of the oral arguments).
111. See, e.g., First Vagabonds Church of God V, 638 F.3d at 759 (en banc) (large group feeding);
Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1030 (food distribution); Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL
3235317 (outdoor public serving of food; Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and
Damages, Ordinance C-14-42 at 1-7, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs I, supra note 37 (social service,
social service facility, and outdoor food distribution center); Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law,
Big HartMinistriesAss'n, supra note 44 (homeless feeding).
112. Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1029 (discussing SANTA MONICA,
CAL. MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE No. 2055 (adopted Oct. 22, 2002), codified at SANTA MONICA,

CAL. MUN. CODE § 5.06 (amended Feb. 24, 2004)).
113. Id. at 1029.
114. Compare id at 1026 (dating the enactment of the community events ordinance as May 8,
2001, and noting its subsequent amendments), with id. at 1029 (discussing the food distribution
ordinance).
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under threat of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed $1000,
imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed six months, or both.115
On January 3, 2003, the plaintiffs filed their complaint in federal court seeking
declaratory and injunctive relief from several Santa Monica ordinances, which
regulated community events, food distribution, and street banners. On August 11,
2003, District Court Judge Manuel L. Real granted the city defendants' motion for
summary judgment.11 6 The plaintiffs appealed, and during its pendency, on
February 24, 2004, the city amended its food distribution ordinance." 7 As to Section
5.06.010, Santa Monica clarified that city approval as to location would be
controlled by state guidelines as administered by the County of Los Angeles, that
the city would adopt new guidelines to administer the ordinance, and that
compliance with the city's park maintenance code would be necessary.11 8 As to
Section 5.06.020, the amendment clarified four kinds of city authorization (vending
permit, use permit, outdoor dining license, or community event permit) and, in an
important concession to the plaintiffs, provided that "no permit or license shall be
required for a noncommercial food distribution that does not interfere with the free
use of the sidewalk or street by pedestrian or vehicular traffic.""'9
Santa Monica Food Not Bombs thus established the first terms under which
some cities in the second modern wave of anti-food-sharing laws have cognized
people who share food in public. The City of Santa Monica paired its "food
distribution on public property" ordinance with a community events ordinance that
further regulated the use of city properties. When challenged in court, Santa Monica
prevailed at the district court, and predominantly prevailed at the Ninth Circuit, but
the city nevertheless amended the part of its food distribution ordinance that
regulated the use of streets and sidewalks so not to require a permit or license for
"noncommercial food distribution that does not interfere with the free use of the
sidewalk or street." 120 This clear exception for noncommercial food distribution is
in marked contrast to other cities' approaches to regulating public food sharing.
Moreover, after its amendment and litigation, Section 5.06.010 only required a
12
permit for public food sharing in groups of 150 or more persons. 1

115. See id. at 1029 (quoting SANTA MONICA, CAL. MUN. CODE § 5.06.020 (adopted Oct. 22,
2002)).
116. Id. at 1031.
117. See id. at 1029 (dating the amendment as Feb. 24, 2004); see also Plaintiff's Opening Brief,
Santa Monica Food Not Bombs, 450 F.3d 1022 (No. CV-03-0032), 2004 WL 443395.
118. Santa Monica FoodNot Bombs, 450 F.3d at 1029 (citing SANTA MONICA, CAL. MUN. CODE
6 5.06.010 (adopted Oct. 22, 2002)).
119. Id at 1030 (citing SANTA MONICA, CAL. MUN. CODE § 5.06.020 (adopted Oct. 22,2004))
(emphasis removed).
120. SANTA MONICA, CAL. MUN. CODE 5 5.06.020 (amended Feb. 24, 2004).
121. See Gonzailez, supra note *, at 270-74 (discussing SantaMonica FoodNot Bombs, 450 F.3d at
1025, 1035-45, which determined that a mandatory administrative instruction, requiting a community
events permit for groups below 150 persons, failed the narrow tailoring requirement of First
Amendment free speech strict scrutiny because it detached the ordinance from the city's asserted
governmental interest in allocating the use of public open space by large groups).
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2. Homeless or Large Group Feeding
On June 8, 2005, Dallas enacted its "Food Establishment Ordinance," which
amended the city code to regulate "food establishments, including organizations
that feed the homeless."1 22 As noted by the court, District Judge Jorge A. Solis,
"The stated purpose of the Ordinance [was] 'to safeguard public health and provide
to consumers food that is safe, unadulterated, and honestly presented.'" 23 At first
glance, the ordinance might seem to apply only to commercial food establishments,
but it expressly applied to organizations that feed the homeless when it articulated
a nine-element "Homeless Feeder Defense."1 24 While including the Homeless
Feeder Defense in the ordinance might suggest that Dallas intended to provide a
reasonable exception to its food establishment ordinance, after six years of
litigation, on March 28, 2013, Judge Solis permanently enjoined the City of Dallas
from enforcing the ordinance against the two organizational plaintiffs and one
25
individual plaintiff.1
Orlando, Florida, evidenced a third approach to regulating food sharing in
public. On July 24, 2006, its city council enacted an ordinance to amend Chaptei
18A (Parks and Outdoor Public Assemblies) of its city code by adding and defining
the terms "large group feeding" and "Greater Orlando Park District (GDPD)" and
by creating a new section to regulate large group feeding in parks and park facilities
owned or controlled by the city and within the GDPD. 126 As I have discussed the

122. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big Rart Ministries Ass'n, supra note 44, at 11
(citing and quoting DALL. CITY CODE 5 17-1.1; TEX. ADMIN. CODE 229.161 et seq.; Minutes of the
Dallas City Council Wed., Jun. 8, 2005, DALL. CITY HALL (approved June 22, 2005), http://
citysecretary.dallascityhall.com/pdf/CC2005/ccO60805.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZM47-YCF2]).
123. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Beg Hart MinistresAss'n, supranote 44, at 11.
124. Id. at 11-12 (citing DALL. CITY CODE § 17-1.6 (5), "known as the 'Homeless Feeder
Defense,' [which] provides that an organization serving food to the homeless need not comply with the
Ordinance if it meets other criteria, such as: (1) obtaining location approval from the City; (2) providing
restroom facilities; (3) having equipment and procedures for disposing of waste and wastewater; (4)
making available handwashing equipment and facilities, including a five-gallon container with a spigot
and a catch[,] bucket, soap, and individual paper towels; (5) registering with the City; (6) obtaining
written approval from the property owner; (7) having a person present at all times who has completed
the City's food safety training course; (8) complying with food storage and transport[ation]
requirements; and (9) ensuring the feeding site is left in a clean, waste-free condition').
125. Final Judgment at 1, Big Hart MinistriesAss'n, No. 3:07-CV-0216-P (N.D. Tex. Mar. 28,
2013). Judge Solis ultimately found that the Homeless Feeder Defense substantially burdened
the plaintiffs' rights to freely exercise their religion without the compelling justification required by
the Texas Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1999 (TRFRA). Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law, Big Hart Ministries Assn, supra note 44, at 39 (citation omitted). TRFRA provides that,
"a government agency may not substantially burden a person's free exercise of religion" unless
the agency, "demonstrates that the application of the burden to the person: (1) is in furtherance of
a compelling governmental interest; and (2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that interest."
TEx. CIv. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 110.003 (West 2017).
126.
ORLANDO CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF ORLANDO COUNCIL MINUTES, at 18-19 (Fla. July
24, 2006); see also First Vagabonds Church of GodIV, 610 F.3d at 1292-93 (reproducing relevant parts of
the ordinance); Gonzalez, supra note *, at 267-68 (discussing the ordinance).
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political history of the ordinance's enactment at length elsewhere, 127 here I make
five brief points. First, Orlando defined a "large group feeding" as:
[A]n event intended to attract, attracting, or likely to attract twenty-five
(25) or more people, including distributors and servers, in a park or park
facility owned or controlled by the City, including adjacent sidewalks and
rights-of-way in the GDPD, for the delivery or service of food. Excluded
from this definition are activities of City licensed or contracted
concessionaires, lessees, or licensees. 128
Second, Orlando defined its new GDPD "as an area within the limits of the
City of Orlando, Florida, extending out a two (2) mile radius in all directions from
City Hall and including all of the parks and park facilities owned or controlled by
the City touched by that radius, in their entirety."1 29 Third, within the GDPD, which
included "approximately forty-two public parks," 1 3s the ordinance made it
"unlawful to knowingly sponsor, conduct, or participate in the distribution or
service of food at a large group feeding at a park or park facility . .. without a Large
Group Feeding Permit." 131 Fourth, the ordinance provided that "[n]ot more than
two (2) Large Group Feeding Permits shall be issued to the same person, group, or
orgamzation. . . for the same park in the GDPD in a twelve (12) consecutive month
period." 132 Finally, violation of the ordinance was punishable by "a fine not to
exceed $500.00" or "a definite term of imprisonment not to exceed sixty (60) days,
133
or by both such fine and imprisonment."
Thus, in 2006 the city of Orlando defined a large group feeding as amounting
to twenty-five people, including "distributors and servers," and it created a twomile radius downtown park district, centered on city hall, within which any person
or organization seeking to share food in public must obtain a permit, with such
person or organization unable to obtain more than two such permits in any twelve
consecutive months for any particular park. 134 From Santa Monica, California, in
2002, to Dallas, Texas, in 2005, to Orlando, Florida, in 2006, we thus see how cities
cognized public food sharing in terms of food distribution, food establishment and
homeless feeding, and large group feeding, respectively. Such terms are far from the
eic
meanings expressed by food-sharing activists motivated by religious belief
(charity, ministry, and works of faith) or political principle (solidarity and mutual
aid), and the municipal terms are striking for their facial neutrality. (Only Dallas's
ordinance expressly regulated homeless people in an affirmative defense to its food
127.
128.

Gonzalez, supra note *, at 263-70.
ORLANDO, FLA. CODE OF ORDINANCES

tit.

II,

5

18A.01(24)

(2016), https://

www.municode.com/library/fl/orlando/codes/codeof-ordinances?nodeld=TITIICICO
CH18APAOUPUAS_S18A.01DE [h ttps://perma.cc/6TH4-6RMX].
129. Id. 5 18A.01(25).
130. First Vagabonds Church of God 1, 2008 WL 899029, at *1.
131. ORLANDO, FLA., CODE OF ORDINANCES tit. 11 18A.09-2(a) (1999).
132. Id. 5 18A.09-2(c).
133. Id. 55 1.08(3), 18A.24(4) ("Any person violating the provisions of any section of this
chapter shall be subject to arrest and punishment as provided in Section 1.08 of this Code.").
134. Id. §§ 18A.01(24)-(25), 18A.09-2(c).
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establishment ordinance.)1 35 Beyond the advice of counsel, however, the municipal
terms also evidence how particular city councils understood the socio-legal activity
that they sought to regulate. Indeed, reflecting on the municipal terms raises
questions regarding the implicit meanings of "distributing" (or serving) food,1 36
versus "feeding" people who are homeless or otherwise hungry.
As above explained, I have adopted the phrase food sharing and believe that
it accurately labels the various emic meanings that food-sharing activists ascribe to
themselves. Cities that enacted anti-food-sharing laws, however, seem relatively
unconcerned with activists' emic meanings and instead focus on governmental
interests that are facially neutral and perhaps putatively objective. Distributing,
feeding, sharing, and serving are different, yet related, ways to describe the patterned
phenomena that I call public food sharing. These labels matter because they tend to
play out differently under different First Amendment doctrines (e.g., protected
expression versus unprotected conduct, content based discrimination versus
content neutral regulation, exercise of religion or not, and substantial burden versus
mere inconvenience).1 37 Before turning to Part II, however, I briefly discuss the
municipal term "social services facility," which is at issue in the latest anti-foodsharing law to be litigated in federal court.

3. Social Service Facilitiesand Outdoor Food Distribution Centers
On October 22, 2014, the City of Fort Lauderdale enacted an ordinance to
regulate "social service facilities."' 38 Ordinance No. C-14-42 substantially amended
"Section 47-18.31, Social service facility (SSF), of the Unified Land Development
Regulations (hereinafter referred to as 'ULDRD."139 From being a single brief
paragraph, the ordinance expanded section 47-18.31 to fifteen pages of new
purpose, definitions, development standards, table of allowable uses by zoning
district, level of review, and lists of permitted and conditional uses. 140 The ordinance
redefined "social services" to mean "[a]ny service provided to the public to address

§

135.

DALL.,TEX. CODE OFORDINANCESvol. 1,

136.

Cf Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317, at *27 n.11 (discussing Philadelphia's

17-1.6 (2015).

anti-food-sharing law, which provided, "No person, group, or organization shall engage in Outdoor
Public Serving of Food ... [which] means the distribution of food free of charge to members of the
public, in groups of three or more people, on any public highway, on any public sidewalk, or in any
outdoor public place.").
See infra Part H.B.2 (discussing exercise of religion and substantial burden versus mere
137.
inconvenience).
138.
FORT LAUDERDALE,
FLA., ORDINANCE AMENDING THE UNIFIED LAND
DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS, No. C-14-42, at 1, 15 (adopted Oct. 22, 2014), http://
www.fortiauderdale.gov/home/showdocument?id=6404 [https://perma.cc/P2LC-CRHN]; see also

Larry Barszewski, Fort Lauderdale Commissioners Pull All-Nighter and Approve Homeless Feeding
Restrictions, SUNSENTINEL (Oct. 22, 2014), http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fortlauderdale/fl-lauderdale-homeless-feeding-sites-20141021 -story.html [https://perma.cc/FXX4-

5D6H].
139.

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA, ORDINANCE No. C-14-42, at 2.

140.

Id. atpassim.
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public welfare and health such as, but not limited to, the provision of food."141 The
ordinance defined what it termed "Outdoor Food Distribution Centers" as:
Any location or site temporarily used to furnish meals to members of the
public without cost or at a very low cost as a social service as defined
herein ... and is generally providing food distribution services exterior to
42
a building or structure without permanent facilities on a property.1
The ordinance mandated thirteen specific development standards for
Outdoor Food Distribution Centers, which included, inter alia, meeting all state,
county, and city requirements for food service establishments; not being closer than
500 feet from another food distribution center or any residential property; providing
restroom facilities and equipment for hand washing and the lawful disposal of waste
and wastewater; having written consent from the owner of the property on which
the outdoor food distribution occurs; ensuring that one onsite person has received
state food manager certification; requiring adequate food storage at prescribed
temperatures and clean food transportation; mandating food service within four
hours of its preparation; etc. 143 Further, the ordinance categorized Outdoor Food
Distribution Centers as a "permitted use" in only one kind of zoning district, Heavy
Commercial/Light Industrial.'" In Community Facility (including House of
Worship) and Regional Activity Center zoning districts, Outdoor Food Distribution
Centers became a "conditional use," which therefore required "site plan level III
approval" with newly created review criteria that included "compatibility with the
character of the area."1 45 In Park, Residential, and myriad other zoning districts,
1 46
Additionally, the
Outdoor Food Distribution Centers became a "prohibited use."
prohibited
expressly
and
regulations
rules
Fort Lauderdale Parks and Recreation
using parks for "business or social service purposes unless authorized pursuant to a
47
written agreement with [the] City."1
In other words, Fort Lauderdale's 2014 ordinance deployed the police power
delegated to it by the State of Florida to define the practice of publicly sharing food
as a "social service," and to require this ostensible social service to comport with

141. Id. at 3 (amending Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Unified Land Dev. Code 5 47-18.31(B)(6)).
142. Id. (amending Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Unified Land Dev. Code § 47-18.31 (B)(4)).
143. Id. at 6-7 (amending Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Unified Land Dev. Code 5 47-18.31(C)(2)(c)).
144. Id. at 7-9, 11 (amending Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Unified Land Dev. Code 95 47-6.13, 4718.31(D)).
145. Id. at 8-14 (amending Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Unified Land Dev. Code 5§ 47-8.10-47-8.13,
47-13.10, 47-18.31(D)). Site plan level III approval requires approval from the Planning and Zoning
Board after an opportunity for public participation, City of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Development Review
Committee, FORTLAUDERDALE.GOV, http://www.fortlauderdale.gov/departments/sustainabledevelopment/urban-design-and-planning/development-applications-boards-and-committees/
development-review-committee [https://perma.cc/B3FN-YEXQ] (last visited July 15, 2016).
146. FoRT LAUDERDALE, FLA, ORDINANCE No. C-14-42, at 8-9 (amending Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. Unified Land Dev. Code § 47-18.31(D)).
147. City of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Parks and Recreation-Rules and Regulations (Rule 2.2. Social
Services), FORTLAUDERDALE.GOV [hereinafter Fort Iauderdale Parks and Recreation-Rules and
[https://perma.cc/
Regulations], http://www.fortlauderdale.gov/home/showdocument?id=2908
QJV5-47PF] (last visited Sept. 12, 2016).
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the city's zoning laws and park rules. Under the former, an "Outdoor Food
Distribution Center" was a permitted use only in Heavy Commercial/Light
Industrial districts located no closer than 500 feet from any other food distribution
center or residential property; a conditional use (requiring approval from the
planning and zoning board) in community facility, house of worship, and regional
activity center districts; and a prohibited use in city parks. Consequently, under the
terms of its new ordinance, public food sharing or an "Outdoor Food Distribution
Center" would henceforth be relegated to a small number of locations within the
city of Fort Lauderdale, not including any city parks and only possibly including a
house of worship if it obtained permission for such a conditional use.
Instantiating Mark Twain's aphorism that "[t]ruth is stranger than fiction,"' 48
one of the first four people whom Fort Lauderdale police arrested under the
ordinance was a ninety-year-old World War II veteran.1 49 Arnold Abbot had just
served the fourth plate of food when police ordered him to "Drop that plate right
now," and then cited and released him and three other food-sharing volunteers.1 50
Abbott had been publicly sharing food in Fort Lauderdale, often at its beachside
parks, since 1991 through the nonprofit Love Thy Neighbor Fund, Inc., which he
established to commemorate his deceased wife.' 5 ' A few days later, police again
arrested, cited, and released Abbott, along with several other food-sharing
volunteers.1 52 Adding to the strangeness, Abbott was arrested thirteen years after he
successfully sued the City of Fort Lauderdale for violating his rights under the

148.
MARK TWAIN, FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR: A JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD 155
(Olivia L. Clemens ed., Harper & Bros. Publishers 1899) ("Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is
because Fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities; Truth isn't.").
149.
Mike Clary, Police Shut Down Stranahan Park Homeless Feeding Site, Cite Activists
for Breaking New Law, SUNSENTINEL (Nov. 2, 2014, 4:50 PM), http://www.sun-sentinel.com/
[https://
local/broward/fort-lauderdale/fl-homeless-feeding-citations-20141102-story.html

web.archiveorg/web/201710261 85759/http://www.sun-sentinel.com/gOO/local/broward/fortlauderdale/fl-homeless-feeding-citations-20141102-story.html]; Jeff Weinberger, Video: A 90-YearOld and Two Clergymen Cited, Face Possible jailTime, for Feeding the Homeless in Fort Lauderdale, NEW
TIES BROWARD-PALM BEACH (Nov. 3, 2014, 9:30 AM), http://www.browardpalmbeach.com/
news/video-a-90-year-old-and-two-clergymen-cited-face-possible-jail-time-for-feeding-the-homeless-

in-fort-lauderdale-updated-6471412 [https://perma.cc/QUJ9-Z4B5].
150.
Weinberger, supra note 149.
151.
Stefan Kamph, At the Beach with Arnold Abbott, Fort Lauderdale's HomelessFeeding Advocate, NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH (Sept. 22, 2011, 9:05 AM), http://
www.browardpalmbeach.com/news/at-the-beach-with-arnold-abbott-fort-lauderdales-homelessfeeding-advocate-6472058 [https://perma.cc/HB3Q-GUFA]; see also LOVE THY NEIGHBOR, http://

lovethyneighbor.org [h ttps://perma.cc/WSF7-58PP] (last visited July 15, 2016) ("Love Thy Neighbor
is an all volunteer organization embracing the vision and passion of one woman, Maureen Abbott, who
devoted her life to caring for as many poor, hungry, and homeless as she could reach.").
152.
Mike Clary, Activist, 90, Cited Againfor FeedingFort Lauderdale Homeless, SUNSENTINEL
(Nov. 6, 2014, 5:12 AM), http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fort-lauderdale/fl-homelessfeeding-citations-folo-20141105-story.html
[https://web.archive.org/save/http://www.sunsentinel.com/gOO/local/broward/fort-lauderdale/fl-homeless-feeding-citations-folo-20141105story.html].
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Florida Religious Freedom Restoration Act.1 53 His state court lawsuit, upheld on
appeal, won an injunction against enforcement of the city park rules unless the city
provided a suitable alternative site, which it repeatedly failed to do.'5 In a final
absurdity, which Kafka might have appreciated, when asked about the new
ordinance, Fort Lauderdale City Manager Lee Feldman was quoted as saying, "the
new rules will 'bring the city into full compliance' with a 2000 court order in a case
brought by Abbott." 55
H. PUBLICLY SHARING FOOD AS A FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
56
petition the government for a redress of grievances.1
Courts have adjudicated most of the food-sharing cases under the First
Amendment. Therefore, this Part discusses how different courts have applied the
Free Exercise Clause and related statutes, including the federal Religious Freedom
Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA),1 57 various state religious freedom restoration acts
("state RFRAs"), 158 and the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act
of 2000 ("RLUIPA").'59 While a detailed history of the Supreme Court
jurisprudence that led Congress to enact RFRA and RLUIPA is beyond the scope
of this Article, such history is relevant to the food-sharing cases because several of
the earliest food-sharing cases were litigated after Congress enacted RFRA but

153. Abbott II, 783 So. 2d at 1214-15 (affirming the trial court's injunction and remanding for
its determination of whether the city's proposed alternate location complied with the trial court's order
and the plaintiff's rights under the Florida Religious Freedom Restoration Act, FLA. STAT. ANN. §
761.03 (West 2016)).
154. Abbott lI, 783 So. 2d at 1215; Order on Plaintiffs Renewed Motion for Contempt and/or
to Enforce Injunction, Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdale (Abbott 1), No. CACE 99-003583(05)
(Fla. Cit. Ct. June 14, 2000), rev'd & remanded, Abbott H, 783 So. 2d 1213 (finding the city's proposed
alternate location not minimally suitable and including the trial court's June 14, 2000 Final judgment
and Order).
155. Larry Barszewski, Feed the Poor-Only WIhere Permitted, Fort Lauderdale Says,
SUNSENTINEL (Oct. 6, 2014, 3:55 PM), http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fl-lauderdalehomeless-feeding-rules-20141006-story.html [https://web.archive.org/save/http://www.sunaccord
sentinel.com/gOO/local/broward/fl-lauderdale-homeless-feeding-rules-20141006-story.html];
CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA., CITY COMM'N, REGULAR MEETING AGENDA MEMO, #14-0889,
at 1 (2014) ("The revisions also bring the City into full compliance with the Court's Final judgment of
June 14th, 2000 in the case of Abbott v. City of Fort Luderdale, 783 So. 2d 1213 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2001),
and thereby permitting the resumption of the enforcement of Park Rule 2.2.") (footnote omitted).
156. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
157. Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488
(Nov. 16, 1993), codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq.
158. E.g., Pennsylvania Religious Freedom Protection Act, 71 PA. STAT. AND CONS. STAT.
ANN. 5§ 2401 et seq. (West 2012); Texas Religious Freedom Restoration Act, TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.
CODE ANN. § 110.003 (West 2017); Florida Religious Freedom Restoration Act, FLA. STAT. ANN. 5
761.01 etseq. (West 2016).
159. Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-274, 114
Stat. 803 (Sept. 22, 2000), codified at 42 U.S.C. 5 2000cc et seq.
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before the Court held that it could not constitutionally apply to state and local
governments. 160 Also, in the wake of City of Boerne, numerous states adopted their
own religious freedom restoration acts, and these state RFRAs have featured in
several recent religious food-sharing cases. 161 Finally, RLUIPA, which by its terms
applies to the states,1 62 and which the Court has upheld against an establishment
clause challenge, 163 has featured in at least one food-sharing case.IM The religious
food-sharing cases thus provide a window into the Court's changing constitutional
and statutory jurisprudence on the free exercise of religion. Below I briefly trace
that doctrinal history and discuss its application in several of the food sharing cases.
A. The Free Exercise Clause
In 1940, the Supreme Court first applied the Free Exercise Clause of the First
Amendment to state and local governments through the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.1 65 From 1963 to 1990, the Court's protection of the free
exercise of religion nominally followed the strict scrutiny test that was established
in Sherbert v. Verner.1 66 Under that view, government laws that substantially
burdened a person's free exercise of religion required a compelling state interest and
narrow tailoring to advance that interest.' 67 In 1990, however, in Employment
Division v. Smith, the Court held "that the right of free exercise does not relieve an
individual of the obligation to comply with a 'valid and neutral law of general
applicability."' 68 Thereafter, neutral laws of general applicability that only
incidentally infringed on a person's religion were merely subject to rational basis
review.1 69 In contrast, strict scrutiny would apply if the objective of a law was to
infringe upon or restrict a religious practice (i.e., if it was not a neutral law of general
70
applicability).1

160.
161.
162.
163.
164.

City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
See infra Part II.B.
See 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-5(4)(A) (defining "government" broadly).
See Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 709 (2005).
See infra Part I.C.

165.
Cantwell v. Conn., 310 U.S. 296 (1940), discussed in ERWIN CHEMERINSKY,
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES 1248, 1319-20 (5th ed. 2015).

166.

Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 399, 403 (1963) (applying strict scrutiny to reverse the

denial of unemployment benefits to a Seventh-day Adventist who quit her job rather than work on her
Saturday Sabbath); see also Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (applying free exercise strict scrutiny
to exempt fourteen- and fifteen-year-old students of Amish parents from a state compulsory education
law). Erwin Cliemerinsky notes that although Sherbertestablished strict scrutiny, in this period the Court
only applied strict scrutiny to cases involving denials of unemployment benefits and compulsory
education laws. CHEMERINsKY, supra note 165, at 1321-26.

167.
168.
omitted).
169.

170.

Sherbert, 374 U.S. at 406.
Emp't Div., Dep't of Human Res. of Or. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 879 (1990) (citations
CHEMERINSKY, supra note 165, at 1328.

See Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 531, 533 (1993)

("[I]f the object of a law is to infringe upon or restrict practices because of their religious motivation,
the law is not neutral ... and it is invalid unless it is justified by a compelling interest and is narrowly
tailored to advance that interest.") (citation omitted).
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Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc. v. City of Daytona Beach is an early food-sharing
case that featured analysis of the Free Exercise Clause.' 71 The defendant city denied
the plaintiffs' application for a permit to operate a food bank and homeless shelter,
and the plaintiffs sought declaratory and injunctive relief from the city's zoning
code, alleging that it violated their constitutional free exercise and statutory RFRA
rights. 172 In April 1992, the plaintiff pastor contacted city officials to discuss his
intent to establish a rescue mission, and over the course of a year he pursued
numerous possible sites and made offers on two of them.1 73 In May 1993, however,
the city adopted a Land Development Code, which permitted churches in the
relevant zoning district but "provided that homeless shelters and food bank
programs are not accessory uses."1 74 In June 1993, the plaintiff pastor obtained a
contract for sale for one site and immediately applied for a "semi-public use" permit
75
His application specified his intent to use the
for his intended "Church-Mission."s
"site as a facility for worship services, daily housing of a limited number of homeless
men, and daily feeding of homeless men, including those who would not be
sheltered at the facility."'7 6 The City Planning Board heard the request the following
month and denied it in August 1993, and in October 1993, the City Commission
voted unanimously to deny the permit. 77 In such a posture, the plaintiffs sued in
federal court, and the court, District Judge G. Kendall Sharp, granted the municipal
defendants' motion for summary judgment in May 1995.178
Curiously, although the court noted that RFRA had been held to be
retroactive, its analysis did not stop with the statutory interpretation and application
but also reached the constitutional question. 79 It then applied two analyses of the
Free Exercise Clause-"both the Supreme Court analysis and the Gros. three-part
tests in [the Eleventh Circuit's] opinion in First Assembly." 80 Focusing on the
Supreme Court analysis, judge Sharp found "that the City code is neutral and
of general applicability."1 8 Although he acknowledged that the city's land
development code changed the definition of a church or religious institution after
the plaintiff had applied for the permit, Judge Sharp concluded that the law was
neutral and of general applicability because competent evidence showed that the
definitional change reduced an established policy into writing, and because the

171. 885 F. Supp. 1554 (M.D. Fla. 1994).
172. Id. at 1554-55.
173. Id. at 1556.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. See id.
178. Id. at 1555.
179. Id. at 1558 (citing Lawson v. Dugger, 844 F. Supp. 1538 (S.D. Fla. 1994)).
180. Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc., 885 F. Supp. at 1557-58 (citing First Assembly of God of
Naples, Fla., Inc. v. Collier Cty., Fla. (FirstAssemby of God of Naples 1), 20 F.3d 419 (11th Cit. 1994),
opinion modfied on denialof rebg, 27 F.3d 526 (11th Cit. 1994); Grosz v. City of Miami Beach, Fla., 721
F.2d 729 (11th Cit. 1983)).
181. Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc., 885 F. Supp. at 1558.
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initial city official with whom the plaintiff met in 1992 said that the homeless shelter
and food bank would be treated as a special use. 182 Therefore, the court found no
violation of the Free Exercise Clause. 183 (I discuss the court's application of RFRA
in Part II.B, infra.)
Daytona Rescue Mission thus shows one approach to claims brought under the
Free Exercise Clause and is relevant for states without a state RFRA in situations
where RLUIPA does not apply. Unless a plaintiff in such a situation can persuade
the court that the law is not neutral and of general applicability but instead has the
objective to infringe upon or restrict a religious practice, the court will apply rational
basis review, and given the government's significant interest in regulating zoning, it
is likely that no constitutional violation will be found.'8
B. The Religious Freedom RestorationAct (RFRA)
In contrast, under the Religious Freedom Restoration Action of 1993, even
neutral laws of general applicability are subject to strict scrutiny so long as they
substantially burden the free exercise of religion.' 85 Before the Court held in 1997
that RFRA was not a proper exercise of Congress's Fourteenth Amendment,
Section Five enforcement power over the states,'86 several courts applied RFRA to
state laws. Thereafter, RFRA was applicable only to the federal government, but
several states quickly adopted their own RFRAs, and they have featured in several
recent food-sharing cases. Below, I discuss both sorts of cases.
1. FederalRFRA
Reviewing how courts have applied RFRA to religious food-sharing cases is
warranted for at least two reasons. First, courts adjudicated several of the early
religious food-sharing cases before the Court held that RFRA could not
constitutionally apply to state and local law.'18 Second, one of those cases arose in
the Federal District of Columbia,' 88 and RFRA remains applicable to federal law.1 89
Thus, elucidating courts' past applications of RFRA in several past food-sharing
cases can still inform strategies for future litigation.

182. Id.
183. Id. at 1561.
184. See, e.g., id. at 1558 (citing First Assembly of God of Naples, Fla. v. Collier Cty., Fla. (First
Assemby of God ofNaples II), 775 F. Supp. at 386 (M.D. Fla. 1991)).
185. Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA), Pub. L. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488
(1993) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq. (2012)).
186. Boerne, 521 U.S. 507.
187.

Compare Boerne, 521 U.S. 507, adth Stuart Circle Par., 946 F. Supp. 1225; Daytona Rescue

Mission, Inc., 885 F. Supp. 1554 (applying RFRA but finding that the city zoning laws did not
substantially burden the petitioners' free exercise of religion); W. PresbyterianChurch II, 862 F. Supp. 538

(D.D.C. 1994).
188. W. Presbyterian Church II, 862 F. Supp. 538.
189. Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014); Gonzales v. 0 Centro Espirita
Beneficente Unilo do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418 (2006).
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In Part I.A., supra, I discussed the first religious food-sharing case, Western
Presbyterian Church v. Board of Zoning Adjustment of the Districtof Columbia. In that
case, District Judge Sporkin granted the plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment
and permanently enjoined the District of Columbia from preventing the plaintiffs
from ministering to the needy by charitably providing food to homeless people at
the site of their new church, "so long as the feeding program is conducted in an
orderly manner and does not constitute a nuisance." 190 As he concluded, "The
Church may use its building for prayer and other religious services as a matter of
right and should be able, as a matter of right, to use the building to minister to the
needy." 191 He explained, "To regulate religious conduct through zoning laws, as
done in this case, is a substantial burden on the free exercise of religion . . in
violation of the First Amendment and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of
1993."192
According to RFRA, "Government shall not substantially burden a person's
exercise of religion even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability,
except" if the government "demonstrates that application of the burden to the
person" furthers "a compelling government interest; and is the least restrictive
193
In Western
means of furthering that compelling governmental interest."
Presbyterian Church, the defendants conceded that they had no compelling
governmental interest in prohibiting the plaintiffs from conducting their "feeding
program . . . 'so long as appropriate controls are in place""1 94 Therefore, the
defendants disputed whether the District of Columbia zoning regulations, as
applied, substantially burdened the plaintiffs' free exercise of religion.19 5 As
discussed in Part I.A., supra, the court took seriously the emic views ascribed by the
plaintiffs to their practice of providing food to hungry people.1 96 The plaintiffs
justified their practice in terms of religious charity, ministry, spiritual redemption,
and works of faith, and Judge Sporkin found ample textual support in the Bible, the
constitution of the Presbyterian Church (USA), and the church's bylaws.' 97 He
therefore found that "the Church's feeding program in every respect is a religious
activity and a form of worship."' 98 He noted, "It also happens to provide, at no cost
to the city, a sorely needed social service." 199 As Judge Sporkin explained, "The
secular benefits inure to the needy persons who partake of the free breakfasts; the
200
members of the Church benefit spiritually by providing the service."
Consequently, he found that the defendants' application of the District of Columbia
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.

W. PreslyterianChurch II, 862 F. Supp. at 547.
Id.
Id.
42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1, discussed in W. PresbyterianChurch II, 862 F. Supp. at 545-46.
W. PreslyterianChurch II, 862 F. Supp. at 545 (citation omitted).
Id.
See supra notes 47-62 and accompanying text.
W. PresbyterianChurch II, 862 F. Supp. at 544.
Id at 546.
Id.
Id
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zoning laws substantially burdened the plaintiffs' free exercise of religion in
violation of RFRA.201
The court in Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc. v. City ofDaytonaBeach, District Judge
G. Kendall Sharp, took the opposite view. 202 As discussed in Part II.A., supra, Judge
Sharp analyzed the case under the Free Exercise Clause and RFRA. As to the
former, he found that the city zoning law was neutral and of general applicability. 203
As to the latter, he found that it did not substantially burden the plaintiffs' free
exercise of religion. 204 Judge Sharp acknowledged the contrary finding in Western
PresbjterianChurch, but he found that the Daytona Rescue Mission plaintiffs had failed
to show that the City code prevented them from running a homeless shelter and
food program "anywhere in Daytona Beach." 205 Although he acknowledged that
the defendants' denial of the plaintiffs' application for "semi-public use" prevented
them "from engaging in such conduct," Judge Sharp credited the defendants for
presenting evidence that other homeless shelters existed in the city and faulted the
plaintiffs for "pursu[ing] only two sites and applying for semi-public use at only one
site." 206 Moreover, perhaps to reduce the risk of an appellate court reversal, he
found that if the defendants had substantially burdened the plaintiffs' free exercise
of religion, then the defendants' "interest in regulating homeless shelters and food
banks is a compelling interest and that the code furthers that interest in the least
restrictive means. "207
On one view, Daytona Rescue Mission simply stands in contrast to Western
Presbyterian Church. Different district courts found different facts and concluded
differently on the law. In my view, however, Judge Sharp was wrong to rule at
summary judgment that Daytona Beach's zoning laws did not substantially burden
the plaintiffs' free exercise of religion. Because in that pre-1997 era courts
understood that RFRA applied to state and local law, strict scrutiny applied.208 That
the zoning laws were "generally applicable" was irrelevant. While the plaintiffs bore
the evidentiary burden to show that the zoning laws substantially burdened their
free exercise of religion, 209 I believe that they clearly met their burden.
Judge Sharp obtained the standard for "substantial burden" from a recent
Ninth Circuit case. 210 Under that standard, plaintiffs had to show that the
governmental action pressured them either "to commit an act forbidden by the

201. Id. at 547.
202. See Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc., 885 F. Supp. at 1560.
203. Id. at 1558.
204. Id. at 1560.
205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Id.
208. Id. at 1559 ("As stated in the statute, the purpose of RFRA is to restore the compelling
interest test, as set forth in Sherbert v. Verner... and Wisconsin v. Yoder... in cases where the free
exercise of religion is substantially burdened.") (citations omitted).
209. See Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc., 885 F. Supp. at 1559.
210. Id. at 1560 (citing Vernon v. City of Los Angeles, 27 F.3d 1385, 1393 (9th Cir. 1994)
(citations omitted)).
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religion or" prevented them "from engaging in conduct or having a religious
experience which the faith mandates." 211 Further, "[t]his interference must be more
than an inconvenience; the burden must be substantial and an interference with a
tenet or belief that is central to religious doctrine." 212 Under the facts of the case,
Daytona Beach's zoning laws prevented the plaintiffs from "engaging in conduct or
having a religious experience which the faith mandates," and this interference was
more than an inconvenience but rather went to tenets or beliefs that were central to
their religious doctrine. Consider first that Judge Sharp noted that the pastor
plaintiff diligently "looked at numerous sites" before making offers to purchase on
two of them. 213 One of the offers was refused but the pastor timely applied for the
"semi-public use" of "Church-Mission" for the property that he ultimately
purchased, which was "zoned M-1 (Local Industry)," a zoning district in which
churches were permitted uses. 214 Also, consider that the plaintiff who pursued this
endeavor had been "the pastor of the Milwaukee Rescue Mission from 1978 to
1992."215 Upon moving to the city of Daytona Beach, he immediately consulted
with the City Director of Planning and Redevelopment (in April 1992) and then
spent over a year looking at numerous potential sites for the rescue mission before
ultimately obtaining a purchase agreement in June 1993.216 He then timely applied
for a permit for "semi-public use," but during the process encountered city officials
who "were concerned about the issue of safety and security." 217
Comparing Judge Sharp's opinion in Daytona Rescue Mission with Judge
Sporkin's opinion in Western Presbyterian Church, the judges' different treatment of
the emic meanings ascribed to the ministry of providing food (and shelter) looms
large. Where Judge Sporkin accepted the plaintiffs' explanations of providing food
to hungry people in terms of religious charity, ministry, spiritual redemption, and
works of faith, which their foundational religious texts amply supported, Judge
Sharp glossed over the Daytona Rescue Mission plaintiffs' substantial efforts to
purchase and permit a place for their rescue mission. Had the plaintiffs purchased
without attempting to comply with the zoning laws, and then challenged those laws
as violating their free exercise of religion rights, then it would have been proper to
disregard their claim for want of a substantial burden because a mere inconvenience
(i.e., not wanting to apply for a zoning permit). Here, however, the plaintiffs
conducted their due diligence and complied with the zoning laws. 218 Their attempt
to create a rescue mission was frustrated when local officials denied their
application, citing "safety and security" concerns, but such concerns are only
relevant to whether the law furthered a compelling governmental interest, not to

211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.

Id. at 1559-60 (citing Vernon, 27 F.3d at 1393 (citations omitted)).
Id.
Id. at 1556.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 1556, 1559.
Id. at 1556.
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whether the law substantially burdened the plaintiffs' free exercise of religion.
Similarly, to require the plaintiffs to apply for a permit for "semi-public use" prior
to owning an interest in the subject property seems unreasonable and itself a
substantial burden on the free exercise of religion. While a sophisticated purchaser
could make the purchase agreement contingent on obtaining city approval of the
"semi-public use," such a contingency would likely make the buyer less attractive
because of the additional time and uncertainty that the contingency would insert
into the transaction. Moreover, the religious use sought for the particular location
was permissible under the zoning laws of the zoning districts at issue. City officials,
however, had recently amended those laws to redefine churches and religious
institutions as "buildings used for the sole purpose of worship and customarily
related activities" and expressly excluded homeless shelters and food banks from
219
being "customarily related activities."
Notwithstanding those facts, Judge Sharp found the application of the zoning
laws not to impose a substantial burden and thus nealy disposed of the plaintiffs'
claim, leaving them the owners of real property that they were entitled to use as a
church "for the sole purpose of worship and customarily related activities" so long
as those activities did not include the food and shelter ministries that were essential
to the rescue mission. Perhaps the problem was evidentiary? If the plaintiffs had
made a stronger showing of the centrality of food and shelter ministries to their
religion, perhaps the court would have denied the defendants' motion for summary
judgment and allowed the case to proceed to a trial? Other courts in this era, when
RFRA applied to state and local law, had found that, "Plaintiffs have made a strong
showing that feeding the poor constitutes a central tenet of [their] religion." 220 In
the alternative, perhaps the Ninth Circuit standard that Judge Sharp adopted was
too narrow? The standard for "substantial burden" in this era was in dispute: some
circuits of the U.S. Courts of Appeals defined it narrowly, as requiring state
compulsion to do religiously forbidden activity or state coercion to refrain from
religiously mandated activity, and other circuits defined it more broadly to include
22
state laws that compel, constrain, or inhibit religious conduct or expression. 1
Ultimately, however, even under a narrow interpretation of "substantial burden," I
believe that Judge Sharp misunderstood, or rejected, the emic meanings that the
plaintiffs ascribed to their particular exercise of religion. Under his ruling, the City
of Daytona Beach's decision to redefine the food and shelter ministries that

219. Id.
220. Stuart Circle Par., 946 F. Supp. at 1236.
221. Id. at 1237-38 (discussing, inter aka, Mack v. O'Leary, 80 F.3d 1175, 1178-79 (7th
Cir. 1996) (discussing the inter-circuit split and interpreting the term broadly); Goodall by Goodall
v. Stafford Cty. Sch. Bd., 60 F.3d 168, 171 (4th Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1046 (1996) (defining
the term more narrowly)); see also Jonathan Knapp, Making Snow in the Desert: Defining Substantial
Burden under RFRA, 36 ECOLOGY L.Q. 259,281-82,285-87 (2009) (distinguishing between two tests
of substantial burden, "coercion" and "substantial impact," and discussing the inter-circuit split over
the meaning of substantial burden).
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constituted the essential purpose of the plaintiffs' rescue mission was constitutional
and survived strict scrutiny.
In my view, Daytona Rescue Mission was wrongly decided, and it contrasts
markedly with its contemporaries, Western Presbyterian Church and Stuart Circle
Parish. Nevertheless, it remains instructive for how a court could find no violation
of RFRA, or a state RFRA, in a claim brought by people who publicly share food
as an exercise of their religion.
2. State RFRAs
In the second modern wave of the food-sharing cases, state RFRAs have
provided the most consistent way by which courts have disposed of anti-foodsharing laws.22 2 Despite the differences between particular state RFRAs, where a
food-sharing case features such a law, only one court has not found a violation of
state statutory rights to the free exercise of religion. 223 This Section thus reviews
two food-sharing cases that featured state RFRA claims, drawing out the differences
224
in treatment between cases arising from Fort Lauderdale and Orlando, Florida.

a. Florida RFRA
Florida enacted its Religious Freedom Restoration Act in 1998 (Florida
RFRA). 225 It mandates that:
The government shall not substantially burden a person's exercise of
religion, even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability,
except that government may substantially burden a person's exercise of
religion only if it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person:
(a) Is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest; and
(b) Is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling
governmental interest.

2 26

Also, the Florida RFRA defines "exercise of religion" as "an act or refusal to
act that is substantially motivated by a religious belief, whether or not the religious
227
exercise is compulsory or central to a larger system of religious belief."
As earlier discussed, 228 in 2001, Arnold Abbott, and his nonprofit Love Thy
Neighbor Fund, successfully sued the City of Fort Lauderdale for violating their

222. See, e.g., Abbott II, 783 So. 2d 1213; Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317; Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big HartMinistriesAss'n, supra note 44.
223. See First Vagabonds Church of God 1, 2008 WL 899029.
224. For the sake of brevity, I forego discussing two recent food-sharing cases that featured
state RFRAs in Pennsylvania and Texas. See Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317; Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big fart MinistriesAss'n, supra note 44.
225. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 761.03 etseq. (West 2016).
226. Id. 5 761.03(1).
227. Id. § 761.02(3).
228. See supra notes 151-55 and accompanying text.
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rights under Florida RFRA. 229 His state court lawsuit, upheld on appeal by Florida
District Court of Appeal Judge W. Matthew Stevenson, won an injunction against
enforcement of city park rules unless the city provided a suitable alternative site,
which it repeatedly failed to do. 230 According to the trial court, Circuit Judge Estella
May Moriarty noted that Abbott founded Love Thy Neighbor in 1991 as "a
memorial to his late wife and to provide a vehicle to follow his religious conviction
that God is served by feeding the poor and homeless." 23 1 From then until
November 1997, Abbott and the other Love Thy Neighbor volunteers conducted
their public food sharing without censure at several locations within the city,
including public parks and beaches during a period in which Fort Lauderdale
experimented with several "safe zones" for homeless people in the wake of Pottinger
v. City ofMiami.232 In 1996, however, Fort Lauderdale enacted Park Rule 2.2, which
declared that:
Parks shall be used for recreation and relaxation, ornament, light and air
for the general public. Parks shall not be used for business or social service
purposes unless authorized pursuant to a written agreement with City.
As used herein, social services shall include, but not be limited to, the
provisiori of food, clothing, shelter or medical care to persons in order to
meet their physical needs. 233
The following year, in November 1997, the city manager, police commander,
and head of the local "Hotel-Motel Association" met with Abbott to discuss their
concerns regarding the food sharing that he conducted at the beach and their
perceptions of its effect on tourism. 2 34 Shortly thereafter, in January 1998, "a notice
was posted that social services were prohibited at the beach but were approved at
the downtown 'safe zone."' 235 Although the city had no procedure for requesting a
permit, the city told Abbott that he had to apply for a permit to continue sharing
food at the beach. 236 He filed an "Outdoor Event Application" in March 1998, but
the city did not respond until February 1999. In its response, the city manager

229.
See Abbott H, 783 So. 2d at 1214-15 (affirming the trial court's injunction and remanding
for its determination of whether the city's proposed alternate location complied with the trial court's
order and the plaintiff's rights under FLA. STAT. ANN. 5 761.03 (West 2016)).
See id. at 1215; see also Order on Plaintiff's Renewed Motion for Contempt and/or to
230.

Enforce Injunction at 15, Abbott I, No. 99-003583(05) (Fla. Cir. Ct. June 14, 2000) (finding the city's
proposed alternate location not minimally suitable and including the trial court's June 14, 2000 Final
judgment and Order) (on file with author).

231.

Final Judgment at 8, Abbott I, No. 99-003583(05) (June 14, 2000) [hereinafter Final

judgment,Abbottl]; accordKamph, supra note 151; LovE THY NEIGHBOR, supra note 151.

232.

See id.; see also Pottinger v. City of Miami, 720 F. Supp. 955 (S.D. Fla. 1992), affd, 40 F.3d

1155 (11th Cir. 1994) (establishing "safe zones" where the city's police could not arrest homeless people
performing harmless life sustaining acts).
233. Final judgment, Abbott I, supra note 231, at 8; accord Complaint For Declaratory and

Injunctive Relief and Damages at 9-10, Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs 1, 2016 WL 5942528 (citing
FortLauderdaleParks and Recreation-Rules and Regulations, supra note 147, at Rule 2.2. Social Services.
234. Final Judgment, Abbottl, supra note 231, at 8.

235.
236.

Id.
Id. at 2-3.
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denied the request, writing that the application had been deferred because of an
emergency lack of shelter beds, which the city had just remedied by opening a new
shelter, and that "the Zoning code permitted the regular provision of feeding only
in a building and only as a conditional use in designated zoning districts." 237 The
city manager's notice concluded that city staff would start enforcing violations the
2 38
following month. Abbott and the other plaintiffs subsequently filed suit.
While the Abbott plaintiffs argued that Park Rule 2.2 violated Florida RFRA,
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the First and Fifth Amendments of the
U.S. Constitution, the trial court only found a violation of Florida RFRA. 239 judge
Moriarty found, and the appellate court affirmed, that the plaintiffs were
"substantially motivated by a religious belief' and that "the zoning code prevents
the plaintiffs from engaging in feeding operations anywhere in the city except as a
conditional use granted after as many as five public hearings." 2 40 In other words,
the court found the park rule was a substantial burden on the exercise of religion.
The court concluded, however, that "the Rule serves a significant government
interest in providing recreation and promoting tourism." 24 1 It then considered
whether the city had complied with the "least restrictive means" requirement of
Florida RFRA.242
Judge Moriarty noted that the city had closed the "safe zone" that it once
provided for such services, that many code sections permitted restaurants but
disapproved "feeding of the homeless except as a conditional use," and that
churches "also must apply for a conditional use permit to operate a feeding
program." 243 Thus, the plaintiffs had no place where "they could practice their faith
as a matter of right." 244 Citing Western Presbyterian Church and Stuart Circle Parish
(but not Daytona Rescue Mission), Judge Moriarty concluded that the defendant city
had failed to use the least restrictive means to further its governmental interest in
"providing recreation and promoting tourism," and she enjoined the city from
enforcing its park rule. 245 In her order, she enjoined the city of Fort Lauderdale

from prohibiting:
Plaintiffs' feeding of the homeless at the picnic area of the public beach
until such time as the city either designates an alternative site on public
property or amends its zoning code to provide locations where Plaintiffs
[sic] activities are permitted as of right rather than as a conditional use, or

237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

Id. at 3.
Id.
Id. at 1, 4-5.
Id. at 5.
Id. at 4 (citations omitted).
Id. (citation omitted).
Id.
Id.
Id. at 4-5.
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specifies with particularity the objective criteria that must be met to allow
a conditional use. 246
Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdaleis thus the first of the food-sharing cases in
which a court adjudicated the plaintiffs' claim under a state RFRA, and in this first
case, the plaintiffs prevailed. A decade later, different plaintiffs would achieve
similar success in Pennsylvania and Texas, 247 but curiously a subsequent case in
Florida would dispose of the Florida RFRA claim and resolve the constitutional
matters in the municipal defendant's favor. 248 Before turning to the second Florida
RFRA case, however, I highlight that Abbott cuts against my argument regarding
the importance of emic and etic meanings: where cases like Western Presbyterian
Church and Stuart Circle Parish seem to show a positive correlation between courts
that adopt plaintiffs' emic terms and favorable plaintiff results, and cases like the
McHenry cases, Daytona Rescue Mission, and First Vagabonds Church of God seem to
show a positive correlation between courts that disregard or reject plaintiffs' emic
terms and results that favor the defendants, Abbott provides a counterpoint.
In Abbott, neither trial judge Moriarty nor appellate judge Stevenson adopted
the plaintiffs' emic religious terms. Instead, they uniformly utilized etic phrases like
"feeding the poor and homeless," "feeding of the homeless," "feeding operations,"
and "feeding program." To me, these terms seem far from those evoked by the
name of Abbott's nonprofit, Love Thy Neighbor, which derives from the New
Testament of the Bible. 249 Nevertheless, the Abbott courts resolved the case in the
plaintiffs' favor. Whether commentators should regard this as an exception that
proves the rule, evidence that disproves the emic/etic null hypothesis, evidence that
suggests multivariate causality, or something else, I leave to future discourse on the
250
matter, in particular after I study the attitudinal model of judging and its critiques.
Returning to the Florida RFRA narrative, seven years after Florida courts
decided Abbott, the Middle District of Florida, District Judge Gregory A. Presnell,
found that religious food-sharing plaintiffs in Orlando failed to prove that the
defendant city's Large Group Feeding Ordinance violated Florida RFRA. 251 After
the bench trial in First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of Orlando, during which the
defendant orally moved for a judgment on partial findings, Judge Presnell
concluded that, "Clearly the ordinance places a significant burden on FVCG's

246. Id. at 5-6.
247. Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317; Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big
Hart MinistriesAss'n, supra note 44.
248. First Vagabonds Church of God II, 2008 WL 2646603.
249. See, e.g., Mark 12:31 (New Am.) ("The second [greatest commandment] is this: You shall
love your neighbor as yourself.' There is no other commandment greater than these.").
250. See, e.g., Helen Hershkoff & Stephen Loffredo, State Courts and Constitutional SocioEconomic Rights: Exploring the Underutiligation Thesis, 115 PENN ST. L. REV. 923, 963-68 (2011)
(discussing the literature regarding strategic decision making, the attitudinal model, and agency costs as
to state courts). See generalyJEFFREYA. SEGAL& HAROLDJ. SPAETH, THE SUPREME COURT AND THE
ATTITUDINAL MODEL (1993). I thank Francisco Valdes for encouraging me to consider the attitudinal
model.

251.

First Vagabonds Church of God ll, 2008 WL 2646603, at *2.
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services. However, it does not rise to the level of a substantialburden as defined by
FRFRA." 252 What explains this odd distinction between a "significant" and
"substantial" burden? Between Abbott and Judge Presnell's ruling and order in First
Vagabonds Church of God, the Supreme Court of Florida, Justice Peggy A. Quince,
determined Warner v. City of Boca Raton, a case that considered squarely the
requirements of Florida RFRA, including its definition of "substantial burden." 253
In Warner, the Eleventh Circuit certified two questions to the Florida Supreme
Court. Answering the first one, justice Quince explained the following about the
Florida RFRA:
[T]he RFRA expands the scope of religious protection beyond the conduct
considered protected by cases from the United States Supreme Court. We
also hold under the Act, any law, even a neutral law of general applicability,
is subject to the strict scrutiny standard where the law substantially burdens
the free exercise of religion. 254
As to the meaning of Florida RFRA's "substantial burden" phrase, Justice
Quince specifically considered and rejected "the middle and broad definitions of
'substantial burden"' adopted by the Sixth (middle), and Eighth and Tenth (broad),
Circuits of the U.S. Courts of Appeals. 255 Instead, she explained:
Accordingly, we conclude that the narrow definition of substantial burden
adopted by the Fourth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits is most consistent
with the language and intent of the FRFRA. Thus, we hold that a
substantial burden on the free exercise of religion is one that either compels
the religious adherent to engage in conduct that his religion forbids or
forbids him to engage in conduct that his religion requires. 256
Addressing the second question certified to it, the court rephrased it into,
"Whether the City of Boca Raton Ordinance at issue in this case violates the Florida
[RFRA]?"257 The court answered in the negative and agreed with the underlying
federal district court's finding that the city's "regulation did not substantially burden
appellants' free exercise of religion." 258 The municipal law in question was a 1982
"regulation prohibiting vertical grave markers, memorials, monuments, and
structures on cemetery plots" in the city-owned cemetery. 259 The regulation instead
allowed for stone or bronze markers that were level with the ground. 2 60 Despite the
regulation, however, people, including the appellants, continued to decorate their
familial graves with vertical decorations, and the city did not attempt enforce the
regulation until 1991, when it sent notices to plot owners that noncomplying

252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.

Id. (emphasis added).
Warner v. City of Boca Raton, 887 So. 2d 1023, 1031-33 (Fia. 2004).
Id. at 1035-36.
Id. at 1033.
Id (citation omitted).
Id at 1034.
Id at 1035 (citation omitted).
Id at 1025.
Id.
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structures would be removed, followed by a second notice in 1992.261 When some
plot owners continued to defy the regulation, the city agreed to postpone removal
pending further study.262 It then amended the regulations in 1996 to permit vertical
grave decorations for up to sixty days from the date of burial and on certain
holidays. 263 The following year, after its survey determined that most plot owners
approved of the amended regulations, the city council announced that it would
begin enforcing them in January 1998, and litigation ensued.2 64
This was the context in which the Florida Supreme Court agreed with the
district court finding that the regulation did not substantially burden the plaintiffs'
exercise of religion. As the district court explained, the regulations did "not prohibit
the plaintiffs from marking graves and decorating them with religious symbols.
Rather, the regulations permit only horizontal grave markers." 265 Further, the
amended regulations permitted vertical grave decorations for limited times.266 Thus,
the district court found that the amended regulations "merely inconvenience the
plaintiffs' practice of marking graves and decorating them with religious
symbols." 267 As a mere inconvenience, the regulations were not a substantial burden
on the plaintiffs' exercise of religion.
Warner narrowly defined the Florida RFRA's definition of substantial burden.
In my view, however, Warner does not warrant Judge Presnell's conclusion in First
Vagabonds Church of God. Rather, I believe that he wrongly concluded that the
"significant burden," which he found Orlando's "Large Group Feeding" ordinance
had imposed on the plaintiffs' exercise of religion, did "not rise to the level of a
substantial burden as defined by FRFRA." 268 Judge Presnell's conclusion was wrong
for at least three reasons. First, he impermissibly created the notion of a "significant
burden," which has no place in Florida RFRA's statutory scheme. 269 Under Florida
RFRA, Judge Presnell could either find a substantial burden (using Warner's narrow
definition), or he could find no substantial burden (and possibly characterize it as a
mere inconvenience). Instead, he found a significant burden, which by its terms is

261. Id.
262. Id.
263. Id. at 1035.
264. Id.
265. Id. (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).
266. See id.
267. Id. (citation omitted and internal quotation marks omitted).
268. First Vagabonds Church ofGodll, 2008 WL 2646603, at *2 (emphasis added). Judge Presnell's
conclusion is particularly perplexing because earlier in the litigation, he had denied the defendant's
motion for summary judgment and specifically noted that the religious plaintiffs had argued that the
ordinance would preclude them from conducting their religious services and that their evidence had
shown, "that, given the limited means of communication and transportation available to them, there is
at least a possibility that these limitations would prevent a substantial portion of the FVCG
congregation from learning of and traveling to these services, making the ordinance more than a mere
inconvenience." First Vagabonds Church of Godl, 2008 WL 899029 at *3 (granting in part and denying in
part defendant's motion for summary judgment). Nevertheless, Judge Presnell ultimately concluded
that these were not substantial burdens. First Vagabonds Church of God II, 2008 WL 2646603, at *2.
269. FLA. STAT. ANN. 5 761.01 etseq. (West 2016).
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more burdensome than a mere inconvenience or other de minimis infringement, but
declared, without a persuasive explanation, that it did not amount to a substantial
burden. 270 Second, beyond Judge Presnell's self-contradictory terms, I believe that
he misapplied Warner because Justice Quince's opinion specifically approved the
Florida District Court of Appeal's opinion in Abbott v. City of Fort Lauderdale and
specifically disapproved the approach of a different Florida appellate court.271
Third, and perhaps most importantly, I believe that the facts of Warner are
distinguishable from the facts of First Vagabonds Church of God. As earlier
discussed, 272 Orlando's Large Group Feeding ordinance created a two mile radius
around city hall in which any person who sought to share food in a public park,
including those who did so to exercise religion, was required to obtain a permit and
was limited to obtaining only two such permits in any consecutive twelve months
for any particular park. In Warner, the regulation, as amended, allowed cemetery
plot owners to memorialize the interred with horizontal grave markers and to use
vertical grave decorations for two months after burial and during specified holidays.
No evidence reached the Supreme Court of Florida that any plot owner had installed
a permanent vertical grave marker prior to the city cemetery regulations; thus, both
the district court's and the Florida Supreme Court's conclusions that the regulations'
burden on the plaintiffs' exercise of religion amounted to a mere inconvenience
seem warranted. In contrast, for reasons explained at length in Part I.A, supra, the
public sharing of food for religious reasons is an active practice of charity, ministry,
and worship. This was true for the plaintiffs in Abbott and no less so for the religious
273
plaintiffs in First Vagabonds Church of God.
Circuit Judge Moriarty found that Fort Lauderdale's park rule imposed a
substantial burden on the Abbott plaintiffs, in part because it prevented them "from
engaging in feeding operations anywhere in the city except as a conditional use

270. After finding no substantial burden on the religious plaintiffs' exercise of religion, which
was necessary for their claim under Florida RFRA, in a subsequent opinion, Judge Presnell reached
the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause claim and found the ordinance violated the
plaintiffs' constitutional rights because it lacked a rational basis. See First Vagabonds Church of God III,
578 F. Supp. 2d at 1361-62. This too seems a clearly reversible error, for how could a law pass the strict
scrutiny required by Florida RFRA yet fail the rational basis review required of a neutral law of general
applicability under the Free Exercise Clause after Smith?
271.
Warner, 887 So. 2d at 1036 n.11 (approving Abbott H, 783 So. 3d 1213, and disapproving
First Baptist Church of Perrine v. Miami-Dade Cry., 768 So. 2d 1114 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2000)).
272. Cf supra notes 126-34 (discussing First Vagabonds Church ofGodlV, 610 F.3d 756, and the
Greater Orlando Park District (GDPD)).
273. Compare supra notes 228-49 and accompanying text (discussing the Final judgment and
Order in Abbott I, No. 99-003583(05)), with First Vagabonds Church of God H, 2008 WL 2646603, at *1
("Pastor Brian Nichols . . was ordained as a Christian minister in 2004 .... In 2005 he formed his
congregation, the First Vagabonds Church of God . . in Orlando. Nichols, having been homeless
himself for a time, sought to minister to homeless Christians in downtown Orlando .... Currently, his
congregation has approximately forty members and holds services every Sunday. . . in Langford Park,
which is located within the GDPD. The services consist of songs, prayer, Bible readings and food
sharing. The breaking of bread amongst the members of his congregation is a Christian tradition and
an integral part of Nichols' ministry.')
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granted after as many as five public hearings." 274 Similarly, Orlando's Large Group
Feeding ordinance required the religious plaintiffs in First Vagabonds Church of God
to linit their religious food sharing to no more than twice within a consecutive
twelve month period at the park where they had practiced their ministry prior to the
city's enactment of its anti-food-sharing law. To exercise their religion under the
anti-food-sharing law, the religious plaintiffs would have to shift from park to park
within the GDPD, using any particular park, after obtaining a permit, no more than
twice within twelve consecutive months, or they would have to relocate outside of
the GDPD. In other words, Orlando's Large Group Feeding ordinance promised
to make the First Vagabonds Church of God, and the other religious plaintiffs,
vagabond from park to park within the GDPD, or to exercise their religion away
from the city center, wherein their impoverished and homeless congregants tended
to be. 275 Even under the narrow interpretation of Florida RFRA's definition of
substantial burden, Judge Presnell should have found a substantial burden on the
plaintiffs' exercise of religion because the ordinance forbid them from engaging in
conduct that their religion required. Under Florida RFRA, he should have
determined whether the city defendant had a compelling governmental interest and
whether the Large Group Feeding ordinance was the least restrictive means of
furthering it.
Reflecting on these applications of Florida RFRA to two different foodsharing cases provides insights into the threshold question of when a state or local
law may constitute a substantial burden on the exercise of religion. I believe that the
courts correctly decided Abbott but incorrectly found no substantial, but only a
significant, burden on religion in First Vagabonds Church of God. Since First
Vagabonds Church of God, two other courts have found violations of two different
state RFRAs. 276 In the interests of brevity, however, I now turn to discuss another
statute that has proven important in protecting people who publicly share food in
the exercise of their religion.

C The Religious land Use and InstitutionaliZedPersonsAct (RLUIPA)
In 1997, the Court held that RFRA could not constitutionally apply to state
and local governments. 277 In 2000, Congress responded by enacting the Religious
Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA). 278 Grounded in

274. Final judgment and Order at 5,Abbottl, No. 99-003583(05) (June 14, 2000).
275. See First Vagabonds Church of God lII, 578 F. Supp. 2d at 1358; First Vagabonds Church of God
II, 2008 WL 2646603, at *1-2.
276. Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc., 2012 WL 3235317; Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Big
HartMinistries As'n, supra note 44.
277. Boerne, 521 U.S. 507.
278. Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 ("RLUIPA"),
Pub. L. No. 106-274, 114 Stat. 803 (Sept. 22, 2000), codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc et seq, see also Holt
v. Hobbs, 135 S. Ct. 853, 860 (2015) (discussing the origins of RLUJIPA). I thank Audrey McFarlane
and Sarah Schindler for encouraging me to discuss the impact of RLUIPA on the food sharing cases.
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Congressional authority derived from the Spending and Commerce clauses, 279 the
Court upheld RLUIPA as constitutional against an Establishment Clause challenge
in 2005.280 As its title indicates, RLUIPA provides rights in "two areas of
281
and is the relevant
government activity. Section 2 governs land-use regulation,"
section for the food-sharing cases. In language that substantially follows RFRA,
Section 2 provides:
No government shall impose or implement a land use regulation in a
manner that imposes a substantial burden on the religious exercise of a
person, including a religious assembly or institution, unless the government
demonstrates that imposition of the burden on that person, assembly, or
institution-(A) is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest;
and (B) is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling
2 82

governmental interest.

In other words, RLUIPA requires strict scrutiny of any land use regulation,
such as a zoning law, and it expansively defines "land use regulation" to include
"formal or informal procedures or practices that permit the government to make
individualized assessments of the proposed uses for the property involved." 283 Also,
RLUIPA changed RFRA's definition of "exercise of religion." 284 Where RFRA's
original definition of the exercise of religion expressly referred to "the exercise of
religion under the First Amendment," RLUIPA redefined it to mean "any exercise
of religion, whether or not compelled by, or central to, a system of religious
belief." 285
At a glance, it would seem that RLUIPA offers a powerful protection to
people who would publicly share food as an exercise of their religion, provided that
they sought to do so at a real property in which they owned an interest. To date,
however, the food-sharing cases have not seen much action under RLUIPA. While
the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty counts three food-sharing
cases that feature RLUIPA, 286 a close reading of them shows that only one pertains
to food sharing.287 The other two cases .instead feature socio-legal conflict over
churches that sought to provide "a homeless ministry (including a shelter) in its

Holt, 135 S. Ct. at 860 (citing 42 U.S.C. 2000cc-1 (b)).
279.
280.
Cutter, 544 U.S. at 719-20 ("In accord with the majority of Courts of Appeals that have
ruled on the question... we hold that 5 3 of RLUIPA fits within the corridor between the Religion
Clauses: On its face, the Act qualifies as a permissible legislative accommodation of religion that is not
barred by the Establishment Clause.").
281. Holt, 135 S. Ct. at 860 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc).
282. 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc(a)(1).
283. Id. 2000cc(a)(2)(C).
284. Bunrell, 134 S. Ct. at 2761-62 (citing 42 U.S.C. §5 2000bb-2(4), 2000cc-5(7) (A)).
2000cc-5(7)(A)) (internal quotations omitted); accord Holt, 135
285. Id. (citing 42 U.S.C.
S. Ct. at 860.
286. See CRIMINALIZING CRISIS, supra note 5, at 134, 136-38 (discussing Family Life Church
v. City of Elgin, 561 F. Supp. 2d 978 (N.D. Ill. 2008); Layman Lessons, 636 F. Supp. 2d; Order of
Dismissal, Pac. Beach United Methodist Church, 2008 WL 7257244 (on file with author)).
287. Order of Dismissal, Pac. Beach United Methodist Church, 2008 WL 7257244.
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church building,"288 or "a storage and distribution center for donated clothing and
personal items pending distribution to the needy as well as a retail store selling
donated items." 289
As to the one case that did feature RLUIPA and food sharing, Pactfic Beach
United Methodist Church v. City of San Diego, the parties jointly filed a motion to
dismiss, "captioned Stipulation of Settlement and Dismissal." 290 Because the order
contains no substantive discussion of RLUIPA, we only have the parties' arguments,
which offer one important insight: in the Defendants'Joint Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, they argue that the plaintiffs failed to show that
the City of San Diego had imposed a substantial burden when the city inspected the
plaintiffs' church without prior notice, and a city official later repeatedly stated that
a written notice of violation regarding several municipal zoning codes was being
prepared. 29 1 As with the RFRA cases discussed above, if plaintiffs fail to show a
substantial burden on their exercise of religion, RLUIPA provides no protection. 292
In the food-sharing cases, this is a familiar point from First Vagabonds Church of God

and Daytona Rescue Mission; in that context, Pacific Beach United Methodist Churchs
makes clear that in litigation featuring RFRA or RLUIPA, cities will almost certainly'
attack the sufficiency of the plaintiffs' showing of a substantial burden on their
exercise of religion. The Pacific Beach United Methodist Church parties settled and
thereby enabled the plaintiffs to maintain their religious practice of "sharing a meal
and [other] religious services with the poor, the hungry and the homeless, and
others, on Wednesday nights." 293 To learn how RLUIPA will feature in a more fully
litigated food-sharing case, we shall have to wait.
CONCLUSION

I conclude by recapitulating the Article and arguing for U.S. cities to stop
criminalizing people who share food in public. In Part I, I urged readers to attend
carefully to the emic and etic meanings ascribed to the practices that constitute

288.

Family life Church, 561 F. Supp. 2d at 982.

289.
Lyman Lessons, 636 F. Supp. 2d at 626. The Layman Lessons plaintiff was a nonprofit
religious institution that sought "to provide food, clothing, shelter, transportation and Christian training
to those in need." Id The property subject to the litigated dispute however, was not intended to house
and feed the homeless although the city codes administrator "had initially been confused about the type
of business activity that Layman Lessons planned to conduct . .
specifically, she thought Layman
Lessons intended to house and feed the homeless there." Id. at 627. The plaintiff clarified this point,
however, so neither food, nor shelter further featured in the litigation. See id. at 627-28.

290. Order of Dismissal at 1, Pac. Beach United Methodist Church, 2008 WL 7257244
(S.D. Cal. Feb. 11, 2008).
291.

Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit at 11-13, Pac. Beach United Methodist Church,

2008 WL 7257244 (S.D. Cal. Feb. 11, 2008).
292. Accord Holt, 135 S. Ct. at 862-63.
293.

Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and Damages at 1, Pac. Beach United

Methodist Church, 2008 WL 7257244 (on file with author); see also Ronald W. Powell, City to Allow Foodfor-Needy Program,SAN DIEGO UNION TRIB. (Apr. 22,2008), http://legacy.sandiegouniontribune.com/

news/metro/20080422-9999-1m22nohome.html [https://perma.cc/K7QC-WJAB] (reporting on the
settlement).
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public food sharing. Drawing on these concepts from the discipline of
anthropology, I elucidated how religiously and politically motivated people who
share food in public describe their practice and explained how the former prefer
terms of charity, ministry, works of faith, or worship, while the latter tend to prefer
solidarity and mutual aid. In highlighting these emic terms, I presented a partial
history of public food sharing in the United States during the first and second
modern waves of anti-food-sharing laws. I then turned to the terms preferred by
the cities that criminalize, or otherwise regulate, people who share food in public.
Discussing ordinances that use terms like food distribution, homeless feeding, large
group feeding, social services, social service facilities, and outdoor food distribution
centers, I argued that the relative distance between emic and etic terms correlates
with how courts adjudicate food-sharing cases, showing that in most cases, where a
court adopts the plaintiffs' emic terms, the resolution is in their favor. In contrast,
where a court disregards or rejects the plaintiffs' emic terms and instead prefers the
etic terms of a municipality or of First Amendment jurisprudence, the adjudication
often favors the defendants. Finally, I argued that attending carefully to the emic
and etic meanings is important not only for legal adjudication but also to legislate
public food sharing in pragmatic ways that obtain cities' legitimate governmental
interests while accounting for the powerful motivations of people who share food
in public.
In Part II, I discussed critically how courts have applied First Amendment
jurisprudence, in particular the Free Exercise Clause, and related statutes, and
argued when I believe that judges applied that jurisprudence incorrectly. Elaborating
my partial history of the food-sharing cases, I showed how federal courts applied
RFRA in the early years before the Supreme Court repudiated its application to state
and local governments and apparently disproved my "null hypothesis" (i.e., that the
emic meanings ascribed to public food sharing by the religious activists who do it
as an expression of charity, ministry, works of faith, and/or worship do not matter
to the resolution of such cases) and proved my alternate hypothesis (i.e., that the
emic meanings do matter to the judicial resolution of food-sharing cases). The foodsharing cases that implicated RFRA also showed the importance of the
jurisprudential notion of a substantial burden on the free exercise of religion. Courts
that adopt the emic meanings ascribed to public food sharing always ruled in the
plaintiffs' favor, and courts that disregarded or rejected those terms almost always
ruled in the defendants' favor. I further supported this argument by attending to
different approaches that courts took to the state RFRA of Florida, arguing
why the latter case's finding of a significant, but not substantial, burden on the
plaintiffs' exercise of religion was wrong for being internally self-contradictory, a
misapplication of the narrow definition of Florida RFRA, and distinguishable from
the case in which the Florida Supreme Court interpreted Florida RFRA's narrow
definition of substantial burden. I then discussed RLUIPA and the food-sharing
cases briefly and concluded that food-sharing litigation involving RLUIPA will
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similarly predictably feature contests over the threshold issue of what constitutes a
substantial burden on the exercise of religion.
I now argue for U.S. cities to stop criminalizing people who share food in
public and to instead cultivate charitable practices like public food sharing and
similar efforts at "collective action in the urban commons." 294 Cultivating public
food sharing with city laws will not only respect, rather than substantially burden,
people who publicly share food as an exercise of religion, but it will also promote
class relations of "organic solidarity." The eminent sociologist tmile Durkheim
theorized organic solidarity by analogy with the human body, with each organ highly
specialized to provide a specific function while working as part of a whole that was
intertwined for common yet distinct goals. 295 Durkheim's theorization of organic
solidarity is particularly resonant for public food sharing because early
commentators noted that, "Durkheim conceives of the growth of organic solidarity
as a process of liberation of the individual from the social repression of mechanical
solidarity." 296 In addition to facilitating people's liberation from social repression,
cities that cultivate public food sharing will more likely than not reduce the material
deprivation amongst the homeless, hungry, and otherwise impoverished people
who often congregate downtown. In contrast, to criminalize public food sharing
exacerbates these people's material deprivation while failing to address the
underlying conditions that make homelessness, and other forms of being visibly
poor, objectionable to some city legislators. 297

294. Cf Foster, supra note 30, at 58 (defining the urban commons as "local tangible and
intangible resources in which [urban residents] have a common stake," ranging from "local streets and
parks to public spaces to a variety of shared neighborhood amenities").
295. See EMILE DURKHEIM, THE DIVISION OF LABOUR IN SOCIETY 181 (1893, George
Simpson trans., 1933); see also Martha R. Mahoney, Class and Status in American Law: Race, Interest,
and the Anti-Transformation Cases, 76 S. CAL. L. REV. 799, 803, 817 (2003) ("Class-based solidarity, in

contrast, creates a basis for identity that may diminish white working class attachment to race privilege
or at least create openings for change .... In concepts of class interest that are based on group relations
of economic power, antiracist solidarity is an actual or potential interest of white workers, and class
awareness and activism are vital to the transformation of white attachment to privilege."); Martha
R. Mahoney, What's Left of SofRdarity: Reflections on Law, Race, and Labor History, 57 BUFF. L. REV. 1515,
1516-17 (2009) ("The term 'class' includes more than identification of the position in society of an
individual or group. Class involves the work people do; the understandings they form about themselves,
their lives, and the people with whom they live and work; economic and social relations between groups;
and the actions they take to pursue their interests.") (citation omitted).
296. Julius Stone, Book Review, On the Division of Labour in Society, 47 HARV. L. REV. 1448,
1450 (1934) ("Durkheim conceives of the growth of organic solidarity as a process of liberation of the
individual from the social repression of mechanical solidarity.") (citation omitted).
297. On being "visibly poor," see Rankin, supra note 28, at 6 ("[T]he term 'visibly poor' and
related iterations encompass individuals currently experiencing homelessness, but also include
individuals experiencing poverty in combination with housing instability, mental illness, or other
psychological or socioeconomic challenges that deprive them of reasonable alternatives to spending all
or the majority of their time in public.") (citation omitted).
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In the wake of the longest recession on record since 1948,298 almost forty299
and
seven million people in the United States live below the poverty threshold,
3
over forty-eight million people suffer "food insecurity" (i.e., hunger). 00 Faced with
this situation, city leaders should eschew the revanchist criminalization of people
who are homeless, hungry, or otherwise impoverished, as well as the criminalization
of the religiously or politically motivated social activists who seek to publicly share
food with them.301 City leaders should instead incentivize urban residents to act
collectively across their social classes in order to improve all residents' health and
nutrition. Indeed, in the current era of austerity, 302 and in light of the national
endemic of obesity and overweight, 303 U.S. cities have much to gain by cultivating
cross-class relations of organic solidarity: persevering through a historical period

DENAVAS-WALT & PROCTOR, supra note 17, at 21.
298.
Id. at 12 ("In 2014, the official poverty rate was 14.8 percent. There were 46.7 million
299.
people in poverty.").
300.
COLEMAN-JENSEN ET AL., supra note 4, at i, v, 6, 10.
On revanchism, or the politics of revenge, see NEIL SMITH, THE NEW URBAN FRONTtER:
301.
GENTRIFICATION AND THE REVANCHIST CITY, at 44-47, 211-18 (1996) (theorizing the revanchist
city from the historic revanchists of late nineteenth century France and applying the concept to explain
the gentrification process in New York City at the end of the twentieth century); Gonzzilez, sKpra note
*, at 234-36, 257-59, 279-81 (evaluating Smith's discussion of historical French revanchism and his
theorization of the emergence of the revanchist city in the late twentieth century United States and
explaining the emergence of anti-food-sharing laws under Smith's theory of the revanchist city).
302.
See THOMAS BYRNE EDSALL, THE AGE OF AUSTERITY: HOW SCARCITY WILL REMAKE
AMERICAN POLITICS (2012); Zachary A. Goldfarb, Have We Been Living in an Age ofAusterity?,
2
WASH. POST (Feb. 21, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/ 014/02/21/
have-we-been-living-in-an-age-of-austerity/ [https://perma.cc/56ZR-VFP].
See Ashieigh L. May et al., Obesit)y-United States, 1999-2010, in CENTERS FOR DISEASE
303.
CONTROL AND PREVENTION [CDC], CDC HEALTH DISPARITIES AND INEQUALITIES REPORTUNITED STATES, 2013, MMWR 120, 120 (Nov. 22, 2013) [hereinafter May et al., CDC], http://
www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/other/su6203.pdf [https://perma.cc/5FQ4-YCJW] ("Since 1960, the
prevalence of adult obesity in the United States has nearly tripled, from 13% in 1960-1962 to 36%
during 2009-2010 .... Although the prevalence of obesity is high among all U.S. population groups,
substantial disparities exist among racial/ethnic minorities and vary on the basis of age, sex, and
socioeconomic status.") (citations omitted); Manel Kappagoda, Samantha Graff & Shale Wong, Public
Health Crisis: Medical-Legal Approaches to Obesity Prevention, in POVERTY, HEALTH AND LAW:
READINGS AND CASES FOR MEDICAL-LEGAL PARTNERSHIP 601 (Elizabeth Tobin Tyler, Elien
Lawton, Kathleen Conroy, Megan Sandel & Barry Zuckerman, eds., 2012) ("Skyrocketing obesity rates
in the United States over the past three decades have prompted call to action . . .. Currently two-thirds
of adults and one third of children are overweight or obese .... As of 2008, 33.8 percent of adults and
16.9 percent of children ages 2-19 in the United States were considered obese."); see also Lauren Berlant,
Slow Death (Sovereignty, Obesity, LateralAgency), 33 CRITICAL INQUIRY 754, 756 (2007) (arguing that
poverty, hunger, and obesity are better understood as "endemic," facts of ordinary life for various
vulnerable populations in the United States and other societies, rather than as exceptional or
"epidemic"). For Berlant, "slow death" refers to "the physical wearing out of a targeted population" in
a scene, episode, or other temporal environment that is "nearly a defining condition of their everyday
experience and historical existence." Id. at 754. Under this approach, while the disproportionate
poverty, hunger, and obesity of children, the elderly, immigrants, racialized ethnic minorities, and
women may provoke feelings of outrage (that might be channeled into activism), these upsetting scenes
serve vested interests with a long genealogy, namely, capitalism, or the historically particular class
relations of the United States' political economy. See id. at 766.
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marked by substantial assaults on governance and the public fisc may well require
the kind of compassionate cooperation that food sharing exemplifies.
Finally, cities should stop promulgating, or repeal, anti-food-sharing
ordinances and other municipal laws that criminalize people who are homeless,
hungry, or otherwise impoverished, marginalized, and vulnerable because such laws
are socially corrosive. Anti-food-sharing laws extend criminalization beyond their
ostensible targets-impoverished, homeless, or otherwise hungry people. While
homeless, hungry, or otherwise impoverished people may be subject to arrest and
prosecution under an anti-food-sharing law, the typical activity criminalized by such
laws is providing food to, or sharing food with, hungry people while on city-owned,
ostensibly public, property. In other words, anti-food-sharing laws criminalize the
religious and social activists who publicly assemble in order to provide food to
hungry people. Not surprisingly, such laws sometimes deter the charity and ministry,
or solidarity and mutual aid, that people practice and experience when they act
together to satisfy the human need to eat. That these laws threaten organic solidarity
in an historical moment when rates of impoverishment and hunger have increased
significantly (i.e., before, during, and after the Great Recession) is particularly
striking.3 04 In my view, anti-food-sharing laws ultimately evidence the spread of a
socially corrosive politics, which the late critical geographer Neil Smith, termed "the
revanchist city," an ideology that competes with the ebullience of gentrification and
which scapegoats disfavored and marginalized social groups in order to consolidate
politically reactionary power. 305
Criminalizing this sort of charity feels particularly disturbing because it appears
unprecedented in U.S. history to generally make a crime out of providing food to
hungry people. 306 While the color of law sometimes justified police action against
sharing food, in U.S. history this typically only occurred during intense moments of
social conflict, such as a labor strike, or in an historical moment where entire classes
of people were denied fundamental constitutional rights and the equal protection
of the law, such as under Jim Crow regimes, the Black Codes, or the peculiar
institution of slavery. 307 In contrast, today, in an era that some commentators have
dubbed the New Gilded Age,308 increasing numbers of U.S. cities are promulgating
anti-food-sharing laws in apparent disregard of superior statutory rights,
constitutional rights, and international human rights.
Indeed, contextualizing the food-sharing cases in Anglo-American legal
history raises other provocative comparisons, reaching beyond the poor house of
the nineteenth century to the colonial outdoor relief of the eighteenth century, and
304. Accord Gonzalez, supra note *, at 232-33 (noting the increase in poverty and food
insecurity from 2006 to 2012).
305. Id at 234-36, 257-59, 279-81 (evaluating Smith's discussion of historical French
revanchism and his theorization of the emergence of the revanchist city in the late twentieth century
United States).
306. Id. at 235-36.
307. See id. at 235.
308. See id. at 236-57 (discussing the notion of a New Gilded Age in the United States).
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even further, to the English Poor Laws of the fourteenth century, which expressly
forbade charity to the able-bodied poor so that they be compelled to labor in order
to live.309 In this light, the revanchist city of the twenty-first century seems
particularly dystopian because the city governments that promulgate anti-foodsharing laws typically act at the behest of a handful of individuals, sometimes
affiliated with a local chamber of commerce, often downtown area merchants or
new residents to a city center. 310 In other words, U.S. cities are criminalizing charity
and deterring organic solidarity at the behest of a relatively small number of citizens
who are effectively claiming the right to exclude visibly homeless, impoverished, or
otherwise hungry people from their midst, as well as those individuals of ostensibly
nonpoor (middle) classes who organize themselves to help hungry people not
starve. This brave new reality is redolent of medieval banishment or exile and should
311
have no place in twenty-first century law and society.

309.

See id at 236 (discussing the English Statute of Laborers (1349)) (citing to JOEL

F. HANDLER, THE POVERTY OF WELFARE REFORM 10 (1995); William P. Quigley, Backwards into
the Future: How Welfare Changes in the Millennium Resemble English Poor Law of the Middle Ages, 9

STAN. L. & POL'Y REv. 101, 102-03 (1998)); see also Stefan A. Riesenfeld, The Formative Era of
American PublicAssistance Law, 43 CAL. L. REV. 175, 188-89 (1955).
See, e.g., Gonzalez, supra note *, at 269 (discussing Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer's reference
310.
to the Orlando Chamber of Commerce in the process that enacted the city's Large Group Feeding
Ordinance); see also supra note 234 and accompanying text (discussing how the city manager, police
commander, and head of the local Hotel-Motel Association met with Arnold Abbott to discuss their
concerns regarding the food sharing that he conducted at the beach and their perceptions of its effect
on tourism).
See generall BECKETT & HERBERT, supra note 28; Amster, supra note 28; Rankin, supra note
311.
28; Riesenfeld, supra note 309, at 189; Simon, supra note 28.
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Appendix 1: The Litigated Food-Sharing C ses (listed chronologically). 12
Citation
Jurisdiction
Date of Opinion
Case Name
Armory Park Neighborhood
712 P.2d 914 (Ariz. 1985)
Ariz.
Aug. 29, 1985
Ass'n v. Episcopal Cmty. Servs.

La.

574 So. 2d 403
(La. Ct. App. 4 Cir.
1991)

9th Cir.

983 F.2d 1076
(unpublished table
decision)

May 30, 1996

9th Cir.

81 F.3d 169
(unpublished table
decision)

W Presbytenan Church II

Sept. 8, 1994

D.D.C.

862 F. Supp. 538

Daytona Rescue Mission, Inc.
v. City of Daytona Beach

May 12, 1995

M.D. Fla.

885 F. Supp. 1554

Stuart Circle Par. v. Bd. of
Zoning Appeals of Richmond

Nov. 26, 1996

E.D. Va.

946 F. Supp. 1225

2.
Wilkinson v. Lafranz

Jan. 11, 1991

3.
McHenry v. Agnos (McHenry I)
McHenry v. Jordan
(McHenry II)
4.

849
77
Supp.
F.
D.D.C.
1994
15,
1)Apr.
Church
Presbyterian
(W

5.

6.

343

Jan. 19, 1993

W. Presbyterian Church v.
Bd. of Zoning Adjustment
of D.C.
_

7.
Abbott v. City of Fort
Lauderdale (Abbott I)

June 14, 2000

Fla.

Abbott II

May 2, 2001

Fla.

No. CACE99003583(05)
(Fla. Cir. Ct.
June 14, 2000)
783 So. 2d 1213
Fla. Dist. Ct. Ap. 2001)

312. App. 1. The Litigated Food-Sharing Cases (listed chronologically) derives from
CRTMINALIZING CRsIS, supra note 5, at 62-63, 132-42 (listing twelve federal court cases, including
four appellate opinions, and one state (Florida) court case), plus additional research conducted by the
author and his research team that identified further proceedings in those cases, additional published
and unpublished cases, and emerging controversies that had yet to be litigated. The author plans to
update this table online at http://foodsharinglaw.net [https://perma.cc/E6BC-YAA5].
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8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
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Santa Monica Food Not Bombs
v. City of Santa Monica

June 16, 2006

9th Cir.

450 F.3d 1022

Sacco v. City of Las Vegas

Aug. 20, 2007

D. Nev.

2007 WL 2429151

Pac. Beach United Methodist
Church v. City of San Diego

Apr. 18, 2008

S.D. Cal.

07-CV-2305-LAB-PCL
Order of Dismissal

First Vagabonds Church of
God v. City of Orlando
(First Vagabonds
Church of God I)

Mar. 31, 2008

M.D. Fla.

2008 WL 899029

First Vagabonds Church of God I
First Vagabonds Church of God III
First Vagabonds
Church of GodIV

June 26, 2008

M.D. Fla.
M.D. Fla.

2008 WL 2646603
578 F. Supp. 2d 1353

First Vagabonds Church of God V

Apr. 12, 2011

11th Cir.
11th Cir.

610 F.3d 1274
638 F.3d 756

Big Hart Ministries Ass'n, Inc.
v. City of Dall.
(B Hart Ministries Ass'n)

Nov. 4,2011

N.D. Tex.

Big Hart MinistriesAss'n

Mar. 25, 2013

N.D. Tex.

2011 WL 5346109
3:07-CV-0216-P Findings
of Fact and Conclusions
of Law

Big Hart MinistriesAss'n

Mar. 28, 2013

N.D. Tex.

3:07-CV-0216-P Final
Judgment

E.D. Pa.

2012 WL 3235317
Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law

Sept. 30, 2016

S.D. Fla.

15-60185-CIV-ZLOCH
Order on Motions for
Summary Judgment

Jan. 18, 2017

11th Cir.

2017 WL 1076817

Sept. 26, 2008

July 6, 2010

13.
Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc. v.
City of Phila.
14.

[[Vol. 7:291

Fort Lauderdale Food Not
Bombs v. City of Fort
Lauderdale
(FortLauderdale
Food Not Bombs I)
(FortLauderdale
Food Not Bombs l)

Aug. 9, 2012
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Appendix 2: U.S. Cities with Anti-Food-Sharing Laws (by sta e).313
Colorado
Connecticut
Arizona
California (10)
Alabama
Birmingham

Phoenix

Chico
Costa Mesa

Denver

Middletown

Hayward
Los Angeles
Malibu
Ocean Beach
Pasadena
Santa Monica
Sacramento
Ventura

Florida (11)

Georgia

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky

Daytona Beach
Fort Lauderdale
Gainesville

Atlanta

Indianapolis
Lafayette

Cedar Rapids
Davenport

Covington

Maryland

Missouri

North Carolina

New

New Mexico

Baltimore

Kansas City
St. Louis

Charlotte
Raleigh

Hampshire
Manchester

Albuquerque

Springfield

Springfield
Pennsylvania

Jacksonville
Lake Worth
Melbourne

Miami
Orlando

Palm Bay
St. Petersburg
Tampa

Nevada

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Las Vegas

Dayton

Oklahoma City

Medford

Shawnee

Harrisburg

Philadelphia

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Washington

Columbia

Nashville

Corpus Christi

Salt Lake City

Olympia

Myrtle Beach

Dallas
Houston

Seattle
Sultan

313. App. 2. U.S. Cities with Anti-Food-Sharing Laws derives from SHARE MO MORE, supra
note 5, at 5, which maps the fifty-seven cities across twenty-five states that the National Coalition for
the Homeless reports as "U.S. cities that have attempted to restrict, ban, or relocate food-sharing." The
author plans to update this table online at http://foodsharinglaw.net [https://perma.cc/E6BC-

YAA5].
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RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
CHAPTER 761
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

761.01 Short title.
761.02 Definitions.
761.03 Free exercise of religion protected.
761.04 Attorney’s fees and costs.
761.05 Applicability; construction.
761.061 Rights of certain churches or religious organizations or individuals.
761.01

Short title.—This act may be cited as the “Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1998.”

History.—s. 1, ch. 98-412.

761.02
(1)

Definitions.—As used in this act:

“Government” or “state” includes any branch, department, agency, instrumentality, or official or other

person acting under color of law of the state, a county, special district, municipality, or any other subdivision of
the state.
(2)

“Demonstrates” means to meet the burden of going forward with the evidence and of persuasion.

(3)

“Exercise of religion” means an act or refusal to act that is substantially motivated by a religious belief,

whether or not the religious exercise is compulsory or central to a larger system of religious belief.
History.—s. 2, ch. 98-412.

761.03
(1)

Free exercise of religion protected.—

The government shall not substantially burden a person’s exercise of religion, even if the burden results

from a rule of general applicability, except that government may substantially burden a person’s exercise of
religion only if it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person:
(a)

Is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest; and

(b)

Is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.

(2)

A person whose religious exercise has been burdened in violation of this section may assert that violation as

a claim or defense in a judicial proceeding and obtain appropriate relief.
History.—s. 3, ch. 98-412.

761.04

Attorney’s fees and costs.—The prevailing plaintiff in any action or proceeding to enforce a

provision of this act is entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees and costs to be paid by the government.
History.—s. 4, ch. 98-412.

761.05
(1)

Applicability; construction.—

This act applies to all state law, and the implementation of that law, whether statutory or otherwise, and

whether adopted before or after the enactment of this act.
(2)

State law adopted after the date of the enactment of this act is subject to this act unless such law

explicitly excludes such application by reference to this act.
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(3)

Nothing in this act shall be construed to authorize the government to burden any religious belief.

(4)

Nothing in this act shall be construed to circumvent the provisions of chapter 893.

(5)

Nothing in this act shall be construed to affect, interpret, or in any way address that portion of s. 3, Art. I

of the State Constitution prohibiting laws respecting the establishment of religion.
(6)

Nothing in this act shall create any rights by an employee against an employer if the employer is not a

governmental agency.
(7)

Nothing in this act shall be construed to affect, interpret, or in any way address that portion of s. 3, Art. I

of the State Constitution and the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States respecting the
establishment of religion. This act shall not be construed to permit any practice prohibited by those provisions.
History.—s. 5, ch. 98-412.

761.061
(1)

Rights of certain churches or religious organizations or individuals.—

The following individuals or entities may not be required to solemnize any marriage or provide services,

accommodations, facilities, goods, or privileges for a purpose related to the solemnization, formation, or
celebration of any marriage if such an action would cause the individual or entity to violate a sincerely held
religious belief of the individual or entity:
(a)

A church;

(b)

A religious organization;

(c)

A religious corporation or association;

(d)

A religious fraternal benefit society;

(e)

A religious school or educational institution;

(f)

An integrated auxiliary of a church;

(g)

An individual employed by a church or religious organization while acting in the scope of that employment;

(h)

A clergy member; or

(i)

A minister.

(2)

A refusal to solemnize any marriage or provide services, accommodations, facilities, goods, or privileges

under subsection (1) may not serve as the basis for:
(a)

A civil cause of action against any entity or individual protected under subsection (1); or

(b)

A civil cause of action, criminal cause of action, or any other action by this state or a political subdivision

to penalize or withhold benefits or privileges, including tax exemptions or governmental contracts, grants, or
licenses, from any entity or individual protected under subsection (1).
History.—s. 1, ch. 2016-50.
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